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ABSTRACT
This thesis contends that technologically-derived resurrections of human bodies and
bodily fragments can be viewed as indicative of a “post-biological” ontology. Drawing
from examples in which human bodies are resurrected, both figuratively and actually,
this thesis puts forward the term “post-biological subject” as an ideological framework
for conceptualising the reconfiguration of human ontology that results from various
medical technologies that “resurrect” the human body. In this instance, the term “postbiological”, borrowed from Hans Moravec who uses it denote a future in which human
being is radically disembodied and resurrected within a digital realm, is used somewhat
ironically: where Moravec imagines an afterlife in which the body is discarded as so
much “meat”, the post-biological afterlife of the body in this thesis centres around a
form of corporeal resurrection.

Corpses, living organs and excreta may all be

resurrected, some of them in digital format, yet this kind of resurrection departs
radically from the disembodied spiritual bliss imagined in many conceptualisations of
resurrection.

The post-biological subject resists ontological delineation and

problematises boundaries defining self and other, living and dead, and human and nonhuman and is fraught with a number of cultural anxieties about its unique ontological
status. These concerns are analysed in the context of a number of phenomena, including
melancholy, horror, monstrosity and the uncanny, all of which similarly indicate an
anxious fixation with human ontology.

The purpose of discussing post-biological

bodies in relation to phenomena such as melancholy or the uncanny is not to reinstate as
ideological frameworks the psychoanalytic models from which these concepts are
derived, but rather to use them as starting points for more complex analyses of postbiological ontology.

The first and second chapters of this thesis discuss instances in which the human body is
posthumously modified, drawing on Gunther von Hagens’s Body Worlds exhibition and
the Visible Human Project. The Body Worlds plastinates are situated in a liminal and
ambiguous ontological space between life and death, and it is argued that their
extraordinary ontological status evokes a form of imagined melancholy, wherein the
longed-for and lost melancholic object is a complete process of death. In the case of the
Visible Human Project, it is argued that the gruesome and highly technologised process
of creating the Visible Male, wherein the corpse is effectively dehumanised and
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rendered geometric, evokes the trope of horror, while at the same time being fraught
with a nostalgic longing for a pre-technological, anatomically “authentic” body.

The third and fourth chapters of this thesis discuss instances in which the living human
body is reconfigured, focusing on immortal cell lines and organ transplantation, and on
medical imaging technologies such as computed tomography and magnetic resonance
imaging. In the third chapter it is argued that organ transplantation and the creation of
immortal cell lines give rise to profound anxieties about ontological contamination
through their capacity to render permeable the imagined boundaries defining self, and in
this way invoke the monstrous.

The fourth chapter interrogates the representation of

medical imaging in Don DeLillo’s novel White Noise, arguing that the medical
representation of the body functions as a form of double, a digital doppelganger that
elicits an uncanny anxiety through its capacity to presage death.
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PREFACE

In 2005, whilst I was in the middle of writing this thesis, José van Dijck published The
Transparent Body: A Cultural Analysis of Medical Imaging.1

Upon reading van

Dijck’s book, I was somewhat distraught to discover that it paralleled in many ways the
planned structure of my thesis, with the first, second and final chapters of my thesis
corresponding roughly to the third, seventh and fourth chapters of The Transparent
Body. Close examination of van Dijck’s work revealed, however, that even though the
general subject of the book’s individual chapters was similar to my thesis chapters, (the
Body Worlds exhibitions, the Visible Human Project and medical imaging
technologies), van Dijck is predominantly concerned in her work with the cultural
representation and conceptualisation of these phenomena. In contrast, my research
focuses on the notion of biotechnological resurrection and its resulting cultural anxieties
and affects, and thus is markedly different from van Dijck’s work. For this reason, I
have retained my overall thesis structure as originally planned, despite its apparent
congruence with The Transparent Body.

Three of the four chapters of this thesis have been submitted for publication in edited
collections as follows:
•

A revised version of Chapter 1 entitled “Afterlife, But Not As We Know It:
Melancholy, Post-Biological Ontology and Gunther von Hagens’s Plastinated
Bodies” is to be published in a collection of essays about Body Worlds, eds.
Alicita Rodriguez, Joseph Starr and Christine Jespersen, McFarland and Co,
forthcoming 2008.

•

A revised version of Chapter 2, entitled “The Post-biological Body: Horror,
Nostalgia and the Visible Human Project” is to be published in an edited
collection entitled The Body in Medical Culture, ed. Elizabeth Klaver, SUNY
Press, forthcoming 2008.

•

A revised version of Chapter 4, entitled “A Body of Information: Posthumanism,
the Digital Doppelgänger and Don DeLillo’s White Noise” has been submitted
for publication in a collection entitled The Poetics of Shadows: The Double in
Literature and Philosophy, ed. Andrew Ng, Ibidem-Verlag, 2008.

1

José van Dijck, The Transparent Body: A Cultural Analysis of Medical Imaging (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 2005).
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INTRODUCTION
The post-biological condition

In Roald Dahl’s short story, Mary and William, a downtrodden wife, Mary Pearl, takes
revenge upon her bullying and recently deceased husband by indulging in all the
luxuries he forbade her when he was alive. The twist in this story is that although
Mary’s husband has legally died, he remains alive in the form of his living brain resting
in a petri dish attached to a beating heart and a mobile eye; as Mary blows cigarette
smoke into her husband’s eye, “he” glares at her, but is powerless to stop her. While
Dahl’s story is situated firmly within the realm of fantastical fiction, the tale of
William’s disembodied resurrection parallels a similar narrative from a very different
context: that of cybernetics. According to Hans Moravec, a robotics researcher at MIT,
the scenario imagined by Dahl in which consciousness, located entirely within the brain,
exists beyond death, will one day be realised with the aid of computer technologies. 1
Moravec claims that at some point in the near future it will be possible to
“transmigrate”; to download a human being’s complete consciousness into a computer,
whilst, presumably, the remaining body is discarded. This technologically assisted
realisation of Cartesian dualism will, according to Moravec, endow human beings with
the capacity for immortal digitised life; in the “postbiological” future that Moravec
imagines, human beings will have evolved to become completely compatible with
technology.2

The “postbiological world” will, he claims, “host a great range of

individuals constituted from libraries of accumulated knowledge.”3 Within this digital
utopia (or dystopia as Dahl imagines it), in which the body is abandoned, the cybernetic
metamorphosis enacted by transmigration will endow human beings with the capacity
for immortal life within the machine.

In this thesis I examine the notion of biomedical resurrection, borrowing Moravec’s
term “postbiological” to refer to bodies and selves that undergo a certain kind of

1

Hans Moravec, Mind Children: The Future of Robot and Human Intelligence (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1988), pp.108-109.
2
Moravec, Mind Children, p.125.
3
Moravec, Mind Children, p.125.
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resurrection. Yet, where Moravec’s imagining of technologised resurrection involves a
mind-body split in which the body is abandoned and a disembodied consciousness is
resurrected within a digital afterlife, the “resurrections” examined in this thesis are
markedly different. Resurrection in the context of the specific phenomena discussed in
the chapters of this thesis is posited to occur in two different modes, both of which
involve the resurrection of the body and its parts, in a way that departs radically from
the disembodied psychical resurrection implicit in Moravec’s fantasy. Part I of this
thesis addresses the notion of “Un-dying”, examining two instances in which the corpse,
rather than consciousness, is resurrected.

Part II, entitled “Re-living”, examines

specific scenarios where the body and its fragments are extra-corporeally resurrected
during life. In this sense, the trajectory of this thesis is not deathwards, but rather charts
an inverse journey from the corpse to the living body.

The use of the term “post-biological” throughout this thesis, while derived from
Moravec, has a hyphen intentionally added to emphasise the constructedness of linear
narratives of technologised immortality.

In a sense, Moravec’s unhyphenated

expression is symptomatic of the way that he perceives a natural and inevitable
continuum from biological to postbiological; in short, from human to posthuman.

In

this way, Moravec’s proposed afterlife is positioned within the realm of cultural
configurations of the body; another addition to a long tradition of post-isms that almost
invariably reinstate that which they supposedly supersede.

In this thesis, the use of the term “post-biological” refers to the myriad ways in which
“bodies” are resurrected in various forms, and is intentionally ironic. Where Moravec’s
dream of the postbiological future is predicated on a fundamental dichotomy between
mind and body, wherein “self,” as consciousness, is presupposed to be entirely divorced
from flesh and embodiment is not even considered, the post-biological resurrections
that are discussed in this thesis call into question the notion of both a mind-body split
and its concomitant differentiation, however implicit, between human and non-human,
and life and death. Where “post-biological” is thus used with a proverbial grain of salt,
so too is the term “condition” used hesitantly and with some degree of selfconsciousness; the very concept of a “condition” that is unique to any group of human
beings is always problematic in its implicit claim to universality, and ultimately fails to
account for individual difference in its homogenising logic. The term “post-biological
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condition” is therefore used with a recognition of the temporal and epistemological
implications of the prefix “post” and the teleological basis underpinning a “condition”
of human being; the “post-biological condition” is consequently used with a recognition
of historical precedence of defining the “human condition.” The purpose in using this
term is, therefore, not to add yet another “post”-prefixed neologism to the already
expanding repertoire that already includes posthuman, postvital and postnatural, to
name just a few, but rather to use Moravec’s fantasy of postbiological life to highlight
many of the socio-cultural assumptions that frame the biotechnological resurrections
discussed in the chapters of this thesis.4

This thesis examines notions of the post-biological body from the perspective of
medicine and technology, focusing specifically on the ways in which bodies
“resurrected” by medical technology problematise and complicate notions of human
ontology. I have chosen to focus on the body within biomedicine and anatomy because
these discourses are imbued with a tension between the abstract and the material.
While, as will be explained, many theorisations posit the body as a socially and
culturally constructed phenomenon, the focus within medicine on the physical brings
the body’s inescapable materiality into focus. As Eric Cassell notes in Drew Leder’s
phenomenologically-based collection of essays on the body, critiques of medical
discourse incorporate a tension between socio-cultural conceptualisations of the body
and the physical fact of flesh:
It is a comforting fact that the human body confronted by Hippocratic
physicians is the same as that treated by doctors of today, and that no
differences are expected to appear tomorrow […] the structure and the
function of the body are enduring facts [yet] medical science and
physicians of different eras have behaved as if they were dealing with a
body that itself is different.5
Cassell is not suggesting here that bodies are necessarily understood from a
universalised perspective, but his comment rather illustrates the urgent and insistent
materiality of the medical body, regardless of its cultural conceptualisation. Within
medicine, although the body may be framed as a culturally inscribed object or presented

4

As Sean Cubitt writes, “I would normally avoid the prefix ‘post’: I can find little evidence for a radical
break with the genocidal, exploitative, oppressive and bureaucratic recent past.” Sean Cubitt,
“Supernatural Futures: Theses on Digital Aesthetics,” in FutureNatural: Nature, Science,Culture,
(London: Routledge, 1996), p.237
5
Eric J.Cassell, “The Body of the Future,” in The Body in Medical Thought and Practice, ed. Drew Leder
(Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1992), p.233.
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as a “natural” specimen, thereby positioning it within a socio-cultural discourse, its
corporeality persists. In keeping with the notion of the undeniable corporeality of the
medical body, I have chosen to focus specifically on death and resurrection of bodies
and body parts in this thesis, as they elucidate many of the complex ontologies of the
human, and in doing so reveal many of the paradoxes and contradictions which underlie
binary conceptualisations of the body. As will be demonstrated, the tendency towards
dualist thinking in theorisations of the body has a longstanding historical precedence,
and in many instances the western philosophical tradition of a mind-body split is
reinscribed in technological and medical frameworks which separate discursive practice
from embodiment, inadvertently setting up a hierarchised dichotomy between
discourses of nature/culture, technologised/human and information/flesh. In order to
elucidate how the post-biological offers a means for negotiating the predicament of
dichotomous thinking, I will firstly examine the ways the body is perceived as a
socially-constructed phenomenon, both in the context of medical technologies and more
generally, before discussing the importance of considering embodiment in
conceptualisations of the human. Finally, I will suggest that examining post-biological
death and resurrection in the context of medical technologies offers a framework for
considering bodily ontologies that takes into account both the body’s social
constructedness and its vital materiality.
BODY LANGUAGE

N. Katherine Hayles, in her influential study, How We Became Posthuman, writes
scathingly of Moravec’s transmigration scenario, dismissing his vision of the future as
fantasy, and suggesting that its failure to account for the fundamental importance of
embodied being in the construction of selfhood is both naïve and facile.6 As Hayles
notes, Moravec’s dream of disembodied consciousness is symptomatic of a
posthumanist view in which human being can supposedly be “seamlessly articulated”
with cybernetic machines.7 In reality, Hayles argues, human being is infinitely more
complex than the sum of its “informational pattern[s].”8

Hayles’ concern with the

importance of embodiment is symptomatic of the current philosophy that the body is
not a static, singular object, but is a culturally-conceived phenomenon constantly

6

N. Katherine Hayles, How We Became Posthuman: Virtual Bodies in Cybernetics, Literature, and
Informatics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999), p.1.
7
Hayles, How We Became Posthuman, p.1
8
Ibid., p.2.
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undergoing processes of shifting and changing. One of the recurring themes in recent
body criticism is thus the insistence that the body is not in itself a neutral or “natural”
phenomenon, nor does it exist independently from culture or society. Rather, our
understandings and experiences of the body, and thus the very body itself, are
inextricably shaped and mediated by the multiplicities and contradictions of culture.
As will be discussed, while such theorisations of the body as a discursive subject are
valuable for highlighting socio-cultural and political systems that frame conceptual
constructions of the body, these perspectives are often limited by their reinstation of
dichotomous models of the human body.

The notion of the body as a discursive phenomenon is summarised by Donna Haraway
who puts forward the notion of the cyborg as a hybrid supraontological figure in
Simians, Cyborgs and Women.9 For Haraway,
bodies, then, are not born: they are made. Bodies have been as thoroughly
denaturalized as sign, context, and time. […] one is not born an organism.
Organisms are made; they are constructs of a world-changing kind. 10
By referring to the feminist work of Simone de Beauvoir, Haraway suggests that the
very experience of corporeality is in fact as culturally produced as gender; the human
body is not a “natural” being but a cultural artifice. The body in this context is
produced within a cultural model that determines its very reality; it is not a static
artefact but is created by the cultural lens through which it is viewed. In part, this is
symptomatic of the influence of poststructuralism within the disciplines of philosophy
and cultural studies, where, as Deborah Lupton notes: “[i]n the wake of
Poststructuralism, the human body can no longer be considered a given reality, but as
the product of certain kinds of knowledge which are subject to change.”11 As the
product of knowledge, the body is thus politicised, situated within the theoretical or
cultural perspective from which it is constructed; the body is a discursive subject.

For Michel Foucault, the notion of the discursive body is inextricably intertwined with
hierarchised systems of order; “bio-power” is “what brought life and its mechanisms
into the realm of explicit calculations and made knowledge-power an agent of human
9

Donna Haraway, Simians, Cyborgs and Women: The Reinvention of Nature (New York: Routledge,
1991).
10
Ibid., p.208.
11
Deborah Lupton, Medicine as Culture: Illness, Disease and the Body in Western Societies (London:
Sage, 1994), p.22.
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life.”12 For Foucault, power is enacted not over the physical body as apolitical object,
but rather is operated through cultural institutions which construct and control the body
socially. As an example of this socially constructed power Foucault cites the execution
of the unfortunate Damiens, the regicide who was tortured before being drawn and
quartered.13 For Foucault, Damiens’ execution constitutes an example of the physical
disciplining of the corporeal body through its literal dismemberment and destruction
according to a rigid, hierarchised penal order.14 In contrast to the corporeal punishment
enacted on Damiens, the punishment delivered within the modern justice system is,
according to Foucault, the actual conviction of an offender, rather than the disciplining
that ensues.15 As a consequence, the body
now serves as an instrument or intermediary: if one intervenes upon it to
imprison it, or to make it work, it is in order to deprive the individual of a
liberty that is regarded both as a right and as property.16
Thus, the body’s physical disciplining, and, by implication, its physical status more
generally, are perceived as a symptom of the social and cultural systems that dictate the
body’s reality.

As Elizabeth Grosz explains in her influential study of corporeality, theorisations of the
body need to account not only for the body’s social constructedness but also the way
that it constructs the social.17 To perceive the body as a object upon which culture is
inscribed is effectively to iterate the dualistic philosophy that has haunted western
culture: the body that has social relations merely imprinted upon it as if it were a kind of
tabula rasa is not so very different from the notion of the body as discardable carnal
vessel that socio-cultural models of the body supposedly refute. For Grosz, bodies
cannot be adequately understood as ahistorical, precultural, or natural
objects in any simple way; they are not only inscribed, marked, engraved,
by social pressures external to them but are the products, the direct effects,
of the very social constitution of nature itself.18

12

Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality: Volume I: An Introduction, trans. Robert Hurley (New
York: Vintage, 1978), p.143.
13
Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan (London:
Penguin, 1977), pp.3-5.
14
Ibid., pp.3-5.
15
Ibid., p.9.
16
Ibid., p.11.
17
Elizabeth Grosz, Volatile Bodies: Toward a Corporeal Feminism, (St Leonards: Allen and Unwin,
1994).
18
Ibid., p.x.
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Thus, the body is not an apolitical object existing independently of a socio-cultural
process that projects its own ontology onto it, but, rather, is produced socially and
produces its own social reality. As Grosz reveals, knowledges of the body are produced
by the social and cultural conditions inherent in the production of knowledge itself, and
in this way, the body’s role as a socio-cultural object is to participate in a wider
epistemological process. As Grosz explains:
the body must be regarded as the site of social, political, cultural, and
geographical inscriptions, production, or constitution. The body is not
opposed to culture, a resistant throwback to a natural past; it is itself a
cultural, the cultural, product.19
The very reality of the body is perceived to be situated entirely within the realm of
culture: the notion of the “body” is shaped through cultural practice.

In the context of postmodernism, the body is similarly constructed discursively but
where poststructuralist models of the body focus on specific discourses, such as penal or
medical frameworks, in the case of Foucault, the postmodern discursive model of the
body suggests that bodies are produced by a multiplicity of fragmentary and disunified
discourses. Margrit Shildrick, for instance, notes, in her study of the monstrous, that
her approach to theorising the body is:
unashamedly postmodernist in that I understand all bodies to be
discursively constructed rather than given. It is not simply that
corporeality is a dynamic process that belies the static universalisation of
the body image, but that all bodies are in some sense phantasmatic.20
From a postmodernist perspective, the body’s social production is fragmentary and
rhizomatic, not limited to a single static conceptualisation of the body, but created from
the polyglot of discourses that construct it. The body is seen to exist in multiple
ontological modes, produced by the various discursive frameworks through which it is
conceptualised. Shildrick’s notion of the body as phantasmatic also points to a further
consequence of the discursive production of the body: as a “phantasmatic” entity, it
transcends the corporeal or even the social, and enters the realm of the imaginary. The
body is no longer a lived, nor even a discursively produced one, but is entirely relegated
to the realm of the fantastic.

19

Ibid., p.23.
Margrit Shildrick, Embodying the Monster: Encounters with the Vulnerable Self, (London: Sage,
2002), p.4.
20
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Even where discursive models of the body do account for the multiplicity of sociocultural formation, they often tend to retain a model of the body that centres on a kind
of abstraction of the material. Shildrick, for example, notes that the body is an “always
insecure and inconsistent artefact, which merely mimics material fixity. […] a plethora
of competing discourses resist any final closure on the question of the body.”21 While
Shildrick recognises the way in which bodies are constructed and produced within
multiple social and cultural frameworks, and are thus constantly undergoing theoretical
transformations and adjustments, the notion that the body’s cultural existence is
separate from its “material fixity” again reinstates a dichotomous relationship between
culture and flesh, where the corporeal body is at once authentic and insignificant, and
the cultural structures imposed upon it are, however changeable, vital to its existence.

Approaching the body as a socially constructed entity ostensibly departs from the mindbody dualism that has persisted in western culture for several millennia, from ancient
Greek philosophy through to the twentieth century and beyond, and which arguably is
reinstated in Moravec’s transmigration scenario. As Grosz notes, the ancient Greek
philosophical separation between mind and body has been transposed in the last two
centuries into a distinction between soul and nature, a legacy of Descartes’
differentiation between the res cogitans, or thinking substance, and the res extensa, or
body.22 Consequently, as Grosz explains, the mind is perceived to have “no place” in
the natural world where the body resides; the mind is thus perceived to be above and
beyond both “nature” and, by implication, the body, and is consequently situated in “a
position of hierarchical superiority.”23

Within this model, the mind-body dichotomy is often inadvertently invoked by the
positioning of “nature” in opposition to culture, which often takes the form of science or
technology. Elizabeth Hallam, Jenny Hockey and Glennys Howarth, in their study of
the social process of death, offer such a model of the body when they suggest that it is
beneficial to posit the body as “ discursively constructed rather than biologically
given”.24 While a discursive model of the body is admittedly useful from a theoretical
21

Margrit Shildrick, Leaky Bodies and Boundaries: Feminism, Postmodernism and (Bio)Ethics (London:
Routledge, 1997), p.13.
22
Grosz, Volatile Bodies, p.6.
23
Ibid., p.6.
24
Elizabeth Hallam, Jenny Hockey, and Glennys Howarth, Beyond the Body: Death and Social Identity
(London: Routledge, 1999), p.208.
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standpoint, the creation of a dichotomy between discourse and science is less so. It
implicitly invokes the long-standing nature/culture binary that, as numerous theorists
such as Haraway have shown, is fundamentally problematic.

As Philip Thurtle and Robert Mitchell point out, perceptions of the body as a purely
social or cultural phenomenon tend to ignore the vital role of embodiment and render
the body a kind of tabula rasa onto which culture is projected.25 In such models, the
body is perceived as a surface onto which culture is inscribed. Certainly such an
approach is valuable in its capacity for highlighting political structures that underlie the
alleged socio-cultural construction of the body, however, the limitation of a purely
discursive approach is that, like Moravec’s transmigration scenario, it fails to take into
account the ways in which individual bodies are experienced in actuality, by actual
persons. When the body becomes a purely cultural construction, devoid of any innate
corporeal significance, its material reality is relegated as secondary to its discursive
function and effectively annulled. In this way, socio-cultural models of the body risk
reinstating the mind-body/nature-culture dualism which they claim to refute; the kinds
of binaries that are manifested in dichotomies between nature/culture, biology/
discourse, technologised/human and information/flesh.
ENVISIONING TECHNOLOGY

The visualisation of the body plays a vital role in its social fabrication; through its
visualisation, the body is conceptually refigured by the discourses that inform its
perception. In particular, as Foucault notes, the medical visualisation of the body in the
form of the clinical gaze, projects socially constructed taxonomic and spatial hierarchies
onto the body. For Foucault, the clinical gaze
contains within a single structure different sensorial fields.
The
sight/touch/hearing trinity defines a perceptual configuration in which the
inaccessible illness is tracked down by markers, gauged in depth, drawn to
the surface, and projected virtually on the dispersed organs of the corpse.
The ‘glance’ has become a complex organization with a view to a spatial
assignation of the invisible.26
Thus the “clinical gaze” (as Foucault’s regard médical is usually translated) socially
frames the physical body in its illness by creating a form of cultural perception.
25

Phillip Thurtle and Robert Mitchell, “Introduction: Data Made Flesh: The Material Poiesis of
Informatics,” in Data Made Flesh: Embodying Information (New York: Routledge, 2004), p.4.
26
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Through this mode of regard, the clinical gaze enacts an envisioning of the body; a way
of perceiving that is both shaped by and shapes the body’s visualisation.27 Seeing, in
this case, is believing: the body is envisioned according to cultural and social beliefs,
which, according to Foucault, are inextricably bound with socials systems of power that
have a vested interest in visualising the body in certain ways.

Where Foucault is primarily concerned with the visualisation and compartmentalisation
of bodies and pathologies, his notion of the clinical is imbued with a new resonance in
the context of biomedical technologies of visualisation. Medical technologies do not
only conceptually refigure the body in accordance with the mode of visualisation that
they afford, but simultaneously offer a literal visualisation of the body that accords with
their discourse. As Annette Burfoot, in her study of the posthuman explains:
Medical imaging, especially the representation of DNA as mapping,
engages with a growing visual culture where the significance of text
recedes. Meaning is no longer processed through the word but through the
composition and editing of actual human components (cells, genes,
gametes).28
Thus for Burfoot, the visualisation of the body need not concern purely its visual
representation, but is symptomatic of a wider technological envisioning of the body that
projects a visual, rather than textual, order upon it.

Technological visualisation is often perceived, in accordance with discursive models of
the body, to reconfigure human being in accordance with the technologies that represent
it. As Jonathan Sawday points out in his study of Renaissance anatomical practice, the
visualisation of the body enacted by medical technology is a fictional one that reflects
more clearly the mode of representation it uses than any innate reality of the body. For
Sawday,
Modern medicine, for all its seeming ability to map and then to conquer
the formerly hidden terrain of the interior landscape, in fact renders it
visible only through scenes of representation. The more graphic the
representation, however, the more the subject whose body is the object of
scrutiny is compelled to look.29
27
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André and Nina Czegledy similarly note that the “reality” of the body is created by the
technologies used to envision it. As they explain,
The visual material of our bodily reality is now supplied not simply
through the personal sensory realm of experience and self-judgement but it
is augmented by way of an overwhelming stream of information from a
variety of quarters – albeit many of them arbitrated by the medical
establishment.”30
Thus the body, through its very representation, is “created” according to a specific
politics of visualisation.

Yet within such models of visualising the body there remains a tension between the
body’s material reality and its technologised visualisation, which positions the body as
both specimen and subject. As Paul Rabinow explains in his study of human dignity
and biotechnology, the dualist tradition of western philosophy is reiterated in the
relationship between the human and technology:
Certainly, one of the West’s particularities is to be found in the tension
between the body, as a mere thing carried by a triumphant science and
technology, and the still present sense that the body and its parts are always
more than things.31
The relationship between the human and technology is thus a fraught one, wherein, on
the one hand, humanist models of selfhood are founded on the belief in the inherent
sanctity of the body, while at the same time they reject it as vessel: in this case
technology is similarly positioned, where it is deemed, within technologically
determinist frameworks, to be radically changing the condition of human being, whilst
at the same time being secondary to human life. For Rabinow, the negotiation of the
body with discursive practice is complex, as “[w]e are witnessing, and engaged in,
contestations over how technologies of (social and bodily) recombination are to be
aligned with technologies of signification”32 As will be subsequently explained, the
imagined discrepancy between the corporeal and social body as nature/culture or
human/technology is addressed and often further complicated in theorisations of the
posthuman.

30
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POST-ISMS AND THE HUMAN

Where the conceptualisation of the body as a purely discursive object, a phenomenon
constructed from cultural discourse, fails to account for the fact of embodiment,
posthumanism would seem to perhaps provide a theoretical synthesis between the
differing narratives of the body as discursive object and the body as lived subject.
Certainly any discussion of the body and technology would not be complete without an
acknowledgement at least of the influential role of posthumanism as a critical
theoretical framework in recent years.

While a myriad of different texts, from

disciplines including cultural studies, literature, philosophy and popular science, claim
to take a posthumanist approach or put forward a theorisation of the posthuman, it
remains a fraught and contested term, one whose very ambiguity makes it suitable for
imposing on any number of states of human being and embodiment.

Posthumanism is an unstable term, with theorists offering diverse and often
contradictory understandings of the posthuman in relation to a number of issues.
Perhaps as a symptom of the temporality implied by the “post” prefix, the posthuman is
often situated within a technologically deterministic framework, in which technology is
posited to have profoundly changed the alleged nature of human being. Louis J. Kern,
for instance, in his discussion of simulacral technologies, uses the term in relation to a
temporal linearity, in which the technologised “post-human” body is the successor of a
pre-technological, organic “human” body. For Kern, the posthuman involves a kind of
cybernetic, prosthetic enhancement. As Kern explains:
The technological capability – the mimetic ability of cyber-machineorganisms to simulate (and replace) human consciousness […] – endows
cyborgisms with a supra-natural and a supra-physical power that transcends
the merely human and that displaces the simply organic and natural.33
Kern’s Baudrillardean musings are, apparently, devoid of irony: for Kern, the “organic”
body of the past is clearly situated in opposition to a techno-body of the future.
Likewise, Kern suggests
The goal of the human is restitution, recuperation; the goal of the cyborg is
simulation, assimilation. As the organic body interfaces more intimately
with the cyber body, as meat flesh increasingly presses and caresses

33
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synthflesh, the quest for the irreducible core of humanness takes on
surpassing urgency.34
If Kern’s theorisation of the posthuman is not particularly useful for any model of the
human that wishes to account for embodied experience, then Robert Pepperell’s
tautological explanation of the posthuman in The Posthuman Condition is downright
baffling: “the posthuman condition” for Pepperell “is the condition of existence in
which we find ourselves once the posthuman era begins.”35 Pepperell does offer a more
comprehensible understanding of the posthuman in his boldly-titled, if somewhat
belated “The Posthuman Manifesto,” in which he notes that in “the posthuman era many
beliefs become redundant – not least the belief in human beings.”36 For Pepperell, the
posthuman is situated in a future-present, in which the foundations of the past will
supposedly be dislodged; the posthuman in this model is also centred on the relationship
between the human and “complex machines” which are allegedly “an emerging form of
life.”37 The technological determinism that underlies Pepperell’s theorisation of the
human is, even taking into consideration the hyperbole that is the almost inevitable
condition of the manifesto genre, immensely problematic in its assumption of an
inevitable and linear progression of technology; Pepperell asserts that “[a]ll
technological progress of human society is geared towards the transformation of the
human species as we currently know it.”38 In Pepperell’s model of posthumanism then,
human beings, who “exist inasmuch as we believe them to exist”, are the passive
recipients of an inevitable and independent technological progress; humans do not
construct machines according to socio-cultural and political concerns, but rather
“computers develop to be more like humans […] machines can think of us.”39

A slightly more lucid and less theoretically limiting explanation of the posthuman is
offered by Judith Halberstam and Ira Livingston, who avoid the paradigm of linear
temporality that typifies so many discussion of posthumanism by reinterpreting the
“post” of posthuman to suggest not subsequence, but rather interchangeability. For
Halberstam and Livingston, the “post” may be used synonymously with any number of
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other prefixes, such as “sub-, inter-, infra-, trans-, pre-, anti-“.40

Yet, while this

definition conveniently renders virtually any body capable of being categorised as
posthuman, it also points to a theoretical paradox within many other conceptualisations
of the human; if posthuman bodies are mediated both culturally and materially in
certain ways, how then do they differ from the human bodies against which they are
defined? In Halberstam and Livingston’s theorisation of the posthuman this semantic
difficulty is not resolved:
Posthuman bodies […] emerge at nodes where bodies, bodies of discourse
and discourses of bodies intersect to foreclose any easy distinction between
actor and stage, between sender/receiver, channel, code, message,
context.41
In the context of this definition, virtually any body could conceivably be positioned as
posthuman, in which case, the question arises as to where specifically the human,
against which the posthuman is supposedly positioned, is then located.

Hayles puts forward a more complex definition of the term, suggesting that
posthumanist thought is characterised by the desire to reconfigure human being “so that
it can be seamlessly articulated with intelligent machines.”42 For Hayles, posthumanism
resolves the limitations and restrictions of the liberal humanist subject by annulling the
“presumption that there is an agency, desire, or will belonging to the self”.43 As Hayles
notes, the posthuman need not be limited to the reinscription of liberal models of
selfhood in the context of technology, wherein the notion of a disembodied self is
merely transposed into informatic models. As Hayles notes, human being is
first of all embodied being, and the complexities of this embodiment mean
that human awareness unfolds in ways very different from those of
intelligence embodied in cybernetic machines.44
Hayle’s model of the posthuman predominantly imagines the human being to be
intrinsically connected with subjectivity and selfhood. That is, the human “self” that is
integrated with the machine is almost invariably one with consciousness, where this
consciousness, as it is interrogated by Hayles, may be either embodied or disembodied.
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While Hayle’s theorisation of the posthuman offers an invaluable model of posthuman
being that takes into account the importance of subjectivity and selfhood in the context
of technological reconfigurations of the human, it is nonetheless constrained by its very
claim to offer a model of the posthuman that somehow accounts for a “human”
ontology that is technologically modified. To claim that a body is posthuman is,
etymologically, to imply that the human is a category that can be defined clearly, an
other against which the posthuman can be defined. The “post” prefix implies a temporal
shift, suggesting that “posthumanity” involves a breaking with the “humanity” of the
past.

In this sense, the term posthuman implies a pre-existing human subject, one

whose present posthuman ontology has been radically dissociated from its previous
humanness. Yet where so many definitions of posthumanism are founded on a
theorisation of the body as a site of ontological and epistemological contestation,
wherein the constructedness of the human is problematised, the question must arise as
to whether the “human” in fact ever existed. The “human,” it would seem, can be only
be only used retrospectively as a theoretical yardstick against which the posthuman can
be measured. In this way, the posthuman incorporates a kind of aporetic logic that
recalls that of Jean-François Lyotard’s theorisation of postmodernism. For Lyotard, the
postmodern is defined as an “incredulity toward metanarratives”; yet this scepticism of
universalising ultimately presents an unresolved aporia, where any theorisation of the
postmodern itself is a kind of metanarrative.45 Just as Lyotard’s notion of the
postmodern is tangled in its own logical net, so too is the posthuman fraught with a
tension between the ontological model it proposes and the nature of its proposition. If
the posthuman condition is one of constantly shifting subjectivity, embodiment and
ontology, how then can it be situated in opposition to the “human” which similarly
incorporates these ontological ambiguities? Moreover, how can any theorisation of the
posthuman avoid the taxonomic logic that the posthuman allegedly refutes?

An alternative to the posthuman view of the body is offered by Susan Squier, who
suggests that the body produced (both actually and culturally) by biomedicine and
biotechnology gives rise to “liminal lives” which reveal the shift in conceptualisations
of human being that take place within the context of biotechnology. For Squier, liminal
lives
45
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refer to those beings marginal to human life who hold rich potential for
our ongoing biomedical negotiations with, and interventions in, the
paradigmatic life crises: birth, growth, aging, and death.46
The concept of liminal lives is useful because it deconstructs binary models of human
ontology, wherein human lives, as Squier shows, in fact exist in the interstices between
theoretical dichotomies. Liminal lives, for Squier
demand our attention, because they are powerful and dangerous
representatives of a transformation we are all undergoing as we become
initiates in a new biomedical personhood mingling existence and nonexistence, organic and inorganic matter, life and death.”47
It is this notion of human life as existing in a liminal space that defies easy
categorisation that I would like draw upon in theorising the post-biological body. Yet
where Squier is concerned with liminal lives, this thesis is more focused on liminal
death, instances in which the concept of human death is complicated by
biotechnological resurrection. As Catherine Waldby notes, phenomena such as
donor cadavers, immortal cell lines, cryogenically preserved bodies,
frozen embryos – all of these marginal kinds of engineered vitality
suggest an infinite deferral of death, a passage from life direct to
afterlife.48
These kind of liminal lives are intricately bound up in the very notion of death, where
the transition from life to death is enacted technologically. Examining the notion of
liminal death is not to devalue the vital importance of embodiment; in fact, as the third
and fourth chapters of this thesis demonstrate, death may be embodied within life, and
embodiment plays a vital role in the process of living resurrection.
RECALLING FLESH

As I have noted, there has been a trend in recent theory to understand the body as a
social or cultural, rather than physical or “natural” phenomenon. Such theoretical
approaches, where the body is configured as a cultural entity only, are useful for
revealing the cultural assumptions underlying all bodily experience, yet ultimately they
risk ignoring the inherent materiality of the body itself.
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Towards the beginning of writing this thesis, I developed gastroparesis following a
particularly bad migraine and spent two months lying in a darkened hospital room
vomiting almost continuously. During the long and arduous process of obtaining a
diagnosis I underwent numerous medical tests: computed tomography (CT) scans,
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans, x-rays, ultrasounds, endoscopies, blood tests,
and urine tests. The resulting array of visualisations into various parts of my bodyinterior – my intestines, brain, kidneys, bones and blood – were scrutinised and
catalogued, as my body was “read” and interpreted by numerous medical practitioners.
As I lay in the hospital bed connected to an electronic infusion pump that buzzed
constantly and beeped insistently when it needed refilling, it occurred to me that I might
well be imagined, within cultural theory at least, to be a cyborg, a technologised human
fused with a machinic apparatus, whose flesh was distributed through informatic
circuitry. However, the technophilic glamour of cyborg theory seemed radically
dissociated from the reality of my own embodiment, in which my relentless emesis
prevented me from imagining for even a second that I might be blissfully fused with the
machine or floating disembodied in cyberspace. Despite all the intricate and highly
technologised visions into the complexity of my body-interior, I might as well have
received a Galenic diagnosis of an imbalance of humours, coupled with a cure by
leeching, for all the difference it made to my experience of physical suffering. I was
reminded of Vivian Sobchack’s acerbic critique of Jean Baudrillard, in which she
condemns him for relegating the body to theoretical abstraction and ignoring the vital
corporeality of somatic experience; for Baudrillard, as Sobchack notes, the body is
“thought always as an object and never lived as a subject”.49

Sobchack speaks

personally, citing her own experience of bodily trauma in the form of a leg amputation,
noting that physical suffering serves as a brutal reminder of the actuality of corporeal
existence, where any imagined glamour of cyber-prosthetisation is a purely technophilic
fantasy. For Sobchack, physical suffering highlights the fact that we live our bodies;
they are not merely a vessel housing some imaginary disembodied self, but they are us,
we are inescapably them.

49
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Jackie Stacey puts forward a similar emphasis on the importance of the material body in
her discussion of cancer in which she describes the “claustrophobia of internality” that
results from the agonising experience of chemotherapy.50 As Stacey notes:
Trapped inside the body in revolt, there is no escape. The body becomes
the only reality. Its limits are no longer visible. To think would be a
relief, to speak a rebellion, to move thoughts beyond the body a
desperate desire […] This matter is all I am. There is no other, no
external. I am engulfed.51
For Stacey, the body in sickness is one whose materiality cannot be ignored: any
notions of its pure discursiveness fail to account for the intense reality of its
embodiment. As Stacey notes, the very concept of thought cannot be reconciled with
the body’s insistent and painful materiality; the frailty of the theoretical or ideological
abstraction of the body, its conceptualisation of flesh as discursive object produced
purely by culture, is revealed in all its corporeal deficiency in the face of physical
suffering.

While revealing the tenuousness of philosophies of the body that position it as a purely
cultural phenomenon, physical suffering also results in a renewed intimacy with the
body, a brutal reminder of its insistent and unavoidable materiality. Kay Cook writes
that after undergoing invasive medical tests during treatment for cancer, she was
confronted with a material selfhood heretofore invisible to me. These
continuous reminders of the materiality and interiority of my body
challenge the ways that I have been used to thinking about my “self” as a
fairly disembodied subject.52
For Cook therefore, the experience of physical suffering reinvests the body with a new
presence and intimacy, where it was previously forgotten. Yet the reappearance of the
body during sickness is also often concomitant with a simultaneous alienation from: the
body becomes a monstrous other, one that threatens the very “self” by its inability to
function invisibly. As Arthur Kleinman notes, the sick body
menaces. It erupts. It is out of control […] The fidelity of our bodies is so basic
that we never think of it – it is the grounds of our daily experience. Chronic
illness is a betrayal of that fundamental trust. We feel under siege: untrusting,
resentful of uncertainty, lost. Life becomes a working out of sentiments that
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follow closely from this corporeal betrayal: confusion, shock, anger, jealousy,
despair.53
Such a phenomenon recalls Drew Leder’s notion of the “absent body” as put forward in
his phenomenological study of the body in medical culture.54

As Leder notes, a

phenomenological approach accounts for the way in which the body disappears during
wellness and reappears during sickness. While this thesis does not put forward a
phenomenological account of the medical body, it is through the investigation of death
and biomedical technologies that the body’s material reality can be reinstated.
BRINGING OUT THE DEAD

In order to illustrate the importance of accounting for the materiality of the body, it is
worth considering the following two statements. In their study of death as a social
process, Hallam, Hockey and Howarth suggest that “the self, which we increasingly
conceive of as an embodied entity, can retain social presence and indeed agency after
the death and disposal of the flesh.”55 For Hallam, Hockey and Howarth, death is not
the “end” of life, but because the body is a socially constructed entity, it continues to
live beyond death. In contrast, Ruth Richardson writes that the “physicality of a human
corpse is undeniable. It is a carcass, with a predisposition to decay, to become noisome,
obnoxious to the sense, and harrowing to the emotions.”56 Whereas for Hallam et al, the
dead body is an imaginary entity, a socially constructed object existing within the realm
of theory only, the dead body for Richardson has a vital, insistence and corporeal
presence: its materiality cannot be ignored.

To this end, focusing on the dead or dying body resurrected by technology proves a
useful means for bringing into focus the cultural body and the embodied body.
Regardless of how they are framed culturally, and at the risk of the universalising
thinking that underpins theorisations of the human condition, it is difficult to argue with
the fact that all bodies get sick, cause pain and ultimately die; social notions of death
may differ massively across cultures, but the corpse has a kind of vital presence that
highlights the importance of materiality in conceptualisations of human being. It is for
this reason that I focus on resurrection and death in order to elucidate the relationship
53
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between medicine, technology and the body: the dead or dying body has a materiality
that will not be ignored.
POST-BIOLOGICAL RESURRECTION

The fraught difficulty surrounding the theorisation of the posthuman and the
dichotomous temporality it almost invariably sets up is partly why I have chosen to
focus in this thesis on the post-biological body, as noted, using the term a fair degree of
self-consciousness.

The post-biological bodies discussed in this thesis all centre on a

resurrection of sorts, but one that departs radically from the disembodied, acorporeal
resurrection situated within religious models of a spiritual afterlife, or the technologised
reinscription of such models implicit in Moravec’s transmigration scenario.

Within western culture, the notion of resurrection has a long-standing tradition,
conjuring up images from Christian mythology in which not just Christ, but all his
followers, are alleged to undergo a posthumous spiritual resurrection, where the body is
abandoned as an empty vessel and the spirit attaining a disembodied immortality in
heaven. Certainly the trope or resurrection is not limited to Christianity but is found in
numerous religions and cultures. However, in invoking the trope of resurrection in this
thesis I wish to draw attention to the mode of secular or corporeal resurrection offered
by biotechnologies. This is perhaps exemplified in the nomenclature for brain-dead
patients exhibiting “life-like” behaviours such as moving or stretching, termed
“Lazarus-signs.”57 In this context, the trope of spiritual resurrection is invoked in the
absence of any conceptual framework that could account for corporeal afterlife of the
brain-dead body and its extraordinary ontological status.

To this end, the term post-biological is a useful way for considering the bodily
ontologies at work within technological resurrections because it does not make a
totalising claim about the bodies it examines, but rather reveals the Cartesian dualism
implicit in fantasies of spiritual resurrection. As Part I of this thesis, entitled “Undying”, demonstrates, “resurrection” need not involve the abandonment of the body and
a resurrection of consciousness within a disembodied afterlife, be it spiritual or
cybernetic, but can, instead, involve the resurrection of the corpse as an artefact, an
object stripped of its original personhood and presented as a specimen within a
57
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taxonomic anatomical or medical framework. Part II of this thesis, entitled “Re-living”
examines instances where “resurrection” takes the form of living flesh: a living body
fragment may be resurrected in vitro, or the living body itself resurrected within an
informatic circuit.

The relationship between bodies, death and resurrection is discussed in this thesis in
relation to models of human corporeality and subjectivity. While issues such as gender,
race, class and sexuality are addressed in individual chapters where they are specifically
relevant, they do not constitute a part of the overarching concern of this thesis. In
discussing the corporeality of resurrected bodies, many factors such as race or class,
which have their foundation in culturally prescribed models, are in a sense stripped
from the body. A vision into the interior body via x-ray for example presents a body
whose race, sexuality and gender are all in a sense rendered arbitrary, in the context of
the body-interior’s material reality.
ANATOMY OF CHAPTERS

This thesis is indebted to the work of a number of scholars, first and foremost Catherine
Waldby, whose work forms the theoretical basis for many of the issues that are
addressed throughout the chapters of this thesis. In addition, the writings of Margrit
Shildrick, Francisco Varela, Eugene Thacker, Michel Foucault, Julia Kristeva and
Susan Squier have all have played an important role in the discussions I have put
forward.

The four chapters in this thesis examine different modes in which the body undergoes
“resurrections” of different kinds. These may be posthumous resurrections in which the
corpse is reanimated after death, as in the examples discussed in Part I, or may
incorporate the resurrection of fragments and parts of the living body as discussed in
Part II
Part I

Part One of this thesis, entitled “Un-dying: Corpses and other artefacts”, discusses
instances in which the human body is posthumously modified, examining Gunther von
Hagens’s Body Worlds exhibition and the Visible Human Project in relation to the
modes of corporeal resurrection that they offer.
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Chapter 1 examines von Hagens’s Body Worlds exhibition, in which plastinated human
corpses are displayed in a gallery setting, ostensibly for the purposes of anatomical
education.

This chapter explores the extraordinary ontology of the Body Worlds

plastinates which are situated in a liminal position between life and death; their
ontological ambiguity is complicated by their presentation in animated, life-like poses.
As will be discussed, the Body Worlds plastinates elicit a form of melancholy that
pertains to their post-biological existence, wherein the longed-for and lost object of
melancholy is organic death and the promise of decomposition that it entails. 58

Chapter 2 examines the Visible Human Project, in which the corpses of a man and a
woman were scanned, sawn into slices, and photographed in order to create a dataset
that exactly replicated the body: the Visible Male and the Visible Female were thus
digitally birthed. This chapter focuses also on Alexander Tsiaras’ Body Voyage book
and CD-Rom which were derived from the Visible Male dataset, and which depict the
Visible Male body as series of disembodied fragments. This chapter argues that the
gruesome and highly technologised process of creating the Visible Humans, wherein the
corpse is dehumanised by being rendered geometric, evokes the trope of horror, wherein
this horror is framed by a cannibalistic discourse in which the body is rendered as a
consumable entity. At the same time, the Visible Human Project exhibits a nostalgic
longing for a pre-technological, anatomically “authentic” body, one that can be
endlessly consumed and reiterated within a digital realm.

The complicated ontologies of the Body Worlds plastinates and the Visible Human, as
will be discussed, arise, in part, from their original status as corpse, which is then
resurrected. In part, this can be seen to arise from the ambiguity and anxiety that the
corpse as object elicits. As Maurice Blanchot notes, the corpse “evades the usual
categories: something is there before us that is neither the living person himself nor any
sort of reality.”59 Where the corpse is, in itself, an ontologically troubling object, its
status is rendered even further ambiguous when it is resurrected corporeally. In a sense,
58
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the discussions of melancholy, horror and nostalgia in Part I of this thesis are framed by
a logic of loss and lost time. As Celeste Olalquiaga notes, in her poetic and insightful
study of kitsch, melancholia and nostalgia, although quite distinct from one another, are
nonetheless bound by a similar anxiety about the irretrievable passage of time:
Nostalgia’s emphasis on intact experiences keeps them prisoners of only
one reminiscence, while melancholia’s abandon to the passing of time
(in its fascination with death) grants remembrances many longing lives.60
Like nostalgia and melancholy, horror, too, is situated within a temporal logic, in which
the anxiety elicited by the dismembered body is founded on an imagined self-contained
and containable body of the past. Part I of this thesis therefore examines the ontological
ramifications of the literal kind of resurrection of the corpse as either plastinated or
digital entity that embodies both life and death simultaneously.
Part II

Part Two of this thesis, entitled “Re-living: The strangeness of flesh” discusses
instances in which the living human body is reconfigured, focusing on immortal cell
lines and organ transplantation, and on medical imaging technologies such as computed
tomography and magnetic resonance imaging.

Chapter 3 examines the phenomena of organ transplantation and immortal cell lines. It
is argued that the kind of resurrection in both instances constitutes a monstrous
ontology. In this context, the monstrosity is understood to centre around a taxonomic
uncontainability, where body organs and fragments, resurrected by transplantation and
immortal cell lines, respectively, give rise to profound anxieties about the locus of
selfhood, and, indeed, the human. Through the taxonomic difficulty in defining body
fragments such as transplant organs, or cancerous growths from which immortal cell
lines are derived, the monster as “shifter” is evoked, an entity that defies ontological
classification.

As a consequence of the ontological transgressions enacted by

transplantation and immortal cell lines, the body fragments concerned are positioned as
intruder (intrus) and waste respectively.

Chapter 4 examines medical imaging technologies such as computed tomography,
magnetic resonance imaging, x-ray and ultrasound, arguing that visualisation of the
60
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body offered by such technologies gives rise to the uncanny, wherein the body, as the
ultimate manifestation of heimlich, is rendered unheimlich by is translation into image
and information. These ideas are discussed in relation to Don DeLillo’s novel White
Noise, where it is argued that the conglomerate of information derived about the body
from various medical technologies, constitutes a form of “digital doppelganger”, a
digital entity that portends death.

PART I

UN-DYING
Corpses and other artefacts

1
THE BODY MODIFIED
Melancholy and the Body Worlds plastinate

FIGURES
1.1
Skin Man, Body Worlds plastinate
1.2
Thinker, Body Worlds plastinate
1.3
Body Worlds corpses undergoing the final stage of plastination by gas-curing
1.4
Juan Valverde de Amusco, illustration from Anatomia del corpo humano, 1560
1.5
Michelangelo, The Last Judgment, 1537-41 (detail)
1.6
Reclining Woman in the 8th Month of Pregnancy, Body Worlds plastinate
1.7
Gläserner Mensch (“Glass Man”), German Hygiene Museum, Dresden
1.8
London Body-Autopsied, Body Worlds plastinate
1.9
Noli Me Tangere, Antonio da Correggio, 1525
1.10
Andreas Vesalius, illustration from De Humani Corporis Fabrica, 1543
1.11
Rearing Horse with Rider, Body Worlds plastinate
1.12
The Hurler, Body Worlds plastinate
1.13
Body Worlds plastinates

What we call the mortal remains evades the usual categories: something
is there before us that is neither the living person himself nor any sort of
reality.1

One of the more compelling figures from Gunther von Hagens’s Body Worlds
exhibitions is the Skin Man, a gestalt plastinate who holds aloft his entire disembodied
skin (fig.1.1). His facial expression and gesture suggest a sense of bewilderment and
awe, as though he is somewhat taken aback to discover that he has been flayed and the
skin he holds is in fact his own. While the majority of plastinates in the exhibition are
presented in poses depicting athletic activities, the Skin Man is one of a number of Body
Worlds plastinates whose “activity” is one of philosophical self-reflection and whose
pose overtly suggests a form of self-consciousness. Like the Skin Man, The Thinker
(fig.1.2) and the Rearing Horse with Rider (fig.1.11, henceforth referred to as the
Horseman) also gaze upon fragments of human bodies, seemingly ruminating upon the
1
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nature of being; The Thinker inspects a human skull while the Horseman scrutinises his
own brain. Through their gestures that imply human consciousness these plastinates
appear to be marvelling at the intricacies of flesh and the wonder of human life, yet they
also elicit a sense of poignant melancholy that pertains to their liminal ontological status
and their simulated consciousness.

Figure 1.1
Skin Man, Body Worlds plastinate2

Where melancholy is the irresolvable longing for an irretrievably lost object or ideal,
the object of melancholic loss for the plastinates is organic death and decomposition, a
process prohibited by plastination.3 Whilst this form of melancholic longing projected
by the plastinates’ poses can be seen in all of the Body Worlds figures, it is heightened
in the case of plastinates whose poses suggest self-awareness. Although derived from
corpses the plastinates will neither decay nor decompose; they are inert like a corpse yet
2
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the quietude of death is disrupted by their animated poses which suggest vitality and
health. Consequently, the Body Worlds plastinates are suspended in a kind of
ontological limbo. This ontological liminality and the ensuing melancholy it evokes are
further evident in the complex epistemological exchange in which the plastinates are
involved; while they are anatomical specimens in the form of human corpses, they also
function as anatomical texts, exemplars of idealised human anatomy. This dual
ontology is again highlighted by the Skin Man, where the presence of his skin refers
explicitly to the act of dissection yet also suggests that he has somehow participated in
his own flaying: in this sense he functions as both anatomical artefact and anatomist,
object and subject. The dual signification of the plastinates in terms of anatomical
epistemology, in which they function as anatomical simulacra, serves to enhance their
projected melancholy by highlighting their ontological ambiguity; whilst they are
imbued with a sense of subjectivity through their animated poses suggesting selfreflection, they are simultaneously objectified as anatomical specimens.

Figure 1.2
Thinker, Body Worlds plastinate4
4
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In discussing the melancholy of the plastinate, this chapter departs from previous
discussions of the Body Worlds exhibition, such as those offered by José van Dijck and
Petra Kuppers, while at the same time drawing from their work and recognising their
scholarly contribution.5 In The Transparent Body, van Dijck situates the Body Worlds
exhibition within the context of anatomical and art history, noting the way in which the
Body Worlds figures enable the body to be enhanced rather than imitated, thus retaining
an aspect of “real.” Kuppers discusses the politics of the exhibition in “Visions of
Anatomy”, focusing on the way in which the body is “framed within medical and art
historical conventions”, and drawing a parallel between the medicalised body of Body
Worlds and the medical gaze in art installation.6 While van Dijck’s and Kuppers’ work
offers valuable insight into the modes of representation offered by Body Worlds, this
chapter takes a different approach from these theorists by considering the ontology of
specific plastinates in the exhibition, examining how their unique existence is
symptomatic of the Body Worlds plastinates more generally. Furthermore, this chapter
examines the way in which the corpse, as a fundamentally problematic and liminal
object, is reconfigured through plastination, and through its posthumous resurrection
elicits a melancholy that pertains to its liminality.

Von Hagens’s Body Worlds exhibition displays human corpses that are preserved by a
technique called plastination which strips the body of fat and fluid before saturating it
with a polymer solution. Once saturated with the polymer solution, the corpses are
malleable and are dissected and positioned into various poses. Once dissected, the
plastinated bodies are fixed in position with the aid of a gas that hardens the plastic
(fig.1. 3); once plastination is complete the plastinates are birthed from their transparent
cocoon-like chambers as hardened bodies. This process renders the plastinated corpse
odourless, rigid, “realistically” coloured (in the bright hues of living flesh rather than
the muted greys of the cadaver), and more importantly, allegedly impervious to decay.7

5
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Indeed, readers of the exhibition catalogue are assured that visitors to the exhibition will
not be “bothered by any kind of offensive odours” emanating from the plastinates; they
are purported to be clean, dry and hygienic.8 The Body Worlds gestalt plastinates are
displayed skinned and partially dissected, often with muscles prised open and
protruding outwards to reveal internal musculature, or with bones removed entirely.9
Most of the plastinates are presented in lifelike poses mimicking those of athletic
activities such as running, skiing or skateboarding, often with props such as a basketball
or skis that accord with their posture. The poses of the plastinates are extraordinarily
athletic, suggestive of living bodies at the peak of their physical prowess that have been
momentarily frozen in action in a kind of skinless tableau vivant.10 In addition to the
full-body plastinates, there are also plastinated body parts displayed in an array of
different modes; individual organs, bones, and bodies sliced sagittally and horizontally,
sometimes with the slices fixed between sheets of glass and spaced apart to create a
series of two-dimensional-like images of the body’s interior. This chapter focuses on
the whole-body plastinates firstly because they constitute the majority of the exhibition
and are presented as its main feature, and secondly because they are most apt for
reflecting on the ontology of the plastinate. The various disembodied organs in the
exhibition are, relative to the plastinates, conceptually isolated from the notion of an
intact living human body. Unlike bodily fragments, the plastinates retain the overall
form of a living human being; there is a ready and identifiable correlation between the
dead body of the plastinate and the living bodies of the exhibition viewer.

stood in opposition to the exhibition’s overall “brand of realist knowledge.” Petra Kuppers, “Visions of
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chapter to refer to a dead body, regardless of whether or not it has been preserved. The term “cadaver”
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Image unavailable due to
copyright restrictions

Figure 1.3
Body Worlds plastinates undergoing final stage of plastination by gas-curing

Perhaps in a deliberate attempt to discourage the frequently cited accusation that Body
Worlds demeans and exploits the dead by rendering corpses as spectacle, there are
numerous references to Christian iconography throughout the exhibition.

The

exhibition website, for example, likens the sliced body images to “coloured glass
windows in churches”, perhaps implying that, through the transparency of the body, the
wonder of god’s alleged creation in the form of human beings might be revealed.
Likewise, one of the full-body plastinates takes the form of a skeletal man at prayer, his
gaze cast upwards to the heavens, and a human heart, presumably his own, clasped
between his hands and proffered to the gods in a symbolic gesture of the reverence due
to the technology of plastination.

Certainly the display of corpses in Body Worlds has been the subject of much
controversy and has incited numerous and widely differing responses in exhibition
visitors. Body Worlds has been praised by some critics for its allegedly inspiring and
educational presentation of the human body and condemned by others as a voyeuristic
spectacle that “violates human dignity.”11 In his discussion of Body Worlds, D. G. Jones
11

Gillian Morriss-Kay describes the exhibition as “a joy to see” whereas Ulrich Fischer perceives that
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suggests that the ethics of displaying human corpses for profit depends largely on the
rationale behind their exhibition; according to Jones, Body Worlds is “ethically
acceptable, as long as it has education value,” but if it were to present corpses purely for
“entertainment”, this would “demean and exploit the human body.”12 Certainly von
Hagens proclaims that the primary role of the Body Worlds exhibition is that of
anatomical education; as he explains in the catalogue, the plastinates “have been created
for the sole purpose of sharing insights into human anatomy.”13 In accordance with this
claim, the exhibition as well as its accompanying catalogue and DVD are divided into
sections that educate the reader or viewer about the various components and functions
of human anatomy. In addition, many of the plastinates’ poses are derived from
canonical anatomy texts, such as those by Renaissance anatomists Andreas Vesalius or
Juan Valverde de Amusco. The pose held by the Skin Man for instance mimics almost
exactly a copperplate illustration by sixteenth century Spanish anatomist Juan Valverde
de Amusco from 1560 (fig.1.4).

In turn, Valverde’s illustration, like many of his copperplates, was derived from
anatomical illustrations laid out by Andreas Vesalius in his canonical anatomical atlas,
De Humani Corporis Fabrica.14

Indeed, several of the plastinates in the exhibition,

including The Thinker, are fixed in poses taken from Vesalius’ illustrations in the
Fabrica (fig.1.10). Von Hagens has even referenced Vesalius directly in naming one of
the exhibition’s plastinated écorchés the “Muscleman”, borrowing Vesalius’ term that

Anatomical Exhibition of Real Human Bodies, (Heidelberg: Institut für Plastination, 2004), p.239. Aaron
Marcus summarises some of the many opinions about the exhibition, noting that it is simultaneously “one
of the most appalling, fascinating, startling, unique, education, beautiful, memorable, trashy, repulsive,
appealing, unforgettable exhibitions that one is likely to have an opportunity to see in one’s lifetime.” As
Marcus writes, the exhibition fluctuates between a kind of grotesque commercialism and an admirable
attack on the sanctity of death. Aaron Marcus, “Birth/Death of information as art: ‘Body Worlds’”,
Information Design Journal 11, no. 2-3 (2003): p.246, p.251.
12
As Jones also writes, “for some, Anatomy Art appears to threaten human dignity on the grounds that
human beings are being exploited and transformed into artistic specimens.” D.G. Jones, “Re-inventing
Anatomy: The Impact of Plastination on How We See the Human Body”, Clinical Anatomy 15 (2002):
438
13
Von Hagens, “Anatomy and Plastination,” p.31. The catalogue is presented primarily as a didactic aid,
informing the reader first of the technicalities of plastination and then describing the various components
of human anatomy in detail. To illustrate its anatomical instruction, the catalogue, like an anatomical
textbook, uses images of body parts and describes their function and form, grouped into categories such
as the nervous or digestive system. Unlike a traditional anatomical textbook, which depicts illustrations
of anatomy, the Body Worlds catalogue displays photographs of plastinated parts of the body, displayed
in a way that mirrors the representation of anatomical illustrations of the body found in a textbook.
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Illustration (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992), p.214.
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he used to describe écorchés illustrated in the Fabrica, thus positioning the Body
Worlds exhibition with a long historical tradition of anatomical science.15

Figure 1.4
Juan Valverde de Amusco, illustration from Anatomica del corpo humano, c.156016

In addition to its claim to anatomically educational value, the exhibition is also closely
aligned with western aesthetics, philosophy and art. An examination of the origins of
the Skin Man’s pose reveals this association: Valverde’s illustration, from which the
Skin Man’s pose is derived, replicates Michelangelo’s illustration of Saint Bartholomew
in the Sistine Chapel (fig.1.5), painted over a decade earlier than Valverde’s anatomical
illustration. Michelangelo depicts Saint Bartholomew, a Christian martyr who was
flayed alive, holding aloft what appears to be his own skin (although paradoxically he
15

Andrew Cunningham notes that the general consensus among historians in regard to the anatomical
Renaissance is that “Vesalius was the central figure whose efforts most contributed to effecting an
anatomical Renaissance, and that his book of 1543 on the structure of the human body, usually referred to
as the Fabrica, was the anatomical Renaissance put into print.” Andrew Cunningham, The Anatomical
Renaissance: The Resurrection of the Anatomical Projects of the Ancients (Aldershot: Scholar Press,
1997), p.3. Von Hagens similarly refers to Vesalius as an anatomical pioneer, citing him in the exhibition
catalogue as the “founder of the science of anatomy.” Von Hagens, “Anatomy and Plastination,” p.11.
16
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retains the skin on his body), as well as the knife that was presumably used in the
flaying. In a self-reflexive twist, the face of Saint Bartholomew’s disembodied skin is
said to be a self-portrait of Michelangelo himself. This oblique reference to Renaissance
art and Christian mythology within the figure of the Skin Man is symptomatic of the
exhibition’s overall alignment with the western philosophical tradition. Wherever Body
Worlds is exhibited, the venue is not only filled with human corpses but is also
festooned with banners that reference the western philosophical and literary canon.
Atop of anatomical diagrams on these banners are printed pithy quotes that reflect upon
the nature of human life and death, taken from such notaries as Socrates, Plato, Goethe
and Shakespeare, in addition to passages from biblical psalms.

In the same way that

the body slices in the exhibition are likened to church windows, thus positioning them
as worthy of reverence rather than exploitation, this alignment of the Body Worlds with
philosophy and religion serves as a means for validating the artistic and ethical integrity
of the exhibition. The spectacular display of human corpses could not possibly, it
would seem, be accused of exploitation of the deceased when the dead are framed by
Hamlet’s rumination upon “What a piece of work is a man”.

Figure 1.5
Michelangelo, The Last Judgment, 1537-21 (detail) 17

17
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And indeed, the plastinated bodies are predominantly men. Women’s bodies are rarely
featured in the exhibition, with the exception of an exhibit that displays reproductive
features and the various stages of pregnancy. Von Hagens has claimed, in response to
the “streaking feminist” Amanda Wilson who in 2002 climbed naked onto the
Horseman plastinate to protest against the lack of female bodies in the exhibition, that
female bodies don’t appear as “convincing to the visitors” as male bodies due to the fact
that “many female bodies we get have had operations such as a hysterectomy on their
reproductive organs, which renders them incomplete and their female form virtually
unrecognisable.”18 Von Hagens’s claim that the lack of female bodies in the exhibition
is a deliberate choice in order to minimise the exposure of “the female body to male
voyeurism” reveals much of the exhibition’s overall sexual politics: not only is the
exhibition viewer who retains the anatomical gaze assumed to be male, but in addition,
the female body is presupposed to be an inherently sexual object, even semi-dissected
and devoid of skin. While the athletic bodies of the predominantly-male plastinates are
displayed in all their spectacular sporting glory throughout the exhibition, a plastinated
pregnant woman (fig.1.6) is, along with a number of plastinated foetuses, segregated in
a kind of gendered anatomical apartheid, concealed in a separate, dimly-lit room
cloaked with black velvet curtains and signage that warns visitors they may be upset by
this particular exhibit.19

In this way, the exhibition is certainly situated within the

western anatomical tradition in which, as Catherine Waldby notes, the male body has
historically been perceived as “the exemplar of the human body, while the female body
is treated as a reproductive adjunct.”20.

Unlike the other plastinates in the exhibition,

the pregnant woman, with her quasi-sexual reclining pose, is enclosed in a glass case
which seems to serve the dual symbolic purpose of preserving some kind of imagined
sanctity of the foetus whilst simultaneously shielding visitors from the potential
contamination of proximity to the pregnant body. By being enclosed in her perspex bell
jar in the same manner as individual organs and bones in the exhibition, the pregnant
18

von Hagens, http://www.koerperwelten.newmedia-net.de/de/presse/pressemeldungen_statements/
pressemeldungen_statements_2002.html?edit
19
In his account of his experiences as a medical student in the 1960’s in South Africa, Helman notes that
while is “no apartheid among the dead in [the] dissecting room” where all the cadavers, regardless of
their race, are situated in the same room, racial apartheid nonetheless persist in the realm of living, where
the “coloured students” in the medical class are not permitted to dissect “white” cadavers. Female
students performing dissections are segregated in a different room from male students. Cecil Helman,
Body Myths (London: Chatto and Windus, 1991), p.115.
20
Catherine Waldby, The Visible Human Project: Informatic Bodies and Posthuman Medicine (London:
Routledge, 2000), p.54.
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women is de-subjectified; unlike the other plastinates who can be viewed directly in the
flesh, she is cloistered in glass, stripped of imagined personhood, and accorded the same
ontological status as individual disembodied organs.

Image not available due to copyright
restrictions

Figure 1.6
Reclining Woman in the 8th Month of Pregnancy, Body Worlds plastinate21

As well as the gestalt plastinates such as the pregnant woman, Body Worlds also
displays individual body parts including internal organs such as intestines and brains, as
well as bones, skin, hands, body slices and even a human face. In addition to the
purpose of anatomical education, which is supposedly the basis for the display of the
gestalt plastinates, the exhibition also attempts to perform a sociological education
through the exhibition of healthy and diseased organs. A healthy and a cirrhotic liver
are displayed side by side, just as a set of healthy lungs are juxtaposed with a pair of tarblackened lungs damaged by smoking, thus revealing the tangible physiological effects
of consuming alcohol and cigarettes. In an exhibit entitled “Obesity Revealed,” sagittal
body slices from a “normal” and an obese body are displayed next to one another, the
obese body slice revealing organs compressed together by a thick layer of yellowed fat,
and the exhibit description warning of “the burden that the inner organs endured during
this person’s shortened life.” In this way, the exhibition serves not only to educate

21
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anatomically, as is its claimed intention, but also carries a more puritanical message,
warning the exhibition viewers about the visible perils of unhealthy living.

With its anatomical sermons about the dangers of poor health, the Body Worlds
exhibition recalls the German Hygiene Museum in Dresden. One of the main features
of this museum in the 1930s was the Gläserner Mensch or “Glass Man” (fig.1.7), an
anatomical model created from transparent plastic skin, a metal skeleton and artificial
organs, and who in many ways resembles the Body Worlds gestalt plastinates. 22 The
Glass Man was exhibited in the German Hygiene Museum in Dresden along with
various other displays that focused on human physiology and health and which were, as
cultural historians have noted, underpinned by Nazi-fuelled notions of racial hygiene
and eugenics.23 The Glass Man functioned as a symbol of a “healthy, pure German
future”, with his transparent skin revealing the full glory of his pristine inner anatomy.24
In a review of a recent exhibition in which the Glass Man featured, Dan Engber draws a
parallel between the Glass Man and von Hagens’s plastinates, suggesting that, in both
cases, the display of human anatomy is intended to incite a sense of marvel in the
viewer at the wonder and glory of human life.25 Yet although both the Glass Man and
the Body Worlds plastinates are in many ways similar in terms of their transparent
anatomy and animated postures, the significance of their respective poses differs
radically. The Glass Man confronts the viewer, his outstretched arms in a triumphant
gesture that addresses the viewer directly, seemingly asking them to share in the glory
that is his human body. In contrast, while the Body Worlds plastinates are certainly
animated and are imbued with a similar sense of imagined consciousness, they are
altogether lacking in the sense of triumph and acknowledgement of the “audience” that
is evident in the Glass Man. The Horseman for instance, although his pose similarly
presents the human body as an object worthy of admiration and wonder, is introspective
22

Klaus Vogel, “The Transparent Man – Some comments on the history of a symbol,” in Manifesting
Medicine: Bodies and Machines (Amsterdam: Harwood Academic Publishers, 1999), p.31. As Vogel
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well-ordered organs undisturbed by intermediate tissues."
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24
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25
The Glass Man was featured in an exhibition entitled Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race at
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in August-October 2005. Dan Engber, “Deadly
Medicine: Creating the Master Race (Exhibition Review),” BMJ 329 (2004): p.517. Claudia Benthien
notes that for the Glass Man, “subcutaneous physiology is visible while the integrity of the form is
preserved.” Claudia Benthien, Skin: On the cultural border between self and the world (New York:
Columbia University Press, 2002), p.31.
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rather than extroverted, and appears perplexed rather than triumphant. Like the Skin
Man and The Thinker, the Horseman appears to be puzzled as to how he could possibly
be conscious while his body is physically disintegrated; where the Glass Man revels in
his physical prowess, the Horseman’s gesture implies an intense self-reflection upon the
nature of human being and embodiment.

Figure 1.7
Gläserne Mensch, (“Glass Man”), German Hygiene Museum, Dresden 26

It is this sense of self-reflexivity within such figures as the Horseman that highlights the
confusing and ambiguous ontological status of the Body Worlds plastinates.

The

plastinates are not quite human beings, but nor are they anatomical models and, as such,
they elicit a sense of confusion in viewers and exhibition critics as to their precise
ontological status and how exactly one should respond to them, both socially and
emotionally. Certainly the experience of viewing the plastinated bodies would seem to
elicit strong reactions in visitors with the exhibition catalogue claiming that 75% of
visitors when surveyed intended “to devote a significant amount of time to emotionally
dealing with their inner thoughts and feelings after experiencing the exhibition.”27 The
26
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intensity of visitors’ reactions to the exhibition is partly contextualised by the
extraordinary presentation of the corpse in Body Worlds. For the layperson, viewing a
corpse is a rare event, one that usually takes place in a limited number of settings such
as in funeral parlours or hospitals; in such instances the viewer’s response is framed by
cultural expectations and rituals that typically command a sorrowful, subdued reverence
towards the corpse. The overt display of animated dead bodies in the Body Worlds
exhibition is radically removed from the mystery and ceremony which shrouds the
display of corpses in medical and funereal contexts; Body Worlds plastinates incite
overt fascination and shock at the blatant display of death and the interior body.28 For
most Body Worlds visitors, viewing a corpse is a novel experience, even more so when
the corpse is plastinated, dissected and presented in an attitude of vitality. Certainly the
plastinates are an extraordinary phenomenon, both visually and experientially; in no
other context is the general public afforded the opportunity to gaze directly into the
internal anatomy of a stranger and moreover, to be socially permitted to openly gawk at
the deceased.29

The presentation of the corpse in Body Worlds recalls Philippe Ariès’ discussion of the
gradual abandonment of mourning rituals in western culture throughout the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries.30 Ariès notes that mourning rituals, such as displaying the
corpse or expressing condolences to the mourner, explicitly acknowledge the fact of
death, and recognise the significance of the fact that a death has occurred.31 According
to Ariès, such mourning rituals have, throughout the twentieth century, gradually been
abandoned, where any overt signs of suffering, be it physical suffering experienced by
the dying subject or psychological suffering experienced by the mourner, are perceived

catalogue depicts photographs of visitors to the exhibition studying the plastinated figures with
expressions of fascinated horror at the macabre spectacle they behold, implying that strong emotional
reactions are to be expected.
28
The image of the body rent open to reveal its internal anatomy is one that is, for most people, restricted
to filmic representation. Perhaps one of the few instances in which a maimed body may be seen “in the
flesh” by laypersons is during road accidents, which often elicit a response in passers-by that is similar to
that of Body Worlds visitors; an overt and intense fascination that is devoid of the subdued reverence
normally expected when viewing a corpse in a hospital or at a funeral. In such an instance, and in the
case of Body Worlds, the corpse is rendered visible in a spectacular context, giving the viewer an
otherwise taboo glimpse into the internal anatomy of the body.
29
In many ways, the combination of reverence, fear and fascination that the plastinates recalls the
sublime.
30
Philippe Ariès, Western Attitudes Toward Death: From the Middle Ages to the Present, trans. Patricia
M. Ranum (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1974), pp.89-90
31
Ibid., pp.89-90.
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to be distasteful and crass.32 This cessation of mourning rituals has resulted in a
silencing and annulment of the significance of death.33 Death has become a clandestine
event, a subject to be avoided rather than acknowledged explicitly through mourning
rituals.34 This obfuscation of death is further evident in the display of the corpse at
funerals: with its complexion artificially brightened by makeup, and its body concealed
by clothes, the funereal corpse in its attitude of repose may well be imagined to be
merely sleeping rather than dead.35 In this way, the funereal corpse is reinvested with a
sense of life, as if a residue of vitality still remains within the body until it decays.36 In
a similar way, the Body Worlds corpses, with their animated poses, also indicate an
attempt to conceal their innate morbidity.

The plastinated corpses fixed in their

animated poses embody a synthetic air of vitality and health; indeed, it is quite feasible
that many of the plastinates in their posthumous sporting endeavours are far more
animate in life than they ever were in death.37

Perhaps the most extraordinary aspect of the exhibition is the visitors’ incredible
proximity to corpses and the simultaneous eradication of the abjection of death and the
corpse. As Julia Kristeva notes, the corpse is an inherently abject body and, following
this, Vivienne Muller suggests that the Body Worlds plastinates exemplify the abject as
a consequence of their dissection which constitutes a kind of “violent tampering” of the
wholeness of the body; for Muller, the plastinates resemble so many “meat trays” and
“animal [bodies]”.38 Following this notion, the Body Worlds plastinates might well be
32

Ibid., pp.89-90.
Ibid., pp.89-90. As Ariès notes, this denial of death is concomitant with a similar obfuscation of
suffering: overt signs of suffering in either a dying person or a mourner are considered to be distasteful,
indeed to be “morbid.” (p.90)
34
Ibid., pp.89-90.
35
During the nineteenth century, corpses were often memorially photographed in what Hillel Schwarz
describes as “tableaux nearly vivants”, where the body was positioned in an attitude of sickness or sleep,
or mimcing a literary death such as that of Ophelia. Hillel Schwarz, The Culture of the Copy: Striking
Likenesses, Unreasonable Facsimiles (New York: Zone, 1998), p.100. Celeste Olalquiaga similarly
describes a “death cult” of “Victorian funeralia”. Celeste Olalquiaga, The Artificial Kingdom: On the
Kitsch Experience (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1998), pp.285-285.
36
This imbuement of the funereal corpse with life recalls Maurice Blanchot’s theorisation of the troubling
ontological status of the corpse. As Blanchot notes the corpse “evades the usual categories: something is
there before us that is neither the living person himself nor any sort of reality.” As the incorporation of a
once-living human being the corpse is thus a source of profound anxiety as it threatens the very status of
selfhood by highlighting its impermanence. In light of Blanchot’s notion, the funereal conventions
dictating that the corpse be presented as if in a transitionary state between slumber and decay serve to
alleviate cultural anxieties about its ambiguous ontological status. Maurice Blanchot, “Two Versions of
the Imaginary,” p.81.
37
Walter, “Body Worlds: clinical detachment and anatomical awe,”p.469.
38
Vivienne Muller, “Abject d’Art,” M/C Journal 9, no.5 (2006): 7. Where, for Julia Kristeva, the abject
is closely associated with the excessiveness bodily fluids, the plastinates in contrast are dry and
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considered not just abject but also grotesque; as Mary Russo describes the grotesque
body, it is “open, protruding, irregular” just as the Body Worlds plastinates are. 39 Their
flesh protrudes outwards, the internal organs spill forth from bodily containment, and
the skin is removed to reveal the body’s internal flesh, highlighting the permeability of
the body. Suggesting that the plastinates appear grotesque and abject is not to claim that
the abjection and grotesquery are synonymous, as the two are markedly different, but
rather recognises that they share a similar concern with the excessiveness and
uncontrollability of the body, particularly in relation to bodily fluids and excreta. While
the plastinates would seem initially to be both abject and grotesque in appearance, they
are, however, altogether lacking in other sensory qualities of either abjection or
grotesquery.40 Exhibition visitors are subjected to none of the non-visual sensory
experiences of viewing a cadaver or corpse, which are often far less spectacular and far
more unpleasant. The plastinated corpse loses many of the qualities of a cadaver
opened up by dissection or the corpse by trauma; there is no smell of formaldehyde,
decaying flesh or fresh blood, no wetness of bodily fluids, no greying flesh or rubbery
organs, and, because the plastinated bodies are already dissected, there is no sound of
flesh being sawn open or ripped apart.

Through the process of plastination, any

potential for biological contamination as a consequence of physically handling the
corpse is similarly erased; the plastinates may appear gory, but they are clean and dry in
actuality: plastination eradicates many of the sensory qualities of the organic corpse,
thus concealing the reality of physical death and decay.

contained. Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror: An essay on Abjection (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1982).
39
Mary Russo, The Female Grotesque: Risk, Excess and Modernity (New York: Routledge, 1995), p.8.
Similarly, as Katharine Young discusses, the dissected cadaver, with its slipperiness of form and
disordered interior structure, is, in a Bakhtinian sense, a grotesque body, one in which the conventional
order of the body is destroyed. Katharine Young, “Still Life with Corpse: Management of the Grotesque
Body in Medicine,” in Bodylore (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1993), p.114. Susan Stewart
similarly notes that the grotesque body arises from the “exaggeration of [the body’s] internal elemtns, the
turning of the ‘inside out,’ the display of orifices and gaps upon the exterior of the body. Susan Stewart,
On Longing: Narratives of the Miniature, the Gigantic, the Souvenir, the Collection (Baltimore: John
Hopkins University Press, 1984), p.105.
40
For Mikhail Bakhtin, the grotesque image “ignores the closed, smooth, and impenetrable surface of the
body and retains only its excrescences…only that which leads beyond the body’s limited space or into the
body’s depths.” Where the plastinates would initially seem to embody this visualisation in the body’s
interior recesses through their dissection, the inner body is made to resemble the smooth, clean surface of
the skin through plastination and in this way even though the body-interior is brought to the surface it
grotesquery is eradicated. Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and his World (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1984), pp.317-318.
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Through the technology of plastination, the corpses of Body Worlds are transformed
from decaying and dynamic bodies into inert, controllable artefacts. In this way, the
transformation enacted by plastination is one of rendering the body as an anatomical
illustration; visibly spectacular and informative, yet clean, dry and legible, as if the
body were neither dead nor dissected, but merely made visible.41 This transformation of
the corpse into a controllable entity resonates with Katharine Young’s claim that the
authoritative discourses of medicine and anatomy attempt to exert control over the
corpse which is threatening because of its viscerality and excessiveness.42 As Young
notes, the discourse of medicine symbolically contains and controls the body, and
likewise medical epistemology is founded on an idealised anatomical body. As a clean,
dry and inert entity contained within the confines of a physical book, virtual software or
plastic anatomical model, the idealised anatomical body is knowable and controllable.
In order for the Body Worlds corpses to represent anatomical knowledge, they must first
be transformed into bodies capable of retaining epistemological authority, by being
stripped of all the factors than render them uncontrollable.

The very process of

plastination, in which the body’s fat and fluids are replaced by a plastic that yields to
the anatomist’s manipulation, renders it capable of being moulded into shape and fixed
in place according to a specific anatomical agenda.43

In this way, as will be

subsequently explained, the obfuscation of death in Body Worlds works in tandem with
the authority of anatomical epistemology in order to transform physically and
conceptually the plastinates from human corpses to hyperreal anatomical models.

It is because of the visual spectacle of the plastinate, its capacity for displaying and
redefining anatomy in a way that is so radically different from a cadaver, and its
simultaneous embodiment and obfuscation of death that the Body Worlds plastinates are
situated in a liminal ontological space, one that is aligned with neither the dead nor the
living, neither the corpse nor the anatomical artefact. The exhibition, by reinvesting the
corpse with life, complicates the dichotomy between life and death. The lifelike poses
of the plastinates suggest that the most important change in their transformation from
human to plastinate is not death, but in fact plastination. That is, because of the
plastinates’ lifelike poses, the viewer is positioned to imagine that they are being
41

Petra Kuppers, “Visions of Anatomy,” p.129.
Young, “Still Life with Corpse.”
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Where, for Kristeva, the abject is closely associated with the excessiveness bodily fluids, the plastinates
in contrast are dry and contained. Kristeva, Powers of Horror.
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afforded a glimpse into the interior of a living body, rather than gazing upon a
technologically modified corpse, as if granted a kind of anatomical x-ray vision. Indeed
the technology of plastination functions photographically, suspending the corpse in a
single moment of time; it becomes a static body despite its apparent animation. In this
way, through the exhibition’s focus on the plastinates’ posthumous existence, death is
rendered insignificant, and the modificatory process of plastination becomes secondary
to the spectacular mode of visualisation it affords.44 The plastinated bodies are
presented as if plastination merely enables an inherent anatomical truth of the human
body to be revealed, rather than completing modifying the body’s chemical and
physical structure. 45

While the plastinates’ apparent vitality serves in one sense to assuage cultural anxieties
about the ontological status of the corpse, it also results in an incongruity between the
plastinates’ embodiment of differing states that would otherwise be mutually exclusive;
namely, life and death. Through plastination the body is endowed with a form of
synthetic immortality. It will not decompose or disintegrate but will retain is vivid,
animated appearance and pose; it is corporeally resurrected and suspended indefinitely
in a state of posthumous being somewhere between organic death and synthetic life. 46
The plastinate thus exemplifies the post-biological in a very literal sense; it is a human
body that, through the assistance of technological modification, exists beyond the
parameters of biological human life. Through plastination, the body is resurrected as an
anatomical artefact that retains no residue of actual personhood but is reinvested with a
form of artificial subjectivity suggested by the body’s fixture in poses of athleticism and
self-reflection.
44

The photographic representation of the plastinates resonates with Marie-Hélène Huet’s assertion that
Barthes’ notion of the spectrum of photography is evident in Madame Tussaud’s Chamber of the Dead.
Marie-Hélène Huet, Monstrous Imagination (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1993), p.215.
Huet notes that Barthes’ notion of the “funeral immobility” of the photograph resonates with Tussaud’s
Chamber of the Dead. Thus notion of funereal display recalls Adorno’s discussion of the museum and
the mausoleum, where he notes: “The German word museal (museumlike) has unpleasant overtones. It
describes objects to which the observer no longer has a vital relationship and which are in the process of
dying. They owe their preservation more to historical respect than the needs of the present. Museum and
Mausoleum are connected by more than phonetic association. Museums are the family sepulchres of
works of art.” Theodor Adorno, Prisms (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1967), p.175.
45
Body Worlds is touted to be exhibit “real human bodies”, a phrase that doesn’t account for fact that the
plastinates are actually chemically preserved corpses.
46
The term ‘organic’ is used to denote a living organism that is comprised of organic matter that will
eventually decay; it is embedded within a series of discourses that centre on organic-synthetic binaries
and is certainly not a politically neutral category. However, the term is useful to indicate whether an
object will decay, that is, return to carbon matter, or whether it will retain its molecular and physical
structure
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For the plastinates, post-biological existence is certainly a form of afterlife, but one that
departs radically from the transcendental, disembodied immortality of Moravec’s
imagined transmigration scenario. Where Moravec imagines a disembodied afterlife, in
which flesh is abandoned, the resurrection of the corpse in Body Worlds thus inverts the
notion of spiritual resurrection (albeit in a digital format) and rather reanimates the
corpse. It is through this subversion of the trope of resurrection, in which plastination
revives the corporeal body rather than consciousness, that the melancholy of the
plastinate originates. For the plastinate, the lost and irresolvable object of melancholy
is the body as a living organism, one whose death results in decay and ultimate
dissolution.

Because of their simulated subjectivity, the plastinates seem to attain

corporeal immortality with none of the imaginary disembodied bliss of the afterlife: the
lost ideal of melancholy is thus the promise of organic decomposition and release of the
soul that death supposedly entails within the metaphysical philosophy endorsed by the
exhibition. In this sense, the sadness of the plastinate is that of the immortal: the peace
of death will never arrive. Trapped in a synthetic afterlife from which it cannot escape,
the plastinate is condemned to endlessly re-enact its athletic gesture for a Sisyphean
eternity. This concept of eternal life as a curse rather than a blessing resonates with the
notion that melancholy is a kind of burden from which the melancholic cannot be
freed.47 In the same way that the eternal return of the soul constitutes an unbearable
weight, the Body Worlds plastinates are similarly burdened by the endless reiteration of
their animated gestures for all time.48
THE MELANCHOLY OF THE PLASTINATE

Beatrice Hanssen examines melancholy in relation to Paul Klee’s Angelus Novus,
drawing from Walter Benjamin’s discussion of the painting.49 For Hanssen, Klee’s
“melancholic angel” is
inactive, static, frozen in movement. Fixed between the storm of
progress and the wind coming from paradise, the angel remain[s]

47

Wendy Brown, “Resisting Left Melancholia,” in Loss (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003),
p.459.
48
Milan Kundera, The Unbearable Lightness of Being (London: Faber and Faber, 1984), p.5.
49
Walter Benjamin, “Theses on the Philosophy of History,” in Illuminations (New York: Schocken
Books, 1968), p.257
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suspended in mid-air, unable to leap […] into the transcendence of
redemption and salvation.50
In the same way that the angel is a melancholy figure, precisely because of its
suspension within time, its incapacity to move forward because of its past, so, too, are
the plastinates similarly locked in a kind of ontological stasis that results in their
melancholic condition. Neither living nor dead, human nor non-human, the plastinates
are suspended in an ontological limbo where organic death can never fully occur.51

A discussion of melancholy would be incomplete without at least an acknowledgement
of the model of melancholy in psychoanalytic theory, in which melancholy, for Freud at
least, is the affect that results from an irresolvable sense of loss: the melancholic subject
is one who is overcome with an ongoing sorrow that cannot be resolved.52 While this
chapter draws from this understanding of melancholy in its analysis of the ontology of
the plastinates, it does so with a recognition that other models of melancholy do exist.53
Drawing from a Freudian understanding of melancholy does not in any way posit
psychoanalytic models as crucial theoretical frameworks for textual, but rather
recognises that the model of melancholy posed by psychoanalytic theories has a
valuable potential for elucidating certain issues, particularly those relating to death and

50

Beatrice Hanssen, “Portrait of Melancholy (Benjamin, Warburg, Panofsky,” Modern Language Studies
114, no.5 (1999), p.998.
51
Olalquiaga discusses a similar notion in relation to a glass paperweight in which a hermit crab,
“Rodney”, is enclosed. As Olalquiaga notes, Rodney is buried alive, and as such “will never again know
the gradual unfolding of events, the sequential expectation generated when one is accustomed to watching
one thing follow another. Time for this hermit crab is a static dimension from which there is no possible
escape or change – only a resigned abeyance, a complete surrender to a single, infinite moment that he
occupies entirely alone.” Olalquiaga, The Artificial Kingdom, pp.4-5. Like Rodney, and indeed Klee’s
angel, the plastinates are impervious to the progression of time and must relive the same moment for all
eternity. In the conclusion to The Artificial Kingdom, Olalquiaga notes that Rodney’s “suspended death
is an infinite nightmare that knows no end and remembers no beginning, only the interminable anguish of
a recurrent scene.” (p.301.) Waldby also notes that the VHP figures exist “in a liminal state of non-death
and non-life. If death takes the self out of time, the revenant’s existence is timeless, suspended forever in
the non-time of death.” Waldby, The Visible Human Project, p.151.
52
Sigmund Freud, Collected Papers (London: Hogarth Press, 1925), p.153. See also Kristeva, Black
Sun: Depression and Melancholia (New York: Columbia University Press, 1989).
53
In the early modern era for example melancholy was perceived to be a sickness of the soul, arising
from an excess of black bile, or caused by any number of factors including bad air, nose-bleeds,
menstruation or constipation, and curable by such remedies as blood-letting, bathing in milk, or praying
for divine benediction. Robert Burton, Anatomy of Melancholy (New York: Sheldon and Company,
1862), pp.309-311. Dürer’s etching, Melencolia I, has been discussed at length in relation to early
modern conceptualisations of melancholy which often centred on a metaphysical notion of the condition.
For example, Wojciech Bałus in his discussion of Melencolia I notes that a saturnine or melancholy
temperament in the early modern era was often associated with “extraordinary talents” and enabled one to
communicate “with a transcendental world”. Bałus also notes the melancholy is “a state of undecidability
[…] imprisoning the afflicted man [sic] in a circle of matters insolvable for him.” Wojciech Bałus,
“Dürer’s “Melencolia I”: Melancholy and the Undecidable,” Artibus et Historiae 15, no.30 (1994): p.18.
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loss. The trope of melancholy in this regard encapsulates perfectly the ontology of the
plastinate, in which death and decomposition are the lost objects of melancholy.

Discussing melancholy in this context does not suggest that von Hagens has deliberately
fixed the plastinates in melancholic attitudes, nor does it nor does it imply that the
plastinates necessarily have a melancholic effect by inciting melancholy in the
exhibition viewer. Rather, the overall affect of the plastinate is melancholic; in the same
way that a photograph or painting may be tinged with melancholy for one particular
viewer and may be imagined completely differently by another, the melancholy of the
plastinate is not claimed to be universal or all-encompassing. Rather, this melancholic
affect is situated within the realm of the imaginary and is one of a number of potential
imaginings of the plastinate.

Although the affect of melancholy is thus highly

subjective, it nonetheless is a valuable theoretical framework for elucidating the
complex ontology of the Body Worlds plastinates, given its focus on unresolvable loss.

Andrew Gibson describes the melancholic as “a mourner who cannot work his or her
way through to the end of grief. […] there is no resolution to, no purgation of […] no
materialisation of grief.54 The sadness of melancholy is thus a nebulous one; the source
of grief is not readily identifiable, and even where it can be identified, resolution is
impossible because the lost object is fundamentally irretrievable. David Eng and David
Kazanjian assert that, in contrast to mourning “in which the past is declared resolved,
finished, and dead”, the opposite holds true for melancholy in which “the past remains
steadfastly alive in the present.”55 For the plastinates, the melancholic lost object of the
past that persists into a present that can no longer accommodate it is life itself: the
plastinates are denied the finality of death and decomposition precisely because of their
imbuement with artificial life, and this forms the basis for their post-biological
melancholy. This condition of post-biological melancholy is exemplified in the London
Body-Autopsied plastinate (fig.1.8, henceforth referred to as the Muscleman) who points
with one hand to the sky and the other to the ground in a quasi-religious gesture,
suggesting that ultimately all flesh returns to the earth below, while presumably, one’s
soul aspires to reach heaven above. Although the Muscleman gestures towards heaven
54

Andrew Gibson, “Oublier Baudrillard: Melancholy of the Year 2000”, New Formations 50, no.1
(2003): p.124.. Gibson identifies 3 types of melancholy: as a medical condition; as a sign of nobility; as a
condition of the state.
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David L. Eng and David Kazanjian, “Introduction: Mourning Remains” in Loss (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 2003), pp.3-4.
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and earth, he exists in neither of the spheres to which he points. He will not return
through decomposition to the earth below, nor has he the transcendental consciousness
suggested by his upward gesture. Rather, the Muscleman is suspended in an ontological
limbo, a state somewhere between life and death in a synthetically contrived
immortality. He looks longingly towards the heavens with an ascetic yearning, yet will
never attain the disembodied afterlife his gesture implies.

Image unavailable
due to copyright
restrictions

Figure 1.8
London Body-Autopsied, Body Worlds plastinate

Indeed, the Muscleman’s posture recalls that of a painting, Noli me tangere (“Do not
touch me”) by Antonio da Correggio which depicts Christ after his ascension (fig.1.9).
commanding Magdalen not to touch him. As Boyle notes, Christ’s command is usually
interpreted to mean that, following his ascension, Christ is no longer a carnal being who
can be physically touched, but can only be “touched” spiritually.56

56

Where the

As Marjorie O’Rourke Boyle points out, the precise translation of Noli me tangere " has been debated
by scholars. Boyle notes that the “present imperative can mean […] that Magdalen is attempting to touch
Jesus and should desist,” meaning "stop touching me”, but in its modern translation is generally
understood to mean “do not cling to me". As Boyle notes, Augustine interprets the command to mean
that Magdalen must acknowledge that Jesus should be “touched” spiritually rather than carnally. Marjorie
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Muscleman gestures in a similar way, pointing to both heaven above and the earth
below, signifying spirituality and corporeality respectively, the resurrection he has
undergone is an inversion of the spiritual resurrection of Christ and, indeed, of the
Christian tradition in which the exhibition is situated; in this way, the Muscleman’s
posture is imbued with a heightened poignancy.

Figure 1.9
Antonio da Correggio, Noli me tangere, 152557

As a consequence of its liminality, the figure of the plastinate is marked by a longing
for the reintegration and subsequent disintegration of the mortal body, a process
prohibited by the technology of plastination. The melancholy of the plastinate pertains
not simply to its embodiment of death, but rather results from the permanence of its
flesh. Death has clearly taken place but cannot be resolved because it is incomplete.
Eng and Kazanjian’s metaphor of the continuation of the past as a kind of spectre
haunting the present is literalised in the case of the plastinate where the living body
O’Rourke Boyle, Senses of Touch: Human Dignity and Deformity from Michelangelo to Calvin (Leiden:
Brill, 1998), pp.117-118.
57
Image source: Wikipedia Commons (accessed 17/07/08)
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Image:Correggio_056.jpg
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retains a spectral presence in the plastinated corpse as a consequence of its animated
pose. The plastinate literally incorporates the living body of the past in its residue of
flesh, yet also exists as a corpse in the present. It is through this irresolvable tension
between life and death, body and corpse that the plastinate evokes melancholy. The
affliction of the plastinate is its post-biological immortality, which is corporeal rather
than spiritual. Through plastination, the body is invested with a synthetic immortality
that is permeated with a melancholic sadness over the loss of both life and death.

An analysis of The Thinker further indicates the melancholy of the plastinate. Like
many of the other plastinates in the exhibition, The Thinker is presented with a prop that
accords with the action suggested by his pose. Yet, where the other plastinates in the
exhibition are predominantly displayed with pieces of sporting equipment, the prop
given to The Thinker is a human skull. In this way, the activity performed by this figure
is metaphysical rather than physical; while many other plastinates pursue athletic
endeavours, The Thinker ruminates upon a human skull comprised of blood vessels just
as he is, presumably contemplating his own mortality.

The Thinker, like the other

plastinates, embodies a tension between life and death, a duality that is further indicated
by examining the origin of his pose, taken from an anatomical woodcut by Andreas
Vesalius (fig.1.10). Vesalius’ 1543 illustration depicts a skeleton gazing upon a skull
and, like The Thinker, presumably contemplating its own mortality.58

The words

inscribed in Latin on the plinth next to the skeleton translate as “Man’s spirit lives; all
else Death’s hand shall claim”; the drawing is thus positioned to be an image of
memento mori as well as one intended for anatomical education.59 Vesalius’ motto
suggests that, while flesh is transient, knowledge and art are enduring; although the
subject of the illustration has died and his corpse has long since decayed, his skeletal
image will continue beyond death to provide viewers with anatomical knowledge.
Although The Thinker’s pose in Body Worlds is almost identical to that of Vesalius’s
figure, there is a notable difference in these two representations.60 Vesalius’s Thinker is
58

F. Gonzalez-Crussi describes Vesalius’ skeleton as a “fleshless Hamlet in the graveyard scene,” noting
that the illustration is situated within the vanitas tradition and functions as a kind of memento mori. F.
Gonzalez-Crussi, Suspended Animation: Six Essays on the preservation of Bodily Parts (San Diego:
Harvest, 1995), p.36.
59
K.B Roberts and J.D.W.Tomlinson, The Fabric of the Body: European Traditions of Anatomical
Illustration (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992), p.146.
60
Where Vesalius’ ‘Philosopher’ had no visible eyes, the BodyWorlds ‘Thinker’ has open eyes that gaze
upon the closed eyes of the skull. Where the open eyes of ‘The Thinker’ testify to his comparatively
lifelike status, this also functions as a sign for the gaze of the anatomist.
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completely skeletal, as is the skull he contemplates; though animated he is comprised of
the same structural material as the symbol of death he gazes upon, thus visually
supporting the notion suggested by the motto that death is inevitable and befalls without
discrimination. In contrast, the plastinated Thinker has a more solid materiality than the
skull he gazes upon. Whilst the skull is comprised of a semi-transparent filigree of
blood vessels, revealing the transience of flesh, The Thinker’s body is, through the
inclusion of his skeleton, given a greater corporeal weight than the symbol of death he
contemplates. The skull has decomposed further than The Thinker, and in this way, the
inclusion of a body part that seems somehow “more dead” than the plastinated corpse
endows the figure of The Thinker with a vested sense of life.

Figure 1.10
Andreas Vesalius, illustration from De Humani Corporis Fabrica, 154361

There is a peculiar circularity in the progression of the gaze in the plastinated Thinker.
Living visitors gaze upon a plastinated human corpse (The Thinker), which, in turn,
appears to gaze upon another plastinated human corpse (the skull). Through this relay
of gazes the actions of the exhibition viewer and The Thinker are set in parallel with one
another; both of them gaze upon the dead. In this way The Thinker is both the deceased
61

Image used courtesy of the Wellcome Library, London.
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object of the visitor’s gaze and becomes an active subject who gazes, subsequently
playing the role of both dead artefact and living person. Through this dual embodiment
the melancholy of The Thinker becomes the impossibility of the memento mori in
Vesalius’s woodcut. The plastinated body of The Thinker may well retain a simulation
of “man’s spirit”, but Death’s hand cannot fully claim him until he is capable of
decomposition.

This tension between conceptualisations of life and death that permeates all of the
plastinates in the Body Worlds exhibition is exemplified in the figure of the Horseman,
who, like the Skin Man, gazes upon a fragment of his own body (fig.1.11). Seated atop a
rearing steed, the Horseman contemplates his own brain that he cradles in an
outstretched hand. His pose implies that humankind has achieved mastery over the
animal kingdom through the extraordinary power of the human brain. Presumably, the
“self” is somehow located within this remarkable organ, which acquires a fetishistic
quality, symbolising the uniqueness and evolutionary superiority of human thought.
Yet, the triumph of the Horseman over his horse and the implied dominance of the
human race over the natural environment is rendered hollow by the fact that the human
brain is, like the rider and the horse he rides, merely reconstituted synthetic flesh. Thus
there is an incongruity within the Horseman wherein human subjectivity, fetishised as
all-powerful and transcendent, is nonetheless derived from a mortal physical artefact,
one that is subject to death. Moreover, the horse too has a physical brain, one that does
not appear markedly different from the Horseman’s, thus problematising the fetishistic
representation of the brain as imbued with the uniqueness of human subjectivity; after
death and plastination the distinction between human and animal is rendered void.

The hollow triumph of the Horseman’s gesture thus pertains to the artificiality of his
lifelike pose, where, despite his apparently unique human subjectivity, his carcass is
like that of any other animal. As a human subject, he has ceased to exist, and his
posthumous resurrection through plastination is not a spiritual rebirth but rather a
synthetic immortality. The Horseman’s situation is symptomatic of the condition of all
Body Worlds plastinates, embodying competing models of corporeal and transcendent
selfhood that lie in uneasy tension with one another, where the melancholy of the
plastinate results from the loss of organic life and death and the loss of disembodied
selfhood suggested by the exhibition’s reanimation of corpses. In the case of the
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Horseman plastinate, there is an unresolved ambivalence about the location of selfhood
which is paradoxically represented as both neurochemical and disembodied.

Figure 1.11
Rearing Horse with Rider, Body Worlds plastinate62

The melancholy of the plastinate is thus a consequence of the plastinates’ postbiological ontology wherein the lost and longed-for object of melancholy is the promise
of organic death that plastination denies. This sense of melancholy is, in part based
upon the imagining of disembodied selfhood as a lost and irretrievable ideal. Within
the logic under which the exhibition operates, there is an implicit subscription to a
model of disembodied subjectivity that is in tension with the exhibition’s presentation
of corpses. By reinvesting the plastinates with a sense of posthumous life, Body Worlds
implies that the ‘self’ of the once-living body no longer bears any relation to the
plastinated corpse, and selfhood is thus disembodied. There is no correspondence
between the posthumous identity suggested by the plastinates’ actions and the identity
of the plastinated body when it was alive; in this way, the body is perceived to be, as
von Hagens describes, “an empty container” that, after death, may be reconstituted as an
62
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entirely new self.63 The post-biological self, existing posthumously within the Body
Worlds plastinates, is thus condemned to a melancholic longing for human mortality.

Like The Thinker and the Horseman, the Skin Man also exhibits a concern with
mortality and melancholy. The Skin Man’s “prop” is, like The Thinker’s, a fragment of
a human body, where the “action” suggested by his pose is a contemplation of this
bodily part. Yet unlike The Thinker, the Skin Man holds a fragment of himself; he looks
quizzically at a complete human skin that has presumably been stripped from his own
body. Like the pointing Muscleman, who is imbued with a sense of melancholy over
the impossibility of the mortal decomposition suggested by his gesture, the Skin Man
elicits a similar sadness pertaining to the irreconcilability of his skin and body
seemingly imbued with a posthumous longing for the impossible remarriage of his skin
and flesh.

As a result of his pose, the Skin Man exhibits a kind of self-referentiality that seems to
explicitly acknowledge his own death and posthumous plastination. The Skin Man’s
apparent self-awareness is contextualised by examining Valverde’s anatomical
illustration from which his pose is derived (fig.1.4). Like Valverde’s écorché figure, the
Skin Man plastinate similarly regards his skin with a kind of fascination, and both the
Skin Man plastinate and Valverde’s écorché are imbued with a sense of sorrow, as if the
figures were nostalgic for the lifetime when their flesh and skin were unified. However
the Skin Man and Valverde’s écorché figure are markedly different with respect to the
knife held by Valverde’s écorché figure which is absent in the Skin Man. Margrit
Shildrick discusses the significance of the knife in Valverde’s illustration, noting that it
is indicative of a preconception that the “self” is somehow detachable from the flesh.64
She describes the emergence of Cartesian dualism in the early modern period in which
the body gradually came to be perceived as analogous to a machine. As Shildrick
writes in relation to Valverde’s image of the flayed man, the consequence of this
dualism was that
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in many of the early examples [of anatomical illustrations] the physical
body and the motivational self are so clearly assumed to be
discontinuous that the ‘person’ appears to assist in his own dissection. A
proudly upright figure may display his own flayed skin65
Shildrick suggests that, in the early modern era from which Valverde’s illustration
originated, the body is perceived to be so profoundly detached from the psyche that a
“person” can dissect their own body because they do not actually embody it. This logic
initially seems applicable to the Skin Man plastinate, where it could similarly be argued
that the deceased Skin Man played a role in his own posthumous dissection. However,
unlike Valverde’s figure, the Skin Man does not hold a knife; it is the anatomist, rather
than the plastinate “himself” who is imagined to be responsible for skinning his body.
Subsequently, the Skin Man is missing the sense of non-corporeal agency of Valverde’s
figure; instead, as with all of the other Body Worlds plastinates, the “self” of the Skin
Man’s original body has, with corporeal death, simply been disappeared. In this way,
the lost ideal that elicits melancholy is not only organic life and death, but also a mindbody dualism, and with it the possibility of spiritual resurrection implied by the
exhibition’s overall philosophy.

Where the Skin Man highlights the melancholic condition of the plastinates, he also
illustrates the elision between the anatomical body and the anatomical text, where the
body’s internal anatomy is delineated in the same manner as an anatomical illustration.
The Skin Man, along with many of the other plastinates, shares a similarity with
anatomical text in regard to its obfuscation of the role of the anatomist in preparing the
dissected cadaver for illustration. In Valverde’s illustration, where the flayed man holds
aloft the knife with which he was presumably dissected, this “‘person’ appears to assist
in his own dissection.”66 Similarly, the self-portrait within Michelangelo’s image of
Saint Bartholomew, from which Valverde’s illustration is claimed to have been derived,
highlights the artist’s role in the skinning and de-skinning of St Bartholomew through
the act of painting him; Michelangelo, as the artist, holds the power to create or remove
the skin of the figures he paints through the technology of representation. By
representing the flayed man holding a knife, Valverde’s illustration makes an oblique
reference to the role of the anatomist in skinning a cadaver in order for it to be depicted.
In this way, Valverde’s illustration is thus an ironic parody of the many anatomical
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illustrations of its time which represent écorchés in life-like poses such as standing in a
field, as if not only are they oblivious of their own death, but in addition, as if no
anatomist had played a part in their posthumous dissection. In such illustrations, the
role of the anatomist in revealing the anatomical structures of the cadaver through
dissection is concealed. Valverde’s representation of the écorché regarding his own skin
with puzzlement as if he were still alive and had not noticed his own flaying seems to
refer to the conspicuous absence of the dissection process that precedes anatomical
illustration; Valverde’s figure might well be wondering who, if not himself, could
possibly have skinned him. Thus, Valverde’s illustration parodies the representational
trope within many écorché illustrations, whereby the act of dissection is obscured, and
the body is presented as if affording the viewer a kind of x-ray vision into the body’s
interior. In contrast to Valverde’s illustration, the dissecting knife, and implicitly the
role of the anatomist, are absent in the Skin Man plastinate; in this way, the presentation
of the Body Worlds plastinate parallels that of the illustrated écorché, wherein the act of
dissection is concealed.

Subsequently, where Valverde’s illustration revealed the

artificiality of the écorchés in the anatomical illustration, the Skin Man reinstates the
écorché as both a naturalistic form of anatomical body and a “naturalistic” form of
representation. Because the act of dissection and, by implication, the anatomist as well,
are obscured, the Skin Man, like the illustrated écorché, is thus endowed with a sense of
anatomical veracity; there appears to be no need for the knife as the symbol of authentic
dissection, as the body-representation is seen to afford the viewer a direct anatomical
vision into the ‘real’ body.

In his discussion of striptease, Barthes suggests that the process of stripping does not
reveal a hidden depth but rather naturalises the naked body, rendering the gradually
removed garments as incongruous and artificial.67

As a consequence, the removal of

the final layer of clothing reveals a naked body that is in actual fact rendered chaste and
“natural” by virtue of the absence of clothing. The écorché illustration functions in a
similar way, where the body is stripped of what is constructed as a cultural artifice of
skin to reveal the “natural” body in all its authentic anatomical nakedness. Where the
knife in Valverde’s illustration parodies the trope of anatomical representation, it thus
also serves as a signal of authenticity of the illustration: the knife reminds the viewer
67
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that the skinning of a cadaver did in fact occur, and that therefore, the anatomist’s
illustration is drawn from reality. In contrast, the plastinated écorchés, in particular the
flayed man whose knife is conspicuously absent, do not need any such indication of
anatomical veracity, as they are obviously ‘real’ skinned bodies.68 Thomas Lacquer,
notes in relation to écorché figures illustrated in life-like poses,
the dead act as if they were still somehow alive – not cadavers at all –
and thus able to certify personally the facts that the anatomist presents
and the epistemological soundness of anatomy generally.69
Certainly the Body Worlds exhibition, in which many of the plastinates are in life-like
and active poses, would similarly seem to use the plastinates’ life-like posture as a
testament to their anatomical authenticity.70 Just as the Skin Man can testify to his own
flaying, the plastinates, by being fixed in life-like poses, appear to testify to the
anatomical truth of their representation. Moreover, the viewer seems to be given a
three-dimensional x-ray vision into real human bodies, where the very real facial and
bodily expressions of the plastinates confirm the validity of their internal anatomies.
Indeed, the plastinates appear almost as real characters, who just happen to be eternally
fixed in a moment of animation, as if they could spring to life when unobserved and
continue their athletic endeavours.71 Thus, by being positioned in life-like poses with
human-like expressions and open eyes, the plastinate functions as an eyewitness to its
own anatomical truth.

Such plastinates, like anatomical illustrations, transform the viewer’s eye to be
synonymous with the anatomical gaze, where both have the capacity to render the skin
transparent, and transform the corpse into anatomical specimen.72 Thus the viewer of
the exhibition is afforded a vision into the body’s interior in precisely the same way as
that revealed by the illustrated écorché of the anatomical textbook.
68
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plastinated body of the Body Worlds exhibition resembles the body of the anatomical
textbook in that it has already been anatomically dissected and delineated to assist the
viewer in comprehending its anatomical significance.

Image unavailable due to
copyright restrictions

Figure 1.12
The Hurler, Body Worlds plastinate

The congruence between illustrated écorchés and the Body Worlds plastinates can also
be applied to écorché illustrations series. Waldby writes of the écorchés of classical
anatomy, noting that écorché image series, by their successive peeling away of the
body’s skin, illustrate a “graduated abolition of depth” that is concomitant with the need
to make the body visible, and with it a reconceptualisation of the body as comprised of
“laminar surfaces”.73 However, where this gradual exposure of the body’s interior in
illustrated écorché series functioned as a means for indicating the body’s volume in a
two-dimensional image, the plastinate already exists as a three-dimensional body with
an actual anatomical depth. Even so, plastinates are presented in the manner of écorché
series, such as the Hurler (fig.1.12) whose muscles are dislodged from their tendons and
curled outwards, resembling the body of the later écorchés in Vesalius’s series. In this
73
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way, the plastinated body is dissected so as to mimic an anatomical illustration and the
plastinate is thus transformed into a physical model that realises the imagined
corporeality of the illustrated anatomical body.

This notion of the plastinate as lifelike body can be viewed in relation to Samuel
Edgerton’s assertion that the scientifically represented object is closely linked with the
still life, or nature morte, genre. Edgerton writes
In the West, we take it for granted that if we are to understand the
structure of an organic as well as an inorganic subject, we must first
envisage it as nature mort [sic] […], with all constituent parts translated
into impartial, static geometric relationships.74
While the plastinates are fixed in lifelike poses, they are in all other regards analogous
to the nature morte that Edgerton describes; although their poses are derived from
actions, they nonetheless seems to be frozen mid-animation. The impartiality of the
scientific gaze that Edgerton describes would seem to be beyond doubt in the case of
the plastinates; because they are ‘real’ bodies, there is no question as to the authenticity
of their “representation”. Plastination renders the corpses similar to the static objects of
still life; while they are captured in a moment of animation, they are permanently
preserved in a form of tableau vivant. In this way, the plastinates are endowed with a
static quality despite their animated postures, resembling a kind of three-dimensional
film still.

The plastinate might be imagined then not as a corpse, but rather as a body transformed
into a life-size three-dimensional anatomical text; as van Dijck describes the plastinates,
they are not representations of bodies, but are rather “imitations of representations,
executed in modified organic material”.75

The plastinate is not analogous to the

dissected corpse that initially functioned as a source of anatomical knowledge and was
subsequently inscribed with anatomical significance because it needs no text to realise
its anatomy through visualisation. Moreover, where the dissected cadaver needs the
anatomical text to define its anatomical reality due to its indistinguishable internal
forms, as will be subsequently explained, the internal anatomy of the plastinate is
completely visible and legible. As such, the plastinate is more a reiteration of preexisting anatomical knowledge than it is a producer or product of it; in contrast to the
74
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dissected cadaver, whose anatomical significance is produced by the anatomical text,
the Body Worlds plastinate reproduces the anatomical knowledge already existing in the
anatomical text. In this sense, the plastinate is more closely aligned with the anatomical
text than it is with a dissected cadaver, and in this way is transformed from human
corpse into anatomical text, devoid of humanness or individuality, a transformation that
further elicits melancholy.
THE PLASTINATE AS ANATOMICAL SIMULACRUM

In his discussion of the imaginary, Maurice Blanchot reflects upon the troubling
ontological status of the corpse, noting that it “evades the usual categories: something is
there before us that is neither the living person himself nor any sort of reality.”76 The
corpse, as the incorporation of a once-living human being, is a source of profound
anxiety because of its uncanny resemblance to a person who is “no longer of this
world”; for Blanchot, the corpse is similarly “not of this world either” due to its radical
separation from life and the person it once was.77 The process of plastination seems to
counteract this uncanny status of the corpse through the re-presentation of the corpse as
anatomical text.78 Through the delineation and visualisation of their anatomy, the
plastinates come to resemble the body of an anatomical illustration.

Such a

reconfiguration of the body is not uncommon, as Helman notes in relation to anatomical
dissection of cadavers: “[w]e come to realize the true paradox of anatomy […] we must
turn the cadaver into a three-dimensional textbook”.79 For Helman, the cadaver is
conceptually transformed into the body of the textbook; the anatomical features visible
in the opened corpse must be conceptually aligned and identified with those described
by the authoritative anatomical text. In the case of Body Worlds, however, the process
of plastination physically transforms the corpse into three-dimensional textbook.
Plastination transforms the Body Worlds corpse from subject (the deceased body of an
actual human person) into object (a perfect anatomical specimen), and in doing so strips
the corpse of its personhood and identity. This transformation is complicated by the
endowment of the plastinate with a posthumous personhood; through their gestures that
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imply self-reflection, the plastinates are thus reinvested with a simulated subjectivity
that highlights their fundamental lack of personhood, the artificiality of their
posthumous animation. As a consequence of this, the plastinate further embodies the
melancholy that arises from its ontological limbo; the plastinate is not only suspended
between life and death, but also seems to carry with it an implicit longing for the
original personhood that has been irretrievably lost. In this regard, the pose of the Skin
Man suggests that he gazes intently at his disembodied skin as if it held the secret to the
whereabouts of this lost personhood. This relationship is contextualised by examining
the plastinates’ embodiment of what will be termed the “anatomical paradox” in this
chapter, the condition whereby the human body functions as both the producer and
recipient of anatomical knowledge.

The plastinated corpse embodies the epistemological ambiguity seen in the relationship
between the body and its anatomical illustration. The corpse in anatomy is typically in a
state of epistemological flux, oscillating between acting as the site from which
anatomical knowledge is produced and the product of that same knowledge, a
representational artefact produced by pre-existing anatomical assumptions.

This

epistemological exchange of anatomy arises from a combination of factors that
developed during the Renaissance, including the revival of the practice of dissecting
human cadavers, the advent of perspectival illustration, and the development of the
anatomical atlas. In order to understand how the plastinates function as both anatomical
specimen and anatomical text it is necessary to address each of these factors in turn, all
of which played a role in the formation of an empirical “scientific” practice of anatomy
and the hegemonic power of the anatomical text. In this “scientific” model, the body
came to be perceived as the a priori source of anatomical knowledge, where the
anatomical illustration purportedly represented the body’s anatomical structure. The
relationship between the body and the anatomical image however is not simply one of
object and representation, but is rather more fluid, where the anatomical illustration, in
many instances, precedes the body as anatomical signifier.

In such a case, the

anatomical illustration becomes the primary site for the production of anatomical
knowledge, wherein this knowledge is inscribed onto the body, thus recalling the
simulacrum.

In the context of this, the plastinate functions as an anatomical

simulacrum, akin to a three-dimensional, life-size anatomical atlas, and through this
objectification, in which their individual personhood is obliterated, is imbued with a
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melancholy pertaining to the loss of self; the ‘self’ presented by the plastinate’s
animated pose removes any notion of selfhood.

During the Middle Ages and early Renaissance, knowledge of the body’s anatomy
predominantly centred on the explication of existing and often inaccurate medical texts.
While dissection was practiced on animals such as pigs or monkeys, giving rise to
comparative anatomy, whereby the structure of the human body was believed to mimic
that of animals, the practice of dissecting human cadavers was largely shunned until the
fourteenth century. Even Galen himself, one of the most influential practitioners of
early medicine and anatomy, never carried out an anatomical dissection of a human
cadaver.80 During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, on the rare occasions when
human dissections took place at universities, they were of relatively little value in terms
of anatomical education.

Human dissections in this era typically involved the

“anatomist” reading from a canonical medical text, while an assistant dissected the
cadaver; the anatomist’s descriptions, described specific anatomical features allegedly
visible in the cadaver being dissected.81 Yet the dissected cadaver ultimately played a
very minor didactic role in such a situation because the text being read aloud was
frequently inaccurate and often described non-existent or non-human anatomical
features that were not in fact visible or even present in the cadaver being dissected.
This mode of “non-scientific” epistemological production continued until the sixteenth
century when the “scientific” practice of anatomy was developed, largely through the
work of Vesalius, who is frequently credited with laying the foundations of scientific
anatomy through his practice of recording his observations of dissected human
cadavers.82 This shift in anatomical practice was symptomatic of a growing focus on
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empiricism in which, as Roberts and Tomlinson note, scientific practice began to rely
more heavily on “ocular demonstration of natural phenomena”; that is, the observation
and description of the natural world were perceived to be the most effective means for
obtaining knowledge.83

When applied to the study of anatomy, this empirical

epistemology required the body’s interior to be revealed, examined and depicted in
order to obtain knowledge about human anatomy.84 This change in anatomical practice
led to a shift in the way that the body was perceived and understood, such that the
significance of the body-interior changed from being “the ontological site of belief”, as
it was perceived to be in Galenic medicine, to “the epistemological site of […] medical
and anatomical knowledge.85 As Maria Angel describes this situation, within the
discourse of Vesalian anatomy, “the opened body replaces the opened book as the
source of anatomical knowledge, suggesting that the responsibility for knowledge now
lies within its exposed interiority.”86 Through this epistemological shift, the interior
body was inscribed with a new significance, as if anatomical knowledge lay dormant
within the body until, by being exposed through dissection, it could be revealed.87

Within this epistemological framework, the body would seem to function as a site of
knowledge in which its dissection, observation and representation forms the basis for
understanding anatomy. Yet this relationship was somewhat more complex. Although
“scientific” Vesalian anatomy assumed the production of anatomical knowledge
through the exposition and illustration of anatomical structure, in which the body was
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essentially the producer of anatomical knowledge about itself, the body simultaneously
functioned as a product of anatomical knowledge, as explained by Jonathan Sawday in
his description of a condemned prisoner due to be hanged and anatomically dissected by
Vesalius. Sawday writes:
The man who is still alive as Vesalius speaks has already been
conceptually anatomised. Objectified, he is to be the passive recipient –
a blank drawing page – of anatomical knowledge upon which (now
within whom) structures will be proven. These organisations of veins,
arteries and nerves are a complex interlacing which exists in the mind of
the anatomist and must be mapped onto the subject stretched out on the
dissection table.88
Thus, the body is perceived to be an object devoid of anatomical significance and “a
passive recipient of textual authority”, one that is reborn as an anatomical body after
being subjected to the epistemological authority of anatomy.89 This paradigm seems at
odds with the alleged “scientific” notion of the body as a source of anatomical
knowledge.

From one perspective, the body is the a priori source of anatomical

knowledge, generating this knowledge when its interior anatomy is made visible
through dissection, yet, simultaneously, it exists in a significatory vacuum, devoid of
anatomical significance. These seemingly mutually exclusive modes of visualising
anatomical knowledge illustrate the paradox of anatomical representations of the body,
wherein the body is both produced by and a product of anatomical knowledge, such that
neither the object (the body) nor the image (the anatomical illustration) fully defines, or
represents the other.

This paradox is evident in the use of linear perspective in anatomical illustrations,
where the supposedly “neutral” perspectival gaze in fact inscribes a culturally specific
epistemology onto the body. As Erwin Panofsky notes, linear perspective played a vital
role in the development of observational scientific practice, where it enabled the
recording of observations in such a way that the three-dimensional form of objects
could be accurately conveyed.90 The influence of perspective in the observational
sciences similarly applied to medicine, where the production of medical knowledge
88
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of dissection, the body “is the passive recipient of textual authority which emanates from the elevated
anatomist […] Authority resides elsewhere, with the function of the passive corpse being only that of
reception rather than transmission.” Jonathan Sawday, “The Fate of Marsyas: Dissecting the Renaissance
Body,” in Renaissance Bodies: The Human Figure in English Culture c.1540-1660 (London: Reaktion,
1990), p.118.
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Panofsky, “Artist, Scientist, Genius,” p.147.
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from the mid-sixteenth century onwards “depended on the exposure of physical detail”;
linear perspective enabled this exposed body-interior to be accurately depicted. 91 The
capacity of linear perspective to represent a solid form meant that the body’s threedimensional internal structure could be accurately described and represented, and
through this, anatomical knowledge could be both produced and circulated.92

In

addition to its capacity to represent internal volume, perspective imbues the
representation with a sense of veracity which accords with the empirical notion of
gaining knowledge by recording accurate observations.

The alleged veracity of visual anatomical representations is explained by Martin Kemp
who notes that:
Anatomy is par excellence a descriptive science […] anatomical
illustration lends itself to sequential, step-by-step exposition in which the
visual presentation acts as a surrogate for the eye-witness experience or
as a visual summation of many eye-witness experiences. 93
Kemp’s description of the technology of representation in anatomical illustration
suggests a form of visual prosthetics in which the anatomical illustration functions as a
representational prosthesis for the anatomist’s vision into the body’s interior.

In

combination with the technique of linear perspective, the viewer of the perspectival
anatomical illustration is supposedly afforded a glimpse into the interior of the body’s
anatomy, exactly as it was seen by the anatomist. In this way, the plastinates are imbued
with a similar sense of veracity where plastination likewise functions as a kind of
prosthetic anatomical vision into the body-interior; the Skin Man, for example, as an
91

Hugh T. Crawford, “Imaging the Human Body: Quasi Objects, Quasi Texts, and the Theater of Proof,”
in PLMA 111, no.1 (1996), p.67. As A.M. Luyendijk explains, linear perspective enabled anatomists to
describe the body’s three-dimensional anatomical structure accurately. Kemp notes that it is important to
consider that the desire to represent the body exactly as it was visualised was not the only factor
informing Renaissance anatomical illustration, but rather there were a multitude of different cultural
biases which influenced the way in which the body was represented in anatomical illustrations. A.M.
Luyendijk, “The Image of the Human Body,” in the Anatomy Lesson: Art and Medicine (Dublin: The
National Gallery of Ireland, 1992), pp.80-81; Martin Kemp, “Vision and Visualisation in the Illustration
of Anatomy and Astronomy from Leonardo to Galileo,” in 1542 and All That (London: Kluwer, 2000),
p.29.
92
As Roberts and Tomlinson note, the development of printing technologies played an important role in
the dissemination of anatomical knowledge. Prior to the sixteenth century, anatomical illustrations were
typically copied by scribes, meaning that illustrations were inevitably altered slightly with each
reproduction, meaning that a single inaccuracy would be repeated and often magnified over the course of
several copies. By the sixteenth century, the printing press enabled the duplication and subsequent
circulation of anatomical diagrams exactly as they were originally drawn, where artists/anatomists were
also able to make corrections to their illustrations. Roberts and Tomlinson, The Fabric of the Body,
pp.617-618.
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Kemp, “Vision and Visualisation in the Illustration of Anatomy and Astronomy from Leonardo to
Galileo,” p.19.
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eye-witness to his own flaying, is the ultimate testament to the alleged truthfulness of
the anatomical vision.

Yet this notion of a visual prosthetics based on perspectival representation is somewhat
problematic in that it does not account for the cultural bias within representational
technique,

and

indeed

the

epistemological

assumptions

underlying

visual

representation.94 Robert Romanyshyn for example notes linear perspective can be
likened to a gaze through a window, where the viewed object’s form can be measured
and quantified. He writes:
the world on the other side of the window is already set to become a
matter of information. As a spectacle, an object of vision, it is already
well on the way to becoming a bit of data, observable, measurable,
analysable, and readable as a computer print-out.95
Romanyshyn’s remark illustrates the way in which the viewed object is reconfigured
through its representation as perspectival illustration, where it is transformed into
abstract information.96 Likewise, Martin Jay notes that perspectival vision effects a
similar transformation of the space it depicts, rendering it measurable. As Jay writes,
the gaze of perspective carries an
assumption of what was visible in the perceptual field: a homogeneous,
regularly ordered space, there to be duplicated by the extension of a
gridlike network of coordinates […] this uniform, infinite, isotropic
space that differentiated the dominant modern world view from its
94

Art historians have argued at length about the underlying assumptions and power structures inherent in
linear perspectival representation. Theorists such as Edgerton claim that linear perspective is not
culturally biased but is a politically neutral form of visual representation that is “based on the principles
of Euclidian solid geometry” and developed from a desire to “replicate what the human eye perceives
according to the tenets of Euclidian geometry.” Edgerton claims that, while perspective later became a
“culturally prejudiced encoding system”, its origins are nonetheless founded in geometric logic. However
Edgerton’s claim is weakened by his failure to acknowledge that Euclidian geometry is in itself a
culturally constructed discourse, and that any technology derived from it is therefore similarly biased. As
Rotman explains this, perspectival representations “represent an anterior visual world through a
convention of signs, artificially produced by a humanly imposed system of perspective.” Thus, even
where the perspectival image might appear to resemble the object it depicts, this resemblance is not due
to the representational veracity of the image but rather results from representational convention and
familiarity. Subsequently, because the use of perspective is grounded in cultural conventions, it is, as
Damisch argues, not simply an isolated representational phenomenon or visual technology, but rather, as
“an object of knowledge perspective is accessible to comprehension by means of a series of art works and
texts, or discourses and experiences, of very different kinds.” Edgerton, The Heritage of Giotto’s
Geometry, pp.4-5, Brian Rotman, Signifying Nothing (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1987), p.22, Hubert
Damisch, The Origin of Perspective (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1994), p.xxii.
95
Romanyshyn, Technology as Sympton and Dream, p.42.
96
As Scott McQuire notes, photography works in a similar way, in that the photographic image “appears
to offer a natural language rather than a signifier” and as a consequence, “photographic signs have often
been (mis)taken for the wonders of nature itself.” Scott McQuire, Visions of Modernity (London: SAGE,
1998), p.53.
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various predecessors, a notion of space congenial […]
science”97

to modern

Thus the perspectival gaze carries with it a reconfiguration of the viewed object as a
measurable, knowable entity, where that object exists within, and as part of, an abstract,
gridlike space.98

When considering the role of perspectival representation in the

anatomical text, it can be seen that this quality of redefining the world according to a
uniform grid has a profound effect on how knowledge of the anatomical body is
produced.

Through anatomical representations of the body that rely on linear

perspective, the body as it is produced by anatomy is similarly rewritten as a
quantifiable, measurable object.99

As Damisch notes, the naturalisation of linear perspective in western culture tends to
obscure the fact that it is a contrived form of representation that is culturally produced
rather than inherently naturalistic.100

While perspectival representations appear to

mirror the world as it exists, it is in fact the viewer’s eye that has incorporated and
naturalised a form of representational code through which objects (and indeed the
world) are both perceived and produced.101 Thus, anatomical illustrations from which
knowledge of the body is produced are not truthful or apolitical representations of
“real” anatomy, but are inextricably bound by the representational assumptions inherent
in perspectival illustration.102 In the same way, the vision of anatomy offered by
97

Martin Jay, Downcast Eyes: The Denigration of Vision in Twentieth-Century French Thought
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), p.57.
98
As Edgerton describes this condition, linear perspective carries an “assumption that visual space is
ordered a priori by an abstract, uniform system of linear coordinates. Samuel Y. Edgerton Jr., The
Renaissance Rediscovery of Linear Perspective (New York: Basic Books), p.7.
99
As Romanyshyn notes, linear perspective involves “the transformation of the eye into a technology and
a redefinition of the world to suit the eye, a world of maps and charts, blueprints and diagrams.
Romanyshyn, Technology as Symptom and Dream, p.33.
100
Damisch, The Origin of Perspective, xxii. W.J.T. Mitchell describes the obfuscation of linear
perspective’s artificiality, noting that it “is a figure for what we would call ideology – a historical, cultural
formation that masquerades as a universal natural code.” W.J.T. Mitchell, Picture Theory: Essays on
Verbal and Visual Representation, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), p.31.
101
Umberto Eco explains that, however much an image may resemble the object it represents, the
viewer’s visual bias is necessarily incorporated into their perception of the image. Eco describes the
myth of the photograph as an analogue of reality, noting that “it is necessary to be trained to recognize the
photographic image. We know that the image which takes shape on celluloid is analogous to the retinal
image but not to that which we perceive.” This disparity between the retinal image and the image as it is
perceived is a crucial factor that negates the arguments posed by theorists such as Edgerton who claim
that perspectival representation, because of its foundation of Euclidean geometry and its alleged mimicry
of “real” vision, is devoid of cultural bias. Umberto Eco, “Critique of the Image,” in Thinking
Photography (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1982), p.33.
102
Rotman writes: “Each image within the code of perspectival art thus offers the spectator the possibility
of objectifying himself, the means of perceiving himself, from the outside, as a unitary seeing subject,
since each image makes a deictic declaration: this is how I see (or would see) some real or imagined
scene from this particular spot at this particular instance in time. Being able to signify such a
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plastination is not a ‘natural’ or ‘truthful’ representation of the body but is constructed
according to political and epistemological agenda.

As a consequence, in the case of both anatomical illustration and plastination, the
relationship between the object and its representation is fraught with empty
signification.

As Yves Bonnefoy explains for example, where pre-perspective

illustration attempted to represent the intuited essence of its subject as it was
experienced by the artist, perspectival illustration rewrote the relation between the
image and the object. Bonnefoy writes of linear perspective:
[t]he relation of the image to the model it imitates is reduced to that
between a definition, or concept, and a thing. An art of the manifest
gives way to conceptual speculation; certainty gives way to hypothesis
forever in search of ultimate confirmation. This is perspective’s
dilemma, and suddenly that of art itself: able to render the multiple
aspects of a thing, it is, in a sense, the harbinger of the real: but it also,
immediately, loses track of reality.103
The dilemma of perspectival vision mirrors the paradox of anatomical representation; in
the case of anatomical illustration, the anatomical body, as object, is defined by the
reality of its visual representation.104 Following Bonnefoy’s notion of the hypothetical
nature of perspectival vision, this relationship is complicated by the fact that the
anatomical illustration (the definition) implicitly needs confirmation of its validity by
the object it represents in order to retain epistemological authority. This confirmation

particularised individuality equips the perspective code with the visual equivalent of a demonstrative
pronoun, allowing the code to deal in messages whose interpretation requires the active presence of a
physically located, corporeal individual who has a ‘point of view.’” Rotman, Signifying Nothing, p.19.
103
Yves Bonnefoy, “Time and the Timeless in Quattrocento Painting,” in Calligram: Essays in New Art
History from France (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), p.16. Bonnefoy’s notion that this
dilemma is partly related to the inability of perspective to “render the multiple aspects of a thing”
resonates with Jay’s notion of the discrepancy between linear perspectival representation and stereoscopic
vision. As Jay points out, it is important to differentiate between the fixed gaze of linear perspective in
illustrations and the shifting gaze of real vision. Jay writes “if the beholder was now the privileged center
of perspectival vision, it is important to underline that his viewpoint was just that: a monocular,
unblinking fixed eye (or more precisely, abstract point), rather than the two active, stereoscopic eyes of
embodied actual vision, which give us the experience of depth perception.” Jay’s description might afford
a useful means for understanding the dilemma of perspectival representation described by Bonnefoy; the
two-dimensional image, no matter how much its representational technology mimics that of ‘real’ vision,
can never really simulate the shifting vision of the world seen through the gaze of a pair of ‘real’ eyes.
Jay, Downcast Eyes, p.55.
104
The reliance upon anatomical illustrations to define the cultural reality of the human body is
symptomatic of what Barbara Stafford describes as the “radical shift under way since the eighteenth
century from a text-based to a visually dependent culture.” As Claudia Benthien notes, this emphasis on
the visual “led to a continuing devaluation of the other senses and an increasingly abstract understanding
of visual perception itself, a trend that was further reinforced by the interposition of new optical
instruments.” Benthien, Skin, p.54; Barbara Stafford, Body Criticism: Imaging the Unseen in
Enlightenment Art and Medicine (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1991), p.xviii.
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of the validity of anatomy’s hypothesised body is fundamentally impossible because the
anatomical illustration effectively creates the reality of the body’s anatomy.
Subsequently, the anatomical body cannot exist epistemologically without the
illustration that defines it.

Thus, just as the object and its perspectival image are, for

Bonnefoy, in a constant state of incomplete reciprocation and donation of signification,
so too are the anatomical body and its representation involved in a kind of perpetual
reiteration of meaning that is never fully resolved.

Thus the paradox of anatomical representation is apparent: the anatomical body is
reconfigured as an epistemologically unresolved substantiation of the hypothetical body
posited by the anatomical illustration. In turn, the anatomical illustration, by the very
nature of perspectival vision, similarly attempts to hypothesise the body’s anatomy, a
hypothesis that cannot be fully proved. As Cregan discusses this paradigm,
[a]s the body is dissected it both becomes an “anatomy” and reveals
anatomy. […] The body is, then, both the site of a corpus of knowledge
and also names and gives meaning to the corpus of knowledge itself.105
It is important here to make a distinction between this argument, whereby the
production and reproduction of knowledge are seen to be in a state of flux, and
arguments posed by critics such as Angel who claim that, because of this flux, the
anatomical text and the anatomical body become interchangeable. According to Maria
Angel, the cadaver and the anatomical text become “elided or folded together,” where
they are only differentiated from one another during the “recovery of knowledge.”106
This notion of the interchangeability of the anatomical text and cadaver negates the fact
that, because the anatomical text claims to describe a body which can never fully
conform to its ideal anatomical model, the text must always serve as an incomplete
signifier, one that is fraught with anxieties about the validity of its representational
claims. Thus, while the post-Renaissance anatomical text appears initially to be the a
priori source of anatomical knowledge, preceding and overwriting the body in terms of
epistemological production, both text and body, as producer and reproducer of
anatomical knowledge are epistemologically unstable.
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Kate Cregan, “Blood and Circuses,” in Images of the Corpse (Madison: University of Winconsin
Press, 2004), p.55.
106
Angel, “Physiology and Fabrication,” p.29.
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Thus, in the relationship between the body and the anatomical text, both body and text
oscillate between functioning as producer and product of anatomical knowledge. This
paradox elucidates the complex ontology of the Body Worlds plastinate. Like the
cadavers that were first opened up in the sixteenth century, allowing the revelation of
internal anatomical structure, and the subsequent formation of a body of knowledge, the
plastinated body seems to produce anatomical knowledge in its own right. Just as,
through the dissection of the cadaver, the internal visible anatomy is perceived to be a
source of knowledge, so too does plastination, by virtue of rendering anatomy visible,
present the human body as a source of anatomical knowledge.

Yet if the converse relationship of the representational paradox of anatomy is also
applied to the plastinates, it seems that the analogy is rather more complex. In this
relationship, the body is seen, to use Sawday’s term, as a blank page upon which
anatomy is written; a body devoid of anatomical meaning until its representation (in the
form of the anatomical illustration) provides a means for its comprehension. Following
this logic, the plastinated body somehow negates the need for its own anatomical
explication. The plastinates, by virtue of their being dissected and plastinated, are
presented as producers of anatomical knowledge in their own right and need no
explanatory anatomical illustration or description. This is because the transformational
technology of plastination effectively functions as a form of representation and
visualisation, both literally, in terms of its exposition of anatomy by dissection, and also
symbolically. The plastinated body is made to incorporate the characteristics of the
body

of

anatomical

representations;

its

anatomy

is

cleanly

and

neatly

compartmentalised, de-bloodied and exposed. Moreover, through plastination internal
anatomy is made legible, in the way that the anatomy of the dissected cadaver is
transformed into a “readable”, diagrammatic, anatomical text. In this way, the body
reconfigured by plastination is made to resemble, symbolically, the body of anatomical
representation.107

This notion of the plastinated body’s resemblance to an anatomical text is best
exemplified in the way in which the dissected body of the plastinate differs so
remarkably from that of the dissected cadaver. Where the anatomical structure of the
107

In a similar vein, Waldby notes that the Visible Human Project renders the body as “laminar” and
“readable terrain” in a way that recalls anatomical illustrations. Waldby, The Visible Human Project,
pp.63-68.
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plastinate is clearly visible and legible, this is usually not the case for a standard
anatomical cadaver, whose anatomy must be understood in terms of the anatomical text.
As Armstrong describes this, the anatomical cadaver presents the body as an
“undifferentiated amorphous mass”, that requires the anatomical text to create its
meaning during dissection.108

Yet the reconciliation of the “amorphous mass” of the

cadaverous body with the textbook illustration is not always easy. As Helman describes
the experience of dissecting a cadaver, there is a marked discrepancy between the
“damp grey flesh” and fragments of the dissected body and the “gaudy painting[s]” and
“coloured cartoon[s]” of the anatomical textbook.”109 Sawday similarly describes the
visual discrepancy between the cadaver and the anatomical text, noting that
Twentieth-century anatomical illustration, with its sharply delineated
colour schemes, the clear differentiation between the multitude of
different nerves, veins, and arteries, the poised volumetric and cleanly
cut tubular structures, the play of light and shadow, is a convincing
illusion of the body-interior, designed to aid the understanding of the
relative disposition of the parts. In fact, it no more depicts what an
actual interior looks like, beneath the scalpel, than does the Vesalian
image.110
Yet the disparity between cadaver and anatomical illustration as described by Sawday
and Helman is nowhere near as apparent in the contrast between the plastinated body
and the anatomical image; through plastination, the body is transformed to resemble the
body of the anatomical textbook, with its gaudy colours and clearly delineated
structures.111 Where the “real” body of the cadaver is vastly different in appearance
from the body of the anatomical text, the body of the plastinate, like the “unnatural”
anatomical illustration described by Sawday, is similarly “a convincing illusion of the
body-interior”.112 Ironically, the plastinated body, while allegedly revealing in explicit
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David Armstrong, Political Anatomy of the Body: Medical Knowledge in Britain in the Twentieth
Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), p.2. In Technology as Symptom and Dream
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Technology as Symptom and Dream, p.128.
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Helman, Body Myths, p.117.
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Sawday, The Body Emblazoned, p.100-101.
111
Sawday writes “a tension had developed between the ideal anatomization, which took place only in the
pages of textbooks, and the practice of dissection which was situated in the anatomy theatre […] Body
and text, then, were involved in a twofold struggle with one another. The body was one possible
authority, but its organization was mysteriously complex and, because of the biological tendency towards
decay, continually eluding the practical dissector. The text was another possible source of authority, but
how could bodies be represented in texts when, in their material reality, they seemed to crumble and
dissolve before the eyes of the onlooker?” Sawday, The Body Emblazoned, p.133.
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Sawday, The Body Emblazoned, p.100. Van Dijck notes that the creator of the CD-ROM Body
Voyage, which is an anatomical atlas of the Visible Human Project, retouched the original colours of the
illustrated cadaver in order to make them more aesthetically pleasing. José Van Dijck, “Digital Cadavers:
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detail the structure of the body’s anatomy, in fact bears little resemblance to ‘real’ body,
as it is revealed by dissection of the cadaver. This is most evident in the contrast
between the colours of the plastinate and the cadaver. Where a standard anatomical
cadaver is predominantly comprised of muted bruise-like shades of grey, purple and
yellow, the plastinated body is accorded the splendid and hyper-bright hues of an
anatomical textbook. Likewise, there is strong visual discrepancy between the body of
the plastinate and the dissected body of the cadaver, where the cadaver’s internal
structure is nowhere near as clearly delineated as that of the plastinated body.113 Thus,
plastinate enables the Body Worlds figures to reveal colours, forms and structures with
more clarity and precision than a non-plastinated body, and in this way, they are made
to resemble an anatomical illustration.

The ontology of the plastinate in this sense is clarified by de Certeau’s notion of the
representation of the body in the sciences, where he asserts that the body is perceived as
“a cipher that awaits deciphering.”114 Certainly, it would seem that the body of the
cadaver, in accordance with Armstrong’s or Hirschauer’s descriptions, requires the
anatomical textbook in order for its anatomical structure to be deciphered. As an object
alone, without the anatomical text, the dissected cadaver appears as an unknowable and
indefinite conglomeration of flesh, whose individual components and anatomical
significance have not yet been discovered or defined. The plastinate, in contrast, is selfexplanatory; it is a body that has been anatomically deciphered through the technology
of plastination.

Through plastination, the components and compartments of the

anatomical body not readily visible in the cadaver are disentangled and defined; the
invisible order that seemingly underlies the body is exposed and rendered
comprehensible.

The Visible Human Project as Anatomical Theater,” Studies in History and Philosophy of Biological and
Biomedical Sciences 31, no.2 (2000), p.282.
113
Where the plastinates reveal the internal organs, the average person would generally not see what
internal organs look like in reality, either in the living surgical body or the dissected cadaver.
Subsequently, the colours of these organs in the plastinates, whether “realistic” or not, effectively create
the “real” colour of that organ in the viewer’s mind, just as the viewer imagines that the interior of the
living human body really looks like that of the plastinate.
114
Michel de Certeau, The Writing of History (New York : Columbia University Press, 1988), p.3. As
Braidotti notes, within the discourse of clinical anatomy, “the living body becomes […] a living text, that
is to say material to be read and interpreted by a medical gaze that can decipher its diseases and functions.
Anatomy results in a representation of the body as clear and distinct – visible, and therefore intelligible.”
Braidotti, “Body-images and the Pornography of Representation,” p.20.
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Where the dissection of a standard cadaver often involves “reading” the cadaver in
accordance with an anatomical illustration in order to demarcate the body’s physical
structure, the plastinates are, in their own right, producers of anatomical knowledge;
plastination renders the corpse both plastic and “lifelike”, with its internal anatomical
structures far more clearly visible and legible than those of a standard cadaver.
Consequently, the plastinate functions as a kind of anatomical text, a three-dimensional
anatomical atlas whose body, through plastination, is made to resemble the visible and
legible body of the anatomical text, and who is imbued with more epistemological
authority and legibility than the cadaver. This capacity of the corpse to function as
producer of human anatomical knowledge ironically occurs only because the plastinate
is not in fact a “real” human corpse, anatomically speaking; rather through plastination,
the corpse has undergone a complete biochemical transformation. In this way, the
process of plastination literally de-humanises the cadaver, and through this, the
plastinate becomes a simulated anatomical human, one whose anatomy is hyperrealised
as it surpasses the capacity of the “real” organic body of the corpse to signify human
anatomy. Thus the plastinates are able to embody a radically new epistemological
significance through their capacity to function simultaneously as both anatomical text
and anatomical specimen.

Because of its synthetic composition the plastinate is essentially a simulation of a
human body, and because it surpasses a ‘real’ human body in its signification of human
anatomy, it can be viewed as a hyperreal anatomical human.

Thus the plastinate

functions epistemologically as a kind of anatomical text, affording the viewer an insight
into internal anatomy which is rendered visible and legible as in an anatomical
illustration, whilst at the same time retaining the significance of an anatomical
specimen. This notion of the body as anatomical text can be understood in relation to
the anatomical atlas, which purports to represent the anatomical body in its entirety.115

115

There are two uses of the term ‘atlas’ in anatomy, the first of which denotes the cartographic metaphor
of mapping of the body. “Atlas” also denotes the top cervical vertebra of the spine that connects the skull
and the spine together. This second definition is an illustration of one of the many medical terms that are
infused with cultural meaning. Like the iconic image of the Atlas of Greek mythology, who supports the
globe of the world on his shoulders, this joint supports the globe of the human body in the form of the
skull. (It should be noted that the iconic image of Atlas supporting a globe is not historically accurate
given the ancients Greeks believed the earth to be flat. However the image prevails as an iconic symbol
of strength and stoicism despite its inaccuracy.) “Atlas” also denotes Atlas, the king of Mauritania, who
constructed the first globe. José Rabasa, Inventing A-M-E-R-I-C-A: Spanish Historiography and the
Formation of Eurocentrism (Norman: University of Oklahama Press, 1993), p.207.
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Like the cartographic atlas which claims to represent the entire world, the anatomical
atlas similarly purports to depict the complete anatomy of the body.

Where an

anatomical illustration typically represents a single perspective of the body’s anatomy,
the atlas suggests an all-encompassing and complete definition of the entire human
body. Just as the cartographic atlas creates a universalised reality of the globe, the
anatomical atlas similarly claims to present definitive source of knowledge of the entire
human body.116 The atlas’ claim to universal knowledge resonates with post-colonial
theorisations of mapping and cartography.117

As King describes the power of

cartography:
the power to draw or redraw the map is a considerable one, involving as
it does the power to define and [sic] what is or is not real. […] A map
that serves specific interests appears to be an objective representation of
exterior reality. The mapped reality appears to be inviolate, existing on
the territory itself rather than being the outcome of particular institutional
and representative practices. Maps are granted the status only of passive
representation.118
Just as the cartographic atlas, through its claim to universal and universalising
knowledge, reinforces the imperial centres through which that knowledge is produced,
so too does the anatomical atlas serve to reinforce its claim to total and incontestable
anatomical knowledge by its assertion of representational totality. As Armstrong notes,
the anatomical atlas

“proclaims on every page the solid, invariate reality of the

body.”119 Through its implicit claim to absolute and all-encompassing knowledge of the
body, the anatomical atlas reinstates the authority of anatomical representation to create
the reality of bodily anatomy.

The way in which the object of vision is rendered quantifiable through its perception as
measurable information with the technology of linear perspectival representation
parallels the epistemological function of cartography. As Sawday describes anatomical
epistemology of the early modern era, one of its central concerns was “space, the
positioning of the body within a three-dimensional matrix”.120 Sawday writes:
116

Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison describe the atlas’ claim to accurate knowledge, noting that “there
is no atlas in any field that does not pique itself on its accuracy, on its fidelity to fact.” Lorraine Daston
and Peter Gallison, “The Image of Objectivity,” Representations 40 (1992): p.86.
117
As Rabasa writes, “the rest of the world acquires spatial meaning only after the different regions have
been inscribed by Europeans” Rabasa, Inventing A-M-E-R-I-C-A, p.192.
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Geoff King, Mapping Reality: An Exploration of Cultural Cartographies (Basingstoke: Macmillan,
1996), p.16.
119
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Like the Columbian explorers, these early [anatomists] dotted their
names, like place-names on a map, over the terrain which they
encountered. In their voyages, they expressed the intersection of the
body and the world at every point, claiming for the body an affinity with
the complex design of the universe. This congruence equated scientific
endeavour with the triumphant discoveries of the explorers,
cartographers, navigators, and early colonialists.121
As Sawday notes, the process of anatomically mapping the body has close parallels with
the geographical mapping that constituted a major part of the colonial enterprise; in the
case of anatomy, the body was just another “remote and strange terrain into which the
discoverer voyaged.”122 This parallel between cartography and anatomy is both literally
and symbolically drawn in the use of the metaphor of atlas.

The atlas, in its

cartographic sense, originated in the late sixteenth century and its key characteristic that
distinguishes it from a collation of maps is that it allegedly maps the world in its
entirety.123

Thus, a typical atlas includes both cartographic diagrams, as well as

informational tables that compare different regions of the world.124 Yet in addition to
these traits, the single most defining characteristic of the atlas is the representational
consistency throughout, such that, while individual maps may not necessarily all be
drawn to the same scale, the viewer can nonetheless gain a cohesive comprehension of
the relationship between the various terrains detailed in different maps.125 As Daston
and Galison explain, the atlas’ key purpose is not only to maintain consistency in
representational style, but also to standardise the observer’s gaze, such that individual
idiosyncrasies of either perception or representation are eliminated.126

Such is the power of the totalising epistemology claimed by the atlas that the anatomical
atlas produces the model for an ideal anatomical body.127 From this, all knowledge of
121
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the corpse is produced in terms of its adherence to or deviation from the ideal
anatomical body outlined in the anatomical atlas: in this case the cartographic gaze
defines the physical world.128 This is perhaps most evident in the practical experience of
medicine, where, as discussed earlier, the surgeon or student attempts to locate within a
dissected cadaver the anatomical structure described in the atlas, where there is a
marked discrepancy between the two. Following this, the dissected body is perceived to
be the manifestation of an epistemologically authoritative anatomy described in the
atlas. As Helman describes the experience of dissecting a human corpse:
[i]t is curious, at first, to see how these slices and shapes mimic the
illustrations in our anatomy textbooks. There is the same cut, the same
angle, the same bisected female torso, the abdomen sliced through at the
same level of the waist, the heart cut open between the ventricles just as
on page 121. […] Nature is trying to imitate art here, but it is difficult to
make the connection.129
Helman’s remark reveals the way in which the anatomical atlas effectively creates a
totalising model of an ideal anatomical body, to which the anatomist attempts to make a
cadaver conform.

Rather than the atlas serving as an illustration of pre-existing

anatomical truth, the ‘truth’ of bodily anatomy is created from the atlas and applied to
the cadaver where, as Waldby notes, the surgeon uses the atlas as a theoretical
framework from which to “leaf through the living body of the patient.”130

Indeed this notion of the conformation of the cadaver to the anatomical body indicated
by the atlas is particularly apparent in surgery. Hirschauer writes about the way in
which the anatomical body is produced by the anatomical illustration, and the
subsequent impact this has on the surgeon’s ability to ‘read’ the body of the surgical
patient:
The imaginary anatomical body, which in the beginning is not visible at
the patient-body, is looked for in it and constructed at the patient-body in
the course of the constant attempts to produce its visibility. One ‘leafs
is closely aligned with a model of anatomical perfection. Lorenzi, “Michelangelo’s David is missing a
muscle,” News in Science, ABC, 2004, http://www.abc.net.au/science/news/stories/2004/1222193.htm
128
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through’ the three-dimensional patient-body to find the two-dimensional
structure of anatomical pictures. Section after section, the proper
anatomy of the ideal body is engraved on these layers.131
In this situation, the anatomical atlas does not only dictate the anatomical reality
through which the body is comprehended, but also serves as ideal anatomical model to
which the surgical body must conform. Through corrective surgery, as Hirschauer
describes, the aberrant anatomy of the surgical patient’s body is restructured such that it
conforms to the ideal anatomy structure outlined in the atlas.132

As Bonnefoy has noted, there is a fundamental dilemma within perspectival
representation, wherein neither the image nor the object can ever fully define the other
with certitude. Such a concept can similarly be applied to the anatomical atlas which
uses perspectival representations, and from this, it would seem that the epistemological
paradigm within the atlas is likewise problematic. Yet, while the atlas appears to retain
epistemological authority, its totalising claim, as Rabasa has noted, is inherently
problematic. According to Rabasa,
the Atlas builds the semblance of an always inaccessible totality of the
world […] At once it represents the whole and undermines the
possibility of a world map. […] The possibility of multiple
rearrangements of particulars presupposes a conception of the world as a
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semiotic invention rather than a representation of reality that would
purportedly reflect natural spatial relations.133
Thus the atlas is, by definition, incapable of fulfilling its claim to total knowledge and
representation. By representing a whole (be it globe or body) in a multiplicity of ways,
that is, as a series of maps or illustrations with differing scales and various perspectives,
the atlas’ claim to a unified representation of the whole is essentially negated. Instead,
the atlas is comprised of a series of representations that must be viewed in the context of
one another in order to determine their overall significance. Through the reading of
these fragments in relation to one another, and the subsequent semiotic flexibility of this
reading, the significatory unity of the atlas is effectively shattered.

The atlas therefore appears to fail in its claim to totalising knowledge, imbued as it is
with a kind of semiotic flexibility, due to the multiplicity of its representations. If the
atlas were to hypothetically represent the entire world in a single map that somehow
contained multiple perspectives within it, only then would it be possible for it to retain
the epistemological authority and completeness to which it aspires. Obviously, a single
map of the complete world is, in pragmatic terms, impossibility. Yet Borges conceives
of such a map, in his tale “Exactitude in Science”, which functions as the exemplary
analogy for the simulacrum as posited by Baudrillard in Simulations.134 According to
Baudrillard, the simulacrum occurs when a ‘real’ object is no longer capable of
signifying itself because its signification has been displaced onto the object’s
representation or simulation.135

Baudrillard cites Borges’ tale “On Exactitude in

Science” as illustrative of this paradigm of the simulacrum, in which a map of an
empire is drawn with such precision that in fact it mirrors perfectly the territory it
depicts.136 After the map is eventually abandoned, all that remains of the territory that it
depicted are the ruins of the tattered map strewn across the earth. As Baudrillard
describes the paradigm of the simulacrum, rather than lying useless and abandoned
upon the land, the map in fact replaces the terrain in signifying the territory it once
represented. If this analogy is viewed in the context of the atlas, it can be seen that the
map of the empire realises the aim of the atlas in creating a form of representation that
133
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encompasses the whole world; yet to achieve this aim, the atlas must, impossibly,
mirror exactly the world it represents. Thus, as Rabasa explains, the atlas must always
be an empty signifier:
The Map functions as a mirror of the world, not because the
representation of the earth has the status of a natural sign, but because it
aims to invoke a simulacrum of an always inaccessible totality by means
of an arrangement of symbols.137
From this it would seem that the anatomical atlas is imbued with a similar
epistemological instability, unable to ever fully represent that to which it claims
totalising knowledge. As Waldby describes the anatomical atlas, it is
A spatial technology which largely drives the form of the dissection,
ordering the corpse in accordance with the spatial logics and material
trajectories of the atlas itself.138
Just as the anatomical atlas constitutes a perfect simulation of the anatomical body, the
plastinate furthers constitutes, anatomically speaking, a type of hyperreal anatomical
human through its capacity to surpass the cadaver in terms of clarity of its anatomical
structure. This ability of the plastinate is referred to in the exhibition catalogue where
Kriz notes that for many of his professional colleagues, The Thinker “is the best
specimen of the nerves of the spinal column that they have ever seen.”139

The

plastinated body is here posited as a perfect representation of the ideal anatomical body,
one that supersedes the corpse in terms of anatomical accuracy. Where a dissected
cadaver would require deciphering in accordance with pre-existing knowledge in order
to create its anatomical reality, the plastinates embody as much epistemological
authority as the anatomical atlas.140 Moreover, because they are derived from “real”
human bodies, they also incorporate the apparent ontological authenticity of the human
corpse.

Yet even whilst the individual plastinates function as anatomical atlases, the exhibition
as whole, with its claim to presenting “world” of bodies similarly invokes the trope of
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atlas. The exhibition functions like a kind of mise en abîme of anatomical simulacra;
Body Worlds is itself an atlas itself comprised of numerous individual atlases (fig.1.13)

Image unavailable due to copyright
restrictions

Figure 1.13
Body Worlds plastinates

The plastinates capacity to retain epistemological authority is evident in the way in
which they differ markedly from anatomical cadavers. Where the internal anatomy of a
dissected cadaver is difficult to reconcile with the anatomical illustration that allegedly
depicts it, the body of the plastinate, in contrast, presents its anatomical structure as
explicitly and with the same clarity as the body of the anatomical textbook. Where
Hirschauer describes the practice of “making anatomy” in which the dissection of the
body in surgery aims “to present organs in the isolating style of an anatomic atlas”, the
cadaver in the Body Worlds is already presented in the manner of an anatomical text
through the technology of plastination. 141 It would seem that the plastinates thus have a
unique capacity to signify the anatomical body with such precision and authority that
they surpass both the anatomical atlas and the cadaver in doing so. Yet, it the very
artificiality of plastinates, the fusion of flesh with synthetic polymer, that enables them
to represent the human body with more precision and detail than an organic or ‘natural’
human body ever could. While the plastinates are of course derived from human
bodies, the process of plastination constitutes such a radical ontological transformation
of the corpse that the plastinate could hardly be categorised as a ‘normal’ human corpse;
141
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through the massive biochemical modification enacted by plastination, the body is thus
endowed with both a new ontology and new epistemology in terms of it capacity for
anatomical signification.142

Consequently, the plastinate functions as a three-dimensional realisation of the
anatomical atlas. As a complete and ‘real’ body, plastinate appears to have an innate
capacity to represent fully the body in a cohesive and ‘real’ way, as anatomical atlas
aspires to do. Thus the plastinates, in their incarnation as three-dimensional anatomical
atlases, represent the body in its totality, in a way that the textual anatomical atlas
cannot. In this way, the plastinate, as synthetic human body, is analogous to the
Borges’s map that mirrors exactly the terrain it visualises. In this context, the plastinate
as a form of anatomical atlas recalls the simulacrum of cartography. Where the atlas has
no ‘natural’ relation to the world, the plastinate, in contrast, does (insofar as a ‘natural’
relation can exist) have a ‘natural’ relation to the body it signifies; it is a body that
anatomically defines itself.

Thus, where the anatomical atlas is imbued with an

incapacity to represent the body totally, the plastinate in fact realises the claim of the
anatomical atlas to total anatomical knowledge.

Thus, where the atlas is the

simulacrum of an inaccessible cartographic totality, the plastinate is a true simulation of
an anatomical human body, able to embody the claim to epistemological totality in
which the anatomical atlas failed.

This status of the plastinate as anatomical object can be viewed in light of Paska’s
description of the marionette, in which he asserts that the puppet is always
fundamentally an object, one whose function takes precedence over its form. When the
puppet
“does take human form, sometimes even reproducing anatomical
features quite extraneous to its integrity as a puppet, it often does so selfconsciously, as if the attempt to camouflage its otherness were in fact a
subterfuge for displaying it”.143
Thus, the presentation of the object (the puppet) as subject (the human) requires a
simulated self-referentiality. This situation mirrors that of the plastinates wherein the
object in the form of the anatomical specimen is similarly subjectified by being
142
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endowed with an artificial human consciousness. However, the puppet’s relationship
between anatomical features and animation is reversed for the plastinates. The puppet
as object is defined by its animation and any anatomically human correctness enhances
its humanness; for the plastinates however, their status as object is defined by their
anatomical correctness, where their humanness is enhanced by simulated subjectivity
and self-consciousness.

Within the paradigm of epistemological signification the plastinate functions as both
anatomical specimen and anatomist.

As a ‘real’ human body the plastinate is a

specimen of human anatomy, an object to be conceptualised in accordance with the
anatomical text; yet as a consequence of plastination it is endowed with the
epistemological authority of the anatomical text.

This paradox contributes to the

melancholy of the plastinate that arises from its ontological liminality.

As an

anatomical specimen, the plastinate is stripped of identity (both symbolically and in the
removal of identifying features such as skin and hair) and presented as an anonymous
anatomical exemplar that signifies a generalised human corporeality. At the same time,
the animated poses of the plastinates are symptomatic of their agency in the form of
their capacity to retain the authority of the anatomical text; as the Skin Man exemplifies,
the plastinates’ animated gestures appear to testify as eyewitnesses to the validity of the
anatomical claims they implicitly make.

Thus the melancholy plastinate is both

objectified and subjectified; the plastinate’s simulated consciousness that is utterly
divorced from actual personhood permits it to produce anatomical knowledge about the
‘real’ human body whilst at the same transforming it from a “real” body into an entity
that defies any kind of human reality.

2
THE BODY TRANSMOGRIFIED
Horror, nostalgia and the Visible Human Project
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[I]f only Photography could give me a neutral anatomic body, a body
which signifies nothing... the Photograph… represents that very subtle
moment when, to tell the truth, I am neither subject nor object but a
subject who feels he is becoming an object: I then experience a microversion of death (of parenthesis): I am truly becoming a spectre. The
Photographer knows this very well, and himself fears (if only for
commercial reasons) this death in which his gesture will embalm me.1

One of the more remarkable instances in Alexander Tsiaras’ Body Voyage book and
CD-Rom program, derived from the Visible Human Project (VHP), is found in the
introduction to the book, in which the editor, Jeff Goldberg, claims Tsiaras has achieved
“a sense of art and tranquillity worthy of a da Vinci. He has achieved it by using the
1
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virtual methodology of an ancient Egyptian embalmer or a digital Jeffrey Dahmer.”2
Jeffrey Dahmer, one of the United States’ most notorious serial killers, famous for his
cannibalistic necrophilia, murdered seventeen men, subjected them to torture and
consumed various parts of his victims’ bodies. Such a comparison is hardly flattering to
Tsiaras and is incongruous to say the least. Yet the gruesome sensationalism that
surrounds accounts of the Dahmer case has a number of parallels with the narrative of
the Visible Human Project and the process of creating the Visible Humans (VHs). The
VHs were created by the mutilation and destruction of human corpses, which were sawn
apart and frozen just as Dahmer’s victims were. The process of creating the VH datasets
is in many ways horrific, constituting a form of violent transmogrification in which
corpses are maimed and destroyed in order to reconfigure them as virtual entities.
Furthermore, Goldberg’s conflation of cannibalism with embalming is indicative of a
nostalgic desire within the project overall to maintain an anatomical status quo; despite
the highly technologised and horrific process involved in creating the VHs, the project
seeks to produce an authentic and “natural” anatomical body, one that is intact and
technologically unmodified, yet can be endlessly consumed and re-consumed. In this
way, Goldberg’s quote reflects many of the tensions within the VHP between the
gruesomeness of the VHs’ creation and the simultaneous obfuscation of this process by
imagining that it merely constitutes a form of preservation rather than modification.

Figure 2.1
VHP colour cryosection 3

2

Jeff Goldberg, “Introduction” in BodyVoyage: A Three-Dimensional tour of a Real Human Body, book,
by Alexander Tsiaras (New York: Warner books, 1997.)
3
Image source: National Library of Medicine (accessed 17/07/08)
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/visible/photos.html
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This chapter will examine the National Library of Medicine’s Visible Human Project
and Alexander Tsiaras’s BodyVoyage CD-Rom and book, derived from the VH
datasets.4 Catherine Waldby has conducted an extensive and insightful study into the
extra-textual and political aspects of the Visible Human Project, and this chapter will
draw on Waldby’s work, arguing that the post-biological transmogrification of the
Visible Humans in both the VH dataset and BodyVoyage are concomitant with horror
and nostalgia, centring around metaphors of cannibalism and embalmment respectively.
The VH body, both as dataset and in its BodyVoyage incarnation, is a post-biological
one; the VH is reincarnated as digital “flesh” after the biological body has disintegrated
beyond recognition. The post-biological horror of the VHP is elicited through the
geometric segmentation and mutilation of the corpse that is necessary to create its
digital counterpart. This horror is further evident in the ghoulish immateriality of the
Visible Male (VM) within BodyVoyage which is, paradoxically, coupled with a “refleshing” of the VM body through the simulation of three-dimensional space. Postbiological nostalgia in the VHP is closely intertwined with horror, and may be identified
in the way that, despite the massive technological mediation involved in the creation of
the VH, the project nonetheless promotes the VH as a body whose seemingly “natural”
anatomical order has not been altered by technological modification. This “authentic”
pre-technological body sought by the project functions as the longed-for lost object of
nostalgia.

In BodyVoyage, this nostalgia is manifested through the desire for an

anatomically “authentic” body that is nonetheless capable of endless resurrection and
manipulation.

The VHP, first conceived in 1988, sought to digitise the human body by creating a
dataset comprised of photographic, CT and MRI images of a human corpse. In 1994,
the first dataset, named the Visible Male, was created from a male body, and a female
body underwent the same process in 1995 to form the Visible Female (VF). The bodies
of both the VHs went through a rigorous screening process and were chosen from
amongst several thousand donated bodies. The aim of this selection process was to find
an ideal anatomical specimen devoid of such “abnormalities” as infectious disease,
cancer, prosthetics or bone deformation. Furthermore, the chosen specimen had to have

4
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a “normal” physique (neither too fat nor too thin) and had to be less than 60 years of
age. In addition to these criteria, the choice of potential bodies was restricted by size, in
accordance with the limited storage capacity of the laboratory and the size of the
imaging equipment to be used; an excessively large body would simply not fit.

Figure 2.2
VHP CT scan5

The cadaver used for the VM was taken from a 39-year-old prisoner on death row,
Joseph Paul Jernigan, who donated his body to the state to be used for scientific
purposes after his execution. Jernigan’s body was chosen from approximately 6000
other donated bodies.

Jernigan was sentenced to execution by lethal injection after

being convicted for murder in the state of Texas. The lethal injection consisted of a
massive dose of fast-acting barbiturates which effectively killed him by suppressing his
heartbeat; the “advantage” of this form of execution was that it left his organs visibly
unaltered and thus suitable for anatomical demonstration. While the body was still
warm, it was flown to the NLM laboratory in Denver, where it was x-rayed to detect
any physical abnormalities, then scanned to create MRI and CT images which would
later comprise part of the VH dataset. The body was then “sectioned”, that is, chopped,
into four parts by slicing it across the chest, across the upper thighs, and just below the

5

Image source: National Library of Medicine (accessed 17/07/08)
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/visible/frozen_ct.html
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knees, and the resulting four pieces were deep frozen in blocks of blue gel to minusseventy degrees centigrade.

Following this, slices were progressively shaved off Jernigan’s body at 1mm intervals.
Digital images of the body interior were created by photographing the remaining aspect
of the body piece that was exposed after shaving off each slice. By the end of the
process, the body was completely disintegrated and transformed into a mass of body
shavings. Thus, each digital photograph does not represent an individual slice, but
rather depicts a view of the remaining solid body after slices have been shaved off.
These photographs, combined with the MRI and CT scans taken earlier, comprise the
VM dataset. The VF’s body followed a similar procedure, except that her body was
sawn into much thinner 0.33mm slices, one third the size of those used for the VM’s
body; she is comprised of 5189 slices, in contrast to the VM’s 1878 slices.

Figure 2.3
VHP MRI scan6

Thomas Csordas, in his study of the VHP in relation to the trope of the avatar, suggests
that the VF is subjected, in a Foucauldian sense, to more rigorous anatomical scrutiny
than her virtual partner.7 Yet, although the VF, as Csordas notes, is more visible than
the VM as a consequence of her larger amount of data, she is nonetheless lacking in the
6
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anatomical authority of the VM as a consequence of her anonymity. While information
about Jernigan’s life, including details of his crime, his arrest, his death, and even his
final meal before execution, is widely available, much less is known about the VF.
Other than the fact that her body was donated by a “59-year-old Maryland housewife”
who died of a heart attack, no other details have been released by the National Library
of Medicine (NLM). As a consequence, where the VM retains a kind of anatomical
authenticity due to his fame and notoriety, the anonymity of the VF serves in many
ways to render the VF dataset as somehow secondary to the VM, a kind of digital Eve
created from the VM’s rib and notable only for her anatomical difference to the male
body: her reproductive system.8

While there is not sufficient space here to discuss fully the sexual politics with the VHP,
it is worth noting briefly the way in which the VF is rendered secondary to the VM. As
noted in Chapter 1, the female body is frequently defined in anatomy in terms of its
capacity to reproduce, and as discussed, Body Worlds reflects this paradigm by
presenting male plastinates as specimens of “human” anatomy, while the reproductive
system of female plastinates was presented as their primary source of anatomical
significance. This politics of privileging the male body as anatomical specimen is
epitomised in the Stanford University’s “Visible Female”, a dataset named Lucy 2.0,
whose existence in fact preceded that of the VHs. Where the VHs take the form of
complete bodies, albeit digitised, Lucy 2.0 consists entirely of a digitised pelvis
incorporating reproductive organs. Users of the Lucy dataset are able to examine the
bones, muscles, nerves and lymph notes of the pelvis in much the same way as that of
the VHs. Although Lucy’s dataset does not contain CT or MRI scans as do the VHs,
and the detail in her body-sectioning is not as precise as that of the VF, Lucy 2.0 is
nonetheless touted by Stanford to be superior to the VF in the sense that her anatomical
features are unlike those of “the 59 year old post-menopausal Visible Human Female.
The uterus and ovaries are those of a reproductive age female and do not reflect the
atrophic signs of post-menopause.”9 The VF is thus presented as lacking in authenticity
due to her post-menopausal anatomy, as if a capacity for reproduction were the primary

8
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likened to a digital Adam and Eve existing in a kind of virtual Eden. Catherine Waldby, The Visible
Human Project: Informatic Bodies and Posthuman Medicine (London: Routledge, 2000), p.111; Thomas
J. Csordas, “Computerized Cadavers,” p.182.
9
http://summit.stanford.edu/ourwork/PROJECTS/LUCY/lucywebsite/home.html
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prerequisite for qualification as an anatomically correct female body. Clearly the fact
that Jernigan is missing both an appendix and one testicle is not deemed to significantly
detract from his capacity to function as a specimen of anatomical normativity. This
form of sexual politics whereby the male body is privileged as anatomical exemplar is
revealed and to some extent reiterated in the discussion of the VHs in this chapter: as
noted, very few details about the VF’s origins are available and, furthermore, the VM
has been the subject for the majority of texts derived from the project. Consequently,
the focus in this chapter on the VM is somewhat unavoidable and in fact is symptomatic
of the sexual politics underpinning the VHP.

The VH datasets consist of MRI, CT and anatomical images and, as noted, are available
for downloading from the NLM via the internet, free of charge pending signature of a
licensing agreement. They are comprised of thousands of MRI, CT and photographic
images; the VM dataset is approximately 15 gigabytes, containing over 1800 images,
whereas the VF dataset, because of the smaller size of the body slices, contains over
5100 images and stands at approximately 40 gigabytes. There is also a VHP gallery on
the NLM’s website, which allows users to obtain samples of the various types of
images.

The three main types of images are colour cryosections, taken from the

photographs (fig.2.1), CT scans of the body, taken while both fresh and frozen (fig.2.2)
and MRI scans (fig.2.3). In addition, there are other features, such as an “animated
trip”, in the form of a slideshow animation derived from the transversal photographic
images, in which the body of the VM appears to dissolve as if it were comprised of
liquid.10

One of the key features of the VH dataset is its capacity for digital malleability; the
entire body or its individual organs can be digitally reconstructed, or viewed from
multiple planes and at different locations. Thus, while the original digital photographs
were taken along the transversal plane, the dataset can be used to depict the body in its
sagittal and coronal planes. The VH datasets can also be processed to create
computerised volumetric models of the human body which may be used as the basis for
anatomical illustrations, simulations and software programs. Such programs derived

10

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/visible/mpeg/umd_video.mpg The use of successive photographic
images to create an animation recalls the photographic simulation of movement in Eadweard
Muybridge’s series of photos depicting a horse running, in which the horse’s gait is broken up into
individual images. In this context, both space and time undergo a kind of compartmentalisation.
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from the VHs include simulations of surgical or investigative procedures, and
“flythrough” effect animations which depict the body layer by layer, as if it were
gradually dissolving or a camera travelling slowly through it.11

Figure 2.4
BodyVoyage – whole body12

Because the VH images are derived from a real corpse, they are imbued with a sense of
objective realism; this accords with the ideals of empirical science, whereby through
description and observation of natural phenomena, the world may be known and
understood. Clearly this is the case for the VHP as it involves the representation of a
real corpse.

Yet, the representation of the VH images is not analogous to the

appearance of the body as it is visualised during surgery or anatomy.

Linear

perspective, as the representational technique of much anatomical illustration, carries an
assumption of being analogous to human vision, despite the impossibility of this
universalising claim. Thus, the anatomical illustration using linear perspective, presents
the body’s volume in a way that allegedly mimics the appearance of that physical body
as it is seen in reality.

In the case of the VHs however, the mode of anatomically

visualising the body is vastly different from the appearance of the intact physical body.
11
12

View animation at: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/visible/mpeg/umd_video.mpg
Image used courtesy of Hachette Book Group
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The VH images, with their discrete planar sections and semi-transparent flesh, present a
new way of visualising the body, where the combination of medical imaging
technologies and computer graphics provide a form of prosthetic vision that reveals the
body to the viewer in a way that would not be possible with the naked eye.

Figure 2.5
Body Voyage – head modules 13

Since the completion of the VF in 1995, the VH dataset has been used for various
educational, medical and commercial purposes, many of which involve anatomically
educational textbooks and CD-ROMS, and digital animations.14

At first glance, it

might seem that these various media representations derived from the VHP are in fact
secondary to the dataset itself, and therefore perhaps not as culturally notable. However
this is not necessarily the case; the VH dataset, despite its alleged “free” accessibility
via the internet, is in fact far from free, or easily accessible.15 The enormous size of the
datasets means that not only do they require a very large hard drive to be able to store
the data (necessitating access to sophisticated and often expensive technology), but also
downloading these images is extremely expensive and difficult, given they need an
uninterrupted download time of several days.16 Thus, while the images of the dataset
itself are technically free, they are actually available to only a select few, whereas most
13

Image used courtesy of Hachette Book Group
The NLM website (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/visible/products.html) lists dozens of projects,
mostly anatomically educational, that have been derived from the VH datasets. The dataset has also been
used for filmic special effects, such as the reincarnation of LeeLu’s body in Luc Besson’s film, The Fifth
Element.
15
David Ellison, “Anatomy of a Murderer,” 21.C 3 (1995): p.24.
16
Ibid., p.24. While conducting research for this project I consulted with my university’s IT department
about the logistics of downloading the VH datasets. I was informed that to do so would be unfeasible in
terms of storage space, inordinately expensive, and would take nearly two weeks to download using the
university server. This situation may well change: without wishing to invoke a technologically
deterministic model of the future, it is nonetheless reasonable to surmise that the logistical difficulty of
downloading the datasets will diminish with time as the capacity of hard drives and the speed of internet
connections increase.
14
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of the various publications derived from the VHP are far more accessible to the general
public. For this reason, the ways in which the VH’s digital information is remediated
and reconstructed in Tsiaras’s BodyVoyage CD-Rom and book reveals further cultural
economies working within the VHP. The resurrection and remediation of the VHs
within the virtual realm of the BodyVoyage program in particular brings these into
focus; just as the VH constitutes a digital remediation of the physical body, BodyVoyage
functions as a remediated resurrection of the body of the VH dataset. Moreover, whilst
the premise underlying the VHP is ostensibly one of anatomical education, the
presentation of the VH body within BodyVoyage incorporates is explicitly touted to
incorporate an aesthetic element not overtly evident in the VHP.

In doing so,

BodyVoyage works against the premise of anatomical education that permeates the
VHP; through this, the post-biological body in BodyVoyage is imbued with a
heightened sense of the horror and nostalgia found in the VHP overall, primarily
because the horrific mutilation of the VH bodies is perceived to be for aesthetic rather
than educational purposes.

Figure 2.6
Body Voyage – cross-section17

BodyVoyage is perhaps one of the least educational and most spectacular of the various
texts produced from the VH dataset, privileging the exhibition of the body remediated
17

Image used courtesy of Hachette Book Group
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by technology over any apparent didactic purpose.18 The BodyVoyage book and
program present Jernigan’s body as a series of disembodied fragments floating ghostlike against a black background, tinted in hyperbright hues. Users of the program can
view the body as a whole, (fig.2.4) or in one of four modules of head, torso, pelvis or
legs (fig.2.5). Within each of these modules, there are various commands that can be
used to visualize these sections of the body in different ways, such as the “crosssection”, where users can view a colour cryosection image from whichever location of
the body and plane they choose (fig.2.6).

There are also “dissolve” animations

(depicting animated dissolutions of the body from the top of the head to the soles of the
feet) and “flythrough” animations.

Figure 2.7
Body Voyage – head, in “Gallery” module19

Perhaps the most compelling images are found in the ‘Gallery’ module, where parts of
the body are presented as three-dimensional, semi-transparent bodily fragments,
brightly coloured and turning slowly in multiple directions, framed by a white grid
18

Victor Spitzer and David Whitlock’s Atlas of the Visible Human Male for example depicts the colour
cryosection photographs and is presented in the manner of an anatomical textbook, where visible
anatomical features are labelled. The New Atlas of Human Anatomy derived from the VH datasets is
similarly presented as an educational text, divided into various anatomic systems. Victor M. Spitzer and
David G.Whitlock, Atlas of the Visible Human Male: Reverse Engineering of the Human Body (Sudbury:
Jones and Bartlett, 1998); Thomas O. McCracken, New Atlas of Human Anatomy: The First 3-D Anatomy
based on the National Library of Medicine's Visible Human Project (New York: Barnes and Noble,
1999).
19
Image used courtesy of Hachette Book Group
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which sits atop a black background (fig.2.7). Unlike a typical anatomy text, with its
labels and numbers indicating the taxonomy of the interior, BodyVoyage gives no
explanation of what it depicts; the images are presented as if affording the viewer a
glimpse into a spectacular and otherwise inaccessible vision of wonder.20
MEAT AS DATA

In Data Made Flesh, Phillip Thurtle and Robert Mitchell note that the gradual
conflation between materiality and information that has occurred within cultural
discourse in recent decades. They describe a “conceptual wall” between flesh and data
that has gradually become permeable, such that “bodies and information continually
graft themselves onto one another.”21 This elision between information and flesh is
exemplified where the VH body is not only rendered as data, but is also conceptually
transformed in accordance with the informatic. This relationship between the body and
information is revealed by the creators of the VM, Victor Spitzer and David Whitlock,
who proclaimed in 1998 that the VM was “the most complete computerized database of
the human body ever assembled […] constituting 15 gigabytes of information”.22 This
remark was made prior to the conception of the VF who, with her 40-odd gigabytes of
information, would undoubtedly be considered more “complete” than her virtual male
counterpart. In Spitzer and Whitlock’s remark, the word “information” is used almost
as a pun, rendering the digital information comprising the VH datasets synonymous
with the anatomical “information” that can be gleaned by accessing the datasets; in this
sense, information as data is aligned with information as flesh. Such rhetoric reveals
the way in which, within the VHP, the VH database is perceived to be a complete
digital compendium of anatomical information; the body’s anatomy is imagined to
consist of the data that in fact comprises its digital representation. The digitisation of
20

The lack of information in the BodyVoyage book is similarly the case in the VH datasets, where the VH
dataset was criticised for not containing sufficient explanatory information. Cartwright notes the irony of
this situation resulting from the project’s claim to faithfully represent an authentic human body; the
absence of labels indicating the name of positions of organs might be ‘authentic’ but it is not informative.
Lisa Cartwright, “A Cultural Anatomy of the Visible Human Project,” in The Visible Woman: Imaging
Technologies, Gender, and Science (New York: New York University Press, 1998), p.36.
20
Cartwright, “A Cultural Anatomy,” p.36.
21
Phillip Thurtle and Robert Mitchell, “Introduction: Data Made Flesh; The Material Poiesis of
Informatics,” in Data Made Flesh: Embodying Information (New York: Routledge, 2004), p.1. In
“Fleshy Data: Semiotics, Information, and the Body” Mitchell and Thurtle describe this permeability as a
“theoretical osmosis between bodies and information”, noting that it requires a reimagining of human
being. Phillip Thurtle and Robert Mitchell, “Fleshy Data: Semiotics, Information and the Body,” in
Semiotic Flesh (Seattle: Walter Chapin Simpson Center for the Humanities, 2002), p.1.
22
Spitzer and Whitlock, Atlas of the Visible Human Male, p.1. Spitzer and Whitlock’s remark indicates a
peculiar understanding of the word “complete” where it is perceived to be a quantifiable category.
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the bodies within the VHP and the subsequent remediation of this data in BodyVoyage,
in which the corpse is transmogrified into a virtual entity is the basis for the elicitation
of both horror and nostalgia that permeate both the project overall and the BodyVoyage
book and program. Through the transformation of the corpse into information, both
conceptually and actually, the body is geometrically reimagined and this
reconfiguration of flesh evokes the horror of the mutilated body that is geometrically
dismembered.

At the same time, the radical reconfiguration of the body and its

simultaneous presentation as an anatomically “authentic” entity gives rise to the
project’s implicit nostalgia, whereby its desire for a ‘natural’ body is inherently
unrealisable.

The digitisation of bodies in the VHP occurs in several ways. At a fundamental level,
the body of the VH is literally reconfigured as digital information during the process of
digital transmogrification wherein the physical body of the corpse is disintegrated in
order to create the digital body of the VH. However, the VH body is also “digitised” in
the sense that it is reconceptualised in accordance with the principles of digital media;
that is, in the fragmentary terms of discrete values. William Mitchell elaborates on the
fragmentary tendency of the digital, elucidating the trope of digital fragmentation by
comparing chemical and digital photography.23 He quotes the photographer Edward
Weston who describes the capacity of the chemical (analogue) photograph to represent
an “unbroken sequence of infinitely subtle gradations from black to white”; the key
feature of analogue as opposed to digital media, is its seamlessness. 24 In contrast, the
digital image, no matter how high its resolution, always exists as a series of pixels
which in turn exist as discrete algorithms; while the reconstruction of these pixels might
have a similar appearance to the chemical photograph, such a reproduction is
nonetheless comprised of individual fragments. No matter how high its resolution, the
digital photograph can never be completely seamless, nor can it ever represent the
infinitesimal; in order for the digital image to truly resemble its subject in actuality it
must, impossibly, contain, an infinite number of pixels.

The fact that the digital image must necessarily be comprised of fragments need not be
limited to photography; the fragmentary tendency of the digital is illustrated by
23

William J. Mitchell, The Reconfigured Eye: Visual Truth in the Photographic Era (Cambridge: MIT
Press, 1992).
24
Ibid., p.5.
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comparing a zoomed image taken from BodyVoyage (fig.2.9) with an anatomical
illustration (fig.2.9). In the original anatomical illustration by Vesalius (fig.2.8) the
image is continuous, representing the body as a seamless organism.25 Such a means of
representation is, mathematically speaking, analogous to a two-dimensional line which
is theoretically continuous. In contrast, the close-up image of the VM in BodyVoyage,
whilst it appears continuous from afar, is in fact comprised of individual pixels, which
approximate, rather than reflect, the continuous form of the represented body.26 Thus,
while the digital representation simulates the continuity of physical forms, this likeness
is illusory.

Figure 2.8
Andreas Vesalius, illustration from De Humani Corporis Fabrica, 154327

25

The image printed on this page is a digital one and would thus reveal the same pixellisation as the
BodyVoyage one, were it to be enlarged. In Vesalius’ original illustration this would obviously not be the
case.
26
Mitchell, The Reconfigured Eye, p.5. As Mitchell notes, “smooth curves and continuous gradients are
approximated by discrete pixels” in digital images.
27
Image used courtesy of the U.S. National Library of Medicine
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The fragmentary tendency of digital media, whose representations are informed by
discrete values, mirrors the reconstruction of the body in the VHP; the VH body exists
as a series of discrete images taken at regular 1mm or 0.3mm intervals.28 In this way,
the body is thus reimagined as being comprised of discrete values rather than
continuous flesh; as a geometrically ordered organism, segmented at 1mm or 0.3mm
intervals, the VH body is thus commensurate with the logic of digital media. As Waldby
describes this situation
As digital photographs, the VH data exist not as continuous field of
shade variation, the non-quantifiable, analogue surface of seamless
gradations which is the photograph, but rather as a discrete grid of image
elements.29
This perception

of

the body

indicates

a

conceptual

departure from

the

compartmentalised body of traditional anatomy, wherein the body’s various layers and
organs were peeled away to reveal further layers below.

Figure 2.9
Zoomed image of VM head from BodyVoyage30

As José van Dijck describes, for the VHs, the body “is conceptualized in slices rather
than pieces,” and in this way, is reordered in accordance with the logic of the digital
fragment.31 Eugene Thacker similarly discusses this transformation, noting that the
28

Chris Chesher, “Why the digital computer is dead,” CTheory (2002): 1. As Chesher notes, analogue
representations “operate by continuous variations, where digital codes use discrete values.”
29
Waldby, The Visible Human Project, p.100.
30
Image used courtesy of Hachette Book Group
31
José van Dijck, “Digital Cadavers: The Visible Human Project as Anatomical Theater,” Studies in
History and Philosophy of Biological and Biomedical Sciences 31, no.2 (2000): p.280. The VH dataset is
promoted as containing a significantly larger wealth of anatomical knowledge than a traditional
anatomical textbook. However, as Van Dijck points out, the VHP images are not innately more
“realistic” representations of the ‘real’ body than textbook illustrations; they are not somehow imbued
with more verisimilitude than textbook illustrations because they are based on photographs per se.
Rather, because the digital image has become one of the primary means of medically viewing a real
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body in the VHP shifts from being conceptually partitioned in accordance with its
anatomical structures, such as organs, into a body that is constituted from a series of
images.32

Where the ‘layers’ of traditional anatomy textbooks are ordered and

exposed according to visible and existing anatomical structures such as tissue or
membranes, the layers of the VHP are ordered according to artificially imposed
geometric delineations of space.

The primary form of visual information about

anatomical structures in the VHP is in the form of two-dimensional planar images,
which present the view of a slice through the body at a given location, rather than
attempting to simulate depth as in traditional anatomical illustrations.

This reconceptualisation of the body in terms of two-dimensional planar images is
analogous to CT or MRI images which similarly reconfigure the body twodimensionally; unlike an x-ray which takes the form of a photographic film, the CT or
MRI image may exist purely as encrypted information, displayed on a screen and
devoid of materiality. In this way, the VHP works towards a virtualisation of the flesh.
The drive within the VHP to shave body slices as thinly as possible indicates a
movement toward the minute, the infinitesimally small, and a desire for the informatic
rather than the material.33 Thus the slices of the body do not just incorporate the
fragmentary logic of the digital through the pixellisation of the digital image, but are
also made to resemble the depthless surface of digital image projected on the interface.

This reconfiguration of the VH body in accordance with the logic of the digital is
symptomatic of the pervasiveness of digital media, as described by Lev Manovich, in
which he asserts that new media involve “the projection of the ontology of a computer
onto culture itself,” wherein:
any object in the world – be it the population of a city, or the weather
over the course of a century, a chair, a human brain – is modelled as a

patient body, such as in the case of diagnostic CT scans or virtual surgery, the representational encoding
of the VHP images mimics that of the medically viewed body. As van Dijck writes “Virtual anatomy
seems to fit in better with a computerized medical practice, as the virtual cadaver closely resembles the
digital bodies that students and specialists will encounter in the hospital of the future. For doctors and
specialists, the future medical body is most likely to be a collection of digital scans which they use for
diagnosis; the same digital techniques will help to navigate their surgical instruments through the
microscopic spaces of the living body.” Van Dijck, “Digital Cadavers,” p.279, 283.
32
Eugene Thacker, “.../visible_human.html/digital anatomy and the hyper-texted body,” CTheory (1998).
33
Waldby, The Visible Human Project, p.25.
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data structure, i.e. data organized in a particular way for efficient search
and retrieval.34
This remodelling of artefacts as data structures undoubtedly occurs in the VHP, where
the digital ontology of the computer is projected onto the bodies of the VHs, evident in
their physical compartmentalisation into uniform segments and the metaphorical
resurrection of their bodies as data. Yet, this “computer ontology” does not reflect any
innate physical reality of the human body, but rather the authoritative vision of digital
medicine, as described Neal Curtis who points out that “the VHP reproduces not a
‘complete’ body as it would have us believe, but the body as perceived by the particular
discourse of which it is a product.”35 The VH then is not a neutral representation of the
anatomical body, but rather the model for a particular kind of body produced by the
intersection of the anatomical tradition and digital imaging technologies.

Ashraf Aziz and James McKenzie, in their plea for the pedagogical virtues of the
physical cadaver, as opposed to electronic cadavers such as the VHs, similarly note that
digital anatomy is not representational of, or analogous to, ‘real’ anatomy as it is
encountered ‘in the flesh’. As they explain,
[t]he message of the electronic cadaver, when used as the sole or primary
source of anatomical instruction, is that anatomy is orthodimensional,
sterile, transparent, invariable, insubstantial, and inorganic.36
Aziz and McKenzie argue that electronic cadavers such as the VHs are not
representative of ‘real’ corporeal bodies, which do not have the same such qualities of
invariability and insubstantiality as electronic cadavers. Consequently, while the VH
bodies are conceptualised in accordance with the logic of digital media, this would seem
not to reflect any innate materiality of either VH corpses or the human body more
generally. As Curtis asserts, the digital reconfiguration of the body that occurs is
fundamentally artificial: for Curtis, the VHP “is so impressed that this is a ‘complete’
model of a real body that it loses sight of the fact that it is simply the materialisation of
34

Lev Manovich, “Data as Symbolic Form,” Millennium Film Journal 24, Fall (1999): 3. In his
discussion of the VHP in relation to database management systems, Thacker cites Manovich’s
theorization of the hegemony of computer ontology. As Thacker notes, the database constitutes a kind of
epistemological apparatus that functions as an “interface […] between computers and humans.” Eugene
Thacker, “Database/Body: Digital Anatomy and the Precession of Medical Simulation,” in Images of the
Corpse (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004), p.178.
35
Neal Curtis, “The Body as Outlaw: Lyotard, Kafka and the Visible Human Project,” Body and Society
5, no.2-3 (1999): p.261.
36
Ashraf M. Aziz and James C. McKenzie, “The Dead Can Still Teach the Living: The Status of
Cadaver-Based Anatomy in the Age of Electronic Media,” Perpsectives in Biology and Medicine 42, no.3
(1999): p.412.
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a discursive ideal.”37 Yet, the ideology underpinning anatomy may not necessarily
change the physical reality of the body, but it nonetheless transforms how the body is
understood.”38

Through its electronic mediation, the physicality of the body is

reconceptualised in accordance with its medium of representation and in this way, the
reality of the body is transformed. Thus, the digital medium here is very much the
message that defines the anatomical body, even more so because the VHs are presented
as normative anatomical specimens.39 Consequently, the logic that underpins the VHs’
conceptual construction extends to the population of which they are allegedly
representative; when the VH, as an anatomically normative specimen, is conceptualised
in accordance with the fragmentary principles of the digital, by implication, all ‘normal’
bodies must be similarly imagined.

Thus, it would seem that the logic of digital media permeates the VHP through the
conceptual ordering of the VH in terms of discrete values in the form of bodily slices. It
is worth remembering that the dataset itself does not simply exist in isolation, but is
translated into a digital image and viewed upon a computer screen; in this sense,
anatomical information is rendered as digital information, and accessed through the
medium of the computer interface. The recreation of the anatomical body as dataset in
this way might be viewed in relation to the idea of remediation, as put forward by Jay
Bolter and Richard Grusin, who describe remediation, a key characteristic of new
media, as “the formal logic by which new media refashion prior media forms.”40 As
Bolter and Grusin further suggest, digital media are always inextricably engaged in “a
constant dialectic with [the] earlier media forms” that they remediate. In light of this
theorisation, the anatomical body of the VH can be seen to undergo a series of
mediations and remediations in its transition from the material body of the corpse to the
virtual body of the BodyVoyage; the anatomical body as image shifts from illustration to
CT scan, MRI scan, digital photograph, dataset and is virtually revived as simulated
flesh in BodyVoyage. Jay Bolter and David Grusin note that the defining characteristic
of hypermediacy, a key element of remediation, is that it explicitly draws the viewer’s

37

Curtis, “The Body as Outlaw,” p.262.
As Aziz and McKenzie point out, “anatomy, like any specialized science, has its own vocabulary with
which the body is described with precision and then conceptualized.” Aziz and McKenzie, “The Dead
Can Still Teach the Living,” p.414.
39
Marshall McLuhan, Understandng Media: The Extensions of Man (London: Abacus, 1964), p.15.
40
Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin, Remediation: Understanding New Media (Cambridge: MIT
Press, 1999), p.44-45.
38
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or reader’s attention to the medium, and this is further evident in the Gallery section of
BodyVoyage (fig.2.7). In the Gallery, the disembodied fragments of the VM body are
floating in space, yet are surrounded by a grid, serving to both imply the solidity of the
body and paradoxically emphasising the artificiality of its three-dimensional
appearance.41 In addition, it recalls the geometric segmentation of the VM body that
was necessary for its transmogrification into data. It would seem then that the virtual
image of the body alone is not sufficient to convince the viewer of its authenticity;
BodyVoyage must remind the viewer of the process of mediation that has been
undertaken in order to create a virtual body.

The extraordinary transformation of Jernigan’s corpse into the VM constitutes a
metamorphosis from flesh into software. In its transformation to VH, the body loses its
material reality and is reconfigured as information. As 1mm slices are progressively
shaved off it, the body gradually disintegrates; with each slice shaved off, the
anatomical significance of that slice is transposed from material flesh into digital
photograph. Through this transformation, the body’s material reality is obliterated; it is
transformed from a fleshy body into a completely virtual entity comprised wholly of
digital information. In this way, the transmogrification process involves a kind of
remediation; within the VHP, the physical body is perceived to be a form of fleshy
media that can be readily remediated into digital format. The process of literally
recreating the body as information can be interpreted in accordance with the logic of
digital media, whereby, by investing the body with a kind of geometricity, its fragments
are analogous to the segments of digital pixels or information. The body of the VHs,
ordered by these principles of digital media constitute a post-biological body; the
deceased biological body is posthumously reincarnated in the form of a digital body.
Hence, the primary ontological transformation enacted by the VHP occurs through the
conceptual and actual digitisation of bodies.

The post-biological bodies of the VHs thus undergo a process of remediation, initially
in the form of the datasets and subsequently in their BodyVoyage incarnations. It is
from this digital resurrection that horror and nostalgia are evoked in both the VHP and
BodyVoyage. Essentially, these two themes are, as mentioned previously, summarised
in the description of Tsiaras as akin to an “Egyptian embalmer or a digital Jeffrey
41

Ibid., p.272.
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Dahmer”: where the tropes of cannibalism and embalmment indicate the dual horror
and nostalgia within both the VHP and BodyVoyage.42

Embalmment is primarily

concerned with the preservation of the body’s physical integrity. As Steven Connor
notes, the skin preserves the body’s integrity during life, yet after death embalmment is
necessary in order to protect the skin from the putrescence of that same body-interior it
protected in life.43 Embalmment thus has at its core a desire to preserve the body’s
integrity, whilst at the same it functions by radically transforming the body’s chemical
and physical structure.

There is therefore a paradox within the trope of embalmment

that mimics that of the VHP, wherein the transmogrification and destruction of the body
is necessary to preserve the body’s anatomical integrity in the form of a virtual body.
This process of the mutilation of the body and its digital transformation constitutes a
kind of cannibalistic consumption wherein the body is dismembered and incorporated
into the realm of the digital: through this symbolic consumption, the horror of
cannibalism is evoked.
HORROR: DISINTEGRATION AND INCORPORATION

The process of transmogrification in the VHP gives rise to various forms of the horrific
body. This is firstly evident in the abjection of the corpse, secondly in the body-horror
of the mutilated body, and, finally, in the horror of post-biological existence. Where
horror in post-Freudian dialogues, such as those espoused by Julia Kristeva and Barbara
Creed, centres on the notion of the disordered body’s defilement of the symbolic order,
post-biological horror is based upon the re-ordering, both actually and conceptually, of
the body in accordance with geometric rather than organic principles, thereby enabling
it be consumed as data. Where classic body horror is often explained in terms of
corporeal disorder, excessive fleshiness and viscerality, the horror of the post-biological
body results from precisely the opposite reason – the absolute fleshlessness and rigidity
of the VH bodies.44
42

Goldberg, “Introduction,” in BodyVoyage, book.
Steven Connor, The Book of Skin (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2004), p.10. Connor notes the
similarities between Egyptian embalming practices and the Catholic ritual of “extreme unction”; the
facial orifices to which oil is applied during extreme unction are perceived as “pathways […] through
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In many ways, the horror of the VHs resonates with that of the Gothic body. As Wolfreys notes, the
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forms, deferrals and differences.” Julian Wolfreys, “Preface: ‘I could a tale unfold’ or, the Promise of
Gothic,” in Victorian Gothic: Literary and Cultural Manifestations in the Nineteenth Century
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 2000), p.xv Furthermore, for Wolfreys, the Gothic subject is “also manifested
through photography. A technology of shadows and spectres, photography readily draws upon the ‘grisly
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From one perspective, this instance of horror within the VHP might be understood in
relation to Thacker’s model of ‘biohorror’. Thacker uses the term ‘biohorror’ to explain
the particular horror that results from the reframing of the body by technoscience. 45
According to Thacker, biohorror considers
[w]hat it would mean to take the human body, and, through a set of
procedures and techniques, transform that body into something nonhuman (posthuman, inhuman), into something that implicitly
transgresses the biological, anthropomorphic, and evolutionary traditions
of defining the human.46
As Thacker explains, biohorror derives from the manifestations of science and
technology upon the body of a subject; the resulting sense of horror is a consequence of
the disjunction between human embodiment and technological transformations of the
body.47 This conceptualisation of biohorror renders it applicable to a wide range of
contexts in which ‘horror’, in one form or another, arises from human-technoscientific
interaction. Whilst biohorror is thus a useful means for considering these interactions in
a generalist sense, the flexibility of this term means that it does not necessarily account
for the specific horror elicited by the digital resurrection of the VHs.

In her essay, “Consumerism, or the cultural logic of late capitalism”, Crystal
Bartolovich analyses the final scene of Peter Greenaway’s film The Cook, The Thief,
His Wife and Her Lover in which the “thief” is forced at gunpoint to eat the roasted
remains of his wife’s deceased lover.48 Bartolovich asserts that the filmic technique
used in this scene, in which the viewer is positioned to gaze down the barrel of the gun
from the same viewpoint as the thief, is indicative of a conflation between cannibalistic

props of gothic representation’ while also aiding, as a technology of the uncanny – that ‘most gothic of
psychic effects’ – in the reconfiguration of subjectivity.” (p.xvi) In this sense, Jernigan may be seen as a
kind of Gothic Jekyll and Hyde figure: where the evil persona of Hyde (along with his Gothic horrific
characteristics of murderousness, degeneracy and hirsuteness) is manifested via technology in the form
of an alchemical medicine, Jernigan undergoes a reverse transformation, such that his transgressive body
(excessively violent and murderous) is instead repressed by technology to create a VH body that is
controllable and ordered.
45
Eugene Thacker, “Biohorror/Biotech,” Paradoxa: Studies in World Literary Genres 17 (2002), p.109.
46
Thacker, “Biohorror/Biotech,” pp.116-117.
47
Ibid., p.113.
48
Crystal Bartolovich, “Consumerism, or the cultural logic of late cannibalism,” in Cannibalism and the
Colonial World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), p.204.
Nancy Scheper-Hughes
suggests that the fetishisation of the body as a global commodity whose parts can be sold and traded
indicates a “politics of the belly…contributing to new forms of later modern cannibalism.” Nancy
Scheper-Hughes, “Bodies for Sale – Whole or in Parts,” Body and Society 7, no.2-3 (2001): p.1.
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consumption and the culture of consumerism.49 As Bartolovich notes, cannibalism has
frequently been used within cultural discourse as a sign for the barbarity of capitalism,
its all-consuming and insatiable desire.50 Within such a model, the consumption of
human capital is presented as fundamentally horrific by being rendered synonymous
with the consumption of human flesh.51 Certainly, cannibalism is perceived by many
cultures to be a horrific “form of violation”, one that refutes the imagined sanctity of
human being.52 As Claude Lévi-Strauss notes, cannibalism constitutes a fundamental
taboo for many societies, akin to a form of “alimentary form of incest.”53 In light of the
unfavourable associations of cannibalism, it seems, at first glance, odd that the trope of
anthropophagy be invoked in a discussion of the VHs in BodyVoyage. Yet ultimately,
the consumerist desire and horror of cannibalism permeate the transmogrification of the
corpse into VH.

Indeed, while Goldberg’s comparison between Tsiaras and Dahmer seems somewhat
incongruous, it is indicative of an undercurrent of cannibalistic discourse that permeates
narratives of the VHs. There are notable parallels between Dahmer’s treatment of his
victims and the VHP’s treatment of the corpses of Jernigan and the “Maryland
housewife.” Dahmer dismembered and then photographed the corpses of his victims
before eating various body parts and storing others in his apartment. At the time of his
arrest, he had one victim’s head in the refrigerator and three heads stored in the freezer,
49

Bartolovich, “Consumerism,” pp.204-205.
Ibid., p.205.
51
Western cultural conceptualisations of cannibalism almost invariably assume it to be non-consensual
and thus synonymous with murder, with the exception of cases in which an individual’s only means of
survival is to eat the flesh of an already-dead human companion, such as the Andean plane crash of 1972,
in which starving and injured victims chose to eat the flesh of their already-deceased companions. That
cannibalism need not necessarily be non-consensual is illustrated in the case of Armin Meiwes, a German
man charged in 2003 with murder after engaging in anthropophagy. Meiwes met his victim, BerndJürgen Brandes, through an internet advertisement he placed, looking for “young, well-built men aged 18
to 30” to be slaughtered and consumed. Brandes responded to the advertisement, agreeing to have his
penis amputated before being killed. Meiwes cooked and ate the dismembered penis before killing
Brandes by stabbing him in the neck and dissecting his corpse. Due to the allegedly consensual nature of
the act and the fact that cannibalism was not illegal in Germany, Meiwes was initially sentenced to eight
years imprisonment for manslaughter, a verdict which caused great controversy about whether
cannibalism could in fact be legally consensual. A retrial found Meiwes guilty of murder and his
sentence was changed to life imprisonment. Whilst in prison, Meiwes converted to vegetarianism. This
confusion as to the legal status of cannibalism is also indicated in a recent event in Perth, Australia, where
a theatre performance entitled The Raw Cooking Show caused considerable controversy in the local
media. The performance involved a cooking demonstration in which an actor drew blood from another
performer and used it to make blood sausage and a Bloody Mary-style cocktail which performers then
consumed on stage.
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Graham Huggan, “Ghost Stories, Bone Flutes, Cannibal Countermemory,” in The Horror Reader
(London: Routledge, 2000), p.361.
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in addition to numerous other body parts scattered throughout his abode.54 There is thus
a similarly between the Dahmer’s actions and the VHP; in both cases, human bodies
were dismembered, photographed and frozen. The comparison made between Tsiaras
and Dahmer would seem to suggest that, while the VHP is a far more sanitised and
clinical replication of the body-mutilations carried out by Dahmer, the horror evoked by
Dahmer’s actions nonetheless haunts the VHP.55

In fact, Goldberg’s introduction to BodyVoyage is not the only reference to Jeffery
Dahmer in texts derived from the VHP. In Atlas of the Visible Human Male, Spitzer
and Whitlock describe how, prior to the initial press release about VHP, they were
worried the public and the media might react negatively to the project. They write of
their subsequent relief when any potentially negative press about the VHP was
overshadowed by a far more gruesome headline reading “Cannibal Dahmer Killed in
Jail”.56 Spitzer and Whitlock suggest that the gruesomeness and potential ethical
questionability of the VHP is mild in comparison to other incidences of death and
bodily violation.

In addition to the two references to Dahmer within BodyVoyage and Atlas of the Visible
Human Male, the trope of anthropophagy is further invoked in Spitzer and Whitlock’s
anatomical atlas in a set of illustrations that depict the body. In the introduction to the
atlas, there isa series of photographs of a banana sliced in planes that correspond to
anatomical visualizations of the body (fig.2.10): both banana and body are depicted in
transverse, coronal, sagittal, oblique and curved surface planes. The most extraordinary
aspect of these illustrations is the way that the banana slices are depicted in culinary
photographs, which look more like the pages of a 1950’s cookbook than those of a
twentieth-century anatomical atlas derived from digital imaging technologies: the
banana slices in the transverse plane are displayed on top of a bowl of breakfast cereal;
the coronally sliced banana sits atop a cake, and two halves of sagittally carved banana
frame a mound of ice-cream in what appears to be a banana split. Perhaps due to a lack
of culinary imagination on the part of the book’s authors, the bananas sliced along their
oblique and curved planes are not afforded any culinary setting, but instead appear on a
54

http://www.bbc.co.uk/crime/caseclosed/dahmer1.shtml
The corporeal body, despite its complete mutilation and transformation into a heap of indistinguishable
shavings, nonetheless haunts the VHs as a residue of personhood. For a full discussion of the Visible
Human Project and haunting, see Waldby, 2000.
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bare black background. Aside from the sexual connotations of using a phallic banana to
signify the male body, the comparison between human anatomy and food reveals the
implicit desire within the VHP project to render the body consumable. The use of a
banana, as a soft peelable fruit, to signify the body is thus particularly appropriate for an
epistemology concerned primarily with the visualization of subcutaneous structures.
Furthermore, the comparative simplicity of cutting up a banana compared with the
arduousness of slicing a complete human body suggests that the idealized anatomical
body of the VM, once in digital form, can be carved into slices as easily as cutting a
piece of fruit. Unlike the messy, unpleasant and complicated procedure of dissecting a
real human body, the VH can be dissected as easily and as free of gore as preparing
breakfast; no longer exclusively relegated to the domain of the clinic, the anatomical
body can now be manipulated and consumed within a domestic setting. It is this basis
for anthropophagy – the dismemberment and consuming of the body – that gives rise to
the horror of transmogrification in the VHP. Through this, a number of horrific forms
are evoked.

Figure 2.10
Image from Atlas of the Visible Human Male

Even without its being mutilated and digested as Dahmer’s victims were, the VH body
could theoretically be perceived as horrific simply because of its status as corpse.
Kristeva writes that the corpse, “seen without God […] is the utmost of abjection,”
suggesting that it is imbued with an innate sense of horror.

57

As she explains, the

fundamental horror of the corpse results from its capacity as “a border that has
encroached upon everything” to symbolize the dissolution of order.58 Following this
57

Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection, trans. Leon S. Roudiez (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1982), p.4.
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logic, it would seem that the VH’s embodiment of horror derives at least in part from
being created from a corpse.

Yet, while the VH corpses and their posthumous

dissection are recounted in detail in descriptions of the VHP, the process of death itself,
its messiness and viscerality, is left conspicuously absent in such accounts. On the
NLM’s VHP webpage, for example, virtually no details are given about the VF’s death,
other than that she “willed her body to science”, while the institutional murder of the
VM is described cursorily.59 Likewise, the death of Jernigan is described only briefly in
BodyVoyage:
[T]he drugs began flowing at 12:23AM. [Jernigan] coughed quickly six
times, his head and shoulders jerking with each cough, and was
pronounced dead eight minutes later. The Texas anatomical board took
custody of the body, and it was flown to Spitzer and Whitlock’s
laboratory in Denver.60
Perhaps the most telling aspect of this clinical description of death is the eight minutes
between Jernigan’s coughs and the pronunciation of his death, which are condensed into
a single sentence. This cursoriness is made particularly apparent when comparing the
description of Jernigan’s death to that of his posthumous dissection. The “Introduction”
in BodyVoyage gives a detailed description of the process of dissection, from the
freezing and segmentation to the slicing and imaging of his body, all with the graphic
detail that is absent in the descriptions of his death. Through this, the horror of death in
the VHP is erased, its significance annulled, such that death becomes merely a brief
transitionary phase in the transmogrification from living body to digital body: there are
no death throes, no thrashing bodies or oozing blood; death is thus rendered clean, dry
and clinical. Likewise, the VHP’s sanitized images of the interior lack the viscerality of
the body cleft open. Just as death in the VHP is reconceived as a clinical act, devoid of
horror or pain, so too is the VH body, through its transmogrification into virtual body,
purged of such horrific qualities as wetness or uncontainability.

Users of the VH

database are thus spared the messy and unpleasant procedure of real dissection by
manipulating the VH data electronically; through its transformation into data, the
grotesque characteristics of the VH body are eradicated.61
59
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Kristeva suggests that the horror evoked by the corpse is intensified when its internal
flesh is exposed, where the “horror within” highlights the permeability and fragility of
the skin as a “border between inside and outside.”62

Following this, anatomical

dissection, as Katharine Young points out, “incises fresh cuts, slits, apertures into the
body [and therefore] the dissected body is a grotesque body.”63 While the abject
qualities of the corpse appear to be erased in the VHP process, the transmogrification
process itself constitutes an horrific violation of the bodily form. According to Creed
there are twelve identifiable tropes that constitute the horror of the body-monstrous, one
of which is the dissolving “mortal body” which signifies the dissolution of boundaries
defining the self; the mortal body typically suffers dismemberment or disintegration.64
Certainly, the body of the VH is both dismembered and disintegrated, firstly, when it is
chopped into 4 sections for freezer storage, and later, when it is shaved into 1mm or
0.3mm slices. In this way, the process of transforming the VH body into data involves
aspects of the horrific in its mutilation of the body. In addition, the body of the VHs is
not only disintegrated and dismembered but is also rendered utterly permeable; in this
sense, the “horror within” described by Kristeva need not necessarily be limited to the
internal flesh revealed by the opened body but can also be extended to other
visualisations of the body-interior. As noted earlier, the VH body is reconstructed to
exist as a series of visible layers; in this way, the body is rendered symbolically
transparent by the visual accessibility of the underlying flesh. Such a conceptualisation
of the body in slices effectively renders the VH as permeable in its transparency; whilst
the physical body itself may no longer exist, the bodily boundaries of its digital
incarnation are mutable and unstable. Csordas writes

such advanced technology, the duration of cutting sessions was often restricted by environmental factors,
specifically the lack of air-conditioning in the laboratory in which the procedure took place; that is,
during the cutting sessions, the body began to thaw. The irony of this situation does not escape Spitzer
and Whitlock who note that, despite the massive technological process involved in the VHP, “we were
still somewhat limited by refrigeration, one of the same constraints encountered by fifteenth-century
anatomists.” Thus, despite the apparent sanitisation of the dissection process by rendering the body clean
and dry through freezing, the body’s innate wetness, its viscerality, nonetheless inhibited the
cryosectioning process. Spitzer and Whitlock, p.xvi.
62
Kristeva, Powers of Horror, p.53.
63
Katharine Young, “Still Life with Corpse: Management of the Grotesque Body in Medicine” in
Bodylore, ed. Katharine Young (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1993) p.114. Indeed, as
Barbara Creed has shown, body-horror and the Bakhtinian grotesque are closely related; in both models,
the aversive body is characterised by the excessiveness and uncontrollability of its flesh, which threatens
to spill beyond bodily boundaries, as epitomised by bodily fluids and odours. Barbara Creed, “Horror and
the Carnivalesque,” in Fields of Vision (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995), pp.135-136
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The penetration to increasingly minute levels of biological hierarchy
(epidemiological – clinical – histological – cellular – molecular/genetic)
will be complemented by a penetration based on transparency, the sense
of “X-ray vision”.65
Through this x-ray vision afforded to the user of both BodyVoyage and the VH dataset,
flesh is not longer solid and opaque as in the corporeal body, but mutable and
transparent, further contributing to the horror of the VH body.66 Following Creed’s
model of the horror of the body-monstrous, it can thus be seen that the mutilation and
fragmentation of the body, as it occurs in the VHP, involves a kind of body-horror in
which the body’s corporeal form is actually and conceptually obliterated.

Where the theorisation of classical horror does not adequately explain the grisliness
particular to the VHP, post-biological horror proves to be a useful concept for
theorizing the form of body horror particular to the VH bodies. Rather than the visceral
and fleshy bodies of horror described by Kristeva and Creed, where the physical
disorder of the flesh ruptures the symbolic order, the body of post-biological horror is
characterised by its rupturing of bodily order according to the principles of digital
media. The horror invoked by the VHs can be seen to relate to the ways in which the
VH bodies are transformed, such that they are conceptualised in accordance with tropes
of permeability, transparency, mutability, information and geometry.

This

reconceptualisation of the body that elicits post-biological horror is twofold: firstly, at a
material level, the VH body is reordered according to a geometric order, and through
the cryosectioning process the body subsequently loses its imagined organic integrity.
Secondly, this reordering of the body enacts a reconfiguration of corporeality, wherein
the digital body exists as an informatic entity, devoid of substance and humanity.

The geometrising aspect of post-biological horror is particularly evident in the grisly
description of the process used to create the VM, as detailed in Atlas of the Visible
Male.67 Spitzer and Whitlock describe the process of sawing the VM body, noting that
“[n]o actual slices were retained […] since we destroyed each documented slice by
milling it down to get to the one underneath.”68

The use of the verb ‘mill’ in this

description has a particularly gruesome undertone, suggestive of the milling of a body
65
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as if it were a block of wood being fed into a wood-chipper.69 While the horror of this
particular dissection of the body recalls Creed’s notion of the body-horror of mutilation,
it also reveals a further horror particular to the VHP; this description does not simply
evoke a horror of dismemberment generally, but also a horror pertaining specifically to
the geometric segmentation of the body. This geometrising occurs both physically, with
the actual sawing of the body, and conceptually, in the reconfiguration of the body as a
gridded object capable of being transformed into discrete values.

This reconfiguration of the body as analogous to an inorganic object reveals a crucial
aspect of the VHP; the corpse is perceived as object rather than subject. The horror
evoked by this transformation can be revealed in an analysis of the mechanics of
mutilation in the VHP. Just as the ‘milling’ of the body evokes a sense of horror, so too
does the notion of the corpse being sawn mechanically, which seems somehow far more
horrific than a cadaver being dissected by an anatomist’s scalpel, perhaps because the
scalpel is the tool of both medicine and anatomy. In this respect, there is congruity
between the living body and the cadaver; although the patient-body is alive and the
cadaver dead, the use of the scalpel to dissect both types of body, whether surgically or
anatomically, implies some sort of resemblance between the two bodies. While cutting
a living body open within a scalpel in a surgical context is not necessarily pleasant, it is
an acceptable convention. Yet, the use of a saw to ‘mill’ the VHP corpses renders the
connection between the living body and the corpse null and void; the prospect of sawing
a living body is abhorrent and thus seems an horrific way to dissect the corpse.

To this end, ‘post-biological horror’ takes into consideration the particularities of both
the VHP and BodyVoyage, pertaining to the geometric disintegration and digital
reintegration of the VHs.70

Post-biological horror may be described as the affect

elicited by the complete decimation of the body’s organic form and the reordering of its
physicality in terms of geometric rather than organic principles. Where many theorists
emphasize the fleshiness, disorder and viscerality of the horrific body, the horror of the
post-biological body results from precisely the opposite reason.

The absolute

fleshlessness and geometric rigidity of the VH body constitute the basis for the horror it
69

Indeed, the term ‘mill’ when considered in the context of milling flour, has further connotations with
the metaphor of cannibalism invoked in BodyVoyage. (Thanks to Elizabeth Klaver for pointing this out.)
70
For a discussion of horror in relation to nanotechnology, see Colin Milburn, “Nano/Splatter:
Disintegrating the Postbiological Body,” New Literary History 36, no.2 (2005): 283-311.
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elicits. This reformulation of horror, in terms of the post-biological, is thus markedly
different from the model of horror forwarded by theorists such as Creed and Kristeva.
Within such psychoanalytically-derived models, horror is often understood in relation to
the capacity of the disordered body to defile and threaten the symbolic order, wherein
the body of horror is typically excessive, visceral and fluid.71 Yet, as will be discussed,
the digitality of the VHs renders many of these characteristics of the horrific void
because of the VHs’ absence of tangible corporeality.

Users of the VH dataset are spared the messy and unpleasant procedure of ‘real’
dissection by manipulating the VH data electronically.72

The grotesque sensory

qualities of the anatomical cadaver are similarly annulled in the VH bodies through
their transformation into digital entities; there is no wetness of blood, no smell of
formaldehyde, no squelch of severed flesh. In the same way that death in the VHP is
reconceived as a clinical act, devoid of horror, so too is the VH body, through its
transmogrification into virtual body, purged of such horrific or grotesque qualities as
wetness or uncontainability.

Waldby, in her study of the VHP, writes of the reconfiguration of the body that occurs
within the VHP, suggesting that it registers the body’s “spatial organisation as a
registered (that is, gridded in three dimensions – xyz) geometric volume.”73 This
geometric conceptualisation of the body that occurs within the VHP is in stark contrast
to the partitioning conceptualisation of the body in the context of anatomical
dissection.74 Anatomical dissection undoubtedly constitutes a form of horrific bodily
dismemberment, as Katharine Young has shown in her study of the grotesque body of
anatomical evisceration.75 Yet, unlike the milling of the VM, anatomical dissection,
with its careful evisceration and compartmentalisation of the body’s organs, partitions
the body according to a kind of ‘natural ‘order; that is, it is mutilated according to its
own internal structure, such that while the gross integrity of the body is destroyed, its
individual components remain largely intact. Any notion of a ‘natural’ order underlying
the physical body is necessarily problematic, as the organ-based compartmentalisation
71
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of the body is no more ‘natural’ than a Galenic order of the body’s four humours.76
Indeed, Michel Foucault has discussed how, during the eighteenth century, anatomical
dissection underwent a shift from a nosologically-based dissection of the body, where
the organs and structures affected by disease were isolated, to the partitioning of the
body in accordance with its membranous structures; the principle for conceptually
ordering the body shifted from organ to membrane.77

Yet despite this, organic

compartmentalisation has a material reality that is visible to the dissector or anatomist,
whether it be individual organs, or different tissue types. 78

In contrast, the

indiscriminate dissection by ‘milling’ of the VH body violates the corporeal order by
reconfiguring the body as comprised of uniform segments that bear no relation to its
overall, and visible, organic structure.79 It is precisely this reordering of the body in
accordance with a geometrical model that evokes the affect of horror in response to the
‘milling’ and shaving of the body. In this context, the body is not treated like an
anatomical cadaver, where the structure of either the living or inanimate body informs
its posthumous mutilation, but rather, is rendered as an inanimate, inorganic object,
analogous to a block of wood able to be chipped into uniform segments.80

This

reconfiguration of the body indicates a crucial aspect of the VHP; the corpse is
perceived to be object rather than subject. The use of a saw to ‘mill’ the VHP corpses
renders, in many ways, the connection between the living body and the corpse void.
Thus, the mechanistic mutilation of body in the VHP symbolically shatters the imagined
integrity of the corporeal body; through its transmogrification into a virtual body, whose
primary principle of order is geometric rather than organic, the body is rendered as
inorganic object.
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One of the key aspects of the post-biological horror of the VHP is thus the physical and
conceptual geometrising of the corpse into a non-human object, transforming it into an
entity vastly different from a living body. The segmentation of the body that occurs
through this process is mirrored in the further transposition of that body into digital
information. Where the geometrised body of the VH is spatially compartmentalized
according to a three-dimensional grid, the segmentation that occurs from this is
enhanced by the translation of this grid into digital information. This is particularly
apparent in the different modes of visualizing the VH body in the BodyVoyage program.
In all the various modules of the program, including animations and cross-sections,
hyperbright images of the VM float ghost-like upon a black background, framed by a
grid that that gives the illusion of three-dimensional space (fig.2.4). In the gallery
mode, for example, users can view individual bodily sections, which are partitioned
according to the four segments in which the VM was originally chopped; head, torso,
pelvis and legs.(fig.2.7) The central image of the chosen bodily fragment, for example
the head, is animated so that it appears, chameleon-like, to change colour every second,
moving back and forth between states of opacity and transparency as it slowly spins
around. The turning fragment is also framed by the grid that recurs throughout the
program. This grid that surrounds the pulsing image of the bodily fragment geometrises
the imagined space in which the body floats, echoing the geometric segmentation of the
VH corpse and imbuing the virtual body with a simulated corporeal depth. Each
gridded square recalls not only the geometric disintegration of the corpse but also its
digital reintegration. Likewise, the hundreds of tiny squares mimic the subsequent
pixellation of the body after its digital manipulation. What is horrific in the gallery of
BodyVoyage is not simply the fact of geometric mutilation but also post-biological
existence itself: the radical disintegration of the body actually and conceptually
underlies the horror evoked by this representation of virtual humanity. The ghoulish
sense of horror elicited by BodyVoyage thus derives in part from the horror of a
posthumous corporeal existence and in this way ultimately leads to the horror at what
Waldby describes as the “exhaustive assimilation of once living flesh into technical
systems.”81

In this context, the horror of the VHs derives from both their

dismemberment and digital resurrection into bodies that can be endlessly and repeatedly
disintegrated.
81
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The horror of post-biological existence, where the corpse is mutilated and
transmogrified into a consumable resource, thus resonates with the horror of
cannibalism, as would seem to be perhaps unintentionally suggested by BodyVoyage’s
reference to Dahmer. Dahmer’s treatment of his victims is horrific precisely because it
renders their corpses analogous to digestible meat; like the VHP’s mechanistic sawing
of the VH corpses, the body in this scenario is disintegrated, both actually and
conceptually. This reconfiguration of the corpse as object is radically removed from the
act of embalmment which seeks to maintain corporeal integrity beyond death. The
VHP, despite its disintegration of the corpse, paradoxically incorporates this element of
preservation by resurrecting the body as a renewable entity that can be repeatedly
consumed and re-consumed.

Within the VHP and BodyVoyage, there is thus an

inherent contradiction: at the same time as the project enacts a horrific geometrising
bodily mutilation, it also aims to preserve the integrity of the corpse within a virtual
realm.
NOSTALGIA: PRESERVING THE AUTHENTIC BODY

The reference to embalmment in BodyVoyage is indicative of the project’s desire to
preserve, and indeed resurrect, an intact, integrated human body beyond death. Yet, the
very process of preservation, which takes the form of digitisation in the VHP, radically
changes both the composition and appearance of the body that is preserved, rendering
the original intact body irretrievable. The impossible desire to resurrect an intact,
original body within the virtual realm thus belies a nostalgic longing for the possibility
of anatomical authenticity in vitro.

This longing is intertwined with the radical

disintegration of bodily integrity that occurs in the transmogrification process: because
of the horrific mutilations that take place during transmogrification, the VH as postbiological entity can never be fully invested with the authenticity or integrity of the
‘real’ body that is destroyed during the process of resurrection. Nostalgia is thus a
condition of the horrific transmogrification of the VHs. This post-biological nostalgia
can be identified in the VHP in a number of ways. Firstly, the project exhibits a
nostalgic desire for a body unmediated by technology, evident in the requirement for the
VH bodies to be free of techno-surgical modification. In addition, the requisition of the
VH bodies as ideal, anatomically normative specimens indicates a further longing for an
ideal body that is anatomically representative of all bodies. Finally, this desire for
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normativity, when coupled with the capacity of the VH bodies to be endlessly
manipulated, regenerated and resurrected in BodyVoyage, signals a longing for all
human bodies to be as malleable and renewable as the VHs.

As Jean Starobinski explains, the term nostalgia was coined in the seventeenth century.
As a neologism it served the purpose of pathologising the already existing condition of
home-sickness denoted by the German term Heimweh, literally meaning ‘home-pain’.82
Nostalgia was perceived to be a kind of physiological sickness resulting from a longing
for home, and was considered to be a disease potentially fatal to its sufferers, the only
remedy being for the sufferer to return home.

This notion of nostalgia as a

physiological condition rather than a psychological one recalls the early modern
conceptualisations of melancholy discussed in Chapter 1. As with melancholy, the
term nostalgia began to lose medical credibility as a physical ailment through the
nineteenth century with the development of pathologic anatomy.83 By the twentieth
century, nostalgia as a condition had, like melancholy, been reimagined as a
psychological condition rather than a physical one.84 Subsequently, the word nostalgia
has lost its original specificity pertaining to homesickness, and is now understood to
denote a sense of sadness derived from the longing for an imagined object or place from
the past.

Where melancholy and nostalgia would seem to share certain similarities, in the sense
that they both denote a sadness centred around loss, they are, as Celeste Olalquiaga
notes, profoundly different.

In her discussion of kitsch, Olalquiaga differentiates

between “melancholic kitsch” and “nostalgic kitsch”, noting that
Nostalgic memories are always intact, often referring back to a past
whose mythical quality depends on its distance. Melancholic memories
are shattered and dispersed, referring only to the process of loss that
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constitutes them, their mythical quality enhanced by this ungraspable
vision.85
Where melancholy involves the irresolvability of loss, the longed-for and lost object of
nostalgia is irretrievable because it is essentially imaginary and must always be situated
in the past. One might feel nostalgia for past places, emotions or events, yet these
objects of loss, as they are longed for and imagined, never in fact existed. With time,
the object of loss is transformed by memory, such that the longed-for object that exists
in the mind never existed in the real past. As Fritzsche describes this phenomenon,
nostalgia
Is predicated on a deep rupture in remembered experience. Nostalgia
takes the past as its mournful subject, but holds it at arm’s length.
Although the virtues of the past are cherished and their passage is
lamented, there is no doubt that they are no longer retrievable. […]
nostalgia constitutes what it cannot possess, and defines itself by the
inability to approach its subject, a paradox that is the essence of
nostalgia’s melancholy.86
Thus, for nostalgia, the longed-for object is founded on a fundamentally irretrievable
past, one that, through the distorting lens of memory, takes on qualities that never
existed in reality. As Michael Janover describes nostalgia in contemporary culture, it
suggests the “pangs of longing for another time, another place, another self.”87 Yet,
through remembrance, the longed-for object or world is profoundly transformed and can
exist only within the realm of the imaginary.88

This notion of the imagined past as the foundation for nostalgia can be understood in
the context of the VHP, where it transpires that the project, and indeed the incarnation
of the VHs in texts such as BodyVoyage, centres on a nostalgic desire for an imaginary
pre-technological era. This is evident in the selection criteria for the VH bodies which
stipulated that any potential donor boy be devoid of any evidence of interventional
surgery or technology, including artificial joints, prostheses or pacemakers. In this way
the project at its core exhibits a desire for the possibility of an untechnologised form of
human corporeality. As David Ellison notes:
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We live in an era of prosthetics, of miniaturized machines beneath the
skin. The dream vision of the VHP undoes this, sends us back to a
moment innocent of hip replacements, pacemakers, metal pins and
internal monitors. This quaintly romantic body, frozen in time and
gelatin, is then offered as a blank slate for the computer mouse to
manipulate.89
Thus, the VHs, with their anachronistically unprostheticised anatomy, recall an
imagined past wherein bodies existed in an anatomically unaltered state. Through its
insistence that the normative body of the VH be free of technological intervention, the
VHP essentially seeks to resurrect an anatomically virginal body, untainted by
technological intervention or modification. The notion that nostalgia constitutes
“moments of mourning for lost experiences, or only imagined experiences, regrets over
the passing of a world,” is thus epitomised in the VHP which seeks to resurrect an
imaginary past world where bodies were unmediated by technology.90 Such a longing
signals a desire to reinstate the possibility of anatomical ‘authenticity’, a pristine body
whose posthumous transformation into data is its one and only technological mediation.

This longing for an authentic body within the VHP can be understood by considering
Louis J. Kern’s notion of the elusiveness of the ‘natural’ body. As Kern describes, the
large number of surgical and technological modifications enacted on the body in
modern culture, such as cosmetic surgery, organ transplants and neuro-prosthetic
implants, results in a significant diminishment of human individuals who could be
considered “natural”.

91

As he suggests, many technologies of body modification are

founded on an assumption about the inherent imperfection and corruption of the human
body.92 In light of this, the VHP’s nostalgia for a pre-technological body becomes
symptomatic of a wider cultural anxiety about the impossibility of an anatomically
‘natural’ body; not only is a non-technologised body an elusive object, but the very
concept of such a body is fraught with an anxiety that it is inherently imperfect and
incomplete. In this context, the post-biological nostalgia of the VHP centres on a
paradoxical desire.
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From this, the VHP exhibits a desire to invest the technologically unmediated body with
a kind of anatomical authenticity, to re-enact the possibility of an ideal anatomical body
existing both before and beyond medical intervention. This accords with the rhetoric of
normative anatomy that pervades the VHP, where the VHs are perceived to be
representative of an idealised ‘normal’ anatomical body. Following this, the VHP
elicits what might be termed post-biological nostalgia, a longing for the imaginary
original and organic body whose prosthetic immortality is made possible only by its
transformation into data.

In many ways, this nostalgia exhibited by the project

resonates with Waldby’s notion of IatroGenic desire, which is
a desire for bodies to behave as closed mechanical systems with
reversible temporalities, rather than as non-reversible, chaotic systems
which necessarily move towards death. The Visible Human data, as
morphable images, enact such a reversible temporality within their
aesthetic, bodies which can be dissected and resected without
consequence.”93
IatroGenic desire, as Waldby explains, seeks to create a “palindromic temporality” in
which bodies can be morphed forwards and backwards endlessly.94 In this notion,
bodies can be repeatedly constructed and deconstructed. As Waldby notes,
The attraction for medicine here is the attraction of reversibility, an
impossible temporality in which data objects can be destroyed and then
restored, repeated and deleted, deformed and reformed, morphed from
one form into another without damage, loss or labour.”95
Thus, IatroGenic desire revolves around the creation of bodies in accordance with
specific pre-existing medical “fantasies of perfect management,” in which medicine can
create the kinds of bodies that it desires.96 For Waldby, IatroGenic desire seeks to create
“bodies which are stable, self-identical entities rather than fields of perverse
contingency.”97 Where Waldby’s theorisation of IatroGenic desire centres on the
creation of bodies through the digitisation of the VHs, the post-biological nostalgia of
the VHP derives from a desire for the preservation of the human, a longing to retain the
qualities of imagined anatomical authenticity of the human within the realm of the
digital.
93
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To return to the comparison in the BodyVoyage book between Tsiaras and an “ancient
Egyptian embalmer”: the post-biological nostalgia of both the VHP and BodyVoyage
resonates with the fraught tension that underlies human preservation. Embalmment has
at its core an impossible desire to continue the appearance of life beyond death.
Likewise, the VHP seeks to reinvest death with life by virtually resurrecting the corpse
and proclaiming its heavily-mediated digital incarnation as anatomically authentic. In
BodyVoyage, this desire is taken further; the images in the program and in the book
involve a large amount of remediation, such as the retinting of the colours of the VH
body to make it appear more spectacular. The project’s problematic claim to represent
‘authentic’ human anatomy by presenting the mediated body of the VM is illustrated by
the grid in BodyVoyage. This grid, simulating space and depth, seems to be designed to
validate the original three-dimensionality of Jernigan’s body, as if to emphasize that,
despite its current existence as data projected onto a screen, Jernigan’s body once had a
material reality and a physical authenticity. The irony of presenting this digital body as
if it were ‘real’, and somehow unmodified, is evident in the Gallery module of the
BodyVoyage program. (fig.2.7)The series of small images superimposed on the grid are
highlighted by simulated up-lighting, rendering them analogous to photographs in an art
gallery. The way in which these images frame the pulsing bodily fragment in the
centre, with its simulated spatial depth, suggests that, whilst the small images are
precisely that – images – the animated body in the centre is somehow more ‘real’ or
‘alive’ than the images that surround it.

Underlying the VHP’s anxious insistence on presenting an ‘authentic’, pretechnological body as normative ideal is a concern that such a category might in fact be
obsolete or arbitrary. According to Kern, the ‘natural’ body is an elusive and illusory
concept:
The human body has increasingly been modified by electronic implants
to regulate somatic functions, cosmetic surgery, organ transplants, and
neuro-prosthetic devices. A significant portion of the human community
can no longer be classified as purely “natural.” Indeed, body alteration is
rooted in a consciousness of the imperfection, the corruption of human
flesh.98
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The fictionality of the authentic body is illustrated by the difficulty encountered by the
VHP’s creators in obtaining a ‘normal’ body to be their eternal specimen of authentic
anatomy. As Spitzer and Whitlock note, their “most formidable task was to locate a
specimen that could be taken as ‘normal’ or representative of a large population.”99 The
difficulty experienced by the NLM in obtaining a viable “specimen” of normal anatomy
reveals the arbitrariness of normalizing anatomy: out of 6000 bodies, Jernigan, despite
having only one testicle and lacking both a no. 14 tooth and an appendix, was
nonetheless the best available exemplar of ‘normal’ anatomy that could be obtained.
As Ellison points out, this difficulty arises in part from the fact that an anatomically
‘normal’ cadaver is anything but ‘normal’; that is, people usually die of either illness or
trauma, thus rendering them either pathologically or physically abnormal, and hence
unrepresentative of the general population.100

The ability to obtain a healthy and

‘normal’ cadaver, that is from a body killed neither by illness nor trauma, for use in the
VHP was thus possible largely because of the legitimisation of corporal punishment in
the United States.101 From this, it is ironic that Jernigan’s body, in the form of the VH,
exists as an alleged exemplar of anatomical normality only because of the
extraordinariness of his crime.102 Likewise, Jernigan’s well-developed musculature,
which further added to his suitability as a normative specimen, was not as the result of
any “normal” development but was rather exaggerated from years of lifting weights
while in prison.

Indeed, Jernigan’s physical identity as anatomical ideal contrasts with his psychological
identity as a murderer beyond mortal redemption.

This exhibits a complete

transformation of nineteenth-century criminological theory which suggests that criminal
tendencies are evident in physiological anomalies or characteristics. Lisa Cartwright
99
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notes the irony of using a criminal body as the normative ideal, in contrast to the
nineteenth century notion of the criminal’s body as pathologically deviant.103 In the
case of Jernigan, it would seem in the late twentieth century, Cartesian dualism
dominates ideology, where physiology and psychology are presupposed to be
completely disparate, such that an ideal anatomical body can exist in combination with
a deviant or abnormal psyche.104

The VHP’s longing for the possibility of an idealized anatomical body, a perfect
specimen representative of humanity, is tainted by the impossibility of achieving this
desire. Where nostalgia constitutes “pangs of longing for another time, another place,
another self,” the longed-for, imagined self in the VHP is an idealized model of
anatomical normality, one that is nonexistent in ‘reality’, but that is reimagined within
the VHP.105 Subsequently, the post-biological nostalgia of the VHP is founded on a
discontinuity between modes of normalcy and pathology, where the anatomically
normative body of the VH, as the object of nostalgic desire, is, by definition, abnormal.

As noted, one of the crucial selection criteria for the VM was that the body be free of
any interventional surgery or technology, such as artificial joints or pacemakers. This
framing of a normative specimen of anatomy unmediated by technological intervention
is at odds with the technological transformation of the body during the process of
creating the VH.

This signals an obscuration of the technologised body that is

concomitant with a nostalgia for a pre-technological ideal body. Cartwright describes
the “raw, fresh (unpreserved) flesh” of the VH that serves to enhance its authenticity.106
In this case, the complete body resurrected by the collation of the digital images
resurrects a ‘real’ body, unaltered by preservation and untouched by dissection, its form
and matter intact.107
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preservation, digital photography, and animation techniques, recreates the body in a
virtual environment to allegedly resemble the ‘real’ living body

Moreover, the ideology underlying the VHP is a fundamentally Cartesian dualistic one:
Jernigan’s body is constructed as the anatomically superior prosthesis of a deviant and
inferior psyche. This complete transmogrification of the physical body into a body of
data might be seen as the realisation of Hans Moravec’s dream of transmigration, but
with an ironic twist; where Moravec imagines the mind’s metamorphosis into a
completely virtual entity, while the body is an insignificant shell, in the case of the VM,
Jernigan’s mind is relegated to the domain of the inconsequential, and his body, as an
exemplar of ideal anatomy, is digitally resurrected in all its anatomical splendour.108

Through this post-biological nostalgia, the VHP is invested with an anxiety about the
ultimate impossibility of the idealized authentic body for which it longs.

The

inauthentic ‘past’ that is sought by the VHP, in the form of a pre-technological body, is
impossible to retrieve; despite the VHP claiming to represent a body unaltered by
medical technology, all representations of the VHs are, ironically, necessarily mediated
by digital technology.

The physical bodies of the VHs, as they are completely

disintegrated, can never again be viewed in the flesh or in their entirety, but can only be
decoded from digital data and re-imaged through the mediating interface of the
computer screen. Despite its insistent longing for an ‘authentic’, pre-technological
body as a normative ideal, the VHP is simultaneously invested with an anxiety that such
a category might in fact be obsolete.

This tension between a longed-for model of normality in the extraordinary body of the
VH parallels the VHP’s creation of an “authentic” body that is capable of endless
regeneration and resurrection, particularly in its manifestation in BodyVoyage. Ashraf
Aziz and James McKenzie, in their plea for the virtues of ‘real’ anatomical cadavers
over digital cadavers for anatomical instruction, note the unrepresentativeness of digital
cadavers, describing their use in medical education as founded on an inaccurate
assumption that “the human body is a monolithic, abstract entity.”109 Unlike ‘real’
cadavers, they claim, digital cadavers are not representative of ‘normal’ bodies; they not
108
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only lack the physicality encountered in real bodies, but also have a quality of
invariability.110 Furthermore, the normative anatomical body of the digital cadaver is
not only static but is also devoid of biological variance:
The basic fallacy in the use of the digital cadaver as the primary tool in
anatomy instruction is revealed in the view of those software developers
who assert that the human body is a monolithic, abstract entity. This
statement is inaccurate with reference to a specific individual who is a
variant within the human population gene pool; invariability is only true
for the electronic pseudo-cadaver.111
As Aziz and McKenzie explain, every “real” cadaver, because it often does not conform
to the normative model of a body, presents an opportunity for the medical student to
gain increasing knowledge and experience in hypothesising various illness, by viewing
differing bodies. In contrast the electronic cadaver presents the same “unadulterated
truth all over, each and every time.”

The VH body, with its capacity to be digitally dismantled and reintegrated in its original
form, has a capacity for endlessly reiterated truth.112 This is particularly evident in
BodyVoyage, where the VM can be repeatedly disintegrated in the various modules of
the program (head/torso/thighs/legs) and then reintegrated in the ‘Whole Body Viewer’
section. Indeed, this would seem to fulfil Spitzer and Whitlock’s claim that:
We now have a renewable cadaver, a standardized patient, and a basis
for digital populations of the future. Not only can we dissect it, we can
put it back together again and start all over.”113
Concurrent with this wish to reconstruct the mutilated body of the cadaver is the desire
for a living patient body that is similarly as mutable and reliable as a virtual one. The
VH is thus presented as an ideal body to which other human bodies should aspire, not
only in terms of its anatomical structure, but also in relation to its quality of
reversibility. This signals a desire for control over bodily aberrance that is inherent in
the VHP’s anatomical enterprise. Where the ideal cadaver, like the ideal “standardized
patient”, is a fixed and accountable body, the uncontrollable body is, by implication,
anatomically inferior, if not ‘abnormal’. The quality of endless manipulability of the
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digital cadaver is, by virtue of its being a normative specimen, perceived to be a quality
to which “normal” bodies should aspire. This concern again highlights the condition of
post-biological nostalgia where technological transformation of the body is concomitant
with a desire to preserve its alleged authenticity.

In this sense the nostalgia of the VHP mirrors Marcel Proust’s assertion that “the only
true paradise is always the paradise we have lost.”114 Post-biological nostalgia in this
context signals an unfulfillable longing for an organically authentic body that permeates
narratives of the synthetic resurrection of the VHs. As Susan Stewart writes
Nostalgia is a sadness without an object, a sadness which creates a
longing that of necessity is inauthentic because it does not take part in
lived experience. Rather, it remains behind and before that experience.
Nostalgia, like any form of narrative, is always ideological: the past it
seeks has never existed except as narrative, and hence, always absent,
that past continually threatens to reproduce itself as a felt lack.115
Thus, the past that is sought by the VHP, in the form of a pre-technological body,
manifests itself as impossible to achieve; despite the VHP claiming to represent a body
unaltered by medical technology, ironically, all representations of the VH are
necessarily mediated by technology.

The physical body of the VHs, as they are

completely disintegrated, can never again be viewed in the flesh, but rather, can only be
re-imagined through the mediating interface of the computer screen.116

This paradoxical desire for the authentic body that is nonetheless digitally
transmogrified is framed within the narrative of the VM by the trope of the afterlife,
particularly in relation to atonement and sacrifice. Certainly, the VHP is permeated with
what Waldby describes as “sacrificial economies”.117

This is evident in the

transmogrification process itself which involved the successive shaving away of the
body such that by the completion of cryosectioning, it had been completely transformed
into, to use Thomas Csordas’s term, “a collection of frozen shavings”. 118 Thus, in order
to gain a comprehensive digital model of the VH body, the physical body had to be
destroyed, its bodily integrity sacrificed in order to obtain a more anatomically
114
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authentic manifestation of it within the virtual realm. In the BodyVoyage book for
example, the description of Jernigan’s murder receives only a cursory mention, as the
book focuses on the post-death dissection of Jernigan’s body. Goldberg, the book’s
writer, notes
Joseph Paul Jernigan was a burglar and a drifter, a convicted murderer,
and death-row inmate who was executed with a massive dose of
barbiturates, his cadaver frozen and meticulously sliced into 1,871
pieces.119
In this description, the actual murder of Jernigan is perceived of such minor importance
in the production of the VM that it is afforded only a single phrase, using the passive
voice as if no institution or individual were in fact responsible for carrying out
Jernigan’s execution.

Instead, the text focuses on the posthumous merits of Jernigan’s bodily donation,
suggesting that, only through death and dissection as a form of sacrifice, can Jernigan’s
existence be seen as in any way worthy or significant. Goldberg writes, at the close of
the book’s introduction, “Whatever tragic legacy Joseph Paul Jernigan left in life, in
death he has found grace. Not even Lazarus looked this good.”120 Jernigan is seen to
have entered a kind of digital purgatory, where his virtual self might be cleansed of the
sins committed by his physical body.121 The obvious Christian connotations of this idea
aside, such rhetoric reveals how Jernigan’s posthumous digital body, in the form of the
VM dataset, has taken on the qualities of a moral prosthesis, able to atone for the crimes
of his corporeal body.

Goldberg’s biblical reference suggests clearly that, like Lazarus, Jernigan and the
“Maryland housewife” have been resurrected, yet it also points to a curious conflation
within BodyVoyage between ethics and aesthetics. By being rendered beautiful through
digital modification, Jernigan’s moral or ethical deficiency in life is perceived to
somehow be redeemed by the aesthetic value of his afterlife. As Goldberg writes:
What was once revealed only through the cutting and removal of tissue is
now seen intact, frozen, and functionless, a quiet cathedral, its
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congregation and clergy removed, but the sacred is there whispering and
echoing through the miraculous structure.122
The subcutaneous body rendered transparent is positioned here as a sacred space; the
eerie heterotopia of cyberspace in which the VHs live out their digital afterlives is
reconfigured, in accordance with the notion of redemption, as the quietude of the
spiritual sanctuary. The body in BodyVoyage thus becomes an object with aesthetic
value by virtue of its profound detachment from the corporeal.

Within the quasi-religious logic of BodyVoyage, the digital realm thus becomes a kind
of Elysian space, where
[t]he atomized, digitised body of Joseph Paul Jernigan reconstituted and
imbued with a mesmerizing beauty and realism is as good an argument
for the tangibility of the soul as one can find in this cheerless age of
cause and effect.
Jernigan’s body is thus endowed with a messianic quality; Jernigan becomes a symbol
of a spirituality that has allegedly been superseded by the very technology that enables
its resurrection in the VM. Goldberg would seem to suggest that in the “atomized,
digitised” world of biomedical technology, where even human being is defined in terms
of empirical epistemology, the VM in BodyVoyage signals a refreshing return to the
investment of the body with a sacred dignity that had been lost. Ultimately however,
the preservation of this imaginary and aesthetically pure human being can only be
enacted by the horrific dismemberment of the body that enables its violent
transmogrification. The very act of preservation, in the form of digital embalmment, is
thus shadowed by the radical disintegration of the body that is necessary in order to
maintain post-biological life; both horror and nostalgia are thus intertwined in the postbiological ontology enacted by digital transmogrification.
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PART II

RE-LIVING
The strangeness of flesh

3
THE BODY MO NSTRO US
Organ transplantation, immortal cell lines and
biotechnological teratology

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Immortal cell line: a permanently established cell culture that will proliferate
indefinitely given appropriate fresh medium and space.1
In vitro: in an artificial environment external to a living organism.
Metazoan: a multi-cellular animal.
Protist: a uni-cellular organism with a membrane-bound nucleus.
FIGURES
3.1 Jennifer

Sutton views her own heart on display at the Wellcome
Collection

In me there is the intrus, and I become foreign to myself.2
Surely, there is a limit to personhood.3

In September 2007, BBC News published a story about a woman, Jennifer Sutton, who
underwent a heart transplantation and whose discarded heart was displayed in the
Wellcome Collection in London. The story, headlined as “Woman sees own heart on
display”, contained a photograph of Sutton viewing her yellowed and swollen heart in a
glass jar (fig.3.1) and included her remark that “seeing my heart for the first time is an
emotional and surreal experience.”4 Sutton in this instance is afforded a unique kind of
vision: that of seeing one’s organs removed from one’s own body and displayed in
isolation as a medical artefact, an experience that Sutton describes as “very strange.”5

1

http://cancerweb.ncl.ac.uk/cgi-bin/omd?action=Search+OMD&query=cell+line
Jean-Luc Nancy, L’Intrus, trans. Susan Hanson (Paris: Éditions Galilée, 2002), p.9
3
Richard Selzer, The Exact Location of the Soul, 2001, p.117.
4
BBC News, http://news.bbc.co.uk/go/pr/fr/-/2/hi/health/6977399.stm, published 04/09/2007 (accessed
10/10/07)
5
BBC News, http://news.bbc.co.uk/go/pr/fr/-/2/hi/health/6977399.stm, published 04/09/2007 (accessed
10/10/07)
2
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The removal of Sutton’s heart from her body and the replacement of it with another
person’s heart is one of a number of increasingly common biomedical phenomena in
which flesh is transferred between individual human beings and even animals, resulting
in what Susan Squier has described as “liminal lives,” which test “the boundaries of our
vital taxonomies.”6 Yet Sutton’s heart, enclosed behind its many layers of glass and
fluid, points also to a desire within biomedical discourse to contain medical aberrance
by situating it within a kind of taxonomical order: although Sutton’s heart is a diseased
and fleshy object that threatened her life, it is contained, both literally and ontologically,
within a glass chamber that renders it safe to view. The photograph of Sutton looking
with fascination at her old heart sets up a relay of gazes in which the image of Sutton is
filtered through the same pane of glass that encloses the exhibited organ and in turn
filters Sutton’s view of her pickled heart; in this way the disembodied organ is rendered
more vivid than Sutton herself, as if she were merely a participant in the ongoing
biomedical spectacle of the diseased body. The positioning of Sutton’s body so that it
frames the glass jar suggests that she is trying to somehow grasp her heart but it remains
elusive, trapped behind the many the layers of glass that enclose it. In The Artificial
Kingdom, Celeste Olalquiaga writes poignantly of a paperweight comprised of a real
hermit crab enclosed in a glass dome, which she names Rodney. For Olalquiaga,
Rodney’s peculiar glassed existence, his “self-contained world” in which he is forever
enclosed, offers a kind of protection, a “safety of receding into an intimacy at once
foreign and very mine.”7 The fascination that Sutton’s heart elicits offers a similar kind
of protection from the flesh: the voyeuristic pleasure derived from the heart is possible
only through its entrapment, literally within glass and figuratively within a taxonomic
order that renders it specimen rather than human being. The heart might once have
been an aberrant and diseased object, the source of illness and despair, but it no longer
constitutes any real threat either to Sutton herself or to the viewer; through its actual and
symbolic enclosure which renders it inert specimen, Sutton’s heart no longer
jeopardises her life, nor does it offer any risk of contagion to viewers.

6

Susan Squier, Liminal Lives: Imagining the Human at the frontiers of Biomedicine (Durham: Duke
University Press, 2004), p.4.
7
Celeste Olalquiaga, The Artificial Kingdom: On the Kitsch Experience (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1998), p.4.
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Figure 3.1
Jennifer Sutton views her heart on display at the Wellcome Collection 8

This chapter begins with the image of Sutton’s heart because it illustrates a number key
concerns that circulate around biomedical phenomena, in which the body is perceived to
be a monstrous and dynamic entity, one that must be contained and restricted in order to
maintain an organic integrity that is imagined to be synonymous with integrated
selfhood. 9 This chapter contends that the redistribution and resurrection of bodily parts
concomitant with organ transplantation, xenotransplantation and the immortal cell lines
is, despite its increasing prevalence, nonetheless fraught with anxieties about the
potential dissolution of ontological boundaries elicited by the transference of flesh
between individuals. The permeability of boundaries delineating human being, which
is highlighted by such biotechnological phenomena, is framed in this chapter by the
discourse of monstrosity. This chapter does not claim that monstrosity is an inherent or
essential aspect of biotechnological phenomena, but rather asserts that reading
narratives of biotechnology in relation to monstrosity elucidates many key anxieties
pertaining to the boundaries of human life that are brought to the surface in cultural
responses to biotechnological phenomena.

This chapter examines organ

transplantation and immortal cell lines as “texts” in relation to the trope of monstrosity,
8

Image source: BBC news (accessed 17/07/08), http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/6977399.stm
As will be discussed in the conclusion of this thesis, the notion of “organic integrity” is posited by
Jonathan Sawday and Catherine Waldby, and “organic unity” by Cecil Helman. Jonathan Sawday, The
Body Emblazoned: Dissection and the Human Body in Renaissance Culture (London: Routledge, 1995),
p.2; Catherine Waldby, The Visible Human Project: Informatic Bodies and Posthuman Medicine
(London: Routledge, 2000), p.7; Cecil Helman, Body Myths (London: Chatto and Windus, 1991), p.116.
9
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suggesting that they create monstrous bodies that do not conform to imagined concepts
of corporeal normativity. Organ transplantation and immortal cell lines are juxtaposed
in this chapter as differing kinds of “liminal lives” that operate according to the
economies of donation and theft respectively.

Whereas narratives of organ

transplantation centre around the notion of the gift or the donated organ that extends the
life of the organ recipient, the narratives that surround the two immortal cell lines
discussed in this chapter, HeLa and Mo, operate according to an economy of theft,
wherein cancerous bio-waste is pillaged for profiteering. In this sense, this chapter
charts a trajectory of bodies and bodily fragments from the illness, often cancer, which
necessitates the removal and subsequent replacement of the organ, through to the
transplant that takes place as a consequence, and finally, the afterlife of the organ once
it has been discarded as bio-waste and resurrected as immortal commodity.

In discussing organ transplantation and immortal cell lines, this chapter examines the
notion of the monstrous, suggesting that the cultural narratives that frame both the
process of organ transplantation and the creation of cell lines are steeped in anxieties
about the locus of selfhood and the potential permeability of ontological boundaries,
and such concerns recall the trope of the monstrosity. The notion of biotechnological
monstrosity in this chapter takes Margrit Shildrick’s understanding of the monstrous as
its foundation, elaborating on her notion that monstrosity is threatening precisely
because of its simultaneous embodiment of otherness and sameness; the monster raises
the spectre of ontological permeability through its embodiment of both self and other.10
The cultural and historical narratives that frame organ transplantation and the Mo and
HeLa cell lines discussed in this chapter indicate a fraught fixation with the potential
transference of individual selfhood when bodily fragments are extra-corporeally
resurrected, either in another person’s body or in vitro.
MEDICAL MONSTROSITY

In her study of biomedicine, Catherine Waldby, drawing from Gail Weiss, notes the
way in which the transfer of bodily parts can be understood to evoke a kind of
“intercorporeality,” a state in which the body becomes a site of interplay between
10

Margrit Shildrick, Embodying the Monster: Encounters with the Vulnerable Self (London: SAGE,
2002), p.155. Waldby and Squier mention Shildrick’s theorisation of monstrosity, in which bodies that
deviate from normative models are deemed monstrous, in their discussion of ontogeny and phylogeny.
Catherine Waldby and Susan Squier, “Ontogeny, Ontology, and Phylogeny: Embryonic Life and Stem
Cell Technologies,” Configurations 11, no. 1 (2003): p.39.
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As Waldby explains, Weiss’ concept of

intercorporeality challenges the notion of the embodied self as a discrete, self-contained
entity.12 For Weiss, embodiment involves a dynamic experience of selfhood in which
various embodied relationships are continually played out and reconstructed.13 Waldby
expands on Weiss’ notion of intercorporeality by suggesting that, where Weiss is
concerned somewhat ocularcentrically with images of the body, intercorporeality has a
more complex signification when considered in relation to material corporeality,
specifically in the transfer of visceral bodily fragments.14 As Waldby notes, examining
tissue transfer in relation to intercorporeality takes into account the significance of the
organic body-interior that is otherwise often excluded from visible social exchange.
Waldby’s interrogation of tissue transfer accounts for the unstable and constantly
shifting of site of selfhood in the context of intercorporeality, while at the same time
further developing the notion of intercorporeal embodiment.

This chapter will attempt to map a similar theoretical trajectory in relation to the notion
of monstrosity, suggesting that the monstrous serves as a revelatory theoretical
framework from which to analyse organ transplantation and immortal cells as modes of
corporeal resurrection, and doing so, in turn, reveals many of the contradictions that lie
at monstrosity’s core.

Thus, where Waldby is concerned primarily with

intercorporeality as a kind of embodiment, situated within the realm of experience of
the organ recipient, this chapter builds on Waldby’s work by also considering the organ
donor and the ontology of the body fragment.15

In addition, as will be discussed in

relation to immortal cell lines, the ontological difficulty of the monstrous body, its
refusal to sit neatly within a taxonomic order, is alleviated by the cultural figuration of
the body fragment as waste, a category that is beyond the monstrous. As will be
discussed, cultural and social narratives of biomedical phenomena are frequently
framed around the discourse of the monstrous, either explicitly or implicitly, thus
pointing to the ontological instability they invoke.
11

Catherine Waldby, “Biomedicine, tissue transfer and intercorporeality,” Feminist Theory 3, no.3
(2002): p.241.
12
Ibid., p.241.
13
Ibid., p.241.
14
Ibid., p.241. As Gail Weiss describes intercorporeality, embodiment is constituted by “a multiplicity of
body images, body images that are copresent in any given individual, and which are themselves
constructed through a series of corporeal exchanges that take place both within and outside of specific
bodies.” Gail Weiss, Body Images: Embodiment as Intercorporeality (New York: Routledge, 1999), p.2.
15
Waldby, “Biomedicine, tissue transfer and intercorporeality,” p.241.
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On the basis of these extant theorisings on monstrosity, this chapter takes monstrosity as
a theoretical framework for examining the liminal and complex modes of corporeality
and embodiment that occur with resurrections of the body, either in the living body in
the case of organ transplantation, or in vitro, as with immortal cell lines. In doing so,
this chapter understands monstrosity to be a condition based upon the disruption and
destabilisation of bodily boundaries, in which the notion of corporeal and subjective
individuality is rendered ambiguous. As will be shown, this condition of monstrosity
that, from a somewhat technologically deterministic framework, appears to be the
consequence of biotechnological transformation is, in fact, a more vital, inherent state
of human being, one that is profoundly highlighted, rather than created, by the
extraordinary human ontologies created by biotechnologies. The fear-inducing capacity
of the monster is thus that it reveals the inherent potential for monstrous embodiment
within the self; the resurrected bodily fragment, in the form of the organ or the cell,
constitutes a kind of monstrous entity, one that calls into question the organic integrity
of the living body. Biomedical technologies therefore do not necessarily radically
change human ontology but rather, as biologist and philosopher Francisco Varela points
out, reveal the ongoing “interrelatedness of our lives.”16

Rosi Braidotti describes the monster as “shifter”, a term that conjures up images of
mythical shape-shifting beasts such as werewolves or vampires.17 Yet the notion of the
shifter as monstrous also indicates the dynamism and mobility of the monster: it is
constantly changing, never fixed in one place.

Like the elusive shape-shifters of

medieval folklore or fantasy fiction, the monster as shifter cannot be captured or
contained; it resists stasis. It is this notion of the monstrous as a mobile and dynamic
entity that forms the basis for monstrosity as a critical framework in this chapter. The
monstrous in this context provides a means for theorising the way in which selfhood is
perceived to be profoundly ruptured by the insertion of a foreign organ and also the way
that the imagined parameters of human life are disrupted by the immortal life of cell
lines.

In the case of both organ transplantation and immortal cell lines, the

transformation of the human body that takes place and the subsequent anxiety it elicits
16

Francisco J. Varela, “Intimate Distances: Fragments for a Phenomenology of Organ Transplantation,”
Journal of Consciousness Studies 8, no.5-7 (2001): p.261.
17
Rosi Braidotti, “Signs of Wonder and Traces of Doubt: On Teratology and Embodied Difference,” in
Between Monsters, Goddesses and Cyborgs: Confrontations with Science, Medicine and Cyberspace
(London: Zed Books, 1996), p.150.
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about the permeability of boundaries of the human reveal a concern with the human
body as a shifting, dynamic entity.

According to Rosemarie Garland Thomson, the monster is a being that challenges the
“boundaries of the human and the coherence of what [seems] to be the natural world,”
one that “emerges from culture-bound expectations even as it violates them.”18 In this
way, although the monster appears to be the embodiment of otherness, a being defined
by its other-worldliness, and thus would seem to reinstate a dichotomous paradigm of
self and other, the monster in fact defies the boundaries that delineate it as other.

In this sense, following Michel Foucault, the monster is situated outside the order of
things, whilst at the same time rendering the very notion of ontological order obsolete.
As will be discussed further, in relation to immortal cells and waste, the monster for
Foucault,
in fact, contradicts the law. It is the breach of the law taken to its
furthest degree. And yet, although it is a breach of the law […] the
monster does not bring about a legal response from the law. It could be
said that the monster’s power and its capacity to create anxiety are due to
the fact that it violates the law while leaving it with nothing to say. It
traps the law while breaching it.19
Thus, within an imagined and hierarchical ontological taxonomy, there is no space for
the monster: it cannot exist.

In this sense, the monstrous constitutes a form of

apophasis; the very ontological structures which decree that the monstrous is beyond
categorisation inevitably refer to its very existence.20

The monster does exist

ineradicably and in doing so enacts a “transgression of natural limits […] of
classifications of the table and of the law table.”21

The monstrous body is thus

politicised by its very nature: it exists relative to its capacity to transgress the
boundaries defining the normative body against which it is measured. The monstrous
18

Rosemarie Garland Thomson, “Introduction: From Wonder to Error – A Genealogy of Freak Discourse
in Modernity,” in Freakery: Cultural Spectacles of the Extraordinary Body (New York: New York
University Press, 1996), p.3.
19
Michel Foucault, Abnormal: Lectures at the Collège de France, trans. Graham Burchell (London:
Verso, 1977), p.56.
20
Richard Kearney, Strangers, Gods and Monsters: Interpreting Otherness, (London: Routledge, 2003),
p.88. As Kearney notes, the monstrous in this way recalls the sublime which involves an “apophasis of
the divine.” This similarly resonates with Jean-François Lyotard’s notion that the sublime “has the
interesting property of including no immediate communicability.” Jean-François Lyotard, “Something
Like: ‘Communication…Without Communication,’” in Postmodern Literary Theory (Oxford: Blackwell,
1997), p.62.
21
Foucault, Abnormal, p.63.
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does not only defy taxonomical categorisation, but in doing so, eradicates the validity of
taxonomical order.22

The monster is therefore a creature that is beyond language, beyond structure: it is, as
Jacques Derrida notes, “that which appears for the first time…a species for which we do
not yet have a name.”23 The monster is unrecognisable: it defies cognition and, as a
consequence, it is threatening because it jeopardises the very epistemological
foundations of cultural knowledge. Although a living being (monsters are, as Derrida
reminds us, always alive) the monster threatens to obliterate human life in a way that is
radically different from death. As Georges Canguilhem notes,
Death is the permanent and unconditional threat of the organism’s
decomposition; it is the limitation from outside, the negation of the living
by the non-living. But monstrosity is the accidental and conditional
threat of incompletion or distortion in the formation of form; it is the
limitation from inside, the negation of the living by the non-viable.24
The monster then, as a non-viable entity, threatens by its very existence. It need not
destroy or maim human beings in order to jeopardise humanity, but does so simply by
the unviability of its life: through its existence it speaks the unspeakable. Yet despite
the fear and loathing the monster elicits as a consequence of its transgression, it is also,
as Fred Botting notes, compelling:
monsters, in their difference, in their transgression of aesthetic limits,
disclose a process of attraction and repulsion that is duplicitous: they
reflect back, in the manner of the mirrors or doubles that they are, on the
position that excludes them.25
Through the creation and reproduction of fictional monsters, the taxonomical
hierarchies that are destabilised by the existence of the monster are rebuilt at the same
time that they are deconstructed. In this sense, the monster narrative is an ongoing and
unresolvable dialectic between the dangerous impossibility of the monster’s existence
and the capacity to render its excessive embodiment containable through narratives:
once the monster has been spoken and defined, it no longer exists within the realm of
the monstrous.

22

Foucault, Abnormal, pp.63-64.
Jacques Derrida, Points…Interviews, 1974-1994, trans. Elisabeth Weber (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1995), p.386.
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Georges Canguilhem, “Monstrosity and the Monstrous,” in The Body: A Reader (London: Routledge,
2005), p.188.
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In light of this, the monstrous as a theoretical foundation from which to interrogate
post-biological life provides a means for elucidating the imagined ontological
parameters of the human that are called into question by the transference of flesh
between bodies and beyond life. As Braidotti explains, the monstrous indicates “the
play of representation and discourses that surround the body of late postmodernity” and
in doing so reveals an anxiety within cultural discourse about the relationship between
corporeality and subjectivity.26 As Derrida suggests, the hybridity of the monster reveals
the cultural norms that underlie the conceptualisation of it as other, and through an
analysis of the monstrous body, the tenuousness of normative embodiment may thus be
elucidated.27 The monster functions with culture as the locus onto which anxieties
about selfhood, corporeality and subjectivity are projected. As Braidotti notes. “The
monstrous body, more than an object, is […] a vehicle that constructs a web of
interconnected and yet contradictory discourses about his or her embodied self.”28
Through an analysis of biotechnological phenomena in relation to monster theory, the
complex and often contradictory discourses about and experiences of embodied
selfhood that permeate biomedical narratives can thus be revealed.

Perhaps one of the most cited monsters in cultural discourse is Victor Frankenstein’s
creature in Mary Shelley’s novel Frankenstein, or, The Modern Prometheus.29
Numerous theorists have discussed Frankenstein’s creature in relation to Gothic
monstrosity, arguing that it is the locus for many of the racial and social anxieties that
typify the Gothic monster; the creature is portrayed as monstrous in appearance with its
“watery eyes,” “shrivelled complexion” and “black lips”, and likened to a “vile insect”
and “daemoniacal corpse”.30 Yet, like many other Gothic monsters such as Robert Louis
26

Rosi Braidotti, “Teratologies,” in Deleuze and Feminist Theory (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University
Press, 2000), p.162.
27
Derrida, Points, pp.385-386. As Derrida notes: “A monster may be obviously a composite figure of
heterogeneous organisms that are grafted onto each other. This graft, this hybridisation, this composition
that puts heterogeneous bodies together may be called a monster…Faced with a monster, one may
become aware of what the norm is and when this norm has a history…any appearance of monstrosity in
this domain allows an analysis of the history of the norms.”
28
Braidotti, “Signs of Wonder and Traces of Doubt,” p.150.
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Mary Shelley, Frankenstein, or, The Modern Prometheus (London: Wordsworth Editions,1993).
30
Shelley, Frankenstein, p.44, p.77. As Judith Halberstam notes, the Gothic monster “condenses various
racial and sexual threats to nation, capitalism, and the bourgeoisie in one body.” Judith Halberstam, Skin
Shows: Gothic Horror and the Technology of Monsters (Durham: Duke University Press, 1995), p.3.
Narratives such as The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde for example are founded on a fear of
miscegenation and degeneracy. As Lisa Hopkins suggests, Jekyll’s “monstrous self-replication as Hyde”
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Stevenson’s Mr Hyde, or H.G. Wells’ Beast Folk, Frankenstein’s creature embodies not
only the monstrosity of the other, through its visible physical grotesquery, but also the
monstrosity of selfhood, the capacity for the monstrous within.

In many such Gothic

narratives, the monster and the human become twin selves, each one reflecting the
inherent humanity and monstrosity of the other: typically in such narratives the monster,
despite its horrific appearance, will gradually become human-like, whilst human beings
behave increasingly monstrously.31 As Joseph Andriano describes this transformation
in relation to the gradual animalisation of the protagonist of The Island of Doctor
Moreau, “the Beast is always latent, waiting to be manifest.”32 The monster narrative in
this sense functions as a parable illustrating not only the fact of monstrosity in the
world, the evilness of the other, but also the potential for human monstrosity,
symbolised by the physical grotesquery of the monster as other; the monster is not
simply the other that we fear, but serves as the locus for our fears of what we might
become or indeed already are.33 The monster then is rarely a creature that is radically
different from the human, but, as in the case of Frankenstein’s creature, and indeed in a
myriad different monsters such as werewolves, vampires or zombies, retains evidence
of its humanity, a humanity that has gone astray.34

Where the fictional monster is often presented as concomitant with a frightening or
horrific external appearance, the biotechnological monstrous need not necessarily
revolve around visible difference but nonetheless retains the same concerns with the
potential otherness of self. In this sense, the fictional monster is identified firstly by its
horrific appearance which signifies its inherent monstrosity; the biotechnological
monstrous focuses not on the visible appearance of monstrosity but rather its capacity to
destabilise ontological integrity.

Following this notion, the monstrous body for

Shildrick is one that destabilises the ontological integrity of the self:

fragments for various bodies, Frankenstein’s monster is an exemplar of the hybridity that typifies the
Gothic monster, where seemingly disparate characteristics, such as good and evil, evolved and
degenerate, civilised and bestial, may be simultaneously embodied.
31
Waldby notes that the VHP project, by assembling body fragments to create a new being, recalls
Shelley’s novel, but where Frankenstein’s creature is perceived to be a monstrous kind of Adam, the VH
is seen to embody a prelapsarian goodness. Waldby, The Visible Human Project, p.149.
32
Joseph D. Andriano, Immortal Monster: The Mythological Evolution of the Fantastic Beast in Modern
Fiction and Film (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1999), p.133.
33
Shildrick, Embodying the Monster, pp.2-3.
34
As Braidotti describes the monster’s simultaneous embodiment of the human and the fantastical, the
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[w]here normative embodiment has hitherto seemed to guarantee
individual autonomous selfhood, what is monstrous in all its forms –
hybrid creatures, conjoined twins, human clones, cyborg embodiment
and others – disrupts the notions of separation and distinction that
underlie such claims.35
For Shildrick, the monstrous self is anxiety-inducing not where it departs radically from
conceptualisations of normative selfhood, but rather where its monstrous status is
unclear: where the monstrous body resembles the ‘normal’ one, thereby revealing the
fragility of normalcy – the horrific possibility that monstrosity might lurk “in the body
of us all.”36 As Shildrick notes, the monster occupies a liminal space and its fluctuant
ontology disrupts imagined boundaries between self and other, internal and external.37
As a consequence, the monster does not simply incite fear because of its horrific or
grotesque corporeality but also because it reveals what we ourselves might become, the
precariousness of our imagined normative selfhood. For Shildrick, monsters signify
not the oppositional other safely fenced off within its own boundaries,
but the otherness of possible worlds, or possible versions of ourselves,
not yet realized.38
It is this notion of the monstrous as elucidating possible versions of the self that forms
the basis for the biotechnological monstrosity evident in cultural and medical narratives
of organ transplantation and immortal cell lines. In the case of organ transplantation,
monstrosity as a destabilisation of integrated selfhood is invoked by the cleaving open
of the body and its reception of a foreign object, and with it, the cultural narrative that
selfhood is profoundly disrupted and radically changed by this experience. This same
notion of monstrous versions of the self is similarly seen in the case of the immortal cell
lines HeLa and Mo, in which cancerous flesh, once removed from the living body, is reestablished as a living entity in vitro, and conceptually framed by a monstrous,
immortal self that lives beyond the mortal body.
ORGAN TRANSPLANATION AND THE INTRUS

In his article “Fragments for a Phenomenology of Organ Transplantation,” Varela
reflects upon his experience of undergoing a liver transplantation, describing the
transplant process and the extraordinariness of having another person’s organ placed
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within his own body. For Varela, the experience necessitates a re-evaluation of the
boundaries of human corporeality:
We are left to invent a new way of being human where bodily parts go
into each other’s bodies, redesigning the landscape of boundaries in the
habit of what we so definitively used to call distinct bodies.39
Within the process of organ transplantation, as with other biotechnologies in which the
transference of bodily fragments between human beings and even across species is a
common occurrence, the imagined corporeal boundaries between self and other are, in
the context of cultural narratives of transplantation, rendered violable, highlighting the
permeability and slipperiness of human ontology. In this paradigm, the concept of
selfhood is predominantly founded on a liberal humanist model of subjectivity, wherein
it is perceived to be autonomous and self-contained; this status of a fundamentally
individual selfhood is thus profoundly disrupted by the apparent permeability of the
body. Organ transplantation thus reveals the potential for the parameters of human
being to be reconfigured and destabilised.

As a consequence, narratives of organ

transplantation belie a profound anxiety about what Shildrick describes as “ontological
contamination”, in which the body, through being literally cleft open, is metaphorically
opened up to a kind of dis-integration.40

The transference of flesh from different bodies that occurs with organ transplantation
would thus seem to require a renegotiation of corporeal boundaries, wherein the
parameters of the body are made fluid and permeable.41 Waldby discusses this notion
when she writes of the way in which bodily donation involves the rendering of
conceptual boundaries between self and other violable. As Waldby notes,
to give an organ, blood, ova, embryos, sperm or cells is to be caught up
in a social and embodied circuit in which the significance of one’s
personhood imbues the fragment. To receive and incorporate another’s
organs or tissues involves a complex modification of the recipient’s
embodied identity, as the habitual equation between the limits of the
body and the contours of the ‘I’ is thrown into question.42
Hence, organ transplantation requires a renegotiation of not just corporeal boundaries of
the physical body, but also of embodied selfhood; when one’s body can be synthesised
with another person’s, the relationship between embodiment and identity is made
39
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As will be demonstrated, the renegotiation of selfhood and being

that occurs within the transplantation process affects the organ recipient, the organ
itself, and the organ donor. All of these participants in the transplantation process
undergo radical shifts in the parameters of their ontology, and through this, ultimately
reveal the monstrosity of human being: where bodies can be so readily opened up and
living fragments shifted between individuals, the very status of physical integrity, and
its concomitant illusion of individual embodied selfhood, are profoundly jeopardised.
Indeed, as Foucault describes the monster, it is
the mixture of two realms […]It is the mixture of two individuals: the
person who has two heads and one body or two bodies and one head is a
monster.”43
The monstrous then, within the context of organ transplantation, is evoked by the
melding of what would otherwise be imagined to be irreconcilably separate; the self and
the other. This is highlighted where individual selfhood is perceived to be synonymous
with genetic identity: following organ or bone transplantation, the recipient body
contains two different DNA profiles within a single organism.

Within the process of transplantation, there are a number of participants, all of who
undergo a shift in relation to their status as human subject or corporeal artefact. The
reconfiguration of selfhood that arises from transplantation, described by Varela “a
mixed or hybrid space” results in hybrid bodies that incorporate seemingly disparate or
contradictory corporealities.44 For example, the organ donor, who is often in a state of
‘brain death’ immediately prior to biological death, occupies a liminal space between
life and death, and likewise, the organ recipient embodies both self and other, by
simultaneously embodying their own flesh and the bodily fragment of another person.
Even the transplanted organ itself can be seen to embody this same sense of liminality:
it is simultaneously alive yet inanimate, both foreign object and incorporated body part,
and belongs to, and is identified with, two different individuals.

In the case of

xenotransplantation, where organs are transferred across species, boundaries delineating
human life become even further complicated, where it is not only individual selfhood
but also one’s very status as a human being that is thrown into question. Through these
shifts between selfhood and otherness, the body that undergoes transplantation evokes
the condition of monstrosity: transplantation revolves around bodies and body
43
44
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fragments that are simultaneously both self and other, and through this dual
embodiment, transplantation highlights the arbitrariness of the boundaries defining the
self.

The following section will chart the various participants in the organ

transplantation process in relation to ontological slippage, beginning with a discussion
of the donor body, and moving through the transplant organ and concluding the organ
recipient.

Perhaps one of the most striking conditions of monstrosity within the transplantation
process is that of the donor body.

Where donors are clinically dead (devoid of

heartbeat) there is relatively little ambiguity about their medical or sociological status,
as they are, with western culture at least, understood to be deceased. Even where the
condition of death itself is often ambiguous (as discussed in previous chapters), there is
very little doubt that the body without heartbeat or pulse is dead. In contrast, the “braindead” body, that is the primary source for obtaining transplant organs, has no such
clarity of ontological status; rather it occupies a liminal space, embodying both life and
death, in terms of medical, sociological and cultural perspectives.

Brain death is

diagnosed when the body has lost the capacity to self-regulate, and can only continue to
live with technological assistance; the brain-dead body may continue to breathe with the
assistance of a ventilator, yet is considered to be “dead” by virtue of the cessation of
“brain activity” and its resultant incapacity to self-regulate.45 Within a medical model,
once brain activity has ceased, the ‘self’ is no longer perceived to exist or be alive in
any embodied sense.46 The brain-dead body, including also its organs, is perceived to
be living flesh devoid of subjectivity, thus rendering transplantation ethically viable. In
the same way that a recently decapitated chicken is clearly animate, yet is, for all intents
and purposes, considered to be dead, so too is the brain-dead body perceived to be
lacking in “life” despite its living flesh. Within western medicine the brain-dead body
is viewed as being in a “vegetative” state, a term that is eerily evocative: it is perceived
to be a living object, one that is devoid of subjectivity and is accorded the same ethical
status as a vegetable still attached to a living plant: although it is, biologically speaking,
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alive, it is, in ethical terms dead, and can be culled and harvested without any ethical
consequences.47

The ambiguous ontology of the brain-dead body and the anxiety it evokes is captured in
the many horror narratives in which the living dead are monstrous figures that threaten
human life. The zombie for instance is a monster that epitomises the anxiety elicited by
the living dead: not only does it inhabit the shadowy realms between life and death but,
by devouring human brains, seeks to infect livings human with its own ontological
transgression through the act of cannibalism. As Slavoj Žižek explains, the paradox of
the “living dead” is that “death and the death stench it spreads are a mask sheltering a
Life far more “alive” than our ordinary daily life.”48 The living dead therefore point to
a crisis of the taxonomy of life itself; they highlight the capacity for the embodiment of
death within life and foreshow its inevitability.

The living dead are profoundly

unsettling as they transgress imagined ontological boundaries.

Yet where the living dead have had a long existence within folklore and myth, brain
death is only a relatively recent phenomenon; artificial ventilators have only existed
since the 1960s, and prior to this, most bodies incapable of self-regulating would die of
their own accord.49 Brain death is a condition unique to the intensive care unit of a
hospital as the brain-dead patient would be completely dead (biologically and cranially)
in any other context.50 As Linda Hogle explains, the ability to prolong human life, albeit
in a brain-dead state, by medical technologies has resulted in the need to redefine death
and selfhood, and such reconceptualisations are highly fraught with ambiguity.51 The
ambiguous status of the brain-dead person as embodying death and life simultaneously
is captured in its gruesomely evocative synonyms: “living cadaver,” “living corpse,”
“ventilated corpse” and “beating-heart cadaver”.52 The unique ontology of the brain
dead body is captured in these seemingly oxymoronic terms in which life and death are
47
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embodied simultaneously.53 From the point of brain death onwards, the body continues
to exist as a living organism, albeit one that is artificially maintained. Yet at the same
time, it ceases to be conceptualised as a ‘patient’ and is transformed into a corpse, albeit
one that is alive. As Hogle summarises this problem, brain death as a
boundary marker was constructed to make the distinction between life
and death, human and technology, natural and artificial distinct. Instead,
this medical-legal construction left us with an even more ambiguous
entity; [in the form of] the “living cadaver”.54
To further complicate the paradox of living death, organ donors, or potential donors, are
often assigned a status in relation to the magnitude of their death, that is, how dead they
actually are. Medical staff responsible for procuring organs might refer to bodies as
“dead, in which case they have undergone cardiopulmonary arrest or “double dead” in
which case they are brain dead, with “triple dead” referring to a body that has been dead
for a sufficiently long time as to render its organs and tissues unsuitable for transplant.55
Such linguistic intricacies highlight the instability of the boundaries delineating life and
death within the context of brain death and organ transplantation.56 As Marx Wartofsky
notes, human death is “a socially constituted fact requiring a judgment”; the friction
between social judgment and medical “truth” is exemplified in the delineations of brain
death.57

In addition to revealing the ethical intricacies of organ transplantation, the anxiety
surrounding delineations of brain death also indicates the inherent ambiguity in the
notion of death itself. Even beyond the categorisation of death in terms of the capacity
for organ harvesting, biological death and life are not always clearly delineated. While
the cessation of a heartbeat or the absence of activity in a brain scan are relatively
discernible, the ontological status of the brain-dead body is relatively ambiguous.
Likewise, the exact moment of death of an entire body, including all its various tissues
and cells, is also difficult to define. As Richard Selzer writes:
53
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You do not die all at once. Some tissues live on for minutes, even hours,
giving still their little cellular shrieks, molecular echoes of the agony of
the whole corpus […] the heart stops; the blood no longer courses; the
electricity of the brain sputters, then shuts down. Death is now
pronounceable. But there are outposts where clusters of cells yet shine,
besieged, little lights blinking in the advancing darkness. Doomed
soldiers, they battle on.58
As Selzer explains, the body is revitalised almost immediately after biological death
occurs, through the action of bacteria that inhabit the body and that subsequently begin
to transform the corpse at the instant of death. Death would seem in this case not to
occur at an abstract moment in time, but rather take place as a gradual process of dying
over a period of seconds, or even years in the case of brain death. As Waldby explains
this, the concept of brain death implies a “process of death…a distributed temporality
rather than a single point in time.”59 In this sense, rather than there existing a clear
delineation between life and death, the two states exist as if at ends of a continuum, with
self-regulating life at one end, biological death at the other, and brain death somewhere
in between.

This notion of death as a process rather than a clearly delineated status is exemplified in
the transplant organ. Within accounts of the transplantation process, the transplant
organ is often neglected, yet a consideration of its ontology reveals many of the
ambiguous corporealities involved in organ exchange. Plucked from the donor body, the
transplanted organ continues to live in isolation until such time as it is resurrected in the
recipient. And it is this resurrection of the organ that is so vital to its existence: as
Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney notes, organ transplantation “enables a literal rebirth through
death.”60 This peculiar afterlife of the organ exists only so long as the recipient body
continues to live; once the recipient dies, the organ undergoes its second and final death
and is transformed into human remains. Thus the recipient and the organ are locked in
a kind of co-dependent relationship, just as the recipient depends on the organ to
supplement its incomplete anatomy in order to survive, so too does the organ need a
host body in order to live.
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In addition to its biomedical delineations, death is imbued with differing significances
within social and cultural contexts: within a medical framework the brain becomes the
locus of death and indeed life, yet within a social model, the self is often imagined to be
distributed throughout the body. Indeed as Margaret Lock notes, the concept of brain
death is highly problematic in Japan where, in contrast to the western philosophical
tradition of the heart in the modern era and the brain in the postmodern era serving as
the locus for selfhood, the soul has historically been perceived to be dispersed
throughout the body.61 Ohnuki-Tierney similarly discusses this notion, suggesting that
within Japanese culture, prior to the introduction of “modern medical science”, the
stomach was believed to house the soul, hence the tradition of hari-kiri (suicide by
auto-disembowelment) as a means for releasing the soul.62 While for the most part
current western medical models attribute the locus of selfhood to the brain, within
western society and indeed many other societies, there is nonetheless a hierarchical
significance attached to various bodily parts other than the brain.63 As Elizabeth
Hallam, Jenny Hockey and Glennys Howarth note, certain body parts are attributed with
a “personal” significance; for instance eyes are perceived to be more closely related to
personhood than organs such as kidneys or livers.64 In part, this hierarchical status
accorded to bodily parts in terms of their violation of the deceased can also be attributed
to the fact that, during the deceased’s life, certain body parts such as the liver or kidneys
would have remained concealed within the body, whereas body parts such as eyes or
hands would have had a strong association with the deceased from the perspective of
grieving relatives.

Underlying many narratives of donor transformation is a fundamental paradox in
relation to dualistic conceptualisations of the self. On the one hand, the very concept of
brain death is predicated on a medically founded belief that the self is constituted in the
61
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functioning brain. Without brain activity, the body is no longer a self but instead is a
living artefact, a personless object. Yet despite this medical framework, within many
cultural and social narratives the living organs that are resurrected in the recipient body
are perceived to contain a social or personal residue of the person from whom they
originated.65 This is said to be evinced in the way that organ transplantation effects
changes to organ recipients’ social and cultural identity. One of the more extreme
examples of this is noted in an article in The American Journal of Psychiatry, which
describes the story of a Ku Klux Klan Grand Dragon who underwent a kidney
transplant.66 After learning that his kidney was donated by an African-American man,
the organ recipient renounced his racism and joined the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People.67 In many similar narratives, however, it is not
simply the generosity of the donor that is seen to cause recipients to change their beliefs
and attitudes post-transplant.

Contemporary culture is permeated with myths about

organ recipients who describe sudden and unexpected changes to their personality after
transplantation.68 Numerous stories of organ transplantation circulate within popular
culture about organ recipients who, after undergoing an organ transplant, develop
sudden and unexplained predilections for foods, music, sports or sexual practices that
had never previously interested them before receiving a donor organ; in such narratives
the unexplained predilections of the recipient almost invariably coincide with those of
the deceased organ donor. In the case of one particular story of a heart transplant for
example, the organ recipient, William Sheridan, who had previously had no artistic
talent prior to undergoing a heart transplant, suddenly developed immense interest and
skill in drawing following the receipt of another person’s heart; as it transpired, the
heart donor was “very artistic” and this was touted to be the reason for Sheridan’s
newly found artistic skills.

69

Such cases are frequently lauded as proof of “cellular

memory”, a premise that is largely refuted by scientists and medical practitioners
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alike.70 In addition to their presence within popular culture, these concerns are also
often enacted in fictional narratives, such as in the film Return to Me, in which the
bereaved husband of a heart donor unwittingly falls in love with the recipient of his
wife’s heart; the wife’s heart, resurrected in another body, is perceived to retain some
residue of her original selfhood and is posited as the reason for the attraction.71

The

basis for these narratives that centre on an imagined residual selfhood within the body
fragment can be explained by Sharp’s notion that:
transplantation is a personally transformative experience in which the
transfer of organs to otherwise irreparable bodies often radically alters an
organ recipient’s definition of self. These personal transformations are
dynamic and develop within the context of a particular cultural milieu.72
Narratives of organ transplantation, whether allegedly proving the existence of cellular
memory or implying that selfhood is distributed throughout the body, reveal an anxiety
about the exact location of personhood. Such narratives indicate a concern that the
insertion of a foreign organ into the body enacts a disruption and subsequent
transformation of the self. Where the body fragment is perceived to contain an element
of the donor’s personhood, the process of incorporating a foreign organ through
transplantation is imagined to be a profoundly transformative experience. If the
transplant organ is perceived to be no more than a piece of living flesh, devoid of
personhood, then its transferral is akin to undergoing a prosthetic implant, where a
relatively inert metal plate or artificial joint might be inserted into the body. However,
the process of organ transplantation becomes radically complicated in terms of recipient
identity when the transplant organ is imagined to somehow retain a form of identity or
personhood beyond the donor’s (brain) death. The incorporation of the transplant organ
in this context becomes fraught with an anxiety about the potential embodiment of dual
personhood, of the organ as a kind of impostor, not just in immunological terms but also
socially.

Where, as Waldby has noted, the process of transplantation enables a form of
intercorporeality wherein bodies are figuratively opened up by the incorporation of a
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foreign organ, this can also have a profoundly alienating effect. Narratives of organ
transplantation are permeated with metaphors of estrangement and alienation from the
self, particularly in relation to the organ recipient. Jean-Luc Nancy explains the sense
of alienation and estrangement resulting from organ transplantation in relation to the
concept of the intrus, or intruder.73 As Nancy notes, the concept of strangeness, used in
the context of organ transplantation wherein the foreign organ functions as a kind of
stranger to the self, is inextricably linked with the notion of intrusion. For Nancy,
intrusion involves the entering of something or somewhere “by force, through surprise
or ruse” and is defined by the intruder’s lack of permission, either logically or ethically,
to access the territory into which it enters.74 The stranger, according to Nancy, by
definition must thus retain some aspect of intrusion: if the stranger were to be expected
or welcomed, they would no longer be strange.75 Accordingly, the insertion of a strange
or foreign entity that occurs with organ transplantation incorporates this aspect of the
intrus; the transplantation of the foreign organ, despite being vital for its recipient’s
health, nonetheless constitutes a form of intrusion into corporeal integrity.

In other

words, having one’s body opened up, an old organ removed and discarded, and a new,
foreign organ inserted within, shatters what is an imagined “organic integrity” of the
physical body, both literally through its surgical cleavage, and more symbolically in the
incorporation of foreign matter. 76 Following from this, the literal cleaving open of the
body to insert the intrus organ mirrors the symbolic rupturing of the self that occurs
through the disruption of the notion of unified selfhood: the very concept of the
integrity of selfhood becomes profoundly problematic when one’s embodied self
becomes intertwined with the body fragment of another. As Waldby notes, the organ
recipient is “compelled to reorient their sense of embodied identity, to stretch, double or
split it in some kind of way.”77 In this bodily context then, the body of the organ
recipient is rendered uncanny: where selfhood might be seen as the quintessential
embodiment of the heimlich, the intrusion into the self by a stranger that same selfhood
is rendered profoundly unheimlich.78 The intrus constitutes a kind of monstrous body, a
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fragment that must be physically embodied, but that cannot be schematically
incorporated into imagined notions of human being.

This notion of the foreign organ as intrus is furthered by the potential for organ
rejection that often occurs with transplantation.

The two-fold relationship in which the

organ and recipient are involved, wherein each depends on the other for survival, is
underpinned by the recipient’s immunological response to the foreign organ. Moreover,
the

body’s

immunological

response

to

the

intruder

is

tempered

by

the

immunosuppressant medication necessary to retain the organ.79. Within the notion of
organ rejection is thus a reinstation of the biomilitary politics of difference that Waldby
and others identify within immunological discourse.80 As Waldby explains in her study
of immunological discourse, as do Haraway and Martin, the immunological system is
often presented in terms of biomilitary metaphors in which the body is perceived to be
analogous to a nation-state defended by the armed immune system.81 In this paradigm,
79
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the intrus organ would be akin to a kind of foreign invader, a coloniser who must be
tolerated for the good of the corpus, despite its radical strangeness.

Through these kinds of metaphors, the notion of the body as a stable and self-contained
entity, one that must be protected from the invading hordes of disease, contagion and
otherness, is reiterated in the concept of immunological rejection. As Waldby notes, the
immunological response triggered by the reception of a foreign organ also points to a
“crisis of the recipient’s relation to the organ and the complexity of its incorporation”;
the organ is neither “affectively or psychically neutral.”82

Thus, the concept of

rejection and intrusion is not limited to the immunological, but surfaces also in the
psychological. Organ transplant recipients have been known to psychologically reject
transplant organs; although, with the aid of immunosuppressants the organ may be
successfully incorporated by the body, for some recipients, the implications of having a
foreign organ or body attached to them are psychologically untenable. In a recent case,
a transplant recipient, Clint Hallam underwent a hand transplant, but after several
months chose to have the limb from which he felt “mentally detached” amputated. 83 In
a similar case, a man underwent a penis transplant, but decided to have the organ
amputated following rejection by his wife.84 In this sense, the dual embodiment of self
and other is a state that is psychologically unresolvable.

It is the notion of the foreign organ as the intruder resurrected in the self, that
constitutes the basis for the discourse of monstrosity that permeates organ
transplantation. The slippage between conceptualisations of self and body, organ and
corpus, reflects a fundamental ambiguity and subsequent anxiety about the
transgressions of self that occurs during organ transplantation. Where the transplanted
organ is resurrected within the self, there is simultaneously a fear of the potentially
intrusive selfhood of the foreign body and a desperate need for that same foreign body
to be successfully incorporated in order to live.

Thus the breaching of imagined
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ontological boundaries that occurs with organ transplantation evokes the same anxiety
as that of the monstrous; an intense fear of the fragility of delineations of humanness.

This notion of the monstrosity of ontological slippage is exemplified in the case of
xenotransplantation, in which non-human organs are transferred into human beings.
Xenotransplantation raises the spectre of cross-species contamination, in which not only
are the imagined boundaries between self and other rendered permeable, but the very
delineations between human and non-human are additionally complicated.85 In the case
of xenotransplantation, the notion of the Gothic monster as a kind of “beast within” is
literalised: the animal organ is incorporated by the human corpus. The transference of
organs across different species gives rise to intense cultural anxieties about the potential
for contamination, both actually in terms of transferred viruses, and also ontologically
in relation to the de-sanctifying of “human” as a definitive category.86

Marsha

Rosengarten explains that xenotransplantation is situated within an ethical and
sociological quandary in relation to which species’ organs are deemed to be most
suitable for transplantation into the human body.

Where primates might seem an

obvious choice given their taxonomic proximity to humans, this similarity also renders
them ethically unsuitable to be bred specifically for the purpose of harvesting organs, as
doing so would expose them to “too much suffering.”87 Pigs on the other hand, are
already bred for the sole purpose of being slaughtered and are thus not subject to the
same ethical standards that would seem to apply to primates.88 Additionally, compared
with primates, some scientists believe that there is a lesser risk of viral transference
from animal to human, where pigs’ organs are used because of their taxonomic distance
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Its potential for viral contamination aside, the process of

xenotransplantation further exposes the body to the socio-cultural threat of ontological
contamination which, as Shildrick notes, constitutes a kind of ideological contagion.90
This is additionally complicated by the cultural projection of ideology onto specific
organs; when the heart for instance, with all its western cultural significance as the
locus of selfhood and the essence of the soul, is replaced by a pig’s heart, along with all
the negative connotations of the porcine, a new ontology of the human comes into
being.91 All of the linguistic associations of the porcine are suddenly imbued with an
added pertinence in the context of xenotransplantation. As a wholly human being, one
might be pig-headed, eat like a pig, or live in a pigsty, but such metaphors are based
upon the notion that any corporeal conflation of the human with the animal is ludicrous,
and indeed undesirable.

However, once the possibility of actual human-animal

incorporation becomes a viable reality, the hyperbolic function of animal metaphors
disintegrates, as the human body is literally rendered open to the monstrous otherness of
the animal.92 Xenotransplantation opens up the possibility of a human-animal hybridity
of being, akin to a chimeric ontology.

In this way, xenotransplantation highlights the radical shift in ontological status that
takes place within human-to-human organ transplantation: while the organ donor may
not be as visibly different from the recipient as an animal might be, there is nonetheless
a similar imaginary act of ontological violation that takes place through the intrusion of
the other. The transplant body is therefore a distributed one, the self dispersed amongst
different corporeal identities, locked in what Nancy describes as the “three-fold grip of
the stranger/the foreign: that of the decision, of the organ, and of the transplant’s
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effects.”93 Yet where the incorporation of a stranger’s body part, from one perspective,
constitutes a rupturing of selfhood, it may also be viewed as an act of supplementation
rather than loss. As John Frow suggests, the donor organ functions as a form of vital
prosthesis, one that supplements the lack in the recipient body and creates a kind of
hybrid entity. According to Frow,
[T]ransplantation constructs a culturally very powerful myth of the social
body – this is, of the limits and the powers of all our bodies. This is a
myth of the restoration of wholeness and of the integrity of the body: a
myth of resurrection. Yet this wholeness can be achieved only by the
incorporation of the other. The restored body is prostheticized: no longer
an organic unity but constructed out of a supplement, an alien part which
is the condition of that originary wholeness.94
As Frow notes, cultural narratives of transplantation suggest a resurrection of the
integrity of the body, where previously the recipient body was previously rendered
incomplete by its incapacity to function autonomously. Through the resurrection of the
donor organ within, the recipient body is made to function again, but can only do so
through its fusion with a foreign object, one without which it cannot live independently.

Without wishing to resort to the kind of “metaphorical opportunism” that typifies many
discussions of the prosthesis, Frow’s view of the resurrected organ as a form of
prosthetic apparatus resonates with the Derridean supplement.95

For Derrida, the

supplement adds value to an object whilst at the same time highlighting that object’s
inherent deficiency, its lack of completion without the presence of the supplement.96
Were the object to be complete in and of itself, the supplement would be merely a
superfluous addendum; thus, the supplemented object is always, implicitly, incomplete.
In terms of transplant organs as prostheses, Derrida’s model of the supplement
elucidates the complex relationship between the transplant organ and organ recipient.
Just as the transplant organ functions as a kind of supplement to the recipient body, a
genetically and socially foreign corporeal addendum to the body, so too does it
highlight that body’s incapacity for self-maintenance; without the supplementary
93
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transplant organ, the recipient would invariably die because of its lack of ability to selfregulate.

Where the prosthesis in this instance thus functions as a kind of vital addendum to the
body, it is also often viewed within cultural discourse, as Vivian Sobchack argues, as a
sign for the body itself.

As she explains in “Beating the Meat”, contemporary

technophilic discourse is pervaded by metaphors of the body as prothesis, in which
selfhood is radically disembodied and the body relegated to the status of object. As
Sobchack notes, this view fails to account for the importance of the “lived body” in the
construction of human subjectivity and is predicated on a figurative amputation of the
body from the self.97 When illness (in Sobchack’s case, a literal amputation) occurs, it
reconfigures selfhood as profoundly embodied, inseparable from the flesh that
dominates its existence.98 In such a case physical suffering, previously imagined to be
“alien to the body” is transformed from the domain of the medically theoretical to the
intensely personal.99 Through sickness and pain, the body, previously a forgotten entity
in the paradigm of personhood, is rendered strange by virtue of its sudden insistent
presence. Drew Leder describes this phenomenon in detail in The Absent Body, where
he notes that through illness, the body undergoes a process of dys-appearance; while
the state of physical wellness renders the body invisible, the dysfunctionality of
sickness imbues the body with an intense presence that is impossible to ignore.100 Yet
as Leder also notes, this sudden appearance of the body is concomitant with a
simultaneous sense of estrangement from it: as a consequence of illness or imminent
death, the body emerges “as an alien thing, a painful prison or tomb in which one is
trapped.”101 Through its sudden appearance, the body becomes a strange object, one that
cannot be denied. As Nancy describes this phenomenon:
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Until now [my heart] was foreign by virtue of its being insensible, not
even present. But now it falters, and this very strangeness refers me
back to myself: “I” am, because I am ill…But what is done for is this
other, my heart. Henceforth intruding, it must be extruded.102
Regardless of any foreign organ it may eventually incorporate, the body is thus rendered
through sickness “thing-like”, and illness consequently elicits a sense of alienation and
estrangement.103 Moreover, in the case of transplantation, the diseased organ itself
becomes a kind of intruder, an impostor that jeopardies the well-being of the overall
organism. For Nancy, his own diseased heart became, through illness ““a stranger to
me, intruding through its defection – almost through rejection.”104 In this instance, the
corporeal rejection that elicits the intrus is not immunological or psychological but
comes from the experience of illness: the aberrant body, made dysfunctional through
illness, appears to reject life itself.105

The very fact of being ill, of having one’s life being jeopardised by one’s own body, is,
as Varela notes, a profoundly alienating experience:
I’ve got a foreign liver inside me. Again the question: Which me?
Foreign to what?...The foreignness is the unsettledness of the belonging
with other organs in the ongoing definition that is an organism. In that
sense my old liver was already foreign; it was gradually becoming alien
as it ceased to function, corroded by cirrhosis. 106
Varela’s “own” liver is thus presented as a foreign entity, an organ seemingly
uncommitted, if not completely detrimental, to the wellbeing of his overall body.107
Thus, for Varela, the sense of bodily violation that is implicit in Nancy’s notion of the
intrus does not only arise from biomedical phenomena such as transplantation, but also
occurs as a consequence of sickness. While the process of transplantation itself requires
a renegotiation of corporeal boundaries, this same reconfiguration of embodied selfhood
can thus be seen to occur as a result of the disease that necessitates the transplantation
itself. Illness evokes a sense of estrangement when the body appears and is experienced
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as unfamiliar: the fact of sickness strikes a “blade of alterity” that renders selfhood
radically separate from the body.108 Illness transforms the body, rendering it both object
and inescapable self. It reinstates the insistence of the body, revealing its all-consuming
importance, whilst at the same time highlighting the fragility of embodied being and the
tenuousness of disembodied subjectivity. Through illness, the body thus becomes a
monstrous entity, one that threatens both the life and embodiment of its sufferer.
Illness, as David Morris notes,
is a fluid process that changes as we change, enigmatic, insubordinate,
subjective. It captures bodies, minds, and emotions, remains at its
deepest level inaccessible to language, and alters the influence of nonmedical events”109
Just as the monster defies language, existing in a state beyond ontological
categorisation, so too is the sick body unable to be contained, either literally or
metaphorically. The sick body “menaces. It erupts. It is out of control.”110 Like the
monster, the sick body is constantly undergoing a process of adjustment and flux:
illness is not static but changeable and always incomplete.

In light of the problematisation of bodily boundaries in the context of organ
transplantation and illnesses that precipitate it, it would seem that perhaps a
reassessment of the human is in order. Certainly many cultural theorists are quick to
claim that phenomena such as stem cell production, organ transplantation, cloning, and
any number of biomedical technologies have radically changed the ‘nature’ of human
being. Steven Best and Douglas Kellner for instance claim:
With the ever deeper incursion of science and technology into the natural
world, society, everyday life, and our very bodies (e.g., with wearable
computers, bionic implants, and modified genes), human beings and
technology are imploding.111
Such a view subscribes to a technologically deterministic philosophy wherein it is
presupposed that technology exists beyond the realm of culture, an external force of its
108
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own which projects its agenda onto human being. In relation to biomedical phenomena,
such perspectives are often concomitant with an assumption that, prior to its
technological transformation, the human was a fixed and definite entity.

As Squier

notes for example:
The practical and symbolic resources of creatures that border on the
human (animals and human embryos and fetuses, as well as tissues
cultured from them) are used to reshape that birth-to-death journey and
thus redefine the human. This robs human beings of some old certainties
and enables us to imagine new options.112
Yet while such phenomena as tissue transfer and xenotransplantation undoubtedly
reshape the “birth-to-death journey”, it is arguable whether the “old certainties” about
human ontology that Squier refers to ever in fact existed. In a similar vein to Squier,
Lesley Sharp also claims:
We have witnessed the advent of dialysis; the iron lung and then the
respirator; potent immunosuppressants that allow for the implantation of
foreign tissue; cybernetic systems; such visual technologies as X-rays,
sonography, fiber optics, and magnetic resonance imaging; and rapid
shifts in the overlapping fields of genetics and immunology. Such
technologies have an overwhelming capacity to challenge boundaries
between life and death, human and machine, self and other.113
This argument presupposes that, prior to biomedical transformation, it was in fact
possible to delineate the boundaries of the human body. This notion is fundamentally
problematic in that it assumes a prior ontological categorisation of the body as a static
and stable entity. In addition, such arguments further assume that, in order for the
body’s boundaries to be rendered unstable, this must somehow involve the individual’s
physical integrity being breached in a radical or literal way such as in organ
transplantation. In contrast, viewing the body and selfhood from the perspective of the
monstrous means that biotechnological phenomena, rather than transforming corporeal
boundaries, instead reveal how unstable these imagined boundaries have always been.
One does not need therefore to have undergone an organ transplant or be the ancestral
body of a cell line in order for the destabilisation of corporeal boundaries to occur:
within the context of the monstrous, the readjustments between notions of self and
112
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other, human and non-human, are taking place all the time and are an unavoidable
condition of human being, in the same way that, as Waldby notes, the intercorporeal
body reveals the flux of embodiment.114

As will be made evident, immortal cell lines illustrate how our bodily boundaries are
always fluid and permeable even without a literal intrusion by the other into one’s own
flesh.

The creation of immortal commodity from cancerous bio-waste in the case of

the HeLa and Mo cell lines indicates the ways in which notions of the body fragment
centres around anxieties about the parameters of the human and the relationship
between selfhood and embodiment. From this, the creation of immortal cell lines
reveals the ways in which boundaries delineating selfhood and corporeality are
constantly in flux and are, ultimately non-existent: human being is monstrous being.
HELA: ‘A MONSTER AMONGST THE PYREX’

As theorists such as Lisa Weasel and Hannah Landecker have noted, cultural narratives
of the HeLa immortal cell line are permeated by metaphors of HeLa’s contaminatory
and virulent properties.115 Descriptions of it as a “monster amongst the pyrex”, with
contaminatory and destructive properties recall the tropes of the ‘unnatural’ and violent
reproductivity that typify the uncontrollable body of the monstrous feminine. Certainly
the trope of the monstrous feminine is evident in narratives of HeLa, yet in addition to
its embodiment of the classic characteristics of uncontrollable monstrous femininity, the
immortal cell line, by its very name, indicates a fracturing of the imagined organic
integrity of the body and in doing so evokes a kind of post-biological monstrosity. This
form of the monstrous results from the way in which bodily fragments can be
resurrected in vitro, attaining a kind of disembodied immortality long after the death
and disintegration of the organism from which they are derived. The vigorous and
insistent ‘life’ of immortal cell lines, their constant self-propagation and growth beyond
the confines of the body, can be viewed in the context of the monster as “shifter”, an
uncontrollable living entity that changes form, both actually and symbolically.116 Like
the shape-shifter, the immortal cell line exists in multiple places simultaneously, in
114
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multiple forms and incarnations and lives beyond death. The anxieties elicited by this
capacity of the immortal cell line, as will be illustrated in the case of John Moore’s
spleen and the cell line derived from it, are seemingly brought into line by legal
discourse which seeks to quantify immortal flesh as “abandoned” body fragment. The
legal classification of immortal cell lines replicates the taxonomic law described by
Foucault, in which all things must be qualifiable; where the monster is an unqualifiable
being, an un-viable life form. The classification of the Mo cell line as abandoned
fragment (as opposed to commodity or gift) serves to illustrate the way in which
immortal cell lines ultimately constitute a form of the monstrous: as unclassifiable
entities that defy the economies of commodity or gift, immortal cell lines can only be
taxonomically defined in that most monstrous of categorisations: waste.

In 1951, a 31-year old woman named Henrietta Lacks was admitted to the John
Hopkins University Hospital after intermenstrual bleeding and was diagnosed with
cervical cancer.117 Doctors sewed a capsule of radium onto the wall of her cervix next
to the tumour that was growing there in an attempt to kill the cancerous growth.118 The
radium treatment was ultimately unsuccessful and Lacks died eight months later of
metastasis, after numerous other tumours had developed from the original one and
spread throughout her abdomen, eventually

leading to blood poisoning.119

Unbeknownst to Lacks or her family, the surgeon who had applied the radium eight
months before Lacks’ death had also, at the same time, taken a biopsy of the tumour on
her cervix which he had then sent to George and Margaret Gey at the John Hopkins
University Hospital.

At the time, the Geys were conducting research into the

relationship between different kinds of cervical cancer and were attempting to grow
cancerous cells in vitro.120 Although they had previously had little success in doing so,
they attempted to cultivate cells from Lacks’ tumour.121 Unlike the majority of cells
used in the Geys’ previous efforts, Lacks’ cells began to grow and proliferate rapidly,
seeming unaffected by their external environment.122 This property of rapid growth
made the cells ideal for research purposes, and George Gey began to send samples of
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the “immortal cell line”, so called because of its endless autogenesis, to colleagues
around the world to use in their research.123 Shortly after this, the HeLa cell line, named
after the first two letters of Henrietta Lacks’ name, was sold to research institutions and
used for research into various diseases such as polio.124 While the vigorous growth of
the HeLa cells made them ideal for conducting research into disease, it also had
unanticipated adverse effects. During the late 1960s, the cell line was the subject of
much controversy when it was discovered that the HeLa cells had contaminated a large
number of other cell lines.125 Through careless laboratory practice, they had infiltrated
other cell specimens, and in many cases, colonised them; researchers had unwittingly
been conducting experiments on HeLa cells, thus rendering their research invalid.126

The HeLa cell line is one of many “immortal” cell lines cultured from human cells for
biomedical research, so called because, given the right conditions, they will replicate
and continue to grow indefinitely. In contrast, most human cells, once removed from
the body, will replicate themselves only a limited number of times before they die of
their own accord; tissues extracted from most parts of the human body and grown in
vitro will typically die after approximately fifty replications.127

Cancerous cells, like

the ones from which the HeLa lines were derived, are the only known kind of human
cells that will keep on reproducing and dividing infinitely. Current estimates suggest
that the total mass of HeLa cells worldwide vastly exceeds that of the mass of Lacks’
body when she was alive, with hundreds of tons of cells living posthumously in
laboratories throughout the world.128 In this case, the very cells that ultimately killed
Lacks are the ones that proliferate in vitro beyond her death and thus, the body fragment
lives beyond the life and death of its original body. Furthermore, although Lacks is no
longer alive, and has long since decayed physically, fragments of her body continue to
grow and proliferate beyond her death.
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Landecker has discussed the ways in which metaphors of race and miscegenation
permeate many narratives detailing the contamination of other cell lines by the HeLa
cells. As she notes, the discovery of the HeLa cell’s contamination of other cells is
framed by racial rhetoric pertaining to Lacks’ African-American heritage. Landecker
notes the way in which descriptions of the HeLa cell line are infused with ideologies of
race and gender, wherein HeLa is described as: “aggressive,” “surreptitious,”
“renegade,” “catastrophic,” “indefatigable,” and, most tellingly, “a monster among the
Pyrex.”129 Such descriptions, Landecker notes, centre around Lacks’ identity as female
and black, and contributed to a representation of Lacks as promiscuous, a conceptual
linking of the HeLa cells with sexually transmitted disease.130

Furthermore, the

metaphors of contagion and contamination that surround HeLa belie anxieties about
miscegenation. As Landecker explains, many discussions of the discovery of HeLa
cells within other cell lines focused exclusively on the racial specificity of certain
genetic characteristics of the HeLa cells. Although many contaminated cell lines could
theoretically be identified as such simply because of the statistical unlikelihood of
different cell lines having identical properties, discussions of HeLa nonetheless focus on
particular cellular properties that are deemed to be racially specific. 131 In this way, the
contamination by HeLa of other cells is metaphorically and implicitly linked to Lacks’
race and gender.

Theorists have noted the way in which the figure of the monster is intricately connected
with race and gender, and the discourse surrounding HeLa in relation to these issues
similarly utilises the rhetoric of the monstrous.

This association between gender and

the HeLa cell line’s properties of uncontrollability and excessiveness recalls the
monstrous feminine. For many theorists, the embodiment of monstrosity is epitomised
by the reproductive female body, in which the womb functions as the locus for anxieties
about monstrous insemination and monstrous progeny.132 While this notion of the
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female monstrous originates, from the early modern era as Huet suggests, it persists in
current cultural discourse, often illuminated in science fiction and horror narratives.133
The projection of the monstrous onto the feminine body is, as Braidotti notes, clearly
illustrated in Ridley Scott’s Alien, in which the eponymous gigantic monster reproduces
by violently inseminating humans, both male and female alike.134 This uncontrollable
capacity of the feminised monstrous body to reproduce ‘unnaturally’ surfaces in
narratives surrounding the HeLa cell line that focus on its vigorous growth and
contamination of other cell lines and tissue culture. The narratives that frame the HeLa
cell line in terms of its capacity for contamination and excessive growth are shaped, as
Lisa Weasel notes, by cultural notions of the female body as uncontrollable and
aberrant. As Weasel explains, this is highlighted by the fact that cervical cancer is often
secondary to the sexually transmitted Human Papilloma Virus; consequently, the
history of the HeLa cell line is permeated with cultural myths about female sexuality
and disease, in which Lacks’ sexuality is connected with the cell line’s infectious and
contagious properties.135

Through the framing of the HeLa cell line as an excessive contaminant, the trope of the
feminine monstrous is evoked: as one scientist claims, HeLa’s monstrous progeny, if
not contained, “would have taken over the world.”136 The rhetoric of the monstrous
feminine that surrounds the narratives of HeLa is symptomatic of the difficulty in
situating immortal cell lines within a biological taxonomy.

In this sense, the

monstrosity of the immortal cell line is more complex than that racialised and
sexualised discourse that is symptomatic of the feminine monstrous. The monstrosity of
the immortal cell line instead centres, as with organ transplantation, around the notion
of the monster as shifter, a being that breaches ontological boundaries. The immortal
of conception. Huet, Monstrous Imagination, p.21. Stacey notes that the tetragenous birth “questions the
conventional wisdom of the beauty of creation.” Stacey, Teratologies, p.93. Teresa Heffernan puts
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cell line, like the monster as shifter, defies categorisation and cannot be contained
within a classificatory hierarchy. Just as the monster for Foucault cannot be situated
within the law, neither can the immortal cell be positioned within a taxonomic
epistemology. This is exemplified in the case of arguments for HeLa to be classified as
a kind of unique organism. Leigh Van Valen and Virginia Maiorana assert that the
HeLa cells constitute a new species.137 They suggest that the genotype of the HeLa
cells extends beyond the normal range of “viable humans” and that they thus occupy
“an ecological niche extremely different from that of humans”.138 Moreover, as they
note, the HeLa cells, by colonising other cell cultures in laboratories worldwide, exist
beyond the intended domain of their human cultivators, and for this reason they can be
seen to exist self-sufficiently, and can fulfil the criteria for a new species. Richard
Strathmann has similarly suggested that immortal cell lines constitute a new species
because they have the capacity to evolutionarily transform.139 Such debates as to the
exact biological status of cell lines illustrate the difficulty of biological categorisation,
due to the intricate assumptions and ideologies that underpin definitions of human life
and human being.

This notion of a post-biological self whose volume massively

exceeds that of the living body is thus fraught with all kinds of classificatory ambiguity.

The difficulty in determining the ontological status of HeLa is not however limited to
immortal cell lines; body fragments of all kinds elicit a similar kind of anxiety about
their taxonomic status. This ambiguity of the body fragment is highlighted in the case
of blood donation.

Whilst for organ transplantation, the organ is considered to be

biologically alive during the transplant process, and indeed once it is in the recipient
body, the same cannot be said of donated blood that is used in a blood transfusion.
Clearly, as a recipient of donated blood, one becomes involved in the circular exchange
of bodily fragments that, according to Waldby, renders the definition of one’s embodied
selfhood ambiguous.140

Yet even the process of donating blood,

without ever

necessarily receiving it, calls into question the delimitations of the body, During the
donation process, the blood beneath the skin is connected to the external blood
137
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contained in a bag, via a thin plastic tube. The metaphorical fluidity between inner
body and external world is literalised by the transfer of fluid from flesh to plastic. At a
certain point in the tube through which blood flows from the body to the bag outside, it
ceases to be part of the donor and becomes a form of excreted fluid, yet where exactly
this occurs, both physically and symbolically, is difficult to determine.

The status of the fragment is even further complicated when it takes on a synecdochic
role and functions as a sign for a body constructed by medical discourse.141 As Keating
and Cambrosio note,
the apparent body fragments are, in fact, body samples, which in turn are
always samples of some-thing or some-body. Of some-body, because
they come from a given patient (to whom, for instance, a medical record
containing the various laboratory reports is attached); and of some-thing,
because sampling operates less on the actual body than on the body as
constructed through models of the body – for instance, the various bodily
“systems.142
This capacity of the body fragment to signify the body as constructed by a particular
discourse is perhaps best illustrated within a genetic model of identity; the DNA
contained within a discarded body fragment such as a hair or flake of skin functions as
a genetic sign, a synecdoche of the body itself.143

The inconsistency and ambiguity that surrounds classifications of the fragment is
symptomatic of a difficulty in situating body fragments within a taxonomic order. This
ontological confusion is further complicated in the context of cell lines, because not
only are they “alive” but they also exist immortally in vitro. This manifestation of
“immortal” life accordingly calls into question imaginary boundaries delineating human
and non-human, and raises the possibility of post-life. The endless replication and
growth of immortal cell lines thus constitutes a kind of synthetic immortality, where the
immortal cells live within an artificial environment that is radically divorced from the
original location of a living human body. Whilst the complete body of origin may be
deceased, living tissues continue to live and grow indefinitely, thus achieving a form of
disembodied immortality.
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It is through this paradoxical and unclassifiable mode of life that immortal cell lines
constitute a form of the monstrous. Where the monstrous has been recruited to denote
feminine and racial excessiveness, it also indicates the transgression of boundaries;
immortal cell lines, through their uncontrollable self-propagation, also reveal the very
permeability and changeability of human being. Where transplantation evokes the
monstrous through the incorporation of the somatic intruder, immortal cells constitute
monstrous bodies because of their capacity for endless autogenesis, their
uncontrollability. In this way, immortal cell lines, as body fragments, do not serve as
monsters in and unto themselves, but reveal the permeability of ontological and
taxonomic boundaries: they manifest the fragility, the non-existence even, of the
organic integrity of the human. In doing so, immortal cell lines constitute a form of the
monstrous through their negation of taxonomic order. In the case of the Mo cell line, as
will be explained, this defiance of ontological order is symbolically contained by the
application of the law in determining the ontological status of the fragment; legal
discourse attempts to contain the excessive mobility of the monstrous shape-shifter.
MO: ONE MAN’S TRASH

In 1976, John Moore was diagnosed with a very rare form of hairy-cell leukaemia
which predominantly attacks the spleen. He was informed by his physician, Dr David
W. Golde, that he would have to have his cancerous spleen removed and subsequently
underwent a splenectomy at the University of California hospital. Over the next few
years, Moore returned to UCLA numerous times and gave blood, skin, and bone
marrow samples which he believed constituted part of the follow-up treatment for his
cancer. After several years of giving samples Moore was asked to sign a consent form
in which he was requested to waive the rights to any products of his body tissues to the
University of California; Moore responded to this by hiring a lawyer to investigate and
subsequently discovered that cells from his spleen, in the form of an immortal cell line,
were in fact patent number 4,438,032.144 Following his splenectomy, Dr Golde, and his
research partner Shirley Quan, had taken a specimen of the Moore’s spleen and
converted it into an immortal cell line named Mo. Moore subsequently sued UCLA,
claiming that he had a right to a share of the profit from the cell line derived from his
spleen. During the case, lawyers debated whether or not Moore was entitled to
ownership over the cell line derived from his spleen and whether it constituted a form of
144
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bodily fragment or waste. There was repeated dispute over whether or not the cell line
derived from Moore’s spleen was in fact a part of himself, albeit detached, to which he
had rights, or whether it belonged to UCLA.

Ultimately it was determined that,

although Moore had a case for his body tissues being used without his consent, the cell
line derived from his spleen was not his own property.

Rather, the Mo cell line was

deemed to be an invention created by Dr Golde, and was consequently the property of
UCLA.

The legal intricacies involved in determining ownership over bodily fragments in the
Moore case illustrate the difficulty in defining the boundaries of the human body. Yet,
legalities aside, the Moore case also points to what Paul Rabinow describes as one of
many “contemporary debates about the body, what its boundaries are [and] who owns
it.”145 While immortal cell lines are ultimately derived from a bodily fragment, unlike
most bodily fragments, they continue to live and grow after being separated from the
original body; they no longer have a clearly defined status or relationship with the
identity of the organism from which they were derived. This renders them radically
different from other bodily fragments such as teeth or hair, which are no longer alive
once removed from their original organism.

The difficulty in determining the legal and social status of such body fragments
indicates an ambiguity about the status of the body more generally, one that is not
limited to biomedical phenomena. In this sense, the human body itself is constantly
undergoing processes that call into question its imagined organic integrity and evoke the
excessiveness and taxonomic uncontainability of the monstrous. This is perhaps most
clearly exemplified in the case of waste, a trope that informs the case of Moore’s
spleen.

To return to Foucault’s conceptualisation of the monster, it
contradicts the law. It is the breach of the law taken to its furthest degree
[…] it violates the law while leaving it with nothing to say. It traps the
law while breaching it.146
145
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As he explains further,
Monstrosity requires a transgression of the natural limit…There is
monstrosity only when the confusion comes up against, overturns, or
disturbs civil, canon, or religious law…Monstrosity, however [as
opposed to disability] that calls law into question and disables it.147
Where the immortal cell lines embodied the characteristics of the monstrous, the
application of the law to the immortal cell line in the Mo case constitutes an attempt to
confine the monstrous within a legal discourse. One of the key legal disputes in the
Moore case was whether or not Moore’s spleen was in fact his own property, which
would imply that he had rights over it.

As Robert Mitchell explains, the court’s

ultimate verdict that Moore did not have rights to his spleen centred on a desire to
preserve an imagined dignity of the human body.148 To assign Moore’s spleen a value,
to deem it an object over which he could have ownership, would be to commodify the
body.
Commodification necessitates an assignation of economic value to the commodity that
is exchanged. Once human matter is thrust into this commodificatory exchange, it must
thus be assigned a value, and this is problematic precisely because the dignity of human
being is perceived to be incompatible with the notion of human flesh as commodity.149
As Mitchell explains this situation:
the human body and human life are represented as possessing an innate
dignity that is threatened as soon as a part of the body is assigned an
economic value. The value of the human body is understood as absolute,
incomparable to any other value.150
To assign an economic value to human life is therefore to suggest that human bodies
can be commodified and valued in the same way as objects, indeed as other animals’
bodies. As Lock writes:
the commodification of human cells, tissues and organs incites particular
concern because boundaries usually assumed to be natural and inviolable
are inevitably transgressed, raising concerns about ‘self’ and ‘other’,
‘identity’, ‘genealogies’, group continuity and so on.151
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In this way, the commodification of the body is seen to devalue the alleged specificity
of human being, to render it obsolete; where the human can be defined in terms of
commodity value, it is akin to any other animal or object and loses its singular status.

The ambiguity of the body fragment is further indicated by the way that, within
different contexts, bodily fragments are accorded differing values and significances. In
2002, when bio-artist Cynthia Verspaget listed a vial of her own DNA for sale on eBay
the item was removed by eBay administrators after two hours, as it violated the
company policy which dictated that “body parts” may not be sold on eBay.152 However,
as Verspaget notes, although the sale of DNA in addition to organs, blood, bone, sperm,
ova and body waste via eBay is prohibited, hair, which contains DNA within it is
nonetheless permitted to be sold. Furthermore, although “bones” may not be sold, it is
permissible to sell skeletons as long as they are to be “used for medical purposes”.153
Indeed, this discrepancy is not limited to the digital market: Paul Rabinow notes that a
similar inconsistency occurs under French law, where, although blood may not be sold
or bought, hair, nails and teeth are legally saleable. Likewise, placentas and umbilical
cords can be sold (and are used for cosmetics and pharmaceuticals), because they are
considered to be “abandoned”.154

The body’s imagined sacred dignity is often seen to be preserved by the gift-donation
economy.155 Organ transplantation for instance primarily centres on the notion of a giftexchange, where organs are donated and received, and in this way, in a legal sense at
least, the commodification of the body is supposedly avoided.156

Even while the

production and distribution of body fragments is a multi-million-dollar industry, an
illusion of the body’s dignity is maintained by the trope of donation which avoids the
cultural taboo of assigning the body a commercial value.157 As Marcel Mauss’ seminal
152
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study of the gift illustrate however, the gift is always implicitly involved in an economy
of reciprocity and obligation: gifts are neither given or received freely.158 This notion
gives rise to what Jacques Derrida describes as the impossible gift. For Derrida, giftgiving is essentially aporetic, as Marko Zlomislic explains: “Giving gifts makes pure
giving impossible [...] while the pure gift is impossible, pure giving is not
impossible.”159 Thus the notion of giving is irreconcilable with the gift; the moment a
gift has been given and received, the trope of giving is negated in favour of exchange,
hence the impossibility of the gift. Thus, even where donated body tissue is framed
through the logic of the gift, exchange is always implicated. And, as Mitchell notes, this
form of exchange need not necessarily be limited to the economic, but rather the
economy of exchange may additionally involve cultural and symbolic capital.160

The notion of the body fragment as commodity is, as Andrews and Nelkin note,
embedded within the language of biotechnology, where
Body parts are extracted like a mineral, harvested like a crop, or mined
like a resource. Tissue is procured – a term more commonly used for
land, goods, and prostitutes.161
This form of symbolic commodification of the body is, as Mitchell notes, perceived to
be a kind of profanity within legal and social discourse, wherein the body is
presupposed to have an innate dignity that is stripped by its being rendered as
commodity.162

But if the body fragment in the form of Moore’s spleen does not

constitute a commodity, neither does it classify as a human being.

The question

remains then, within a legal model that must impose classificatory order, what precisely
Moore’s spleen is.
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Mitchell and Waldby suggest that the body fragments in the Moore case are situated
within the discourse of waste. 163 The verdict of the Moore case was based in part on a
previous case, Venner v. State, in which the faeces expelled by a criminal defendant
whilst in hospital were seized from a bedpan by police and tested for traces of
narcotics.164

Although the defendant protested against the procuring of his body

fragments without his consent, his excreta were deemed to have been “abandoned” and
he subsequently had, legally, no rights to them.165 Moore’s cancerous spleen, once
removed from his body and consigned to the hospital’s garbage disposal system was
similarly relegated to the status of abandoned waste and could not constitute personal
property regardless of its eventual transformation into economic commodity.166

This

“strange merger between the discourses of dignity and garbage,” as Mitchell puts it
reveals a peculiar twist in the adage that one man’s trash is another’s treasure.167 Where
trash is usually defined by its very lack of value, Lacks’ and Moore’s cancerous biowaste, once resurrected as immortal cell lines, are in fact valuable commodities.168 Yet
as Moore discovered, bio-trash, once abandoned, cannot be reclaimed as property.
Thus, within legal discourse, the bodily fragment is rendered comprehensible and
containable by its classification as waste.

It is worth identifying at this point the discrepancy between waste and trash. As Barry
Allen suggests, trash is a category of its own, different from garbage which is “organic”
or rubbish which is “particulate”.169 Trash, according to Allen, is something that is used
up, obsolete, and “always has a past, a use that was spent.”170 In this context, Moore’s
spleen constitutes a kind of bio-trash; its biological function has expired and it no longer
fulfils its original purpose.
163
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resurrected, reinvested with value and returned to the realm of commodity provided that
it is legally reconfigured as waste.171

Waste has no legal or ethical significance

compared with body parts: it may sold ethically as it has no commodity value and
therefore poses no threat to the sanctity of the body.172

Yet while waste may have no commodity value, it nonetheless retains a significance of
its own. For Kristeva waste signifies
what never ceases to separate from the body in a state of permanent loss
in order to become autonomous, distinct from the mixtures, alterations,
and decay that run through it.173
Body waste is thus a kind of monstrous form, a substance that points to the abjection of
the body. The rendering of Moore’s spleen as waste indicates the legal and symbolic
need to situate the body within a taxonomic order, however arbitrary. The problem with
defining waste in the case of Moore is thus less the Mo cell line, which is already
clearly a commodity, than the cancerous spleen from which it was derived; while the
cell line has already been firmly situated within what Mitchell describes as “an
economic field of patents, copyrights, and trademarks,” the spleen’s value cannot be
framed within the same economic discourse.174

Thus the difficulty in the Moore case is not that Moore’s discarded spleen has no value:
rather, its value cannot be spoken within either the legal discourse or the taxonomic law
that defines it. It is through the unclassifiable value of the spleen, the ultimate rending
of it as waste, for lack of a better classification, that the case of Moore and, to be more
precise, his discarded spleen can be imagined to constitute a form of the monstrous.
According to Canguilhem,
When monstrosity has become a biological concept, when monstrosities
are divided into classes according to constant relationships, when we
pride ourselves that we are able to provoke them experimentally, the
monster is naturalized, the irregular brought back within the rules and the
prodigious becomes a matter of prediction.175
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The monster then exists outside of the law and simultaneously points to its limitations,
its inability to classify the unclassifiable. The legal classification of Moore’s spleen
therefore indicates an attempt to bring the monstrous into line, to tame it, as it were, by
situating it within the realm of contained, static relationships. But the very condition of
the monster’s being, indeed of Moore’s spleen as waste, is that it cannot be contained or
defined. As Foucault notes, “the monster is the transgression of natural limits, the
transgression of classifications, of the table, and of the law as table.”176 Thus the
monster cannot be neatly categorised as it exists separately from and beyond
classification. In the case of Moore, the categorisation of the spleen as waste does not
account for its particular ontological status, as Rabinow explains:
“While the law has spoken clearly in [the Moore] case, the broader
cultural issues of the body and the person, ethics, economics, and science
remain very much open to debate and clarification.”177
Thus, while the legal status of a bodily fragment can be determined to some extent,
however controversially, the body fragment in a socio-cultural context remains
problematic and fraught with ambiguity. The classification of Moore’s spleen as waste
thus points to a kind of desperate taxonomic urge: if not waste then what else? Waste is
the last resort of the failure of the law: that which cannot be categorised must be
discarded into the taxonomic trashcan.178 Thus, as the dual status of Moore’s spleen as
bio-waste and bio-commodity exemplifies, the bodily fragment occupies a troubling
ontological position. Like the corpse, which for Maurice Blanchot “evades the usual
categories,” the body fragment defies taxonomy, existing in a fluid realm that
transverses ontological boundaries.179
MONSTROUS TRANSGRESSIONS

The biotechnological monstrous then constitutes that which cannot be classified, that
which cannot be spoken, and ultimately that which defies and deconstructs the imagined
boundaries that delineate selfhood and human ontology.
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invoking a radical reconfiguration of human ontology, it would seem that they rather
expose the inherent nebulousness and ambiguity of such concepts. As Waldby explains
this, “biotechnological developments disclose issues (such as the definition of “human
being” or the unequal distribution of resources) that have never been resolved.”180 In
this context, therefore, rather than technologies necessitating a reconceptualisation of
“human life”, they rather draw attention to the difficulty in defining the boundaries of
human ontology. As Simon Williams notes in the case of bodily fluids, body parts have
a “literal and metaphorical power…to traverse borders and boundaries, which again
points to the transgressive nature of human corporeality.”181 While the notion that
human corporeality can have an innate or ‘natural’ quality is problematic, Williams’
remark nonetheless points to the way that, in reality, bodies are always in the process of
shifting and becoming.

Rather than constituting a radically new form of corporeality through their embodiment
of disparate subjects, organ transplantation and immortal cell lines in actuality
exemplify the ontological condition of human being, in which boundaries of selfhood
and corporeality are dynamic.182 In reality, the delineations and boundaries defining the
human body have always been fluid and unstable.

Taking a technologically

deterministic approach, by suggesting that rapidly evolving technologies are
fundamentally altering our conceptualisations of the human, fails to take this fact into
account. Phenomena such as organ transplantation or the cell lines constitute a literal or
extreme version of the corporeal negotiations and renegotiations that are in actual fact
an ongoing condition of human being.183 Our bodies are constantly excreting and
ingesting a range of different physical substances, some of which are perceived to be
inherently connected to selfhood, while others are perceived as insignificant. The
extraordinary corporealities of both transplant donors and recipients and of HeLa and
Mo thus highlight the difficulty in delineating the ambiguous boundaries of human
corporeality. Bodily fragments, regardless of whether or not they are resurrected in vitro
or in another human body, seem thus to necessarily occupy a liminal ontological status.
Thus, biomedical and genetic technologies which reconceptualise the human body
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highlight its ontological ambiguity and the impossibility of neatly defining the
parameters of the body.

Through is ambiguous ontology, the resurrected body fragment, whether transplant
organ or cell line, threatens ontological safety in a way that resonates with Shildrick’s
notion of contagion, wherein
the notion of the diseased, the unclean or the contaminated is never just
an empirical or supposedly neutral descriptor, but carries the weight of
all that stands against – and of course paradoxically secures – the
normative categories of ontology and epistemology.184
The resurrected body fragment therefore is not necessarily a monster in and of itself, but
constitutes the monstrous through its capacity to reveal the potential dissolution of self.
Indeed, as Shildrick notes, the ongoing ambiguity and flux of corporeality highlights the
monster a mirror for the vulnerability of the human:
Alongside the capacity to evoke anxiety and loathing, the vulnerability
that may seem to belong to it [the monster] is also our own. And,
moreover, as we reflect on the meaning of the monstrous, and on its
confusion of boundaries, the notion of vulnerability emerges precisely as
the problematic. The responses of disavowal of and identification with
the monstrous arise equally because we are already without boundaries,
already vulnerable.185
Thus the monster reveals an ongoing monstrosity of human being, a notion that Waldby
notes in relation to intercorporeality, which, she asserts, suggests the “contextual
vulnerability and non-autonomy of selfhood.”186

The potential for vulnerability of the monstrous body of organ transplantation and
immortal cell lines can be explained by the notion of horror autotoxicus, a medical
condition in which the auto-immune system fails to distinguish between the self, that is
one’s own body, and the other, misrecognising the self as a foreign body. 187

The term

horror autotoxicus was coined by a German immunologist, Paul Ehrlich, in the late
nineteenth century to denote an autoimmune disease. Horror autotoxicus incorporates
two seemingly contradictory meanings. Etymologically, as a dread of self-poisoning, it
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indicates the body’s innate capacity to differentiate between its own self and foreign
intruders. Yet within medical terminology, it also denotes the condition of autoimmune
malfunction where the immune system fails to discriminate between self and other. In
such a case horror autotoxicus occurs when the immune system misrecognises its own
body as a foreign intruder and subsequently attacks it. Thus, in a biomedical context,
the term is founded on an assumption that clearly delineated boundaries between self
and external world can be drawn. Horror autotoxicus as a metaphor of the biomedical
delineation between self and other draws attention to the complicated ontologies that
arise from phenomena such as organ transplantation and immortal cell lines. The dread
of self-poisoning suggested by horror autotoxicus is a profound anxiety about the
ontological ramifications of failing to differentiate between oneself and other. If the
boundaries defining the self can be transgressed and rendered permeable, then the very
notion of selfhood is threatened.

Indeed, as Judith Butler points out, vulnerability is a condition of social being, wherein
each of us is constituted politically in part by virtue of the social
vulnerability of our bodies – as a site of desire and physical
vulnerability, as a site of a publicity at once assertive and exposed. Loss
and vulnerability seem to follow from our being socially constituted
bodies, attached to others, at risk of violence by virtue of that
exposure.188
Where organ transplantation and immortal cell lines point to a profound anxiety about
situating the body within static taxonomical order, they also reveal therefore the
monstrous condition of human ontology: human being is chimerical, the body itself is a
hybrid comprised of constantly changing components. The transgression enacted by the
monster is an ongoing condition, one that “incessantly crosses and recrosses a line
which closes behind it,” and in doing so reveal the arbitrariness of the boundaries that
are breached.189 The monster is always a non-viable creature, yet exists nonetheless.
Where Teresa Heffernan notes that the monster in the form of the chimera is “always
the potential outcome of scientific inquiry”, in which the “human” is “radically altered”,
organ transplantation and immortal cell lines reveal that the very category of human
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being is contestable.190 As the body ingests and excretes its way through life, imagined
bodily boundaries are constantly being violated and transgressed; one need not literally
be a chimera to be monstrous.
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Uncanny reflections, medical
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The body both reflects and constitutes our biographies. Its surface can
tell about our past […] our current habits […] even our futures1

Towards the beginning of Don DeLillo’s White Noise, the novel’s protagonist, Jack
Gladney, an academic at a fictional midwestern university in the United States, is
exposed to a toxic chemical agent, Nyodene Derivative, during an industrial accident.2
Throughout the course of the novel, Jack undergoes repeated medical testing in the form
of blood tests, urine tests, and body scans, in order to determine the implications of his
exposure to the chemical. In response to the numerous bodily invasions and revelations
that he undergoes, Jack gains a heightened sense of his own mortality and the
unfamiliarity of his body-interior, as revealed in his rumination that:
Death has entered. It is inside you. You are said to be dying and yet are
separate from the dying, can ponder it at your leisure, literally see on the
X-ray photograph or computer screen the horrible alien logic of it all. It
is when death is rendered graphically, that it is televised so to speak, that
you sense an eerie separation between your condition and yourself
(pp.141-142)
In this passage, the representation of the body-interior by medical technologies creates a
rupture in the experience of embodiment, wherein the corporeal body is profoundly
estranged from the notion of self and rendered alien by the visual reconfiguration it
undergoes when transformed into medical image. This notion of the estrangement
1
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enacted by medical imaging technologies forms the central tenet of this chapter, which
aims not necessarily to offer a close reading of White Noise, although White Noise will
certainly be discussed in detail, but rather to use the novel as a foundation for
elucidating the way in which medical imaging technologies give rise to estrangement
and the uncanny by creating a medicalised double self, a digital doppelgänger.

This chapter argues that the visualisation of the body-interior enacted by such medical
imaging technologies as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography
(CT), ultrasound and x-ray represent the body in a decorporealised mode radically
detached from the experience of embodiment, and in doing so evoke the uncanny by
estranging the self from the body-interior. In this context, the body produced by these
images functions as a kind of double or doppelgänger.

This reading of the double in

relation to medical imaging technologies takes Sigmund Freud’s model of the uncanny
as its starting point, in which the rendering of the familiar (heimlich) radically
unfamiliar (unheimlich) elicits anxiety and fear.

This concept of the uncanny is

developed in relation to the way that the self and the experience of selfhood are
rendered strange by their technological representation.

In the context of medical

imaging technologies, and in White Noise, the uncanny is thus implicated in a
technological relationship, in which the supernatural, historically the ideological
framework for the doppelgänger, is replaced by the technological as the primary source
of uncanny anxiety.

The discussion in this chapter of the way that visions of the body-interior created by
medical imaging technologies elicit a sense of estrangement might seem at first glance
to indicate an essentialist logic; where the image of the interior body can be seen to
evoke alienation, it might equally be perceived to create a sense of imagined corporeal
reintegration, wherein the otherwise unknown recesses of the body-interior are “fleshed
out” by through their visualisation, rather than being rendered strange. The purpose of
reading medical imaging technologies in relation to the uncanny and the doppelgänger
is therefore not to put forward an argument asserting that estrangement is the exclusive
or predominant effect of viewing the interior body, nor is it to reinstate Freud’s model
of the uncanny. Rather, the analysis of White Noise is undertaken with the aim of
interrogating medical imaging technologies from a perspective that accounts for the
alienating effect on selfhood that they potentially have. This chapter focuses on White
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Noise in detail specifically because it registers concerns with the fracturing of self as a
consequence of medical technologies, and thus provides a basis for further exploring
these ideas. The “eerie separation between your condition and yourself” that results
from viewing the interior body, described by Jack in the novel, is thus not claimed in
this chapter to be a universal condition, but rather one that is founded on specific
assumptions about identity, ontology and corporeality, issues which will be extrapolated
on in relation to the uncanny and the doppelgänger.

This chapter discusses a number of medical imaging technologies, including CT
(computed tomography), MRI (magnetic resonance imaging), x-ray and ultrasound.
The focus on these four specific technologies is deliberate: while other medical imaging
technologies such as endoscopy or colonoscopy might seem to offer a similar vision of
the interior body, they operate according to an entirely different economy of vision.
Whereas endoscopy or colonoscopy visualise the body photographically, presenting the
body’s depth in a way that appears to mimic human vision, technologies such as CT and
MRI enable a planar vision of the body-interior, rendering the body transparent in a way
that would impossible for the naked eye.3

José van Dijck has argued that video

endoscopy “creates a strong sense of the body’s transparency”, suggesting that the
vision it affords differs markedly from the body laid open by surgery.4 Yet the mode of
visualisation enabled by endoscopy is in fact more closely aligned with that of the
“real” body opened by surgical incision than with the transparent mode of visualisation
afforded by imaging technologies such as CT or MRI. The crucial difference therefore
between endoscopic vision and MRI or CT vision is that while endoscopy requires a
literal opening up of body for insertion of the endoscope, whether it be orifice or
keyhole incision, CT and MRI on the other hand, and indeed x-ray and ultrasound, only
symbolically penetrate the body’s solidity, rendering its depth as surface.5 Radiography
for example, and as Catherine Waldby explains, presents the body’s “fragile depths as a
durable surface […] making its interior contours available as external objects.”6 In this
3
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sense, medical imaging technologies enable a vision of the body that is radically
different from other kinds of body images. Discussing CT, MRI, x-ray and ultrasound
as similar technologies is thus not to elide their individual characteristics, nor to ignore
the specificity of the vision that each one enables, but rather to recognise that they all
operate according to a similar economy of vision in which the body’s solidity is visually
and symbolically translated into two-dimensionality. It is through this capacity of such
medical imaging technologies to render the body transparent, to present it as if it were a
ghostly apparition already deceased, that they serve as harbingers of death in the same
way as the doppelgänger.
SIMULATION, SYNECDOCHE, DOUBLE

Early in White Noise, Jack is exposed to a toxic chemical agent during an industrial
accident termed the “Airborne Toxic Event”, which occurs when a freight train laden
with poisonous chemicals is derailed, resulting in the formation of an enormous black
chemical cloud in the air. The airborne cloud travels across the land and Jack and his
family are forced to evacuate their homes and seek sanctuary in an abandoned Boy
Scout campground as the cloud approaches their hometown. Whilst travelling to the
campground, Jack leaves the safety of his car to refuel and in doing so is exposed to the
cloud’s toxic chemical, Nyodene D., for several minutes.

Upon arrival at the

campground, he then undergoes a medical assessment to determine the implications of
his exposure to the chemical. This assessment accounts for both the duration of his
exposure to Nyodene D. and his entire life history, incorporating “[his] medicals, [his]
psychologicals [and his] police-and-hospitals” (p.141). The prognosis for Jack is both
disturbing and ambiguous: the test results that form his “whole data profile” appear as
“bracketed numbers with pulsing stars” on a computer screen that the medical
technician is unable to decipher (pp.141-142). When Jack attempts to obtain further
information about Nyodene he learns that it is highly toxic and causes a “nebulous
mass” (p.280) to grow in the grow the body, and has been know to send rats in to a
“permanent state.” (p.139) Throughout the course of the novel, Jack undergoes repeated
medical tests using a variety of diagnostic technologies, all of which result in the same
pulsing stars and bracketed numbers that comprise his “whole data profile”; this whole
data profile functions as a form of medical double comprised of information that
replicates Jack in his entirety; a digital doppelgänger.
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Since its publication in 1984, White Noise has been the subject of repeated analysis and
critique, particularly in relation to the trope of simulation, with many critics suggesting
that the recurring images of simulacra throughout the novel exemplify postmodernity.7
Perhaps the most frequently cited example of postmodern simulation within the novel is
“the most photographed barn in America”, a tourist destination whose primary
attraction is its iconic status of being endless represented in photographs.8 As Matthew
J. Packer points out, critiques of White Noise in relation to postmodern simulation are so
exhaustive that the novel is by now “its own ‘most photographed barn in America’”.9
Yet while many critiques have focused on DeLillo’s depiction of technologised
simulation in postmodern culture, no analyses to date have interrogated White Noise in
relation to the more modernist tropes of the doppelgänger and the uncanny. Indeed
from one perspective it might be seen that the novel is itself a dialectic between
modernist and postmodernist positions: whilst Jack’s colleague Murray is a technophile
who revels in postmodern technology and its dissolution of hierarchy and ontological
certainty, Jack takes a more modernist position, espousing anxieties about the loss of
selfhood and identity in the face of technology. In this way, many of Jack’s concerns
with the disintegration of selfhood are quintessentially modernist ones that echo those
pertaining to the doppelgänger and the uncanny; unlike Murray, Jack does not take a
Baudrillardean delight in a world filled with endless simulacra in which authenticity is
eradicated, but is profoundly unsettled by the experience of encountering his digital
doppelgänger.

As will be discussed, Jack’s digital “whole data profile” incorporates many aspects of
the simulacrum, in its capacity to replace the body as medical signifier. Yet ultimately,
through the ability of the digital doppelgänger to portend death by rendering mortality
visible, it is necessarily implicated in an exchange of signification with Jack’s real
body: the whole data profile which might from one perspective be perceived as

7
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simulacrum through its signification of the body departs from this model by the fact that
it refers back repeatedly to the object (in this case the body) that it simulates.
Consequently the relationship between Jack and his whole data profile, while
incorporating many aspects of simulation, functions as a kind of ghostly reflection, a
technologised apparition that elicits an uncanny anxiety through its mimicry and
prophecy of death. Through the capacity of the whole data profile to represent Jack
both symbolically and actually, the relationship between Jack and his profile is one of
self and double. In order to elucidate this relationship it worth firstly considering how
the representational logic underlying the relationship between Jack and his medicalised
self parallels in some ways that of simulation.

In Simulations, Jean Baudrillard suggests that the logic of simulation is founded on
what he describes as “the precession of simulacra”, a process comprised of four stages
in which a representation gradually comes to precede and eventually replace that which
it represents.10

Baudrillard describes the role of the representation within the

simulacrum thus:
-

it is the reflection of a basic reality
it masks and perverts a basic reality
it masks the absence of a basic reality
it bears no relation to any reality whatever: it is its own pure
simulacrum.11
For Baudrillard, simulation involves the eradication of “the real”, wherein an object or
person’s status of authenticity is rendered void by a proliferation of simulacra which
annul its value as “real”; the distinction between “real” and “simulation” eventually
disintegrates and any notion of “reality” is ultimately rendered meaningless. Certainly,
White Noise is permeated with such images of technologised simulation and
representation; characters in the novel for example are so saturated by simulacral and
mediated images that they become utterly disconnected from “reality.” This dissociation
from reality results an experience of the world that is entirely filtered through a massconsumerist culture of endless simulated representations. Within a world saturated by
visual simulations, physical reality, indeed corporeality, is relegated as secondary to the
images that constitute the real. Thus, even though “incredible amounts of […] data”
(p.51) about bodies and the physical world can be instantly obtained through television
and other media forms, characters in the novel are utterly dissociated from the reality of
10
11
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their embodied being, to the extent that they must access information in order to know
how to live as corporeal human beings; Babette, Jack’s wife, teaches members of the
public how to walk, stand and sit. The precedence that information takes over corporeal
experience is again indicated during the Airborne Toxic Event when Jack’s family
imagine that they are experiencing the physical side-effects of Nyodene D.; yet because
their knowledge of these side-effects is obtained through the simulacral medium of
television, it becomes impossible to determine whether these symptoms are real or
whether they merely simulate the corporeal “reality” produced by media. Ultimately
though, as with the simulacrum, the distinction is irrelevant.

This privileging of the medical representation over the patient body that takes place in
White Noise can be seen to echo the precedence of the representation that occurs within
the simulacrum as discussed by various theorists in relation to medicine.12 As Cathryn
Vasseleu and Victoria Grace have shown, the trope of the simulacrum is evident in
medical epistemology, wherein the technologised body functions within medicine as a
kind of simulacrum, in a way that recalls the role of the anatomical atlas in relation to
the cadaver as discussed in Chapter 1. Vasseleu for example suggests that images of the
human body as shown by medical imaging technologies such as endoscopies constitute
simulacra through their capacity to medically oversignify that which they represent: the
body.13 In a similar vein, Grace argues that the “digitised body of medicine is a
simulation”, one that is more “real” than the organic physical body it represents in terms
of its capacity to signify medically. According to Grace, through medical technology
the body is “digitised, figured by a model that precedes it”, and from this, the body
loses its imagined status of authenticity and is rendered, medically speaking at least, an
empty signifier.14 Eugene Thacker similarly notes that the medical privileging of the
body-representation over the patient body means that “procedures of patient monitoring
and diagnosis will be read (or decoded) through medical simulation, which precedes the

12
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real, physical body of the patient.”15 In light of such theorisations, Jack’s medical
profile can be read as a kind of a simulacrum that precedes him medically; the
epistemological analysis of his real physical body is conducted almost entirely through
the information “contained” within his whole data profile.

Certainly, the relationship between Jack and his medicalised body would appear to
parallel these understandings of the representation of the body-interior as a form of
simulacrum. From one perspective, therefore, Jack’s experience in White Noise recalls
such models of the medical production of knowledge, wherein the information gleaned
about his body by representing it technologically substitutes medically for the body
itself; Jack’s illness is thus determined and diagnosed by the simulation of his body
rather than his subjective patient experience or physical body. However, where Jack’s
simulation in the form of his medico-informatic profile might precede him
epistemologically, Jack’s medical profile is not an analogic representation or indeed an
identical replication of his body.

Thus, where, as Thacker notes, “the perfect

simulation is, paradoxically, indistinguishable from the original”, the Jack and his
whole data profile are not identical.16 Similarly, the trope of the medical simulation
also suggests that not only is the body prefigured by its technological simulation, but
this constitutes a kind of representation proves an “avenue of revelation” in itself; the
simulation requires no body to validate or elucidate it.17 In contrast, Jack’s whole data
profile is not a pure simulation of the body or an analogic medical revelation of the
body interior, but exists as encrypted data. The digital body produced by medical
imaging technologies in this context can only be comprehended by the medical gaze.

The biomedical gaze does not only define Jack’s whole data profile in order to create a
medical reality of the body but also constructs his experience of embodiment as well.
This is indicated in the novel when Jack undergoes medical testing to determine the
ramifications of his exposure to Nyodene D at Autumn Harvest Farms, a highly
technologised medical facility. After being tested, a medical examiner repeatedly asks
Jack how he feels, seemingly dissatisfied when Jack’s responses do not accord with the
15
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results of the tests that “see more deeply, more accurately” (p.277) into Jack’s body
than any other form of vision.

Jack eventually allows the experience of his own

embodiment to be determined by technologised information when he acquiesces to the
purported infallibility of the data from the test results:
“What about appetite?” [the medical examiner] said.
“I could go either way on that.”
“That’s more or less how I could go, based on the printout.”
“In other words you’re saying sometimes I have appetitive reinforcement,
sometimes I don’t.”
“Are you telling me or asking me?”
“It depends on what the numbers say.”
“Then we agree.”
“Good.”
“Good,” he said. (pp.277-278)
In this way, Jack’s experience of embodiment is radically decorporealised, such that the
physical sensations he feels become secondary to the information about his body that
the medical practitioner determines from the test results. This situation parallels Tina
Posner’s notion of the hegemony of medical knowledge and envisioning, in which:
[s]creening can be seen as an attempt to assert the dominance of the
medical definition of reality based on objective signs rather than
subjective accounts. Submitting to screening implies a willingness to
accept the medical definition of reality.18
In Jack’s case, the informational status of his body, determined by medical screening,
takes precedence over his own bodily reality and in this way medical screening creates a
disjunction between body-representations and embodiment. This process, in which the
corporeal body is relegated to a role secondary to its biomedical representation,
resonates with Rosi Braidotti’s assertion that:
[t]he body that is open to scrutiny, to observation by the bio-medical
gaze, is a body that can be manipulated; it is a useful, purposeful body,
that can produce knowledge, thus legitimating the power of the biomedical profession.19
Thus when Jack allows his experience of embodiment to be determined by the test
results at Autumn Harvest Farms, he is implicitly engaging in a process of reinstating
the authority of the bio-medical gaze. It is assumed that he has no authority over or
understanding of his body, that the body can only be quantified by the authority of
biomedicine; the Autumn Harvest Farms institution, with its “know-how” and its “most
18
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delicate of instruments” (p.261) thus offers an incontestable version of medical reality.
Through such bio-political processes that result from medical screening, Jack becomes
increasingly defamiliarised from his own body. It is no longer an entity over which he
exerts control or which he can assume to experience authentically; rather, the status and
experience of Jack’s body are determined by its technological data that represent it.

This capacity of medical imaging technologies to present an authoritative reality of the
body is discussed by Carole Stabile, who explains that the image of the body-interior
created by medical imaging technologies is fraught with socio-cultural discourses of
power.20 Stabile asserts that foetal imaging technologies for example have played a key
role in the conceptualisation of embryos as autonomous individuals with human rights
who must be protected; this protection extends, particularly in the context of abortion,
to intervention between the foetus and the mother.21 As Stabile suggests, such political
agendas are reinforced by ultrasonic images where the foetus is depicted as a discrete
entity free-floating in space, completely divorced its mother, thereby erasing the reality
of the pregnant body.22 In this context, the foetus, as viewed by the biomedical gaze
exists separately from the physical body of the mother. In this way, the mother’s
embodiment of the foetus is rendered both secondary to and divorced from the
technologised visualisation of the foetus. Margarete Sandelowski discusses this
differentiation, noting the distinction between different epistemological modes of

20
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“knowing” the foetus.23 Sandelowski asserts that the father is a “vicarious knower
[whose] knowledge of the foetus has been limited to external visual and tactile sources
of information.”24 In contrast, the mother has an “embodied […] corporeal and […]
kinesthetic awareness” of the foetus that is inaccessible to the father, and indeed
unrepresentable by technologies of visualisation.25 Within this model therefore, the
medical practitioner’s knowledge of the mother/foetus body is similarly informed from
an external position:

representations and external tactility rather than embodied

awareness are privileged as medical modes of knowledge.

Such examples illustrate

how the power of the biomedical gaze, and, implicitly, the political agenda it enforces,
inform patient experiences of embodiment and tactility.

The precedence of medical epistemology over the patient-body is highlighted in White
Noise when Jack learns of the imminent “nebulous mass” that will develop as a
consequence of his exposure to Nyodene D. The prognosis of a “permanent state” that
Jack receives is effectively one of inevitable death arising from a medical condition that
cannot yet be determined or known. Through this prognosis of inevitable death, the
biomedical gaze both legitimises and pathologises what is essentially the condition of
all living things: mortality. This situation echoes Rachelle Dermer’s notion of the biopolitical legitimisation of medical knowledge that occurs with the photography of
pathological conditions. Discussing the medical photography of conditions such as
syphilis that markedly deform the body, in particular the face, Dermer writes:
photography working for medicine provides a unique kind of visual
scopophilic satisfaction unmatched by any other representational
strategy.
Medicine defines the normal and the abnormal, and
photographic representation effectively differentiates these categories.
Indeed, the representation of deformity and deviance by medicine as
pathological serves as the foundation for a scientific ‘body of organized
truth’.26
For Dermer, the visual representation of pathological conditions reinforces the biopolitical power of medicine to determine normalcy and pathology.

In particular,

photography’s longstanding claim, however fraught, to an objective representation of
the real, serves to reinforce the power of medical photographs in this regard.
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Photography as a technology of visual representation thus operates as a tool that
legitimises and validates medicine’s claim to knowledge about the body. In White
Noise, Jack’s medico-informatic body functions in a similar way to Dermer’s “body of
organized truth”; just as photographs pathologise physical conditions through their
representation and conceptual organization that is framed by a discourse of objectivity
and indisputable truth, Jack’s actual bodily condition, his mortality, is similarly
pathologised through its reconfiguration as medical data that is imbued with a sense of
authoritative veracity. Ultimately, Jack’s diagnosis of an imminent “nebulous mass” is
meaningless in actuality: medicine decrees his inevitable death at an unspecified time
and in this way his overall prognosis is no different to what it would have been prior to
his exposure to Nyodene D.; the only thing that has changed is that mortality has been
pathologised.

This power of the medical gaze to define the body’s reality, whilst evident in medical
photography, is further complicated in the case of medical imaging technologies such as
MRI and CT. For the layperson, the representation of many medical conditions in
images created by MRI and CT do not have the graphic immediacy of photographic
images of medical conditions.

While MRI and CT scans undoubtedly contain

pathologically significant images for medical practitioners, the same cannot always be
said for the patient, who experiences the visualisation of their body-interior in an
entirely different way. For the patient, the image of the body is inherently related to
selfhood and identity and is thus imbued with a personal significance that is not
extended to the medical practitioner. Furthermore, medical imaging technologies
encode the body-interior into a specialised visual language, wherein, to the layperson,
most individual difference is indistinguishable; during ultrasound for example, the body
appears to the layperson as a shadowy, formless thing, where anatomical features are
indiscernible. In this way, as Thacker notes, biomedical technologies such as CT and
MRI “require a specific decoding frame to interpret the body.”27 For the most part, this
“decoding frame” is accessible only to medical technicians who know how to ‘read’ the
cryptic images of the body-interior that present three-dimensional space in flattened and
transparent way. Consequently, the authoritative power of the medical gaze is limited
to those who are able to decode the medical image of the body interior; Jack for
27
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instance cannot decipher the significance of the pulsing stars and bracketed numbers
that comprise his body-representation.

Georges Canguilhem contends that the ‘normal’ body within medicine is generally
considered to be one that is healthy and free of disease, where ‘normality’ is perceived
to be a normative and perfect state that medicine attempts to restore.28 Canguilhem
distinguishes between anomalies and pathological conditions, noting that:
[n]ot all anomalies are pathological but only the existence of
pathological anomalies has given rise to a special science of anomalies
which, because it is science, normally tends to rid the definition of
anomaly of every implication of a normative idea.29
Thus, in the context of pathological medicine, anomalies (which are, as Canguilhem
notes, actually normal within a statistical range) are conflated with pathologies, such
that that the perfectly healthy body becomes a normative ideal, despite the fact that
disease is an inherent and recurring aspect of living bodies and is far from abnormal.30
In the case of White Noise, this paradigm is taken to an extreme where, through the
medico-technological representation of the body, death is rendered a pathological
condition, one to be diagnosed, monitored and ideally cured, regardless of the fact that
it is a normal and inevitable condition. In reality, Jack’s physiological condition after
exposure to Nyodene D. is not radically different from what it had been prior to the
Airborne Toxic Even; given the absence of any discernible “nebulous mass”, the key
shift that has occurred lies in Jack’s embodiment and his perception of his body, rather
than the body itself. Jack’s situation recalls Kathy Charmaz and Dana Rosenfeld’s
assertion that
when the body fails to function in expected ways, it changes from a
disappearing entity (one of which we are unaware) to a dysappearing
one, which means appearing dysfunctional to ourselves and others.31
Drawing from the work of Drew Leder, Charmaz and Rosenfeld suggest, in relation to
disability and physical impairment, that the body, when functioning “normally,” is
invisibilised, yet when it fails to adhere to medical models of normality and normativity
it reappears as a dysfunctional entity; it becomes suddenly visible and is consciously
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Moreover, this sudden awareness of the dysfunctional body elicits a

concern about how one is imagined by and viewed in the eyes of others. The body
subsequently becomes something to be ashamed of, dysfunctionality something to be
concealed. The “disappearing” body for Charmaz and Rosenfeld thus results from a
shift in embodied experience as a result of the body being pathologised as
dysfunctional. For Jack, the change in his embodied experience as a consequence of his
diagnosis of mortality reflects this concern with the re-embodiment of the dysfunctional
body; upon the diagnosis of his mortality as pathological, Jack becomes fixated with his
body and its workings.

Part of the power of the pathological construction of the body stems from the
universalising and totalitarian claim of medical knowledge. Jack’s whole data profile
for instance, supposedly represents him in his entirety, taking into account every aspect
of his life. Yet in doing so, it implicitly disintegrates the body, ascribing a signification
of the entire body to individual body fragments, whether physical or informatic.
Although Jack’s bio-medical diagnosis is derived predominantly from images and
computerised calculations of his body, it is also derived in part from tangible bodily
fragments. During his testing at Autumn Harvest Farms, Jack delivers blood and urine
samples to be tested as well as
a daub of the most solemn waste of all, certain to be looked upon by the
technicians on duty with the mingled deference, awe and dread we have
come to associate with exotic religions of the world.(p.275)
In this sense, Jack’s faeces are imbued with a fetishistic significance, an almost mystical
iconic status that accords with the incredibility of one small daub of excreta signifying
his entire being.33 This over-signification of Jack’s bio-waste recalls Barbara Stafford’s
notion that medical scans, by creating “fragmenting and distancing deconstructions of
the body” ultimately fetishise discrete bodily parts.34
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form of fluids and excreta function in this instance in a synecdochic manner, wherein
they signify Jack’s entire medical condition.35

This synecdochic epistemology does not only occur where body fragments indicate the
whole body, but is also evident where images or representations of the body are
fetishised as signifiers of selfhood.

As Stafford notes, perhaps one of the most

fetishised body-parts is the brain, whose pre-eminence as a signifier of deviance or
normality is haunted by “the specter of discrimination”.36 For Stafford, neuroscience
fragments and distances the body from selfhood through technologies of visualisation,
rupturing any notion of “corporeal wholeness” or “sensory coherence.”37 Certainly
within the discourse of psychiatry and neuroscience, the brain is fetishised as the locus
of personhood and pathology. Joseph Dumit for instance discusses the use of PET scans
by the Brain Imaging Center at the University of California at Irvine, where psychiatric
patients are showed images of their own brains to allegedly assist them to cope with
“the stigma of mental illness”. According to Dumit, the effect of this process is that
mental illness is reconfigured as a biological condition only. For Dumit, the relations
between the “biological self” and the “personal self” are “redistributed”, meaning that:
The diseased brain […] becomes part of a biological body that is
experienced phenomenologically but is not the bearer of personhood.
Rather, the patient who looks at his or her PET brain scan is an innocent
sufferer rationally seeing help.38
This rendering the brain as the site of psychopathology thus positions selfhood as a
biological phenomenon, one that can be contained and measure through normative
anatomical models; the brain functions as psychopathologic synecdoche where
personality is deemed to be aberrant.

This synecdochic fetishisation of the body-fragment as the primary pathological fixture
is discussed by Francisco Varela who describes how embodied experience is rendered
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secondary to the image of his body by the medical gaze.39 In his article “Intimate
Distances: Fragments for a Phenomenology of Organ Transplant,” in which he
discusses his personal experience of undergoing a liver transplant, Varela writes:
The radiologist looks at his echography machine, not at me. The image
becomes the inevitable mediator between my lived intimacy and the
dispersed network of the expert medical team for which the images are
destined […] I am disseminated in image fragments that count more as
the relevant interface than this presence.40
For Varela then, as for Jack, the body is reconfigured as medical information that both
represents and stands in for the corporeal body, such that the patient-experience is
rendered subject to the technologised vision of the body-interior. This sentiment is
echoed in White Noise where Jack describes the representation of mortality by medical
technology after his first encounter with his “whole data profile”. To return to Jack’s
earlier rumination upon death:
I felt as I would if a doctor had held an X-ray to the light showing a starshaped hole at the center of one of my vital organs. Death has entered. It
is inside you. You are said to be dying and yet are separate from the
dying, can ponder it at your leisure, literally see on the X-ray photograph
or computer screen the horrible alien logic of it all. It is when death is
rendered graphically, is televised so to speak, that you sense an eerie
separation between your condition and yourself. […] It makes you feel
like a stranger in your own dying. (pp.141-142)
In this passage it can be seen that Jack experiences an intense anxiety and sense of
estrangement as a consequence of seeing his body-interior medically visualised. Just as
Varela notes the differentiation between the “lived intimacy” of his embodied
subjectivity and his pathological condition that is rendered visible, so too does Jack
experience an “eerie separation” between embodied corporeality and body-image.
Immediately after the profound self-alienation that he experience upon encountering the
vision of his own dying, Jack wishes for his “academic gown and dark glasses” (p.142),
as if these symbols of selfhood carried on the external body could somehow negate the
profound symbolic disintegration of his subjectivity from the body-interior.

In this context, the split between the medicalised body interior and the social
significance attributed to clothing is illustrative of Lynda Birke’s assertion that
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The [body] interior seems to be relegated to the category of other, to be
explored only within the remit of ‘biology’. It is an example of the
persistent dualism of nature and culture; the body’s insides belong to
biology, while its surface can now be described in terms of cultural
inscription.41
Thus, this model of the inner body as biological terrain is reinstated through the
rendering of the body-interior as a pathological symbol of death.

This sets up a

dichotomy between the body visualised by medicine, which is always a dying body by
virtue of its pathological status, and the body as it is experienced through living
embodiment. This kind of duality between inner and outer body that is presented
through medical imaging technologies recalls Roland Barthes’ theorisation of the
photograph. For Barthes a photograph contains both a studium and a punctum. The
punctum is an “average” affect determined by one’s ethical and political culture, the
response to an image that is framed by historical and social knowledge. In contrast, the
punctum is a deeply personal response, one that disrupts the studium with poignancy
and which is particular to an individual viewer. 42

This discrepancy between cultural and individual affect is evident in the responses to
the technologised “reading” of Jack’s body as object in White Noise.

During the

Airborne Toxic Event, the SIMUVAC technician matter-of-factly informs Jack about
the implications of his exposure to Nyodene D., apparently unaffected by the prognosis
of death he delivers.

Likewise, during testing at Autumn Harvest Farm, Jack is

similarly given a diagnosis of an imminent nebulous mass by a “mild-eyed fellow” who
delivers Jack’s verdict of death with al the indifference of “the boys at the supermarket
who stand at the end of the checkout counter bagging merchandise.” (p.277) For the
medical practitioners then, Jack’s body is no more than an object, one whose destiny is
calculated by the machine and recited with a clinical detachment. The discourse of
computerised medicine entirely frames the way in which Jack’s test results are
interpreted. His body is reconfigured as data that indicates a particular outcome, one
that carries no personal significance; medical discourse informs the studium with which
Jack’s body is perceived by the medical practitioner. For Jack however, the experience
of having his body represented as data is immensely personal. Upon learning of his
“massive data-base tally” whose pulsing stars suggest imminent death, Jack imagines a
41
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“star-shaped hole” that has punctured his selfhood. In contrast to the medical
practitioners who determine Jack’s data profile, Jack’s own sense of selfhood is
fractured by the personal significance of his mortality; the punctum is the fact of
mortality that lies, unavoidably, within his data profile.

As for Jack in White Noise, the experience of viewing one’s own body-interior is, for
Varela in actuality, self-alienating, wherein the technologised image of oneself is both
familiar and foreign: the biomedical gaze enacted through medical technologies creates
for Varela
multiple mirrors of shifting centres each of which I call “I”, each one a
subject which feels and suffers […] which is redoubled in a scanner’s
image, a concrete fragment that seems to partake with me of a mixture of
intimacy and foreignness.43
As a consequence of this process, Varela is thus profoundly estranged from his own
corporeal being, such that the image of his body “redoubled” elicits a sense of
“foreignness”, rendering the mirror image of the self radically unfamiliar.44 This same
sense of estrangement as a consequence of medical diagnostic scanning is echoed in
Jack’s anxieties about mortality made visible, in which he describes the “horrible alien
logic” of seeing his dying body “rendered graphically” (p.142). In these two examples,
medical imaging technologies do not only transpose medical knowledge onto
representation but, more importantly, create a sense of estrangement and corporeal
dissociation by the way in which the patient’s subjective experience is superseded by
the by scan or sample that represents the body. Through this process selfhood becomes
dissociated from corporeality, such that medical representation of the body derived from
diagnostic technologies functions as a form of doubled self, one that is at once both a
mirror of the self and is profoundly estranged from selfhood. The estrangement that is a
consequence of this dualism, where the self is “redoubled”, can be understood in
relation to the doppelgänger, a double that elicits anxiety about ontological boundaries
of self and identity.

In this model, the medicalised double self, comprised of

fragments, images and data, functions in a way similar to that of the doppelgänger.
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THE DIGITAL DOPPELGÄNGER

The digital doppelgänger in White Noise takes the form of Jack’s “whole data profile”,
manifested not only during testing at the Airborne Toxic Event, but in the numerous
other medical diagnoses that Jack receives throughout the course of the novel. The
various tests that Jack undergoes generate a consistent, if ambiguous, result of bracketed
numbers with pulsing stars which medical technicians are unable to decipher clearly;
the most specific diagnosis that Jack receives is one of an imminent “nebulous mass”
that will grow in his body. As a consequence of the medical testing he undergoes Jack
gains a heightened awareness of his own mortality, as well as becoming increasingly
anxious about his medical identity and the capacity of medicine to predict his death. It
is through the “redoubling” of his body by the medical diagnostic technologies used in
the novel that Jack encounters his “digital doppelgänger”, an uncanny double comprised
of medical information that serves as a memento mori predicting his death and which
gives rise to profound concerns about the ontological status of selfhood.

The digital

doppelgänger in White Noise can be understood, to invoke a telling metaphor, as a body
of information informed by the logic of collage: it is comprised of scans, images, data,
samples, bodily fragments derived from the tests that Jack undergoes. These disparate
elements combine to form a double that is alleged to replicate Jack in his medical
entirety: his medicalised “whole data profile”, a hybrid informatic body.

The term “doppelgänger”, meaning literally “double-goer”, was coined in the late
eighteenth-century by Jean Paul Richter in his novel Siebenkäs.45 Richter uses the term
in relation to the novel’s protagonist who encounters his own double, and describes the
term in a footnote as denoting “people who see themselves. 46 During the nineteenth
century the doppelgänger motif became popularised in Gothic literature, such as that of
E.T.A. Hoffman, Edgar Allen Poe, Mary Shelley and Robert Louis Stevenson.47 In the
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fictions of these authors, the figure of the doppelgänger was portrayed as a shadowy and
often supernatural entity that mirrored and threatened the self, frequently serving as a
harbinger of death or evil, and appearing as a grotesque and frightful figure. In Poe’s
story William Wilson, for instance, the eponymous protagonist encounters his double
who subsequently brings ruin upon him, leading to his ultimate death.48

This

representation of the doppelgänger as horrific double is seen other Gothic narratives
such as Stevenson’s The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde or Shelley’s
Frankenstein, or, the Modern Prometheus, in which the double takes the form of a
monstrous being, a symbol of scientific hubris that ultimately brings doom upon its
creator.

In Gothic fiction, the double often takes the form of the monster, a being that is, as
discussed in the previous chapter, radically different from the human but simultaneously
reveals the fragility of human being. In The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde,
for example, the double takes the form of Mr Hyde, a degenerate monster who, as a
kind of kind of “beast within” is let loose by Jekyll’s scientific hubris. 49 In this context,
the Jekyll’s double highlights a kind of duality between atavism and civilisation,
embodied simultaneously. The double in this case points to the interconnectivity
between self and monster, and, ultimately an inability to differentiate between the two.
The eradication of the monster is almost always inseparable from that of its creator as
double. As in the case of Jekyll and Hyde, the demise of the monster goes similarly
hand in hand with the destruction of the creator in Frankenstein. Victor Frankenstein
effectively produces his own double in creating his monster, and in doing so, effects his
own destruction. As the monster says to him: “you, my creator, detest and spurn me,
thy creature, to whom thou art bound by ties only dissoluble by the annihilation of one
of us.”50 Thus the self and double are inextricably bound to one another, locked in a
two-fold relationship that can only be broken by death.

The doppelgänger thus

portends the death or demise of the person whom it doubles; its very presence is
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spectral, as if it returns from a future which is death, and in this way the appearance of
the doppelgänger is that of proleptic ghost.

Following the recurrence of the double within Gothic fiction, the trope of the
doppelgänger was revisited and reinterpreted in the twentieth century in the context of
psychoanalysis, with Otto Rank conducting a study of Der Doppelgänger and Sigmund
Freud extrapolating on the concept of the double in relation to the uncanny. 51 In such
analyses, the doppelgänger was seen to present a radical threat to ontological stability.
By replicating a person, the doppelgänger was perceived to challenge that individual’s
uniqueness, thus presenting what Dimitris Vardoulakis describes as “a notion of the
subject/subjectivity that [was] defective, disjunct, split, threatening, spectral.”52
Through its capacity to duplicate, the doppelgänger thus fractures the continuity of self,
its imagined containability and presence.

From this, the doppelgänger’s ability to

destabilise models of individual subjectivity forms the basis for its threat, as does its
supernatural portent of death symbolically eradicate selfhood.

Putting forward the notion of a “digital doppelgänger” recognises the historical
characterisation of the doppelgänger as situated within models of autonomous selfhood,
wherein the self is perceived to be threatened, both actually and symbolically, by the
presence of its double. In such paradigms, the doppelgänger has usually been situated
within the realm of the supernatural or the fantastical. In Poe’s narratives for example,
the doppelgänger appears as a kind of ghostly apparition, whereas for Stevenson, it
takes the form of an animal-like hybrid body. In all these contexts, the capacity of the
doppelgänger to portend or ultimately result in death is framed by the fantastical or
supernatural.

The digital doppelgänger, although situated within the medico-

technological, similarly threatens selfhood and portends death.

Thus, where the

doppelgänger in Gothic fiction reveals anxieties about selfhood in relation to sociocultural phenomena such as race or class, the digital doppelgänger of medicine indicates
anxieties about the capacity of medical imaging technologies to portend death by
rendering the body transparent, symbolically dis-integrating it. In this way, medical
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imaging technologies are endowed with a kind of supernatural quality that speaks to the
cultural history of the double.

It is worth noting that the term ‘digital doppelgänger’ has been recently to describe a
number of phenomena. In her article, “Digital Doppelgängers”, Lisa Bode notes that
the term has been used to denote an actor’s digital duplicate in the form of a computergenerated image.53

As Bode explains, within the context of digital cinema, a “digital

likeness” of an actor is “birthed in a computer and made to gesture in the performer’s
stead”; in such an instance, 'digital doppelgänger' denotes a duplicate body existing
within the imagined world of digital cinema.54 In addition to Bode’s theorization of the
term, ‘digital doppelgänger’ has also been used in popular media to denote variously an
online presence or identity; a digital image such as an avatar used to represent an online
persona; or the digital footprints left by an individual’s travels through cyberspace.55
Yet, with the exception of Bode’s article, in which she briefly mentions the capacity of
the double to elicit a fear of “decorporealised detachment from one’s own likeness”, the
use of the term doppelgänger in such examples, for the most part, tends to disregard its
potential for eliciting anxiety and fear through functioning as a presage of death.
Rather, “doppelgänger” is used almost synonymously with duplicate, indicating a
likeness or representation, albeit in digital format. In contrast to such theorisations,
reading the “digital doppelgänger” in relation to White Noise provides a context in
which the complex ontology of the doppelgänger with its concomitant anxieties about
subjectivity and selfhood can be explored in relation to medical imaging technologies.

The digital doppelgänger in White Noise, in the form of Jack’s whole data profile,
contains not only information about the ramifications of his exposure to Nyodene D.,
but also incorporates his entire life’s history; as the technician at the campground
informs Jack, because of the “massive data-base tally, […] you are the sum total of your
53
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data” (p.141). Thus Jack’s whole data profile denotes, within the discourse of medical
informatics, the sum total of his self, the entirety of his being. It simultaneously mirrors
his entire self and exists separately from him as a discrete entity, a body of information
comprised of indecipherable computerised symbols.

By replicating Jack in this

totalising way, the whole data profile functions within the narrative of White Noise as a
digital doppelgänger, a double that reproduces and destabilises the original subject in a
way similar to that the doppelgänger as it has been represented in literature since the
early nineteenth century. Yet where the doppelgänger of Gothic fiction foreshadows
death by its very shadowy presence, Jack’s digital doppelgänger portends death through
its embodiment of Nyodene D., the toxic chemical that functions as a symbol of death.

Indeed, the digital doppelgänger of White Noise has a number of similarities with the
traditional doppelgänger, first evident in the representation of Jack's data profile as
imbued with supernatural qualities.

The potential of the whole data profile as

doppelgänger is foreshadowed during the Airborne Toxic Event, in the black cloud of
Nyodene D. drifting through the air that will eventually be incorporated into Jack's
informatic data profile. The cloud of Nyodene D., described by the media variously as a
“feathery plume”, a “black billowing cloud”, and finally the “airborne toxic event”
(p.113-117) is, like the figure of the doppelgänger, an ethereal and shadowy form, an
ominous and supernatural portent that incites fear and anxiety.

As Peter Boxall

describes the Airborne Toxic Event, the characters in the novel regard the black cloud
of Nyodene with an “awed approach” that recalls “sublime biblical revelation”.56
Indeed, as Jack describes it in the novel, the black cloud is conceived by those who see
it “in a simple and primitive way, as […] something not subject to control” (p.127).
This notion of the black cloud as “a death made in the laboratory” (p.127) which
nonetheless

defies

scientific

rationality

resonates

with

nineteenth-century

representations of doppelgängers, such as Stevenson's Mr Hyde or Shelley's monster
created by Frankenstein. In such examples the double is manifested as a grotesquely
primitive and bestial entity, one that exists beyond the realm of the rational despite its
being a by-product of science. Nyodene D. is similarly imbued with this sense of the
supernatural and primitive through its immunity to quantitative or rational scientific
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categorisation, remaining as mysteriously incomprehensible as the billowing black
cloud that loomed ominously during the Airborne Toxic Event.

Throughout the novel, Jack undergoes repeated medical tests to determine the
ramifications of his exposure to Nyodene D., yet is unable to obtain a comprehensible
diagnosis of his condition. The most informative prognosis that can be obtained from
his whole data profile is one of an imminent “nebulous mass” resulting from Nyodene
D. exposure that will eventually grow within his body and ultimately lead to his death.
When Jack attempts to obtain further information about the specificities of this
“nebulous mass”, he is informed that it is a “possible growth in the body” and that
“[i]t’s called a nebulous mass because it has no definite shape, form or limits” (p.280).
The mystery that surrounds Nyodene D. is again reinstated when Jack seeks information
about its side-effects; the “permanent state” and “urgent lumps” that are caused by the
chemical defy explanation.

The pulsing stars that represent Jack’s thus function

similarly, as cryptic symbols whose indecipherability prophesises death. The nebulous
mass that lurks embodied within Jack's informatic double, portending death, is, like the
doppelgänger, shrouded in ambiguity and resists conceptualisation by scientific or
medical discourse; the pulsing stars can be seen but not understood.57

Just as the characters within the novel conceive of the black cloud of Nyodene D in a
'primitive' and pre-scientific way, as if with a sense of apocalyptic doom, so too does
Jack reflect upon the magnetic scanner that can detect Nyodene within his body with an
almost religious awe and trepidation:58
Dr Chakravarty wants to insert me once more in the imaging block,
where charged magnetic particles collide, high winds blow. But I am
afraid of the imaging block. Afraid of its magnetic fields, its
computerized nuclear pulse. Afraid of what it knows about me. (p.325)
In the same way that the doppelgänger has the potential to prophesise an imminent and
frightening future that would otherwise remain unknown to the original subject, so too
is the medical imaging block capable of supernatural premonition through its capacity
57
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to predict Jack's future medical condition by rendering visible his digital doppelgänger.
Here, the digital doppelgänger of White Noise can be understood in relation to Joseph
Francavilla's assertion that the double is “uncanny in its remarkable shrewdness,
acuteness, and its almost magical wisdom, intuition, and power”. This same sense of
omnipresent foresight is projected onto Jack's whole data profile as it is deciphered by
the medical scanner.59 The imminent nebulous mass concealed within Jack's informatic
body can be revealed by a scanner that can predict future events in a way that human
beings cannot; the cryptic stars and brackets that comprise the digital doppelgänger
resist comprehension by medical practitioners, yet can somehow be understood by the
magnetic scanner. The nebulousness of the imminent “mass” and the pulsing stars
reveal the ambiguity of death, and the fear that it incites as a consequence. In this way,
the power of the traditional literary doppelgänger to incite fear and anxiety, as well as
incomprehension, in the individual whom it doubles is transposed in White Noise from
the supernatural to the technological. Rather than the doppelgänger existing within the
realm of the ghostly and being devoid of corporeality, the digital doppelgänger instead
exists within the realm of technology, comprised of information and evident only
through the technologised envisioning of the body.

The ominousness of the

supernatural body is thus transposed onto the body technologised by medicine, and in
this way there is an implicit connection between mortality and digital imaging
technologies, wherein the reconfiguration of the body into data raises the spectre of
death.

Indeed, in the closing paragraph of the novel, this same sense of the supernatural that
characterises the doppelgänger is again projected onto technology when Jack reflects
upon the rearrangement of the supermarket shelves:
There is agitation and panic in the aisles, dismay in the faces of older
shoppers. They walk in a fragmented trance […] trying to figure out the
pattern, discern the underlying logic. […] Smeared print, ghost images.
[…] The terminals are equipped with holographic scanners, which
decode the binary secret of every item, infallibly. This is the language of
waves and radiation, or how the dead speak to the living. (325-326)
The supernatural world of ghosts and shadows is thus reconfigured in accordance with
digital information as a new language that can incorporate the ambiguity of death and
dissolution. The spectre of death is transposed onto the realm of the digital, and can be
59
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imagined and imaged only by the scanning machine that transgresses the boundaries
between the dead and the living.

For Otto Rank, the doppelgänger serves as “a reminder of the individual’s mortality,
indeed, the announcer of death itself”, where this capacity of the double to portend
death is founded on an inherent fear of death in which the double performs the role of
immortal soul.60 Death in White Noise is similarly prophesised by the double in its data
form. The “passage of computerized dots” that comprise Jack’s whole data profile
indicates his mortality: as he laments, this cryptic information “register[s] my life and
death”(p.140). Death exists within Jack’s computerised body of information as an
unavoidable fate that “no man escapes” (p.141). In this sense, the body of information
that comprises Jack’s digital double delivers the verdict of his mortality in the same way
that the doppelgänger does for Rank. As Jack reflects:
Death has entered. It is inside you. You are said to be dying and yet are
separate from the dying, can ponder it at your leisure, literally see on the
X-ray photograph or computer screen the horrible alien logic of it all. It
is when death is rendered graphically, that it is televised so to speak, that
you sense an eerie separation between your condition and yourself.
(pp.141-142)
Jack's yet-to-be-revealed 'nebulous mass' functions as the symbol of death in the same
way that the digital doppelgänger functions as a memento mori, signifying mortality and
serving as a reminder of the transience of life.61 Indeed, as Dr Chakravarty reminds
Jack, he is, simply by virtue of being alive, effectively engaged in the process of his
own dying; even when he is not situated within the boundaries of the hospital or clinic,
Jack is nonetheless a “permanent patient” whose inevitable death shadows him
constantly. In response to Jack’s repeated visits to see him, Dr Chakravarty comments
that it is “nice […] to find a patient who regards his status seriously.” When Jack
queries what status this is, Dr Chakravarty replies that it is his
status as a patient. People tend to forget they are patients. Once they
leave the doctor’s office or the hospital, they simply put it out of their
minds. But you are all permanent patients, like it or not.(p.260)
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In this way, the presence of Jack's digital doppelgänger highlights an already existing
reality: his own ongoing status as patient, one whose “death is progressing” (p.325).
Death is thus no longer a tangible or corporeal event but, rather, dying is instead
transformed into an informatic process, a condition to be monitored rather than an
inevitable cessation of life. Indeed, for Jack, “[t]hat little breath of Nyodene has planted
a death in my body. It is now official, according to the computer. I've got death inside
me.” (p.150). The presence of Nyodene D. within Jack's body, envisioned through the
scanners that encode it as pulsing stars, is a visible manifestation of his mortality; once
death is deemed to be inescapable and has been legitimised by the language of the
computer, it becomes imbued with a visual reality and thanatopsis is unavoidable.
Through its capacity to portend death in this way, the technologically visualised body
that comprises Jack's whole data profile parallels the doppelgänger of literature and
psychoanalysis.

Like the doppelgänger of Gothic fiction, the informatic double of

White Noise similarly elicits anxieties about death and the dissolution of self, wherein
supernaturalism is transposed into digital code.

Indeed, as Murray in White Noise notes, the biomedical scrutiny of the body reveals the
nature of modern death:
This is the nature of modern death […] It has a life independent of us. It
is growing in prestige and dimension. […] We study it objectively. We
can predict its appearance, trace its path in the body. We can take crosssection pictures of it, tape its tremors and waves. We’ve never been so
close to it, so familiar with its habits and attitudes. We know it
intimately. But it continues to grow, to acquire breadth and scope, new
outlets, new passages and means. (p.150)
This capacity of the doppelgänger to portend death through the use of medical
technologies can be seen as indicative of the role of computerized diagnostic imaging in
the contemporary medicine. As Deborah Lupton explains this,
[b]efore the advent of medicine, the most potent symbol of death was the
grim reaper, a skeletal figure dressed in black and carrying a scythe. In
the late twentieth century, death is represented by a biological lesion or a
test result: for example, a positive result for the presence of cancer in a
[…] biopsy.62
Technologies such as MRI and CT are intertwined with death because of their potential
for medical prognoses of terminal illness or disease. In this regard, death is perceived
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to lurk within the body, able to be rendered visible by medical imaging technologies.
From this, death shifts from being a sensory or physical reality, indicated by the
experience of illness or pain, to visual information. Medical imaging technologies
present a body that is constantly a threat to the self, full of potential malignancies that
might be revealed through its representation.

The defamiliarisation that Jack experiences during his medical testing results in part
from the revelation of his interior body but also from the capacity of this envisioning to
confirm his own mortality. While Jack’s bodily sensations remain largely the same as
they had been prior to his exposure to Nyodene D., the data gleaned from his medical
testing indicates otherwise: the tests he undergoes at Autumn Harvest Farms confirm
the presence of Nyodene D. within his body, and with it, the likelihood of imminent
terminal illness. Indeed, many of the cultural anxieties regarding the vision of the bodyinterior are further perpetuated when the body is perceived to contain disease lurking
within it.63 As Kay Cook explains, one of the effects of medical technology is to
“portray our bodies as dangerous to our selves, containing alien growths or lurking
destructive tendencies.”64 The interior body then is the site wherein alien flesh, often in
the form of cancerous growths, lurks. Stacey discusses this notion in relation to cancer,
noting that one of the key cultural anxieties surrounding cancer is the fear of
“something secretly growing inside the body.”65 For Jackie Stacey, a cancerous tumour
constitutes a form of abject entity, imbued almost with personhood as it “hides inside
[the body] to protect itself until its roots prevent pragmatic amputation.”66 For Jack
then, the medical imaging technologies that envision his interior body have the capacity
to reveal death in the form of lurking illness. Jack’s fear of the Dr Chakravarty’s
scanner, of “what it knows about me,” (p.325) is symptomatic of the imagined ability of
medical imaging technologies to reveal death within the interior body, a death that
would otherwise remain invisible.
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This description of the alien logic of seeing one’s interior body represented on a screen
can be understood in relation to the self-alienation that results from viewing images of
one’s body-interior. Varela’s comments about the echography machine, cited earlier,
describe his experience of watching an ultrasound image of his body displayed upon a
computer screen, whilst his doctors simultaneously view the same image.67 For Varela,
this results in a profound sense of estrangement and alienation from himself, where he
experiences his embodied self at the same time as being radically divorced from it; his
body “redoubled in a scanner’s image” elicits a “mixture of intimacy and foreignness”
simultaneously.68 This sense of alienation derived from viewing the body-interior
resonates with the “horrible alien logic” Jack experiences upon seeing his dying body
rendered graphically, and can be viewed as a consequence of the disjunction between
self and body that occurs when the body is represented in an unfamiliar way.

Concomitant with the image of the interior-body is thus a sense that this unfamiliar
vision is somehow detached from the patient’s experience of embodiment. As Cook
notes,
Although it would seem that the medical images would produce depth,
by filling in the external image of the photograph or the mirror, what
they actually do is present the self as another accumulation of very
different and fragmented images, lacking the depth of field that the
photograph contains and therefore seeming less “real.”69
This notion of the image of the interior body evoking a sense of estrangement thus
resonates with Jack’s notion of the “separation between your condition and yourself”,
(p.142), wherein there is a rupture between image and experience. The body in this
instance is rendered an unfamiliar entity, separate from the ‘self’, and in this way,
Jack’s experience of embodied selfhood is fractured by his body seemingly existing in
dual spaces simultaneously. The image of oneself becomes unrecognisable, as if an
anamorphic reflection that bears an incomprehensible relation to embodied subjectivity.
CATOPTROMANTIC VISIONS AND PROLEPTIC DEATH

In White Noise Murray describes watching television as akin to a kind of occult
experience:
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I’ve been sitting in this room for more than two months, watching TV
into the early hours, listening carefully, taking notes. A great and
humbling experience, let me tell you. Close to mystical. (pp.50-51)
For Murray the television is a kind of sacred and mystical mirror onto the world,
revealing that which cannot be found in real life:
the medium [TV] is a primal force in the American home. Sealed-off,
timeless, self-contained, self-referring. It’s like a myth being born right
there in our living room, like something we know in a dreamlike and
preconscious way. (p.51)
As a medium that “practically overflows with sacred formulas”(p.51) television as a
technology of representation is thus endowed with a preternatural mystic power.
Television’s ability to “self-refer”, as Murray puts it, indicates the capacity of
technological vision to reflect a kind of mirror apparition of the self. For Murray, this
vision of the self and culture offered by technology verges on the sacred or the sublime:
technology is “life, isn’t it?” As he instructs Jack:
Give yourself up to it, Jack. Believe in it. They’ll insert you in a
gleaming tube, irradiate your body with the basic stuff of the universe.
Light, energy, dreams. God’s own goodness.” (p.285)
Technology for Murray provides a way to engage with the divine, a means for fulfilling
a spiritual void that it paradoxically creates. Yet for Jack, technology is not fulfilling
but is rather profoundly alienating. Whereas Murray perceives that the self-reflection of
himself in the visual world projected by television enacts a kind of completion of his
selfhood, Jack’s view of technology is rather different. Where Murray sees fulfilment
and life, Jack sees only the image of his own death. In this sense, the vision afforded to
Jack by medical imaging technologies is catoptromantic, a mirror reflection that
presages death and sickness. As the ancient practice of catoptromancy is described by
Pausanias:
Before the Temple of Ceres at Patras, there was a fountain, separated
from the temple by a wall, and there was an oracle, very truthful, not for
all events, but for the sick only. The sick person let down a mirror,
suspended by a thread till its based touched the surface of the water,
having first prayed to the goddess and offered incense. Then looking in
the mirror, he saw the presage of death or recovery, according as the face
appeared fresh and healthy, or of a ghastly aspect.70
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The image of bracketed numbers and pulsing stars that Jack sees in his own medicalised
mirror reflection in the form of his whole data profile thus reveals a kind catoptromantic
logic: death is portended in this instance by technologised representations of the self.

The technologised reflection of Jack’s body as data that is enacted by medical imaging
technologies resonates with N. Katherine Hayles’ notion of the mirror of the cyborg.
As Hayles describes this:
the simultaneous estrangement of the self from itself and its
reconstitution as Other suggests that the diffusion of subjectivity through
the cybernetic circuit constitutes a second mirror stage, the Mirror of the
Cyborg.71
While Hayles’ notion of the mirror is clearly metaphorical rather than literal, the
diffusion of selfhood within the digital technologised realm nonetheless resonates with
the way that, with medical imaging technologies, the self is distributed through a grid of
images and data, requiring a renegotiation of subjectivity. From Varela’s first-hand
experience, the image of the self as a networked entity, distributed across digital
circuitry, complicates the notion of selfhood:
we are looking at the scene from the side, you and I. And yet for me
alone [it] is echoed in multiple mirrors of shifting centres each of which I
call ‘I’, each one a subject which feels and suffers, which expects a
word, which is redoubled in a scanner’s image, a concrete fragment that
seems to partake with me of a mixture of intimacy and foreignness.72
The body thus undergoes a number of processes and is dispersed through networked
imaging technologies. In the case of CT for example, the body undergoes a number of
transformations from raw flesh to digital image; from the initial radioactive isotope
injection, through to the scanner itself and finally the image projected on a screen
viewed by the radiologist, the body and bodily identity are distributed amongst
computer networks.

This rendering of the body transparent through networked distribution recalls Stafford’s
description of the postmodern medical body. Stafford notes the fetishisation of the
transparent vision, suggesting that it is typified by a representational reconfiguration of
the body that mimics that of virtuality and hyper-collage:
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Medicine’s focus on the transparent head is postmodernist in its drastic
reformulation of information about a formerly opaque body and its
rupture of any utopia idea of corporeal wholeness or sensory coherence.
If to be modernist mean constructing a formal vocabulary that was clean,
streamlined, in which representations looked abstract and were
reconstructed from geometrical forms, to be postmodernist implies the
figure-ground ambiguity of virtuality and the intertwistings of
hypervisible collage.”73
The body of medical imaging thus resonates with a technologised postmodern aesthetic
of the body, wherein it is fragmented and distributed through network systems in a way
similar to that of the mirror of the cyborg. In the case of White Noise the medical body
similarly takes the form of a networked, virtual entity. Jack’s digital doppelgänger is
not simply the image of himself depicted on the screen of a scanner, but is rather his
whole data profile, the conglomeration of images, samples and data that supposedly
replicates him in his medical entirety, exists as data. Jack’s entire body is thus rendered
informatic, his somatic significance distributed amongst the networks of scanners and
databases that create his digital doppelgänger.

Through this reconfiguration of the body in its entirety as information derives from
different sources, the digital doppelgänger functions as a kind of hybrid figure. Sarah
Kember describes this hybridity of the body created by medical imaging, suggesting
medical imaging technologies both fragment the body through the process of diagnosis
and subsequently “re-form” that same body, rendering it whole by “placing it in an
analogical relation with space.”74 Thus, while medical imaging might dis-integrate the
body, they simultaneously resurrect it the body in a modified and fragmentary form.75
Nina and André Czegledy discuss the reconfiguration of the body in this context, noting
that the use of technologies such as CT, MRI or PET
has contributed to a radical shift in bodily thinking involving a bifurcated
path […] This radical shift in perception has resulted in no less than a redrawing of the human body in terms of its essential nature. Where
before it was just flesh and bone; now it is a mass of various readings,
each one giving a different character to the whole.76
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While Czegledy and Czegledy’s assumption of the “essential nature” of the body is
tenuous at best, their comments nonetheless highlight the way in which the medicalised
body is reconfigured as an entity comprised of multiple forms of representation. In this
way, the body of medicine is a kind fragmentary hybrid, a body comprised of discrete
modes of representation which combine to form an overall body whose significance is
greater than that of its constituent parts.

Figure 4.1
X-ray of Anna Roentgen’s hand, 189577

UNCANNY MOMENTS

When Anna Roentgen, the wife of x-ray inventor Wilhelm Roentgen, first glimpsed an
x-ray image of her hand, she experienced a premonition of her own death upon seeing
her skeleton rendered visible.78 While this reaction can in part be explained by the
longstanding cultural notion (within western culture) of the skeleton as a symbol of
death and mortality, it also points to the way in which images of the body-interior evoke
profound cultural anxieties about the permeability of the body. In this context, x-rays
can be seen to thus evoke the uncanny because of their capacity of represent death as
embodied within the living self. As Cook, borrowing a phrase from Emily Dickinson,
describes this phenomenon, the image of the inner body, particularly the skeleton
77
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conjures up the “chilling effect” of a fear that is “zero to the bone.”79 In this context,
the inevitable trajectory toward death that occurs during life is rendered radically
visible. The fact of death in this instance is therefore not simply symbolised by the
image of the skeleton but is also actualised within the living body: Anna Roentgen’s
premonition of death can be understood in relation to the uncanny experience of
viewing an image of what one’s body will look like after its inevitable death and decay.

In his 1919 essay, “The Uncanny”, Freud asserts that the uncanny is anxiety-inducing
precisely because it involves a simultaneous incorporation of both the known and the
strange.80 Differentiating himself from E. Jentsch who argues that the uncanny derives
from events, places, or circumstances that are unfamiliar and which elicit a fear of the
unknown and its possibilities, Freud posits that the uncanny is anxiety-inducing
precisely because it renders the familiar strange.81 Focusing on E.T.A. Hoffman’s story
The Sandman, Freud suggests that the uncanny is founded on psychological repression,
when “something which ought to have remained hidden […] has come to light”.82

Yet the uncanny is not limited to the realm of the imaginary as in Freud’s understanding
but also occurs as a consequence of technological replications of the human. Masahiro
Mori puts forward the notion of the “uncanny valley” which results from the replicating
the human.83 Mori proposes that as human simulacra in the form of robots, automata,
and puppets become increasingly human-like so too does our sense of recognition and
familiarity with these simulacra accordingly increase. However, at a certain point,
when the likeness between humanoid and human becomes too close, the relationship of
resemblance dips into the “uncanny valley” wherein the uncanny resemblance of the
humanoid to the human becomes profoundly unsettling and strange (see fig. 1).

Mori

differentiates between ‘moving’ and ‘still’ humanoids, positing that moving humanoids
have a greater potential for closely resembling human beings, whilst at the same time
being at greater risk of falling into the trough of the uncanny valley. From this logic, a
zombie, as a “moving” simulacrum, is more uncanny than a corpse, as is a moving
puppet more uncanny than a doll: the greater the resemblance between human and
79
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humanoid, the greater is the potential for uncanniness.84 In light of this, the capacity of
medical imaging technologies to elicit the uncanny is thus based on the authoritative
discourse of medicine, which decrees that its representations are faithful and exact
replications of human bodies. As a consequence, the image of the body provokes a
similar sense of alienation and dis-integration.

The rendering of the body transparent by medical imaging technologies reconfigures the
body as a permeable object. Rather than a self-contained, discrete unit, the body is
transformed into a permeable artefact, one whose external boundaries are entirely
breachable, such that the body-interior can be viewed from multiple angles and planes.
The body in this context becomes a shadowy artefact, its flesh rendered transparent and
insubstantial, where, as Cecil Helman describes, “the white shapes on the X-Ray screen
will paint a ghostly Rorschach inside your body.”85

Additionally, medical imaging

technologies enable living subjects to view their own skeletons whilst they are still
alive.

From this, when the skeleton is visualised within the living body, within one’s

own body, there occurs a disjunction between the subjectivity of the living self and the
image of one’s skeleton signifying death. As Akira Lippit describes this:
Given the combined internal and external views of an object made
possible in an x-ray image, the viewer is forced to occupy an impossible
vantage point – at once inside and outside. [..] The x-ray collapses […]
the essential dualism that separates interiority from exteriority. In the xray, only a faintly perceptible line recalls the former separation of the
dimensions of interiority and exteriority.86
From this it would seem that the medical visualisation of the body creates a rift between
the image of the body and embodied experience. Indeed, as Lippit notes in relation to
the capacity of x-rays to render the body transparent, the body as it exists within the
medical image becomes a completely separate entity, divorced from the self, one that
the subject whose body is being imaged can “no longer claim […] as its own.”87
However, it can be argued that such a claim (and indeed all claims that medical images
of the body result in estrangement) is problematic in that it is founded on an assumption
that, prior to rendering the body permeable, the embodied subject was integrated and
complete.
84
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embodied selfhood is necessarily fraught with a sense of decorporealised detachment
simply because embodiment is forever condemned to exist divorced from the image of
the body. Barthes writes:
What is the “you” you might or might not look like? […] Where is your
authentic body? You are the only one who can never see yourself except
as an image […] especially for your own body, you are condemned to
the repertoire of its images.88
For Barthes therefore, the very experience of embodiment is inherently one of
estrangement, wherein one can never truly see one’s own body, but may only view it
mediated through various representational modes, whether they be photography,
portraiture or mirror-reflections. The body in its entirety is thus an unfamiliar entity,
one that defies visualisation and can only be viewed as either fragment or
representation, and for this reason, to view images of the self is to participate in a
reconciliation between image and imagination of the body.

In part, the anxiety that arises from the vision of one’s own body-interior can be viewed
in relation to the way in which it enacts a loss of selfhood. To a non-medical viewer,
many images of the body-interior are disconcertingly homogeneous; an MRI image of
oneself looks very much the same as that of someone else. Indeed as Lisa Cartwright
notes, technologies such as x-ray present the body “stripped of its overinscribed genderand race-encoded epidermis”.89 In the same way that anatomy for Foucault
“reconstitutes the unities that underlie” visible differences of bodies by conceptualising
them in accordance with anatomical structures, medical imaging in this context might
similarly be seen to unify different bodies by presenting them in a standardised
format.90 Additionally, as Stafford notes, the capacity of medical imaging technologies
to reveal the body’s inner space and render flesh transparent
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raises the spectre of universal diaphaneity. It conjures up foreboding
visions of an all-powerful observer who has instant visual access to the
anatomy, biochemistry, and physiology of a patient.91
In this sense the body is reconfigured as an entity that is endlessly and totally
permeable, one that can be instantly dis-integrated and rendered completely transparent.
From this perspective, such representations of the interior body might at first glance
seem to be politically neutral in terms of race and gender.92 However, as Anne Balsamo
notes, such technologies establish “’biologically based’ standards of body functioning”
which define normality and pathology according to organic features.93 Through this
homogenisation of the body, wherein it becomes identical to anything through its
conformity to anatomical norms, individual difference is signified only by pathological
abnormality.

The rendering of the body as homogenous is further perpetuated when the body is
perceived to be reconfigured as information. As Deborah Lupton notes, digital imaging
technologies eradiate the analogic relationship between the body and its medical
representation, such that computerising medical imaging technologies
translate information from non-invasive probings into universal digital
binary code. Density of bone, tissue, neural impulses, blood flow – all
these are registered in a precise series of 0s and 1s. 94
This rendering of the self as information rather than analogic representation further
enacts a sense of estrangement between the embodied self and the body re-presented by
medicine.
Late-twentieth-century electronic imaging technology, such as magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and computerized tomography (CT), has
further decomposed the corporeal body into bits of data and abstract
images far removed from the classical hands-on probing and touching
that were once hallmarks of a medical exam. Disembodiment is
exacerbated further when […] the body is decomposed into a list of
images and test results such as blood smears, urine sediments,
91
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electrographic recordings, endoscopic views, sonograms, arteriograms,
and venograms.95
Thus the physicality of the body, and with it selfhood, is transformed into information
and fragments, distributed amongst various media forms: the body is remediated,
endowed with circularity that is at once homogenous and distributive.96

This is not to suggest that the cultural landscape is devoid of images of the bodyinterior. Indeed images of the body-interior, whether viewed through medical imaging
technologies or in actuality, saturate popular culture in wide range of contexts. The
television series House, for instance, regularly depicts animations of an imagined
camera travelling through the body that reveals the pathological condition featured in
that week’s episode; the Body Worlds exhibition, visited by thousands of people and
featured in the most recent Bond film reveals the body-interior in all its spectacular
intricacy; shows such as Extreme Makeover or Medical Incredible reveal weekly
visions into the interior body during surgery. Within western culture at least, the image
of the interior body is well and truly popular currency.

However the common trait

uniting such images of the body-interior, whether living or dead, surgical or traumatic,
is that for the viewer, the interior body always belongs to someone else: very rarely
does one see one’s own body rendered transparent to reveal the inner flesh. As Susan
Sontag writes, in relation to tuberculosis, medical imaging, in the form of x-ray
“permit[s] one, often for the first time, to see one’s insides – to be come transparent to
oneself.”97

Thus, it is not the image of the self per se that enacts a sense of

estrangement and alienation, but rather the image of the interior body as one that is
radically removed from self-image that elicits a sense of estrangement in the patientviewer.

From this, it might be seen that images of the body created by medical imaging
technologies such as MRI, CT, x-ray or ultrasound constitute simply another addition to
the “repertoire” of bodily images that comprise an individual’s imagined body-image.
However, where technologies such as photography or portraiture operate according to
similar representational principles of three-dimensional linear perspective, medical
95
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imaging technologies are predominantly founded on transparency and permeability: the
body in this instance is not an object existing within space that is depicted by
technology, but rather, space is seen to exist within the body and technology renders
this space visible in the form of two-dimensional images.

Rather than the skin

functioning as the primary organ of visualisation, medical imaging technologies, for the
most part, figuratively discard the skin as a superficial covering that must be rendered
invisible in order to visualise the more important body-interior. In this way, the mode
of visualisation afforded by medical imaging technologies enables a person to see their
body revealed in a way that is radically divorced from the self-image obtained from
regular images or representations of the body such as photographs or reflections.98 It is
through this re-presentation of a pre-existing and previously unseen body-interior that
medical technologies evoke a sense of estrangement and elicit the uncanny; they
constitute a unique way of seeing and present the self in a profoundly unfamiliar way.99
FLESH, DÉJÀ VU

In the Wachowski brothers’ film The Matrix, the protagonist Neo experiences what he
believes is the sensation of déjà vu after seeing two identical black cats cross his path
one after the other. He is informed that this experience is not in fact déjà vu but is
rather the result of a “glitch in the matrix,” a fracture in the simulated space-time
continuum created by the computer system that controls the matrix.100 In this instance
Neo’s imagined déjà vu, a phenomenon historically associated with the psychological or
the paranormal, is reconfigured as a technological process, any of its original
associations to the paranormal abandoned in favour of technoscience. Yet despite this,
the appearance of the black cats nonetheless pre-empts the shift in the matrix that seals
off the safe-house, ultimately resulting in the death of several other characters in the
film. This chain of events implicitly adheres to the superstition that a black cat crossing
98
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one’s path is an omen of impending doom, even if is understood to be a technological
glitch rather than a supernatural phenomenon. The supernatural and the superstitious
are reconfigured as digital constructs in order for them to adhere to the film’s overall
logic.

Just as Neo’s experience of déjà vu is reframed as a digital phenomenon, so too is déjà
vu in White Noise presented as the by-product of medical science. The sensation of déjà
vu that his daughter Steffie experiences during the Airborne Toxic Event is attributed to
exposure to Nyodene D., which is claimed to cause such a symptom. Any association
between déjà vu and notions of supernaturalism is replaced by a belief in empirical
medicine, which deems that the sensation is caused by Nyodene D. affecting the part of
the brain that controls human memory. Yet for Murray, déjà vu has other implications;
why do we think these things happened before? Simple. They did
happen before, in our minds, as visions of the future. Because these are
precognitions, we can’t fit the material into our system of consciousness
as it is now structured. This is basically supernatural stuff. We’re seeing
into the future but haven’t learned how to process the experience. (p.151)
Murray suggests that déjà vu is in fact associated with the supernatural but within a
paradigm of scientific rationality that dictates psychological structure, this
conceptualisation of the supernatural cannot be logically sustained. Yet, although déjà
vu is relegated to the realm of medical science its supernatural connotations are
transferred in the novel to medical technologies.

Within White Noise, medical

technologies replace supernatural phenomena as a source of uncanny anxiety about
ontology and selfhood.

The uncanniness of viewing the interior body then, reflects what Boxall describes “the
deathly logic of déjà vu”.101

The vision of the body-interior is one that is at once

familiar and strange; the image of the body’s hidden depths flattened out and projected
on a screen is in itself not unfamiliar, but what is uncanny in the case of medical
imaging technologies thus the fact of seeing ones own body rendered this way.

As

Peter Krapp notes, the term “déjà vu”, since its inception in the late nineteenth century,
has undergone a shift “from an experience of reduplicating or foreboding unfamiliarity
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to a sense of the overly familiar [..] the already known, the always present.”102 The
uncanniness and disintegration that ensue are symptomatic of this model of déjà vu,
wherein the image of one’s body-interior, in its frightening homogeneity, to they
layperson’s eye at least, resembles of any other inner body that has been historically and
culturally associated with death, and moreover, has been repeatedly represented as
morbid.

Thus, medical imaging technologies portend death, both actually through their capacity
to detect pathological condition, and symbolically through rendering the body
transparent. As Cook notes, images of the body produced by medical technologies are
always “of the fragmented self: the organ, the tissue, the cross section, the suspicious
spots lurking deep in the interior.”103 The body’s inner recesses are perceived to contain
death lurking within them, a death that is revealed through the manifestation of flesh as
image. The experience of seeing the depths of one’s inner body opened up, revealed as
two-dimensional is alienating and profoundly uncanny, presenting an image of
disunified self whose life is as tenuous and fragile as the image of it projected on a
screen. Just as the doppelganger presages death, presenting a supernatural and proleptic
vision of future mortality, so too does Jack’s data profile, through the technologised
envisioning of flesh, portend his death in a digital language inaccessible to the human.
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Resurrecting the exquisite corpse

FIGURES
5.1 Jake and
5.2 Jake and

Dinos Chapman, Exquisite Corpse, 2000
Dinos Chapman, Exquisite Corpse, 2000

Full fathom five thy father lies;
Of his bones are coral made;
Those are pearls that were his eyes;
Nothing of him that doth fade
But doth suffer a sea-change
Into something rich and strange.
In the four chapters of this thesis I have discussed the ways in which resurrection is
enacted by a number of biotechnological processes and visualisations. Part One of the
thesis examined the extraordinary bodily ontologies of resurrected corpses, and the
concomitant anxieties and fear they elicit, manifested in the melancholy, horror and
nostalgia evoked by Body Worlds and the Visible Human Project. In both cases, the
deceased body is imbued with an artificial life; a synthetic animation for the plastinates,
and a digital reconfiguration for the Visible Humans. Where Part One examined
scenarios in which the dead body was reinvested with life, Part Two of this thesis
examined instances in which the body fragment or image is shadowed with death, and
its indefinability gives rise to forms of the monstrous and the uncanny.

From the issues addressed in previous chapters, it might seem that in discussing
biomedical phenomena in terms of the predominantly fear-driven affects they elicit,
such as horror or the uncanny, I am putting forward a fairly grim, if not downright
pessimistic, perspective on the capacity of biomedical technologies to reconfigure the
body in a way that causes profound anxiety. I would like to conclude this thesis on
more optimistic note and suggest that the imagined loss of human being that would
seem to result from the biomedical framing of the body can be understood in the context
of a process of mourning.

In this case, the resurrection offered by biomedical

technologies can be seen as creating a kind of “exquisite corpse”, a body whose
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fragmentary nature endows it with a form of hybrid corporeality that is as compelling as
it is anxiety-inducing.
MOURNING ORGANIC INTEGRITY

I return now to a phrase that has surfaced in a number of texts that I have used
throughout the individual chapters in this thesis: “organic integrity.” Many of the
anxieties evoked by biomedical technologies and the corporeal transformations and
resurrection that they enact, manifested in the forms of melancholy, horror, monstrosity
and uncanny, are ultimately founded on an imagined loss of organic integrity.

Cecil Helman, reflecting upon his experience of anatomical dissection, suggests that
dissection involves “breaking down into artificial categories something that had once
had a living and organic unity.”1 For Helman, the “something” in this instance is a
human body, and he imagines its “organic unity” as intimately connected with living
embodiment. Jonathan Sawday uses a similar phrase in his discussion of early modern
anatomical practice, where he asserts that “dissection is an insistence on the partition of
something (or someone) which (or who) hitherto possessed their own unique organic
integrity.”2 For Sawday, organic integrity constitutes a wholeness of the body, not just
a physical integration, but a symbolic inviolability that signifies the individuality and
impermeability of subjectivity and selfhood.

Catherine Waldby, in her study of the

Visible Human Project similarly invokes this term, suggesting that “any fantasy of
organic integrity is lost in the face of the interface, the potential for data bodies to be
integrated into data circuits, cybernetic or genetic”.3 For Waldby, the belief in “organic
unity” assumes that human being is based upon discrete, centred and individual bodies
and selves. Thus, biotechnologies in themselves do not necessarily destroy the organic
integrity of the body, but rather they reveal the very fragility of organic unity as a
concept: when the ontological integrity of bodies and selves can be so readily and easily
jeopardised, as many technophilic theorisations of the posthuman would suggest, it
would seem the concept of organic integrity is, despite its apparent frailty, one that
underpins notions of human being. And organic integrity must always be lost: in the
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very process of living, where bodies, in both cultural and corporeal senses, are
constantly undergoing transformations and transmogrifications, technologised or
otherwise, organic integrity is repeatedly violated and renewed. With every bodily fluid
expelled, every morsel consumed, every social exchange enacted, the imagined
boundaries of the body that uphold organic integrity are constantly transgressed.

One way of avoiding this theoretical pitfall is to reconceptualise this notion of
embodiment as founded on an ongoing process of loss and rebuilding, a proposal
offered by Judith Butler in her study of mourning and violence, entitled Precarious
Lives. Butler writes:
When we lose certain people, or when we are dispossessed from a place, or a
community, we may simply feel that we are undergoing something temporary,
that mourning will be over and some restoration of prior order will be achieved.
But maybe when we undergo what we do, something about who we are is
revealed, something that delineates the ties we have to others, that shows us that
those ties constitute what we are, ties or bonds that compose us.4
Loss need not necessarily constitute a violation of the self and its place in the world, but
can instead reveal the potential for becoming, for being renewed and revived by the
very process of losing. The imagined loss of organic integrity can thus reveal a new
self, a way of being that transcends, in a corporeal and figurative sense, the boundaries
of human being, opening up possibilities for new human ontology.

This notion of loss as concomitant with a kind of production or reinscription of the self
can be viewed in the context of the resurrections discussed in this thesis. From one
perspective, the biomedical resurrections enacted by technologies such as plastination
or transplantation could arguably be understood as processes in which human ontology
is disbanded and organic integrity lost through visual and somatic fragmentation, hence
the melancholy and horror they evoke. However, these resurrections that take place can
also be seen to create a new kind of body, one that is not limited by the fantasy of
corporeal unity but that nonetheless retains an organic integrity: the exquisite corpse.

The exquisite corpse was originally a word game developed by the Surrealists in the
early twentieth century, in which players would formulate nonsensical sentences by
adding on one word at a time, knowing only the word that preceded their own. In its
artistic manifestation, the exquisite corpse is a creature whose various body parts are
4
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depicted by different artists. While each artist is similarly afforded a tiny glimpse of the
section of the illustration that adjoins their own, they have no knowledge of the
creature’s overall form until it is completed. Because only a small portion of the
adjoining section is revealed, the artist can never have a true sense of the spatiality of
the previous section, and subsequently, the resulting chimera’s shape is visually
coherent but individual sections are representationally inconsistent in spatial terms,
giving the creature a strangely grotesque but unified appearance.

Image unavailable due
to copyright
restrictions

Figure 5.1
Jake and Dinos Chapman, Exquisite Corpse, 20005

It is through the exquisite corpse’s simultaneous embodiment of organic integrity and
the fragmentation it incorporates, that it recalls the resurrected body. This is illustrated
in the evocative etchings of Jake and Dinos Chapman. The Chapman brothers revive
the exquisite corpse in their series of etchings in which they depict chimerical creatures:
multiple heads, opened flesh, and dripping blood permeate the etching series. These
creatures are comprised of multiple and disparate representations and perspectives; in
Figure 5.1 for instance, the creature is represented from both a sideways and frontal
perspective, and likewise, in Figure 5.2 the creature’s interior and exterior body are
simultaneously visible. Yet, each individual section of the creature’s body, however
5
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grotesque, is thus informed by a representational unity that renders the combination of
discrete components visually coherent.

The exquisite corpses of these etchings reveal the possibility of a technological process
that dismembers and dis-integrates the body, both actually and symbolically, but
resurrects a creature that nonetheless retains an organic integrity. Certainly the exquisite
corpse, with its opened flesh and transgressive embodiment suggests a kind of violation
and dis-integration of the body through its envisioning, yet at the same time, the
hybridity and fragmentary aesthetic of the exquisite corpse is strangely compelling and
has a grotesque beauty.

Just as the exquisite corpse may exist with a form organic

integrity that is not constrained by the technological envisioning of its body parts, so too
may the human body, fragmented and with its fragments biomedically resurrected,
nonetheless retain its own organic integrity.

Image unavailable due
to copyright restrictions

Figure 5.2
Jake and Dinos Chapman, Exquisite Corpse, 20006
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